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MOST-FAVORED-NATION STATUS FOR ROMANIA

FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington., DC.

The committee was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Dan-
forth (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Chafee, Heinz, Wallop, Grassley, and
Bradley.

[The press release announcing the hearing and the prepared
statements of Senators Heinz, Grassley, and Bradley follow:]

(Prm. Relem No. 88-063, July 16, 1986J

FINANCE CoMMirrFE Rum DATE FOR SUscotMMITTE HEARING ON MO6T-FAVORED-
NATION STATUS FOR ROMANIA

A hearing on S. 1817 and S. 1492, relating to withdrawal of most-favored-nation
trade status for Romania, has been rescheduled by the Senate Committee on Fi.
nance, Chairman Bob Packwood [R-Oregon] announced today.

Senator Packwood said that the hearing before the Committee's Subcommittee on
International Trade originally scheduled for Monday, July 28 at 2:00 p.m. will in-
stead be held on Friday, August 1, 1986 at 9:30 a.m.

The hearing will be held in room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Senator John C. Danforth [R-Missouri], Chairman of the Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Trade, will preside.
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August 1, 1996 so

Testimony Submitted to the Senate Subcommittee
on International Trade

THE HONORAIN JOHN HEINZ,
U.S. SENATOR FROM PENNSYLVANIA

AND MEMBER.
U.S. COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE

Mr. Chairman, I as pleased to participate once again In
the Committee's Most-Favored Nation hearings. i am speaking
today aS a member of both the Finance Committee and the U.S.
Commission on Security and Cooperation In Europe.

It is fitting that this Subcommittee should convene on
August I, the anniversary of the signing of the Final Act of
the Conference on Security and Cooperation In Europe. Sy
holding the hearings on this anniversary we reconfirm our
commitment to uphold human rights and to hold every Helsinki
Final Act signatory accountable for Its violations of
fundamental human rights.

Yet AugustlI Is a bittersweet day for human rights
activists, On this day eleven years ago, the heads of state of
36 countries signalled their commitment to uphold universal
humanitarian principles. Today we look beck on the record of
compliance with the Hels-inki principles and see that it Is
mixed, at best. For many of us, the results have been
disappointing. The subject of our hearings today elicits the
same mixed emotions and the same deep sense of disappointment
over the gap between words and deeds undertaken by some of the
Helsinki signatories.

Each year the MFN deliberations go well beyond mere
numbers of emigrants to less quantifiabe Issues of human
rights. The freedoms of conscience, speech and assembly are as
dear to us as the freedom of movement that Is explicitly
included in the Jackson-Vanik Amendment; religious and minority
rights are equally precious and should be safeguarded. The
question is not h Jackson-Vanik embraces these human
rights, but rath F tit can best be utilized to safeguard
them.

While today's hearing will focus on Romania, Hungary 1l0
enjoys MFN status under the terms of Jackson-Vnlik. Let me
take this opportunity to say that the Commission continues to
be disturbed by signs of a hardening attitude toward free
expression n ungary during the last year. Hungarian vititens
who express indapendant views by publishing their Independent
Journals or participating In peaceful demonstrations have.bean
Incroasingly'subject to various forms of harassment and
persecution and therefore must carry out their activities In
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a much less open manner. And while family reunification cases
between Hungary and the United States continue to be resolved
without difficulty, Hungary still retains restrictive
emigration laws that may inhibit Hungarian citizens from
applying to emigrate and could create problem cases in the
future. These difficulties are detailed in the Annex to my
statement.

We should not ignore these problems, even if they are
mild relative tO those of other Warsaw Pact states, and |Join
the Commission's Co-Chairman, Representative Steny Hoyer, in
urging the Hungarian Government to cease taking actionsa inst
those individuals who act upon their rights as expressed Tn the
Helsinki Final Act.

Romania continues to violate the most basic human rights
of its Citizens In spite of the international human rights
accords it has signed. Its emigrtion lawtiand practices are
highly restrictive; its treatment of ethnic Germans and
Hungarians Increasingly discriminatory; its persecution of
blievers who trespass the closely circumscribed bounds of
official policy on religion blatant and persistent.

Nevertheless, due to Congressional leverage, Romania has
resolved a substantial number of emigration cases. The
Commission presents lists to the Romanian government at least
four times a year, containing family visit, family
reunification, marriage and dual national cases. Recently we
have seen an Increase in the rate of approvals and final
resolutions of the cases we have raised on those lists. Of a
total of 271 cases presented on our June 1985 list, 126 have
been resolved, meaning the persons involved have left Romania,
and 71 have been approved. These resolutions and approvals
represent 701 of the cases on the list. This is a marked
increase over the 50 of the June 1984 list approved and
resolved by this time last year.

The Romanian emigration application process continues to
be arduous and discouraging, and the 1986 figures for Jewish
emigration to Israel have been disappointing. However,
following the agreement worked out last summer by Ambassador
Derwinsk and Romanian authorities, the Commission has received
fewer reports of harassment and discrimination against would-be
emigrants to the United States.

In June of this year, the Romanian authorities declared
in amnesty which would free some prisoners of conscience in
whom the Commission and many Congressmen have expressed
Interest. Likewise recently the authorities granted exit
visas to a few scholars who had applied repeatedly to
participate in international conferences and exchanges outside
Romania.
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The Commission Is not satisfied with the limited gestures
made to date by the Romanian authorities. Concrete progress in
the broad areas of concern set out in the Pressler and Yatron
resolutions passed by the Congress Is still necessary to allay
Congressional concerns.

In particular, the Romanian regime should finalize
arrangements with Its Baptist, Hungarian Reformed and other
citizens who seek more Bibles. Second, It should act quickly
to resolve longstanding family reunification and other
humanitarian cases, such as that of Napoleon Fodor, which enjoy
broad support in the United States. Third, the Romanian
authorities should release prisoners of conscience whose fate
is of concern, including: Bas Pal, Laszlo Buzas and Erno
Borbely. And Romania must cease demolition of religious
buildings, particularly those with strong historical and
community value, such as the Spanish synagogue in Bucharest
which was razed only last week despite the protests of the
Romanian and American Jewish communities.

Over the list decade, on balance, Jackson-Vanik has been
a useful tool of human rights leverage, although It his never
achieved the sorts of systemic changes which some members of
Congress would favor, Yet Jackson-Vanik has helped ease the
circumstances of some prisoners of conscience, and the
treatment of some religious and minority groups. Congress has
sent Bucharest the message that this is not enough.

The Commission shares the frustration and anger of the
U.S. Congress as its surveys the human rights situation In
Romania. Nevertheless, the existing Jackson-Vanik tool should
not be discarded without carefully examining the very serious
repercussions suspension or revocation might have on the human
rights situation in Romania and on the ability of the U.S.
Congress effqctively to pursue its human rights concerns with
Romanian representatives. If MPH is revoked today, what do we
do about the divided family that turns to us for help
tomorrow? How would revocation of HFN increase our human
rights leverage in a practical sense? I think we have yet to
hear a satisfactory solution to this problem from those who
advocate revocation.

In conclusion, the Commission urges the Romanian
Government to act quickly to institute significant improvements
in the areas of religious and minority rights, prisoners of
conscience and treatment of emigration applicants. The narrow
rejection of the Crane resolution denying HF status to Romania
in the House on Tuesday clearly demonstrates that if Romania Is
to preserve its HFN status, It must act now.
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ANNEX MINI

Hungarian Emigration and Human Rights Performanoe

Emigration

Over the past year, the Hungarian Government consistently
has resolved family reunification cases involving the United
States. The number of cases at any particular time between the
two countries has never been high, but the Hungarian
authorities' continual resolution of outstanding cases in the
last three years reflects Hungary's evident determination to
preclude family reunification problems from troubling bilateral
relations. There are no Systematic official sanctions imposed
on persons who seek to emigrate, and emigration fees are
reasonable.

Despite their admittedly liberal practices, Hungary's
emigration laws remain restrictive, even as compared to those
of other East Bloc nations. A person can normally apply to
emigrate only if Joining a parent, spouse or child abroad.
However, the law provides for exceptions In individual cases,
and the majority of Hungarians who are eligible to apply to
emigrate for the purposes of family reunification receive
permission. Persons who are refused permission to emigrate may
appeal and reapply.

There are several official reasons given for refusing
emigration permission:

- Requesting emigration to Join a relative remaining
abroad illegally for a period of less than five years (or for
whose illegal absence one is responsible);

-o Lack of permission from the Ministry of Defense in the
case of miles of military age who have not partly or completely
fulfilled their military obligation (Some male applicants of
military age have been given exit permits for tourist travel.);

-- Requesting emigration to join a relative not
prescribed by law;

-- Not having attained the legal minimum age for
emigration (66); and

--Being contrary to the public interest.

Despite the current flexibility in applying these laws,
they may inhibit some Hungarian citizens from applying to leave
the country and could give rise to problem cases in the future.
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Although Hungary Is more tolerant of expressions of
dissent than other Last Bloc countries recent events give
cause for concern. Since December 181, citizens engaged in
unofficial (11uizdet) publishing and other dissident activities
have been victims of government harassment in the form of
apartment and automobile searches, short-term detention for
questioning, police reprimands-and heavy fines. There have
been instances of more severe treatment as well. The net
effect of this harassment has been that the group of dissident
Intellectuals, who refer to themselves as the *democratic
opposition,' now carry on their activities in a much les open
manner. There is no longer any central place where 1AIia
may be obtained and the publication and distributionof-W-Fular
samisdat Journeas have been Interrupted on numerous occasions.

Leading up to the Budapest Cultural Forum, the Hungarian
authorities appeared to be loosening the reins on the
democratic opposition as the harassment of individuals became
less frequent. During the Forum, however, the Hungaris
reneged on their commitment to follow the Madrid precendent
regarding MOO activities by refusing to permit the
In ternat onal Helsinki Federation to hold a cultural symposium
in a reserved hotel room. Oue to the tenacity of the
participants and the volume of public opinion, the symposium
nevertheless was allowed to continue on private premi ses.

Following the close of the Cultural Forum, many feared
that, as the International spotlight left udapest, Hungariancontrols might tighten again. Barely two days afr)r the Forum
closed, 36 year-old Sandor Lezsak was accused of counter-
revolutionary activities' and dismissed from his job as the
director of the cultural center in the village of Lakitelek.
The apparent reason for his dismissal was that he organized an
unofficial poetry gathering and exhibition on graphic art on
October 22, while the Forum was underway.

Although many of the prominent dissident Intellectuals
previously denied permission to travel to the West were
suddenly granted teat permission in late 1985 and early 106,
actions against lesser-known Individuals continued. On January
16, police ransacked the home of Jeno Nagy, a publisher of
iaMift.t, A number of publications and manuscripts were
Fii"TIaitd following the seven-hour search, On February l6,
he was fined for viol ation of the press law. Two days later he
was taken to a police station for further questioning, His
apartment was searched again on March 11 and a third tim on
April 1. Subsequent charges of violating the Iress law have
resulted in additional heavy fines. On March and March 11,
police raided the apartment of Gyorgy Bado, who was find for
violation of the press law as well. Then, on April 1, along
with the third raid on Nagy's apartment, the police entered
another apartment Ind found Mik los Svlyok and Istvan Csorba
printing jaUeltdit Not only all publications but all printing

02"
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equipment was confiscated. Later that day, Sulyok was further
harassed by police In downtown Budapest. Both men have been
fined for violation of the press law.

More recently y, the work of leading Hungarian writer/
playwright lstvan Csurka reportedly has been banned from
publication because of statements he made while visiting the
West. And the entire board of editors of the journal T .ataj
has been fired and the further publication of the Journal
stopped because of the appearance of several controversial
articles.

In addition a new, strengthened press law was adopted by
the Hungarian arfiament on March 21 and will go into effect on
September 1. It reportedly provides a firmer basis for levying
heavy fines without court proceedings on anyone having in their
possession even one copy of unoffici ally-printed material. The
police also have the power to confiscate any typewritten or
photocopied text during a house search and on that basis,
bring char as of "preparing an illegal publication." In recent
years, police have klso been given greater power to examine the
contents of vehicles, to search any person for the purpose of
identification, or :o conduct an inquiry against him/her
without need of a warrant. The length of police surveillance,
a form of house arrest, has been expanded from one to two years
and exemptions for handicapped persons have been reduced.

The Hungarian Government also has become lest tolerant of
peaceful demonstrations thin in previous years. On February 8,
a Hungarian environmental group. Joined by a largo number of
Austrians, marched in Budapest Lo protest the proposed
construction of a Hungarian-Ciechoslovak Dam on the Danube
River. While the leaders of the group had cancelled the march
the day before, under pressure from the authorities about 80
people decided to proceed with their march. The police moved
in and dispersed the group, reportedly using truncheons on some
Individuals, This was the first time In years that a
demonstration or gathering had been broken up.

A March 16 demonstration commemorating the 1848 Hungarian
Revolution met the same fate. While this commemoration was
tolerated in previous years, this year, as the demonstrators
moved from one place to another, they were met by police with
truncheons, and many had their identity cards confiscated.
Eleven people reportedly were arrested for 'disturbing the
peace' and another was fined for posessing jegajtx , Some
participants allegedly were beaten by the police.

.3-
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MFN HEARING, ROMANIA

AUGUST 1, 1986

SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

MR. CHAIRMANt

I AM DEEPLY TROUBLED BY THE FACT THAT YEAR AFTER YEAR NUMEROUS

REPORTS CONTINUE TO REACH US OF CONSTANT ROMANIAN CONTRAVENTION

OF UNIVERSALLY RECOGNIZED PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN RIGHTS, WHETHER IN

MATTERS OF EMIGRATION, RELIGION, MINORITY RIGHTS OR HUMAN

FREEDOMS.

ACCORDING TO THE HELSINKI COMMISSION AND STATE DEPARTMENT

FIGURES, ROMANIAN EMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES, ISRAEL AND THE

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY HAS FALLEN SUBSTANTIALLY FROM LOST

YEAR. IN FACT, JUST THIS YEAR ALONE I HAVE RECEIVED LETTERS OF

REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE ON ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN FAMILIES WHO

WANT TO LEAVE ROMANIA TO BE REUNITED WITH OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS. I

HAVE SENT THESE REQUESTSON TO FORMER AMBASSADOR MILITZA AND

AMBASSADOR GAVRILESCU AT THE ROMANIAN EMBASSY.
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UNFORTUNATELYHAVE YET

FOUR OF THESE CASES.

I AM ALSO CONCERNED, AS

WRITTEN TO THE ROMANIAN

TO HAVE A POSITIVE RESPONSE ON EIGHTY-

ARE SOME OF MY COLLEAGUES, WHO HAVE

AMBASSADOR RECENTLY ON FOUR POINTS:

ONE, THE DEMOLITION OF CHURCHES BELONGING TO CONGREGATIONS

WITHOUT OFFICIAL RECOGNITION;

TWO, LIMITATIONS PLACED ON THE PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTIONS OF

BIBLES USED BY CERTAIN DENOMINATIONSi

THREE, THE TREATMENT OF UNRECOGNIZED RELIGIOUS GROUPS AND OF

INDIVIDUALS SEEKING TO EMIGRATE, AND

FOUR, CONFIRMATION OF THE WELFARE AND WHEREABOUTS OF CERTAIN

PRISONERS WHO MAY HAVE BENEFITED FROM AN AMNESTY DECLARED BY THE

ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT ON JUNE 2, 1986.
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IN THE GENERAL SPIRIT OF JACKSON-VANIK, BROADER HUMAN RIGHTS
CONCERNS HAVE BEEN VOICED IN THE PAST WHEN CONSIDERING MFN
RENEWAL FOR ROMANIA. AS IN PAST YEARS, ROMANIA'S HUMAN RIGHTS
RECORD HAS BEEN SHARPLY CRITICIZED BY INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS
ORGANIZATIONS, BY ROMANIAN EMIGRE GROUPS AND THIS YEAR BY SEVERAL
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS. AS IN THE PAST I LOOK FORWARD TO THEIR
TESTIMONY TODAY.
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,., in t 11 t 'y . Snat.or nil I Rradley .t the
Irt1_.nat i:naA Trade Spbcommittee of the Senate Finance

Co'!,;iittee hearing on extension of Most Favored Nation status
for Romania

August 1, 1986

Mr . Chai rnan, as the Finance Committee considers whether-i
is right to extend favorable tariff treatment to Romania, I
return to the issue of human rights. The U.S. excepts
Pomania. from its laws governing trade with Communist
countries. Americans want to show support for a country
that, although dominated by the Soviet Union, nevertheless
tries to steer an independent course. Independence has meant
recognition of Israel and restrictions on certain Warsaw Pact
maneuvers inside Romania. But it is coining to include
policies that show even more contempt for human rights than
does any other Soviet-bloc country.

U.S. trade preferences make a difference: the U.S.
imported more from Romania last year than it imported from
the Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, and
Bulgaria, combined. The U.S. imported from Romania more than
four times as much as it exported,.to Romania last year. But
I fear Romania's trade privileges are now ratifying bald
human rights abuses -- abuses which we would not tolerate in
subsistence economies threatened by drought, famine, and
plague, let alone in a signatory of the Helsinki Accord.

The Bucharest government's treatment of its ethnic
Hungarian minority appalls our moral sense because it debases
its own citizens and astonishes us because it is needless.
Last August a Hungarian newspapaper cited Romanlan policies
that deny access of ethnic Hungarians to Hungarian schools,
break up Hungarian communities by dispersing ethnic Hungarian
workers to purely Romanian regions, and block ethnic
Hungarians from taking jobs with the state news media.
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Recently, 25 Hungarian graduate students protested after none
was allowed to return to the main Hungarian province of
Romania to teach school. The state disperses Hungarian
doctors to remote parts of the country even though there is a
shortage of Hungarian doctors in this province. The
Committee for Human Rights in Romania says the evidence
points to an acceleration of Aelle ate-qovernnent-pollcy to
d ny" U[he~i'de~tLty~ a"rights of ethnic Hungarians as a group:
they cite the recent destruction of an ancient Hungarian
university, the recent closing of the last Hungarian high
school, several Hungarian theaters, and several Hungarian
radio stations, in addition to the continuing imprisonment,
torture, or harrassment of Hungarian poets, priests, and
other leaders.

Last July, the International League for Human Rights
testified before this committee on numerous cases where the
Romanian government unreasonably denied emigration
applications. Some were poignant. Many of these people were
very old. What has become of Borislav Nikolin, who is
partially paralyzed; Michael Weber, 83 years old, suffering
from a stomach disease, and his nearly blind wife Elisabetha;
Anna Bieber, 70, suffering arteriosclerosis and myocardial
sclerosis and her husbank Jakob, 80, also suffering
myocardial sclerosis? What is the point of these denials of
emigration to people who need Western medical attention?

Every year, some new gruesome reports emerge. The 48th
International PEN conference brought to light, two deaths
apparently at the hands of the Romanian secret police.
Gheorghe Ursu was arrested for writings in a personal'diary.
His wife was later informed by telephone that she was a
widow. Arpad Visky, one of the most prominent Hungarian
actors in Romania, was found hanged from a tree by a
policeman just minutes after the death. The incident
followed several weeks of official intimidation as Visky had
applied to emigrate to Hungary. Reports such as these
warrant a thorough investigation.

The list of complaints of unexplained disappearances,
torture and harrassment of priests, denial of the right to
work, supposedly guaranteed in Romania, and forced
dislocation seems never to end. I would like to see evidence
of improved conditions for the ethnic Hungarian minority in
Romania -- including simple access to Hungarian schools and
churches; of easier and fairer emigration procedures; of a
halt to religious persecution and political Imprisonment --
as an integral part of any extension of MFN status for
Romania.
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Senator DANFORTH. This is the annual hearing conducted by the
Finance Committee on the question of most-favored-nation status
with Romania. I think it is fair to say that in recent weeks there
has been a great burst of concern expressed by a number of people
in the Congress relating to the question of most-favored-nation
status for Romania and especially their emigration policy, and
-1more generally, exligiomifraedom questions..We were.concerned to-----

earn a week or so ago that a synagogue had been bulldozed. There
19 a growing sence of concern, and even outrage, in the Congress.

There was a very close vote on the floor of the House of Repre-
entatives recently relating to this matter. And a number of Mem-
ers of the Senate have expressed concern to me. Two Members of

CZongress especially wanted to be here this morning to testify, Sena-
:tor Trible and Congressman Wolf. However, unfortunately, they
cannot be here this morning for the reason that they are attending
the funeral of former Governor Dalton of Virginia.

Some 18 Members of the Senate sent a letter a couple of days
ago-2 or 3 days ago-to President Ceausescu of Romania, express-
ng our concerns in a number of pages about some of the specifics
,of the problem that we see with respect to Romania. I anticipate
;hat this hearing will not be concluded today. As a matter of fact, I
know that Senator Trible and Congressman Wolf and perhaps some
'ther Members of Congress-a limited number of other people-
might want to testify at a later date, perhaps in a month or so; but
ye have a full list of witnesses today, a good list of witnesses.

I do want to say this to the people who are in the audience. In
mset years when we h~ve had this hearing, we have had some un-
"rtunate incidents in the audience, people who have felt that it is

,4ot sufficient to allow the witnesses to present their views without
ople in the audience rising from their seats and demonstrating in

ne way or another.
That is behavior which is not acceptable to this committee. I will

,ot tolerate it today, and I want you to know that. Any demonstra-
k0ns will lead to the suspension of our proceedings and the remov-1 of the people responsible from the room. You are guests not only
if the Senate but really of the whole country when you are in this
'Oom, and I have to insist that proper respect for the Congress and
or the Senate must be maintained.

I am happy to have as our first witness today Senator Dodd.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER J. DODD, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. I appreci-
ate the opportunity to appear for the first time as a witness before

his committee. I normally am somewhat reluctant to appear
before committees because we have the opportunity to share our
houghts and comments with our colleagues personally. So, it is
inly on the rarest of occasions that I would actually ask toappear
before a committee of the Senate of the United States, but I do so,

Mr. Chairman, on this particular issue one that I have been in-
'olved in for the entire 12 years that I have been in Congress. I
"vas an active participant in issues involving MFN status for Roma-
lia back in my House years and have maintained a strong interest
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in the issue during these last 5 years-5Y2 years-here in the
Senate.

And because I do think that things have sort of come to a head
on this issue, I am imposing upon your patience and the patience of
the committee to ask to come before you this morning. I will be
very brief. I know you have a long list of witnesses, and I regret

......... that Senator-Trible.cannot.-be.herpo, He.Aisthe,-hief-authorof thg..
legislation, which I think you have already referred to, and I pre-
sume he will be presenting testimony, if not in person, at least in
written form.

I have followed this issue for years. I appeared on numerous oc.
casions before the House Ways and Means Committee back about
10 years *go when the issue was before the House.

Originally Mr. Chairman, I didn't come to this issue with any
preconceived conclusions at all. For years I raised, along with
many others, concerns about the restrictions the Romanian Gov-
ernment applied to the right of emigration and the way it manipu-
lates this issue with what I conclude as utter cynicism.

I also express my very strong concern about the obvious attempt
by that government to forcibly assimilate that country's 2 to 21/
million Hungarian minority population, denying them cultural and
linguistic rights guaranteed by international agreements, such as
the U.N. Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Helsinki
Agreement. For years, Mr. Chairman, my conclusion was that,
while I deplored these violations, I-like I think many others-
wanted to give the Romanian Government a chance to improve its
performance, and I supported renewal of most-favored-nation
status.

I thought that if we Just had hearings and if, we raised these
questions and it was expressed in a very strong bipartisan way-
the fact that we would not tolerate these things indefinitely-that
that, in and of itself, would be enough to promote the kinds of
changes that we were seeking.

By the fourth yearly renewal, however, I came to realize that the
government of Romania refused to hear the voice of reason. Over
and over again, despite the strong protestations of Democrats and
Republicans-instea4 of improvement, Mr. Chairman, their record
on human rights has deteriorated. That was the year 1979, that I
decided that to preserve the integrity of the Jacksonvanik amend-
ment to Congress' commitment to human rights that we had to
break the pattern of perfunctory review and automatic renewal
and apply the sanction part of the amendment.

Unfortunately, that position in 1979 did not prevail, as the
e- human rights situation, as I am sure you will hear from some
f, % others here today, has continued to deteriorate.

By passing legislation that declares that human rights are an es-
sential element in our relations with any government and by pass-
ing the Jackson-Vanik amendment, I believe that we made commit-
ments first of all to the American people. In this room, you will
hear, Mr. Chairman, dozens of American citizens-Jewish activists,
ethnic and religious leaders-Who have every right to expect us-
this Government, the Senate-to live up to those commitments.

They speak for the victims of human rights' abuses who cannot
be heard here directly today. I hear the argument often that to
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apply sanctions may make the situation worse, and certainly that
argument is not without credibility; and that, in fact, if we impose
sanctions, the situation will not only not improve; it may, in fact,
grow much worse.

I would ask, rhetorically, however, why is it that we almost
never hear this from the victims who are, after all, in the center of

Jhadilemma?. We. hear-that-Jacksonanikdid-not-work,-Well, if- --
we do not apply it, it will, of course, never work. On the other
hand, no less authority than Anatoly Shcharansky, who had the
chance to strengthen his expertise on the question during his 8
years in the Soviet gulag, emphatically urged all of us-at his
recent visit-to retain and preserve the Jackson-Vanik amend-
ment.

. Why is it always us who worry about the consequences of taking
determined action to validate our commitment to human rights?
Shouldn't we start to leave the worrying to the dictators and the
torturers?

,1-I am sure you will ask the representatives of the State Depart-
vment who will testify here: Is there any worry in Bucharest that
f, their brutal policies may lead to their losing the most-favored-
1nation status? Do they worry at least to the extent that we do?
,,,Beyond the general bleakness of life in Romania for every citizen,
'beyond the present police state, the poverty and shortages that re-
suilted from the regime's hare-brained economic policies, I would
like to stress my concern, Mr. Chairman, for two groups of minori-

'ties. Although many thousands of Romanian Jews could leave
during the past 10 years, emigration is still very restricted, To re-
cive an exit permit usually requires the paying of a heavy bribe.
11'his process is a very lengthy one, designed to slowly bleed the ap-
plicant of all of his or her dignity and possessions.

They suffer demotion or dismissal from their jobs, dismissal from
s,$hools, loss of housing and citizenship, and denial of food ration
,cards.

'Another group that is singled out for particularly harsh treat-
ent is that country's national minorities, among them the 2 to
Vs/ million Hungarians. These people are not some sort of intrud-

ers in Romania. Their ancestors have lived there for over 11 cen-
turies. That area is their ancient honieland where their culture,

T'tradition, and folklore have developed and flourished.
Today, Romania's regime cannot tolerate any form of diversity, it

,,Would appear. It suppresses, not only in politics and social ideas,
,but in religion, mother tongue, and ethnic tradition as well. The
Over four centuries old Hungarian University of the region has
been practically eliminated. Year after year, more and more Hun-
amn schools are closed, forcing children to be educated in a lan-

,uage other than that of their mother and of their community.
4,. Museums and archives are closed, and even private collections
"and libraries are nationalized and confiscated, never to be seen
again. Hungarians who speak out against the deliberate destruc-
,tion of their culture are harassed, imprisoned, beaten, and some-
times even killed.

Our Embassy has confirmed that a Hungarian Catholic priest
,was beaten to death because in his Christmas sermon he decried
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the fact that Christmas in Romania, unlike in neighboring Hunga-
ry, is an ordinary work day in that country.

Recently, another outrageous abuse came to light which has
direct relevance to this hearing. One of my constituents, Mr. Chair-
man, the Reverend Alexander Havadtoy of Fairfield, CT, has dis-
covered with painstaking detective work that some 20,000 Hungari.
an Protestant Bibles that were sent to Hungarian Reform Church-
e b.. ua eowe iafci is.liirherihavl beegee.iintd tiletpaper

v e Romanian Government, an incredibly cruel act of sacrilege.
The relevance to this hearing lies in the fact that those Bibles

were allowed into the country, thanks to the efforts of my former
colleague and the former chairman of this very subcommittee, Sen-
ator Abraham Ribicoff, who worked out such an arrangement for
those Bibles so they could be delivered to the country. I don't
think, obviously, that the subcommittee should let this affront to a
former colleague, someone who served as the chairman of this com-
mittee, go unnoticed.

Mr. Chairman, I have to commend-as I mentioned earlier-my
colleague, Senator Trible, for his persistence and leadership he has
provided on the issue. I regret that he couldn't be with us this
morning. I am a cosponsor of his legislation to suspend Romania's
most-favored-nation status for 6 months. A procedural motion to
bring similar legislation to the House floor was, as you noted earli-
er, barely defeated this week, after it was brought to the floor with
little advance notice.

With the experience of over 10 years of following this issue, Mr.
Chairman, I can state with conviction that the time for the passing
of this legislation is past due. That is the least we can do to try to
moderate the excesses of this cruel dictatorship, and I would urge
the committee to report S. 1817 favorably to the Senate.

Mr. Chairman, I might add a side note. I think there is an as-
sumption that somehow this is just a sort of a Romania bashing or
bashing the Soviet Union and its satellite states. Lordfin6ws there
is enough justification for some of that. This morning, we are in a
markup in the Foreign Relations Committee on sanctions in South
Africa.

Now, I am not going to suggest to you that we have got absolute-
ly comparable situations, but I do note that, in that instance, we
are building a broad-based consensus. We will probably report out
of that committee this morning something about 14 to 8 or 15 to 2
a sanctions bill for a situation that we deplore-apartheid-in that
country.

This is an issue that is even found to be absolutely abhorrent
within the Communist bloc. I was recently in Hungary and met
with officials in that country. Now, one of the comments that I re-
ceived privately over and over again was: Thank you for what you
are doing about RPmania-the Hungarian minorities in Romania.

This is an issue that deeply disturbs even the political leadership
of a Communist country. It is not a question of bashing, as I said
earlier, of a Communist bloc nation to try and embarrass them, but
one that is even deplored among Communists, if you will, and
neighboring states.

As I mentioned earlier, we have certainly tried over the years to
improve this situation. And I will guarantee you what is going to
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happen. What you are going to see, if we haven't already, is that
we will see a flurry of activity in the human rights arena where
certain people will be rele that we have tried to get out for a
number of years. There will be some steps taken in the short run,
and everyone will breathe a sigh of relief. Statements will be made
that the situation is improving once again.

.-.. It .has ba -thopattern of behavior-for over-a decade now.,, And ...--
my hope would be that, at least this once, we might just try a little
something different here; 6 months is not an inordinate amount of
time to express our deep objection to those things which are occur-
ring in that country.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for your patience.
Senator DvNroam. Senator Dodd, thank you very much. I think

that the parallel that you drew with the situation in the Foreign
Relations Committee is very apt. I would say a lot of us in the Con-
gress have had some real qualms about economic sanctions, wheth-
er they are efficacious, whether they are the best approach for our
county to take; but there are times when we face situations
aroundthe world that are abhorrent to everything that we stand
for, and the tools that we have are very limited.

I think, as you point out, that a lot of people who have had con-
cerns about the utility of economic sanctions will vote for sanctions
against South Africa because it has become very symbolic. And it is
a little bit difficult to distinguish between persecution on racial
grounds and persecution on religious grounds, at least to me.

So, I think that there is a growing attitude here in Congress that
we should be speaking out. For the first time since I have chaired
this subcommittee, I think that there is some significant doubt as
to whether most-favored-nation status will be continued for Roma-
nia. Thank you very much for your testimony.

Senator DODD. Thank you. I appreciate your patience.
Senator D~M oam. I want to apologize to the uience. I have a

phone call that I have to make right now. I will be back in about 2
minutes.

[Whereupon at 9:20 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]
[The prepared written statement of Senator Dodd follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHRISTOPHER J. DODD

BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON THE MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS OF RUMANIA

AUGUST 1, 1986

MR. DODDs MR. CHAIRMAN, ALTHOUGH I APPEAR BEFORE THIS

SUBCOMMITTEE THE FIRST TIME, I HAVE FOLLOWED THIS ISSUE FOR MOST

OF MY CONGRESSIONAL CAREER. WHILE A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE, I

TESTIFIED BEFORE THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE SEVERAL TIMES AND

SPOKE ON THE FLOOR OF THAT CHAMBER ON THIS SUBJECT.

ORIGINALLY, I HAD NOT COME TO THIS ISSUE WITH ANY

PRECONCEIVED CONCLUSIONS. FOR YEARS I RAISED MY CONCERNS ABOUT

THE RESTRICTIONS THE RUMANIAN GOVERNMENT APPLIES ON THE RIGHT OF

EMIGRATION, AND ABOUT THE WAY IT MANIPULATES THIS ISSUE WITH

UTTER CYNICISM. I ALSO EXPRESSED MY STRONG CONCERN ABOUT THE

OBVIOUS ATTEMPT BY THAT GOVERNMENT TO FORCIBLY ASSIMILATE THAT

COUNTRY'S 2-2.5 MILLION HUNGARIAN MINORITY POPULATION, DENYING

THEM CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY INTERNATIONAL

AGREEMENTS SUCH AS THE UN COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

AND THE HELSINKI AGREEMENT. FOR YEARS MY CONCLUSION WAS THAT

WHILE I DEPLORED THESE VIOLATIONS, I WANTED TO GIVE THE RUMANIAN

GOVERNMENT A CHANCE TO IMPROVE ITS PERFORMANCE AND I SUPPORTED

RENEWAL OF MHFN.
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BY THE FOURTH YEARLY RENEWAL I CAME TO REALIZE THAT THE

GOVERNMENT OF RUMANIA REFUSES TO HEAR THE VOICE OF REASON.

INSTEAD OF IMPROVEMENT, THEIR RECORD ON HUMAN RIGHTS DETERIORATED

SHARPLY. THAT WAS THE YEAR, 1979, THAT I DECIDED THAT TO

--- PRESXRV--THELNTEGRLTTY OF ,THE. JACKSON.VANIK-AMENDMENT AND- OF--

CONGRESS' COMMITMENT TO HUMAN RIGHTS WE HAD TO BREAK THE PATTERN

OF PERFUNCTORY REVIEW AND AUTOMATIC RENEWAL AND APPLY THE

SANCTION PART OF THE AMENDMENT. UNFORTUNATELY, THIS POSITION DID

NOT PREVAIL AND, PREDICTABLY, THE HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION IN

RUMANIA CONTINUED TO DETERIORATE EVER SINCE.

BY PASSING LEGISLATION THAT DECLARED THAT HUMAN RIGHTS ARE AN

ESSENTIAL ELEMENT IN OUR RELATIONS WITH ANY GOVERNMENT AND BY

PASSING JACKSON-VANIK, WE MADE COMMITMENTS TO THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE. IN THIS ROOM, MR. CHAIRMAN, THERE ARE DOZENS OF AMERICAN

CITIZENS, JEWISH ACTIVISTS, ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS LEADERS WHO HAVE

EVERY RIGHT TO EXPECT US TO LIVE UP TO THOSE COMMITMENTS. THEY

SPEAK FOR THE VICTIMS OF HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES WHO CANNOT BE HEARD

HERE DIRECTLY.

- 2-
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I HEAR THE ARGUMENT OFTEN THAT TO APPLY SANCTIONS MAY MAKE

THE SITUATION WORSE, THAT IT MAY' OT HELP AT ALL. WHY IS IT,

THAT WE ALMOST NEVER HEAR THIS FROM THE VICTIMS WHO ARE, AFTER

ALL, IN THE CENTER OF TIlS DILEMMA. WE HEAR THAT JACKSON-VANIK

V- NBVBIfl-~r DOORK..P6Yl~.-T W

ON THE OTHER HAND, NO LESSER AUTHORITY THAN ANATOLY SIICHARANSKY,

WHO HAD THE CHANCE TO STRENGTHEN HIS EXPERTISE ON THIS QUESTION

DURING HIS 8 YEARS IN THE SOVIET GULAG, EMPHATICALLY URGED US TO

RETAIN AND PRESERVE TIE JACKSON-VANIK AMENDMENT. WHY IS IT

ALWAYS US, WHO WORRY ABOUT THE CONSEQUENCES OF TAKING DETERMINED

ACTION TO VALIDATE OUR COMMITMENT TO HUMAN RIGHTS? SHOULDN'T WE

START TO LEAVE THE WORRYING TO THE DICTATORS, THE TORTURERS? I

SUGGEST THAT YOU ASK THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT

WHO WILL TESTIFY HERE, IS THERE ANY WORRY IN BUCHAREST THAT THEIR

BRUTAL POLICIES MAY LEAD TO THEIR LOSING MFN? DO THEY WORRY AT

LEAST TO THE EXTENT WE DO?

BEYOND THE GENERAL BLEAKNESS OF LIFE IN RUMANIA FOR EVERY

CITIZEN, THE OMNIPRESENT POLICE-STATE, THE POVERTY AND SHORTAGES

THAT RESULTED FROM THE REGIME'S HAREBRAINED ECONOMIC POLICIES, I

WOULD LIKE TO STRESS MY CONCERN FOR TWO GROUPS OF MINORITIES.

ALTHOUGH MANY THOUSANDS OF RUMANIAN JEWS COULD LEAVE DURING THE

PAST TEN YEARS, EMIGRATION IS STILL RESTRICTED. TO RECEIVE AN

EXIT PERMIT USUALLY REQUIRES THE PAYING OF A HEAVY BRIBE. THE

PROCESS IS VERY LENGTHY DESIGNED TO SLOWLY BLEED THE APPLICANT OF

ALL HIS OR HER DIGNITY AND POSSESSIONS. THEY SUFFER DEMOTION OR

DISMISSAL FROM JOBS, DISMISSAL FROM SCHOOLS, LOSS OF HOUSING AND

CITIZENSHIP AND DENIAL OF FOOD RATION CARDS.

- 3 -
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THE OTHER GROUP THAT IS SINGLED OUT FOR PARTICULARLY HARSH

TREATMENT IS THAT COUNTRY'S NATIONAL MINORITIES, AMONG THEM 2-2.5

MILLION HUNGARIANS. THESE PEOPLE ARE NOT SOME SORT OF INTRUDERS,

THEIR ANCESTORS HAVE LIVED THERE FOR OVER 11 CENTURIES, THAT AREA

IS THEIR ANCIENT HOMELAND WHERE THEIR CULTURE, TRADITION _

FOLKLORE HAVE DEVELOPED AND FLOURISHED# TODAY'S RUMANIAN REGIME

CANNOT TOLERATE ANY FORM OF DIVERSITY, IT SUPPRESSES IT NOT ONLY

IN POLITICS AND SOCIAL IDEAS BUT IN RELIGION, MOTHER TONGUE AND

ETHNIC TRADITION AS WELL. THE OVER 4 CENTURIES OLD HUNGARIAN

UNIVERSITY OF THE REGION HAS BEEN PRACTICALLY ELIMINATED. YEAR

AFTER YEAR MORE AND MORE HUNGARIAN SCHOOLS ARE CLOSED FORCING

CHILDREN TO BE EDUCATED IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN THAT OF THEIR

MOTHER AND COMMUNITY. MUSEUMS, ARCHIVES ARE CLOSED AND EVEN

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS AND LIBRARIES ARE NATIONALIZED AND

CONFISCATED NEVER TO BE SEEN AGAIN. HUNGARIANS WHO SPEAK OUT

AGAINST THE DELIBERATE DESTRUCTION OF THEIR CULTURE ARE HARASSED,

IMPRISONED, BEATEN AND EVEN KILLED. OUR EMBASSY HAS CONFIRMED

THAT A HUNGARIAN CATHOLIC PRIEST WAS BEATEN TO DEATH BECAUSE IN

HIS CHRISTMAS .SERMON HE DECRIED THE FACT THAT CHRISTMAS IN

RUMANIA, UNLIKE IN NEIGHBORING.HUNGARY, IS AN ORDINARY WORKDAY.

-4-
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RECENTLY ANOTHER OUTRAGEOUS ABUSE CAME TO LIGHT WHICH HAS

DIRECT RELEVANCE TO THIS HEARING. ONE OF MY CONSTITUENTS, THE

REVEREND ALEXANDER HAVADTOY OF FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT, HAS

DISCOVERED WITH PAINSTAKING DETECTIVE WORK, THAT 20,000 HUNGARIAN

PROTESTANT BIBLES THAT WERE SENT TO HUNGARIAN REFORMED CHURCHES

BY WESTERN SISTER CHURCHES HAVE BEEN RECYCLED INTO TOILET PAPER

BY THE RUMANIAN GOVERNMENT, AN INCREDIBLY CRUEL ACT OF

SACRILEGE. THE RELEVANCE TO THIS HEARING LIES IN THE FACT THAT

THOSE BIBLES WERE ALLOWED INTO THE COUNTRY THANKS TO THE EFFORTS

OF THE FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE SENATOR RIBICOFF, MY

PREDECESSOR AS A SENATOR FROM CONNECTICUT. I DO NOT THINK THAT

THE SUBCOMMITTEE SHOULD LET THIS AFFRONT PASS WITHOUT ANY

REACTION.

MR. CHAIRMAN I HAVE TO COMMEND MY COLLEAGUE, SENATOR TRIBLE

FOR THE PERSISTENCE AND LEADERSHIP HE PROVIDED US ON THIS ISSUE.

I AM A COSPONSOR OF HIS LEGISLATION TO SUSPEND RUMANIA'S MFN

STATUS FOR 6 MONTHS. A PROCEDURAL MOTION TO BRING SIMILAR

LEGISLATION TO THE HOUSE FLOOR WAS BARELY DEFEATED THIS WEEK

AFTER IT WAS BROUGHT TO THE FLOOR WITH LITTLE ADVANCE NOTICE.

WITH THE EXPERIENCE OF OVER TEN YEARS FOLLOWING THIS ISSUE I CAN

STATE WITH CONVICTION THAT THE TIME FOR APPROVAL OF THIS

LEGISLATION IS PAST DUE, THAT IT IS THE LEAST WE COULD DO TO TRY

TO MODERATE THE EXCESSES OF THIS CRUEL DICTATORSHIP. I STRONGLY

URGE THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO REPORT S.1817 FAVORABLY TO THE SENATE.

THANK YOU.

- 5-
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AFTER RECES
Senator DANFORTH. Are Congressman Hall and Congressman

Smith here, please? Thank you.
t Gentlemen, thanks a lot for being here.

Congressman SMITH. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. Who would like to go first?
Congressman SMrTH. I would. I do have a markup in the Foreign

i Affairs Committee, which I will need to get back for.
Senator DANFORTH. All right. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER H. SMITH, U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Congressman SMm!. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I
want to thank you for the opportunity to be here today to testify
on this very important issue. For many of us in the House-Mr.
Hall, Mr. Wolf, and I-the issue of Romania has become a very
high priority over the last several months. It has been a little over
a year since I got Involved in this issue, and we have been working
on it ever since.

About 1 year ago, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Hall, Mr. Wolf, and I trav-
eled to Romania in order to gather information and impressions re-
garding human rights and religious freedom in that country. We
met with high government leaders, including then Foreign Minis-
ter Stefan Andrea and other religious leaders.

The discussions were candid and, at times, were provocative. We
_were treated with diplomatic courtesy, and I know we all appreci-
ated their hospitality; but we came away from that country very
deeply concerned. Our concern includes the systematic persecution
of hristians the bulldozing of churches, and other repressive ac-
tions by the Government.

I was moved by numerous accounts of believers who sacrificed a
great deal in order to cling to their faith and their principles. Mr.
Chairman, I believe the human rights are indivisible. They are
God-given; they are not manmade. For this reason, I believe that
respect for the human rights of their citizens by the countries of
the world is not optional. Clearly, it is fundamental and the only

legitimate basis for genuine trust and friendship in bilateral rela-
tions. While the Jackson-Vanik provisions of the 1974 Trade Act
cites emigration policy as the chief criteria for conferrence of MFN,
I believe that the broad array of interlocking human rights must
not be overlooked or trivialized.

Indeed, the lives and futures of thousands depend on how well
we utilize the considerable leverage that is at our disposal. I think
it is significant that, when the President reported to Congress on
June 3 that he had decided to continue MFN for Romania for an-

2tother year, he admitted that he made that determination with
great difficulty. Furthermore, the President noted that he was "dis-
appointed by the Romanian Government's very limited response to
numerous expressions of strong U.S. public support, congressional
and administration concern about Romania's performance in areas
of human rights and religious issues."
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As stated, the President "shares the strong concerns manifested
among the public and in Congress regarding the Romanian Govern-
ment's restrictions on religious liberties."

Mr. Chairman, it is sad but it is a true fact that the Communist
authorities in Bucharest continue to restrict and control the rights
of religion, free speech, free assembly, and association. The Roma-
nian Government officially opposes emigration-as Senator Dodd
detailed some of those barriers and some of the harassment en-
-countered byr those who seek to emigrate, and there are numerous
family reunification cases that still await resolution.

Having said that, Mr. Chairman, let me also note with some
guarded optimism that there has been some recent progress in solv-
ing some of the hard emigration cases, progress that Ihope is not
intended Just to coincide with our Government's review of MFN.
Just prior to the June 3 decision by the President, Bucharest offi-
cials indicated that over 1,000 of 1,800 pending emigration cases
would be solved. Several religious prisoners have been released
from jail over the last few months and are emigrating to the West,
including Constantin Sfatcu, Dorel Catarama, and Emil Moranu.

In March, Beni and Buni Cocar, both Baptist ministers who had
been continually harassed for their faith-men whom we met while
we were in Romania-and their efforts to promote the gospel, were
given their walking papers and they are now in the United States.
Of course, we all celebrated when Father Calciu, who had been im-
prisoned for about 20 years, was allowed to emigrate last summer
to the United States.

Clearly, these; 4i6 pments can be construed as some progress,
but many of us who are deeply concerned fear that, once MFN is
assured for another year, the Romanians may, as the U.S. Helsinki
Watch Committee puts it, "lapse back into its previous disregard
for human rights."

Mr. Chairman, I believe a very strong statement was recently
made to the Romanian Government and to those in Congress who
perhaps are reluctant to recognize the widespread congressional
concern with the Romanian Government's policies in emigration,
religious liberty, basic human rights and freedom. On Tuesday of
this week, a House vote was taken on a motion to discharge a reso-
lution disapproving the President's waiver which provides Romania
the much-coveted MFN trading status. Although the motion to
table succeeded, the vote was 216 to 190, quite a change from the
1988 vote of 279 to 126 on a similar motion. Mr. Chairman, Mem-
bers of Congress are much more aware of the real political climate
in Romania and are now ready to utilize this leverage of extension
of MFN to Romania to pressure the Government to honor its basic
commitments according to the Helsinki accords.

Last year, Mr. Hall, Mr. Wolf, and I introduced a bill which
would suspend for a period of 6 months the MFN trading status
now enjoyed by Romania. 89 members have cosponsored this meas-
ure. Mr. Chairman, I urge you and members of this committee to
give favorable consideration to the companion bill, S. 1817, that is
sponsored by Senator Paul Trible.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify.
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Senator DANFORTH. Congressman, you have a markup to go to
right now? Do you want to leave now, or do you want to wait for
your colleague?

Congressman SMIH. My office just advised me that it has not
strtd yet; there is just some preliminary talk.

Senator DANFORTH. All right.
Congressman SMITH, I will leave if it starts.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much. Congressman Hall?
(The prepared written statement of Congressman Smith follows:]
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMITTEE ON'FINANCE, U. S. SENATE

CONGRESS A l CHRISTOPHER 11. SMITH
AUGUST 1, 1986

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the Members of this
Subcommittee for the opportunity to testify regarding a subject which
has become a priority for me. While long overdue, I am pleased that
the review of the real situation in Romania is beginning to receive a
forum among the American public and, most importantly, Members of
Congress. The concern for the human rights in Romania, including
emigration policy and religious freedom is broad-based, bipartisan, and
genuine.

About one year ago, Mr. Hall, Mr. Wolf and I travelled to Romania
in :order to gather information and impressions regarding human rights
and religious freedom. We met with high government leaders including
Foreign Minister Stefan Andrei and religious leaders. The discussions
were candid and at times provocative. We were treated with diplomatic
courtesy and I know we all appreciated their hospitality. But we also
came home deeply concerned. Our concern includes the systematic
persecution of ChirsLians, the bulldozing of churches and other
repressive actions by the Government. I was moved by numerous accounts
of believers wh'd sacrificed much to cling to their faith and principle.

Mr. Chairman, human rights are indivisible. They are God-given,
not man made. For this reason, I believe that respect for the hutrian
rieht o1' tieir citizens by the countries of1 the world isn't optional.
Clearly it is fundamental, and is the only legitimate, basis for genuine
trust arid friendship in bilateral relations. While the Jackson-Vanik
provisions of thf 19711 Trade Act cites emigration policy as the chief
criteria for confurrence of MFN, I believe the broad array of
interlocKing human rights must riot be overlooked or trivialized.
Indeed, the lives and futurvs of' thousands depend on how well we
utilize the considerable leverage at our disposal.

When the President reported to Congress on June 3 that he had
decided to coditinue I.IFN for Romania for another year, I think it is
very sigrtifioant, Mr. Chairmani, that he aOmitteo that lie made this
determiiatidn ,'"wit difficulty". Furtnermore, the Pre.ident noted that
tie was "disap pointed by the Romanian &overnment'a very limited response
to numerous exrpressions of strong U.S. public, congressional and '
Administration concern about its performance in areas of human rights
anu relitious!,issues.."

As stated, the President "share(s) the strong concerns manifested
among the public and in Congrebs regarding the Romanian Government's
restricitons on religious liberties."

Mr. Chairman, it is sad but true that the communist authorities in
Bucharest continue to restrict and control the right of religion, free
speech, free assembly and association. The Romanian government
officially opposes emigration and there are numerous family
reunifiction cases that still await resolution.

Having saiu that, Mr. Chairman, let ie note with guarded optimism
recent progress in solving sore of the hard emigration cases-- progress
that I hope is not intended just to coincide with our government's
review of' ,FN.
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Just prior to the June 3rd decision, Bucharest officials have
indicated that over 1000 of the 1800 pending emigration cases would be
solved. Several religious prisoners have been released from jail over
the last few months and are emigrating to the West, including
Constantin Sfatouo Dorel Catarama, and Emil Horanu. In March, Beni and
Buni Cocar, both Baptist ministers who had been continually harrassed
for their faith, and efforts to promote the Gospel, were given their
walking papers and are now in.the U.S. Of course, we all celebrated
when Father Caloiu, who had been imprisoned a total of 20 years, was
allowed to emigrate to the U.S. last summer.

Clearly these developments can be construed as some progress but
Many of us who are deeply committed to this cause fear that once MFN Is
assured for another year, the Romanians may, as the U.S. Helsinki Watph
Committee puts it, "lapse back into its previous disregard for human
rights..."

I believe a very strong statement was recently Diade to the
Romanian government,-- and those in Congress who perhaps are reluctant
to recognize the widespread congressional concern with the Romanian
Government's policy on emigration, religious liberty and basic human
rights and freedom. On Tuesday of this week, a House vote was taken on
the "motion to table" a "motion to discharge" a resolution disapproving
the President's waiver which provides Romania the much-coveted MFN
trading status. Although the "motion to table" succeeded, the vote was
216-190 -- quite a change from the 1983 vote of 279-126 on a similar
motion. Mr. Chairman, Members of Congress are much more aware of the
rtui political climate in Romania and are ready to utilize this
leverage to pressure the Romanian government to honor the basic rights
of her people.

Last year, Mr. Hall, Mr. Wolf and I introduced a bill which would
suspend for a period of six months the MHF trading status now enjoyed
by Romania. Eighty-nine members have cosponsored this measure. Mr.
Chairman, I urge you and members of your committee to give favorable
consideration to the companion bill, S. 1817, as sponsored by Senator
Paul Trible.

2
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STATEMENT OF HON. TONY P. HALL, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Congressman HALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have a state-
ment for the record. I will not read it. I will refer to parts of it, and
if it could be made a part of the record, I would appreciate it.

Mr. Chairman, I think my. colleague and friend, Congressman
Smith, has very well summarized points that he is trying to make
and that we have been trying to make-both Congressman Wolf
and myself, and Congressman Smith-for many months about the
situation in Romania. Last year, on a factfinding mission sponsored
by Christian Response International, we did observe first hand
what he was talking about. He spoke of churches that were bull-
dozed. We are aware of over 20,000 bibles that have been turned
into toilet par. We are aware of beatings and torture that go on
in various jails around the country relative to human rights viola-
tions and religious persecution. At great risk at these churches
where we spoke, people would come up with great emotion on their
face; and as they would hug us, they would insert into our hands or
into our coat pockets various messages telling about the persecu-
tion, about themselves, about their wives, about their husbands,
about their sons, about their relatives, and various things that
have happened to them.

And despite the efforts of my colleagues and me to encourage the
Romanian Government to take positive action on specific cases, re-
ports continue to reach us of harassment and repression in the
Christian churches; and it has become very clear to us that the Ro-
manian Government would not be moved by mere expressions of
concern or bad publicity. They have no shame when it comes to re-
ligious repression.

We considered a number of possible options on this issue, and we
concluded the only way to really get the attention of the Romanian
Government was to try something new and temporarily suspend
MFN. Therefore, on October 22, 1985, we introduced a bill, H.R.
8599, to temporarily suspend MFN to Romania for 6 months, and
we are p leased that an identical bill has been introduced in the
Senate by Senator Paul Trible and Senator William Armstrong.
This, of course, is the bill which is pending before the subcommit-
tee.

I believe that there is growing sentiment in the Congressto use
the trade leverage that we have with Romania to bring about im-
provements in human rights in that nation. It is significant, as
Congressman Smith has pointed out, that we had a close vote this
past week. We received 190 votes to discharge the House Ways and
Means Committoe of a resolution to disapprove the President's rec-
ommendation to extend MFN.

Now, that is very unheard of in the Congress, or at least in the
House of Representatives. We very seldom ever discharge a com-
mittee; and when the House of Representatives is controlled by the
Democrats as it is to receive a significant amount of votes, I
thought, was rather surprising.

As a matter of fact, I called up Phil Crane, who is the chief spon-
sor of the resolution to completely take away MFN. I asked Phil if
it was possible, for him to delay this vote in order for me to work

I'll -- "4., - , - . I . I so
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the Democratic side. However, given the timetable, it couldn't be
worked out.

6 So, we went to the floor. We were a little bit concerned. I had not
talked to that first Democrat, and I am not so sure that Chris and
Frank had talked to that first Republican, about the issue itself.

,'We went on the floor; we debated the issue, and we came very,
ver close to taking MFN completely away.

S So,we feel that the time is right. We feel that it is certainly jus-
tiffed. We know that this committee is the committee that certain-
ly has the jurisdiction. We appreciate your response to it, and we
appreciate the committee's action. We Just hope that you will push
hard, and hopefully this can become part of law this year where we
can suspend MFNto Romania for at least 6 months. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Congressman Hall, thank you very much.
The State Department believes that more difficult cases have been
resolved this year than ever before. I take it that you either don't
agree with that or discount it?

Congressman HALL. It seems-if I may answer Mr. Chairman-
i, every time Romania gets ready for MFN, they release a few people

from jail; they increase their emigration policy. It always comes at
the right time. I think the Romanians are very good at PR, unlike
many of the other satellite countries of Russia. They seem to have
an understanding of how our press works, and they do such things

i, as nobody else in the Soviet bloc countries does. If the Soviet bloc
countries are not sending an olympic team, the Romanians will.

V And so, at least to the Western press, they appear to be not too
bad. They appear to be a country that at least is a little bit West-
ernized, but the fact is-the fact is-that they have one of the
strongest secret police of all the Eastern bloc countries, if not the
strongest. The fact is that the human rights reports, from even our
own State Department, the human rights reports on Romania are

; among the worst.
But they are very careful, and they are very cognizant of our

rules and our legislation over here and how we operate. So, right
before MFN comes up every year, they seem to take a few cosmetic
steps for us, and they release a few prisoners.

Congressman SMrrH. Mr. Chairman, I think it is also noteworthy
that perhaps some of these more difficult cases are being solved be-
cause they recognize that there is a very determined group of legis-
lators who are going to see this issue through. We are not going to
raise this issue and next week on to something else; and where is
Romania? But we are going to stay with this, and our hope is that

"'the' MFN suspension bill and possible, revocation will become a
moot point because they will really clean up their act. And that is
our greatest hope.

Senator DANFORTH. But if we actually ended their MFN status,
they would just drop off the other end of the world.

Congressman SMrrH. I think it would not be in their interest to
do so. Certainly suspension means that, at the conclusion of the 6
months, MFN could be resumed. The President would have to
make a determination according to the Trible bill and our bill, but
I think they will realize that they are now under perhaps the clos-

1 est scrutiny since MFN began. You know, we want to work in a
cooperative way. I think that message should be very clear, but w

65-139 0 - 87 - 2
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are not going to look the other way when people are being'treated
so harshly.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your
testimony. We appreciate your being here.

Congressman SMITH. Thank you.
Congressman HAL. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. All right. Let me apologize to the audience.

We have this tax conference that is going on now. We are trying to
juggle all the balls at the same time. I will be back in a couple of*
minutes.

(Whereupon, at 9:43 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]
[The prepared written statement of Congressman Hall follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am honored to appear

before you today on the subject of Romania's Most Favored Nation status. I

am grateful for the opportunity to testify.

,In July of 1985, Congressman Chris Smith, Congressman Frank WVolf, and'

went on a factfinding mission to Romania sponsored by Christian Response

International. We observed firsthand the persecution of religion and other

human rights abuses.

Churches have been bulldozed, Bibles have been turned into toilet

paper, and pastors and lay leaders have bejailed or heavily fined for

preaching. Beatings and other forms of torture are given to religious

prisoners of conscience. At great personal risk, individuals would come up

to us, and as they shook our hands, they would press messages into our palms

about their family members in prison and other personal tribulations imposed

on them. We were deeply moved by the faith and courage of the Romanian

believers.

Despite the efforts of my colleagues and I to encourage the Romanian

government to take positive action on a number of specific cases and issues

relating to religious persecution, reports continued to reach us of

harassment and repression of the Christian churches. It became clear to us

that.the Romanian government would not be moved by mere expressions of

concern or'bad"publicity. They have no shame when incomes to religious

repression.
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We considered a number of possible options on this issue. We concluded

that the only way to really get the attention of the Romanian government Is

to temporarily suspend MFN, Therefore, on October 22, 1986, we introduced

H.R. 3599, a bill to temporarily suspend MFN to Romania for six months. We

are pleased that an identical bill, S. 1817, was introduced in the Senate on

Novenaber 1, 1985, by Senator Paul Trible and Senator William Armstrong.

This, of course, is the bill hich is pending before this Subcommittee.

Under our bill, Romania would be placed *on probation* for six months.

During this time, the Administration would assess whether progress was being

made concerning religious freedom and human rights. Positive action on the

part of the Romanian government would permit MFN to be restored. Our bill,

therefore, would not provide for the permanent lifting of MHFN.

Despite our bill and other legislation relating to Romanian human

rights, the Administration approved another year-long extension of MFN for

Romania on June 3, 1986. Although the Administration expressed concern

about Romania's human rights violations, it takes the view that continuing

MHFN provides leverage to promote broader civil liberties in Romania.

But if this is true, why have human rights violations and restrictions

on religious liberties intensified during 11 years of MFN trade benefits for

Romania? A temporary suspension of MFN should be enacted now In order to

convey to the Romanian government that the United States will not conduct

business as usual as long as religion is being persecuted in that country.

Since continuing MFN has failed to bring about genuine improvements,

temporary withdrawal of MFN is the only way to get that government to

realize that It is in its own best interest to permit true freedom of

religion.

We should be mindful of the fact that trade with Romania under MFN has

been virtually a one-way street. In 1985, Romania exported to the United



States about $949.7 million worth of goods, yet imported from the United

States only about $206.5 million worth of goods.

So Romania is reaping large benefits from MHFN and having to do little

to earn them. Every time that renewal of MFH comes up, the Romanians

release a few noted prisoners and increase the number of emigrations. That

happened again this year, and was cited by the President in his message to

the Congress on June 3. Once again* the public relations campaign of the

Romanian government was successful.

I believe there is growing sentiment in the Congress to use the trade

leverage the United States has with Romania to bring about improvements in

human rights in the nation. It is significant that on July 29, 1986, 190

Representatives voted to discharge the House Ways and Means Committee of a

resolution to disapprove the President's recommendation to extend MFN to

Romania. If a temporary suspension bi1, like H.R. 3599 or S. 1817, had

come to the Floor instead of the measure to completely disapprove MFN, I

think it would have passed.

I thank the Subcommittee for holding this important hearing today; I

urge the members to approve S. 1817. 1 hope you will give the full Senate

the opportunity to vote on this legislation. If such a bill finally reaches

the House, I know it will be well-received.

Now that the Administration has acted this year on MFN for Romania, It

is up to Congress -- and now, most specifically, this Subcomittee -- to use

the influence of the United States to help bring religious freedom and

respect for human rights to Romania.
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AFTMER RECESS
Senator DANFORTH. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your

patience. Senator Bradley, do you have a statement?
Senator BRADLEY. Yes, I do. '
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your holding this hearing. This seems

to be an annual or biannual session in which we focus on progress or
the lack thereof in Romania when it comes to the question of human
rights. There are a few facts. United States trade preferences really
do make a difference to Romania. The United States imported more
from Romania last year than it imported from the Soviet Union,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, and Bulgaria combined.

The United States imported more than four times as much as it
exported to Romania last year. But frankly, I fear that Romania's
trade privileges are now ratifying bald human rights abuses-
abuses which we should not tolerate and abuses which we should
investigate. The Bucharest government's treatment of its ethnic
Hungarian minority should appall our moral sense because it de-
bases its own citizens and should astonish us because of its need-
lessness.

Last August a Hungarian newspaper cited Romanian policies
that deny access of ethnic Hungarians to Hungarian schools, break
up Hungarian communities by dispersing : ethnic Hungarian work-
ers to purely Romanian regions, and block ethnic Hungarians from
taking jobs with the state's news media.

Recently, 25 Hungarian graduate students protested, after none
was allowed to return to the main Hungarian province of Romania
in order to teach school. The state disperses Hungarian doctors to
remote parts of the country, even though there is a shortage of
Hungarian doctors in that province.

The Committee for Human Rights in Romania says the evidence
points to an acceleration of deliberate government policy to deny
the identity and rights of ethnic Hungarians as a group. They cite
the recent destruction of an ancient Hungarian university, the,
recent closing of the last Hungarian high school, several Hungari-
an theaters, and several Hungarian radio stations, in addition to
the continuing imprisonment, torture, and harassment of Hungari-
an poets, priests, and other leaders.

Last July, the International League for Human Rights testified
before this committee on numerous cases where the Romanian Gov-
ernment unreasonably denied emigration applications. Some of
these denials were quite poignant. Many of these people were very
old. What has become of Borislav Nikolin, who is partially para.
lyzed? Or Michael Weber, 83 years old, suffering from a stomach
disease and his nearly blind wife, Elisabetha? What about Anna
Bieber, suffering from arteriosclerosis and myocardial sclerosis? Or
her husband, Jakob, 80, also suffering from heart disease?

What is the point of these denials of emigration to these very old
people who need Western medical attention? I don't see any. Ever
Lear some new gruesome report emerges. The 48th International
Penn Conference brought to light two deaths apparently at the
hands of the Romanian secret police. Gheorghe Ursu was arrested
for writings in a personal diary. His wife was later informed by
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-telephone that she was a widow. Arpad Visky, one of the most
prominent Hungarian actors in Romania, was found hanged from a
tree by a policeman just minutes after the death. The incident fol-
lowed several weeks of official intimidation as Visky had applied to
emigrate to Hungary.
' Mr. Chairman, these reports are just a few of the many, and they

all warrant thorough investigation. The list of complaints of unex-
plained disappearances, torture, and harassment of priests, denial
of the right to work, supposedly guaranteed in Romania, and forced
dislocation seems never to end. I would like to see evidence of im-
proved conditions for ethnic Hungarian minorities in Romania, in-
cludinf simple access to Hungarian schools and churches, easier
and fairer emigation procedures, and a halt to religious persecution
and political imprisonment.

Mr. Chairman, I think answers to these questions should be an
integral part of any thought of extending MFN status for Romania.

Senator DANFORT. Senator Bradley, thank you very much.
Next, we have the Honorable Rozanne Ridgway, Assistant Secre-
tary of State for European and Canadian A airs; and Franklin J.
Vargo, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Europe, Department of Com-
merce.

Madame Secretary, thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROZANNE L. RIDGWAY, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY OF STATE FOR EUROPEAN AND CANADIAN AFFAIRS, DE-
PARTMENT OF STATE, WASHINGTON, DC
Secretary RIDGWAY. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. I appreciate your

invitation to appear before the subcommittee today to discuss a
subject which challenges not only important interests of the United
States but our ability to protect and advance those interests-
United States policy toward Romania, especially the continuation
of that counters MFN trading status under the terms of the Trade
Act of 1974.

The specific occasion for my appearance is the Pr-sident's deci-sion of June 3 to extend the MFN status of Romania for 1 more
year. Each year since the passage of the Trade Act of 1974 and in
particular those elements that have come to be known as the Jack-
son-Vanik provisions, all of us have had to take up the question:
Are the provisions of the law being met and are our national inter-
ests with respect to Romania being served?

On all previous occasions, we have found jointly in the affirma-
tive. Perhaps no deliberation of the question has been more diffi-
cult than it, has been this year. We are, in fact, dealing -with
human lives. The President has reached his affirmative conclusion
and has so informed the Congress.

We have no doubt that the difficulties we encountered in the ex-
ecutive branch were no less troubling than those faced here in
taking up the same question. I would like to set before you today
the elements of the situation as we see them, convinced that in the
end you will share the conclusion the President has reached.

The heart of the matter, the central theme of the Jackson-Vanik
provisions of the Trade Act is emigration. Since 1975 and the
granting of MFN status to Romania, over 154,000 Romanians de-
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parted legally for the United States, the Federal Republic, and
Israel. Over 25,000 people have legaly departed for the United
States; most have joined family members here.

A mid-1985 fall-off in Romanian passport, approvals to people
qualified under our laws to come to the United States has been re-
versed. Since mid-April we have been advised of passport approvals
for over 1,500 people qualified to come to the United States. These
are people who are qualified to come here by virtue of close rela-
tives in the United States or other legal means for our admitting
them.

I would like to make clear that our interest has focused not on
raw numbers of emigrants to the United States but on people who
are qualified under U.S. law and procedure to come here. There
are currently in Romania some 1,000 people with passport approval
for the United States, but we have no legal or administrative basis
for admitting them.

We remain concerned about the rate of Romanian Jewish depar-
tures for Israel, which has dropped below last year's level of 1,827.
Emigration to the Federal Republic of Germany remains substan-
tial. We have secured improvements in Romanian emigration pro-
cedures and are working to get more. Last year, the Romanian
Government agreed to procedures which would avoid people becom-
ing trapped between Romanian and United States regulations
unable to work or to have access to social services because they had
Romanian passports and unable to leave Romania without United
States visas.

This tragic situation, which has occurred thousands of times over
many years, has not repeated 'itself since the middle of 1985. With
this record .nd the clear meeting of the specific terms of Jackson-
Vanik, what is it that-today makes our task here more challenging
than it has ever'been?

It is, I believe, as the President's June 8 report to Congress made'
clear, the associated questions of religious rights issues and the
treatment of the Romanian people across a broad range of human
rights principles. I would like to take the challenge headon, as I am
sure you and the members of the committee also want to-do.

Dealing with the Romanian Government forces us to make tough,
choices and poses some moral dilemmas. The Romanian people de-
serve no les than for us to address the questions before us eliber-
ately and with compassion. Does our MFN relationship in which
we are making progress on emigration assist in making progress
on human rights, specifically religious rights? What is the balance
between those results and the limited influence which MFN aft'ords
us?, Would our national interests, and especially: O)ur interest in the'
people we care about, be better served by terminating or suspend-
ing MFN? Although if I might, make a fotnote''here, Mr. Chair-
man, I think one had best kealisticallyfspeak of choice between con-
tinuing or terminating. I think suspending is a notion which masks
a reality regarding commerce between nations with which we must
deal.

There is in Romania an abundance of conditions which provoke
all of us, as Americans: protest. Eight protestant churches demol-
ished in recent years for alleged building code violations. 'Systemat-
ic interference with individual freedoms and imposition of Draconi-
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an austerities to offset economic mismanagement. Massively costly
urbon redevelopment schemes. Many individuals' emigration re-
quests are denied, and some political and religious activists remain
incarcerated.

On July 21, the Romanian authorities demolished Bucharest. Bu-
charest's historic Spanish synagogue, the Romanian Jewish com-
munity's only remaining sephardic synagogue, for an urban rede-
velopment project. This deplorable act followed specific and repeat-
ed expressions of concern by the Romanian Jewish community,
American Jewish groups, the Governments of the United States,
Israel, and Spain, and several members of this body. I

At this moment, At Large Seventh Day Adventist Church, one of
five in Bucharest, is threatened with demolition. Although the fact
is disturbing to the Romanian Government, Romania is experienc-
ing a religious revival, particularly among fundamentalist Protes-
tant denominations, which are growing faster than in other coun-
tries of Eastern Europe.

Religious leaders in Romania, some of whom hold no brief for the
regime, tell us that the number of functioning churches in Roma-
nia is over 12,000. Over 400 of the country's more than 1,000 openly
functioning Baptist churches are not officially, licensed. Hundreds
of other fundamentalist Protestant denominations operate with full
knowledge of the Romanian authorities but outside the context of
laws regulating religious observance. Despite the Romanian Gov-
ernment's callous treatment of some places of worship, some new
churches are being built.

It is also noteworthy that virtually all Romanian denominations
have been able to maintain extensive contact with coreligionists in
the West, including many ties with the United States. This in-
volves not only correspondence but frequent visits, the conduct of
sermons-although with some limits-by visiting clergy from un-
known lay preachers to Rev. Billy Graham, and substantial materi-
al support.

We have confirmed that Romanian believers receive, with scant
hindrance, important parcels of food and clothing from coreligion-
ists in the United States and Western Europe.

We have been and we intend to remain in contact with these
groups and to continue to make our interest in their welfare

own to the Romanian authorities. I would like to report substan-
tial progress in persuading Romania to our view of religious rights,
freedoms, and priorities. I cannot.

So far as the issues of principle are concerned, the Romanian
Government's answers have been hesitant, incomplete, and some-
times evasive. We continue to press on practices affecting importa-
tion or domestic printing of Protestant bibles treatment of unrec-
ognizVi religious groups, and treatment of places of worship. We
have soured some practical results, for example, by helping con-
gregations whose churches are threatened, to stop demolition on
the ostensible grounds of building code violations and urben rede-
velopment.

Senior members of the Romanian orthodox hierarchy have told
us that their church is willing to print a substantial number of Ro-
manian Protestant bibles; but what we have achieved falls far
short of what we want. We also have made some progress on other
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human rights issues that are not covered formally under the Trade
Act. An amnesty declared by the Romanian Government on June 2
created prospects for release of individuals jailed for political of-
fenses. So far, the Romanian authorities have advised us of the re-
lease of 11 individuals about whom we, U.S. human rights groups
and Members of Congress, have expressed concerned. Their names,
Mr. Chairman, are in my prepared testimony. I will not read them
aloud, but they stand as a ringing list of brave people whom we
believe we have been able to help through our small amount of in-
fluence created in a relationship which includes MFN.

This amnesty followed the release from prison of Dorel Catar-
ama, a religious activist whose case had aroused great interest in
the United States and which the administration and the Congress
pursued exhaustively with the Romanian Government.

Mr. Catarama and his family have applied for emigration to the
United States, and we are pressing hard for early issuance of their
passports. In addition, we have urged the Romanian authorities to
grant amnesty to other jailed individuals. And distinguished math-
ematicians, to whom the Romanian Government had denied exit
permission, have now received passports to accept fellowships at
U.S. universities. One will go to Princeton's Institute for Advanced
Studies, the other to the University of Indiana.

Let me end my testimony today by discussing Romania in a for-
eg policy setting. An Eastern bloc, country, a member of the
Warsaw Pact, Romania is located directly between the Soviet
Union and nonaligned Yugoslavia and astride potential Soviet
routes to Greece and Turkey. Its strategic importance is recognized
by our military authorities. It is the second largest and second
most populous country in an inherently unstable part of the
world-that part of Europe. While many have questioned the
extent to which Romania is able to act in a manner independent of
the policies of the Soviet Union, it has taken steps which are dis-
tinctive and significant: the recognition of Israel, limit participa-
tion in Warsaw Pact activities, opposition to full integration of the
ComeCon economies. These elements of Romanian foreign policy
have been placed before the committee before.

For this annual review, I would add as evidence of Romania's
not-insignificant differences of posture from that of other Warsaw
Pact countries. The fact that the Romanians only a few weeks ago
were the only Warsaw Pact delegation not to walk out of a U.N,
meeting being addressed by a Polish solidarity activitist; and from
June 13 to June 16, our Sixth Fleet flagship and a frigate visited
the Romanian port of Constanta. Our fleet commander, Admiral
Kelso, met with senior government officials.

And I think it is worthwhile that we take a look at the pattern
of Romania's voting in the United Nations, which differs from that
of the Soviet Union on key issues. Alone in the Warsaw Pact, Ro-
mania has not voted with the Soviet Union with respect to Israeli
credentials, Cambodia, and Afghanistan.

The conclusion that one reaches in reviewing this record is the
same today as it was in 1975: Romania has established and main-
tained a foreign policy substantially independent of the Soviet
Union in a number of areas. We believe that this independence
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still exists and distinguishes Romania from all other Warsaw Pact
countries.

Two new topics added to the foreign policy agenda since MFN
status first was granted to Romania are international terrorism
and the transfer of technology. On the first, I will be candid in
saying that we do not rule out some Romanian involvement with
terrorism. All of the information available to us, however, indicates
that RomaniL. is not among those countries which most actively
support terrorism.

As for Romania serving as a major conduit for supplying West-
ern technology to the Soviet Union, while we cannot exclude Roma-
nian involvement in technology transfer, all of the information
available to us is that it is not an important conduit.

This, then, is my summary of where we are with Romania, on
emigration, on human rights, on foreign policy, More simply put, it
is a summary of where we are with Romania on matters that affect
people and their lives. Looking at the record, Americans can feel
disappointed and frustrated. We can throw up our hands and walk
away. Some say we should. The administration says we should not.
Our conclusion is: Our MFN relationship, which meets the test of
the law and is the basis for emigration from Romania, assists in
making progress on human rights, including religious rights. The
absence of such a relationship would impede reunification of thou-
sands of divided families, increase religious repression, and deny
us-what is most important for our consideration here-deny us
the opportunity to make a difference in the lives of the people we
want help. The balance between influence and results is close,
but the difference is measured in people's lives, and it is a positive
difference.

Our national interest, which also comes down to helping people,
is served by the continuation of Romania's most-favored-nation
status. I know the arguments against the case. To many of the
facts assembled in support of them, one must respond, yes, that is
true. But singly or together, they do not in our view make a con-
vincing case to those in Romania who have to live with the results
of our decision. It is the lives of these people that have mattered
most in our considerations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DAwFORTH. Thank you, Madame Secretary. Secretary

Var wpreparedd written statement of Secretary Ridgway follows:1
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STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE ROZANNE L. RIDGWAY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EUROPEAN AND CANADIAN AFFAIRS

BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

AUGUST 1, 1986

MR. CHAIRMAN, I APPRECIATE YOUR INVITATION TO APPEAR BEFORE,

THE COMMITTEE TODAY TO DISCUSS A SUBJECT WHICH CHALLENGES NOT

ONLY IMPORTANT INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES BUT OUR ABILITY

TO PROTECT AND ADVANCE THOSE INTERESTS: U.S. POLICY TOWARD

ROMANIA, ESPECIALLY THE CONTINUATION OF THAT COUNTRY'S MFN'

TRADING STATUS UNDER THE TERMS OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974,.'

THE SPECIFIC OCCASION FOR MY APPEARANCE IS THE PRESIDENT'S

DECISION OF JUNE 3 TO EXTEND THE MFN STATUS. OF ROMANIA FOR ONE,,

MORE YEAR. EACH YEAR SINCE THE PASSAGE OF THE TRADE ACT OF

1974 AND, IN PARTICULAR, THOSE ELEMENTS THAT HAVE COME TO BE

KNOWN AS THE JACKSON-VANIK PROVISIONS, ALL OF US HAVE HAD TO

TAKE UP THE QUESTION: ARE THE PROVISIONS OF THE LAW"8EtNG MET

AND ARE OUR NATIONAL INTERESTS WITH RESPECT TO ROMANIA BEING

SERVED? ON ALL PREVIOUS OCCASIONS WE HAVE JOINTLY FOUND IN THE

AFFIRMATIVE. PERHAPS NO DELIBERATION OF THE QUESTION HAS BEEN

MORE DIFFICULT THAN IT HAS BEEN THIS YEAR. WE ARE IN FACT

DEALING WITH HUMAN LIVES. THE PRESIDENT HAS REACHED HIS

AFFIRMATIVE CONCLUSION AND HAS SO INFORMED THE CONGRESS. WE

HAVE NO DOUBT THAT DIFFICULTIES WE ENCOUNTERED IN THE EXECUTIVE

BRANCH WERE NO LESS TROUBLING THAN THOSE FACED HERE IN TAKING
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UP THE SAME QUESTION. I WOULD LIKE TO SET BEFORE YOU TODAY THE

ELEMENTS OF THE SITUATION AS WE SEE THEM, CONVINCED THAT YOU

WILL IN THE END SHARE THE CONCLUSION THE PRESIDENT REACHED.

THE HEART OF THE MATTER, THE CENTRAL THEME OF THE

JACKSON-VANIK PROVISIONS OF THE TRADE ACT, IS EMIGRATION.

SINCE 1975 AND THE GRANTING OF MFN STATUS TO ROMANIA, OVER

154,000 ROMANIANS DEPARTED LEGALLY FOR THE U.S., THE FRG, AND

ISRAEL. OVER 25,000 PEOPLE HAVE LEGALLY DEPARTED FOR THE U.S.1

MOST HAVE JOINED FAMILY MEMBERS HERE.

A MID-1985 FALLOFF IN ROMANIAN PASSPORT APPROVALS TO PEOPLE

QUALIFIED UNDER OUR LAWS TO COME TO THE U.S. HAS BEEN

REVERSED. SINCE MID-APRIL, WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF PASSPORT

APPROVALS FOR OVER 1,500 PEOPLE QUALIFIED TO COME TO THE U.S.

THESE ARE PEOPLE WHO ARE QUALIFIED TO COME HERE BY VIRTUE OF

CLOSE RELATIVES IN THE U.S. OR OTHER LEGAL MEANS FOR OUR

ADMITTING THEM.

I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE CLEAR THAT OUR INTEREST HAS FOCUSED

NOT ON RAW NUMBERS OF EMIGRANTS TO THE U.S., BUT ON THE PEOPLE

WHO ARE QUALIFIED, UNDER U.S. LAW AND PROCEDURE, TO COME HERE.

THERE ARE CURRENTLY IN ROMANIA SOME 1,000 PEOPLE WITH PASSPORT

APPROVAL FOR THE U.S., BUT WE HAVE NO LEGAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE

BASIS FOR ADMITTING THEM.'
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WE REMAIN CONCERNED ABOUT'THE RATE'OF ROMANIAN JEWISH

DEPARTURES FOR ISRAEL, WHICH HA$ DROPPED BELOW LAST YEAR'$S

LEVEL OF 1,327. EMIGRATION TO THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

REMAINS SUBSTANTIAL.

WE HAVE SECURED IMPROVEMENTS IN ROMANIAN EMIGRATION

PROCEDURES AND ARE WORKING TO GET MORE. LAST YEAR, THE

ROMAXNIAN GOVERNMENT AGREED TO PROCEDURES WHICH WOULD AVOID

PEOPLE BECOMING "TRAPPED" BETWEEN ROMANIAN AND U.S.

REGULATIONS, UNABLE TO WORK OR TO HAVE ACCESS TO SOCIAL

SERVICES BECAUSE THEY HAD ROMANIAN PASSPORTS, AND UNABLE TO

LEAVE ROMANIA WITHOUT' U.S. VISAS. THIS TRAGIC SITUATION, WHICH

HAS OCCURRED THOUSANDS OF TIMES OVER MANY YEARS, HAS NOT

REPEATED ITSELF SINCE THE MIDDLE OF 1985.

WITH THIS RECORD AND THE CLEAR MEETING OF THE SPECIFIC

TERMS OF JACKSON-VANIK, WHAT IS IT THAT TODAY MAKES OUR TASK

HERE MORE CHALLENGING THAN IT HAS EVER BEEN? IT IS, I BELIEVE,

AS THE PRESIDENT'S JUNE 3 REPORT TO CONGRESS MADE CLEAR, THE

ASSOCIATED QUESTIONS OF RELIGIOUS RIGHTS ISSUES AND THE

TREATMENT OF THE ROMANIAN PEOPLE ACROSS A BROAD RANGE OF HUMAN

RIGHTS PRINCIPLES.

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THE CHALLENGE HEAD ON, AS I AM SURE

YOU AND THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE ALSO WOULD LIKE TO DO.
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DEALING WITH THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT FORCES US TO MAKE

TOUGH CHOICES, AND IMPOSES SOME MORAL DILEMMAS. THE ROMANIAN

PEOPLE DESERVE NO LESS THAN FOR US TO ADDRESS THE QUESTIONS

BEFORE US DELIBERATELY AND WITH COMPASSION:

-- DOES OUR MFN RELATIONSHIP, IN WHICH WE ARE MAKING.
PROGRESS ON EMIGRATION, ASSIST IN MAKING PROGRESS ON HUMAN
RIGHTS, SPECIFICALLY RELIGIOUS RIGHTS?

- WHAT IS THE BALANCE BETWEEN THOSE RESULTS AND THE
LIMITED INFLUENCE WHICH MFN AFFORDS US?

-- WOULD OUR NATIONAL INTERESTS -- AND ESPECIALLY OUR
INTEREST IN PEOPLE WE CARE ABOUT -- BE BETTER SERVED BY
TERMINATING OR "SUSPENDING" MFN?

THERE IS IN ROMANIA AN ABUNDANCE OF CONDITIONS WHICH

PROVOKE ALL OF US, AS AMERICANS, TO PROTEST: EIGHT PROTESTANT

CHURCHES DEMOLISHED IN RECENT YEARS FOR ALLEGED "BUILDING CODE

VIOLATIONS," SYSTEMATIC INTERFERENCE WITH INDIVIDUAL FREEDOMS,

-AND IMPOSITION OF DRACONIAN AUSTERITIES TO OFFSET ECONOMIC

MISMANAGEMENT AND MASSIVELY COSTLY URBAN REDEVELOPMENT

SCHEMES. MANY INDIVIDUALS' EMIGRATION REQUESTS ARE DENIED, AND

SOME POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVISTS REMAIN INCARCERATED.

ON JULY 21, THE ROMANIAN AUTHORITIES DEMOLISHED BUCHAREST'S

HISTORIC SPANISH SYNAGOGUE, THE ROMANIAN JEWISH COMMUNITY'S

ONLY REMAINING SEPHARDIC SYNAGOGUE, FOR AN URBAN REDEVELOPMENT

PROJECT. THIS DEPLORABLE ACT FOLLOWED SPECIFIC AND REPEATED

EXPRESSIONS OF CONCERN BY THE ROMANIAN JEWISH COMMUNITY,
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AMERICAN JEWISH GROUPS, THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES,

ISRAELo AND SPAIN,, AND SEVERAL MEMBERS OF THIS BODY. AT THIS

MOMENT, A LARGE 7TH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH, ONE OF FIVE IN

BUCHAREST, IS THREATENED WITH DEMOLITION.

ALTHOUGH THE FACT IS DISTURBING TO THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT,

ROMANIA IS EXPERIENCING A RELIGIOUS REVIVAL, PARTICULARLY AMONG

FUNDAMENTALIST PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS, WHICH ARE GROWING

FASTER THAN IN OTHER COUNTRIES OF EASTERN EUROPE. RELIGIOUS

LEADERS IN AOMANIA, SOME OF WHOM HOLD NO BRIEF FOR THE REGIME,

TELL US THE NUMBER OF FUNCTIONING CHURCHES IN ROMANIA IS OVER

12,000. OVER 400 OF THE COUNTRY'S MORE THAN 1,000 OPENLY

FUNCTIONING BAPTIST CHURCHES ARE NOT OFFICIALLY LICENSED.

HUNDREDS OF OTHER FUNDAMENTALIST PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS

OPERATE WITH FULL KNOWLEDGE OF THE ROMANIAN AUTHORITIES, BUT

OUTSIDE THE CONTEXT OF LAWS REGULATING RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCE.

DESPITE THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT'S CALLOUS TREATMENT OF SOME

PLACES OF WORSHIP, SOME NEW CHURCHES ARE BEING BUILT.

IT ALSO IS NOTEWORTHY THAT VIRTUALLY ALL ROMANIAN

DENOMINATIONS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO MAINTAIN EXTENSIVE CONTACT WITH

CO-RELIGIONISTS IN THE WEST, INCLUDING MANY TIES WITH THE

UNITED STATES. THIS INVOLVES NRT.ONIY CORRESPONDENCE, BUT

FREQUENT VISITS, THE CONDUCT OF SERMONS " ALTHOUGH WITH SOME

LIMITS -- BY VISITING CLERGY FROM UNKNOWN LAY PREACHERS TO

REV. BILLY GRAHAM, AND SUBSTANTIAL MATERIAL SUPPORT. WE HAVE

CONFIRMED THAT ROMANIAN BELIEVERS RECEIVE, WITH SCANT

'"- iS'
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HINDRANCE, IMPORTANT PARCELS OF FOOD AND CLOTHING FROM

CORELIGIONISTS IN THE U.S. AND WESTERN EUROPE. WE HAVE BEEN

AND INTEND TO REMAIN IN CONTACT WITH THESE GROUPS AND TO

CONTINUE TO MAKE OUR INTEREST IN THEIR WELFARE KNOWN TO THE

ROMANIAN AUTHORITIES.

I WOULD LIKE TO REPORT SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS IN PERSUADING

ROMANIA TO OUR VIEW OF RELIGIOUS RIGHTS, FREEDOMS, AND

PRIORITIES. I CANNOT. SO FAR AS THE ISSUES OF PRINCIPLE ARE

CONCERNED, THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT'S ANSWERS HAVE BEEN

HESITANT, INCOMPLETE, AND SOMETIMES EVASIVE. WE CONTINUE TO

PRESS ON PRACTICES AFFECTING IMPORTATION OR DOMESTIC PRINTING

* OF PROTESTANT BIBLES, TREATMENT OF UNRECOGNIZED RELIGIOUS

GROUPS, AND THE TREATMENT OF PLACES OF WORSHIP. WE HAVE

SECURED SOME PRACTICAL RESULTS, FOR EXAMPLE, BY HELPING

CONGREGATIONS WHOSE CHURCHES ARE THREATENED TO STOP DEMOLITION

-ON THE OSTENSIBLE GROUNDS OF BUILDING CODE VIOLATIONS AND URBAN

REDEVELOPMENT. SENIOR MEMBERS OF THE ROMANIAN ORTHODOX

HIERARCHY HAVE TOLD US THAT THEIR CHURCH IS WILLING TO PRINT A

SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF ROMANIAN PROTESTANT BIBLES. BUT WHAT WE

HAVE ACHIEVED FALLS FAR SHORT OF WHAT WE WANT.

WE ALSO HAVE MADE SOME PROGRESS ON OTHER HUMAN RIGHTS

ISSUES THAT ARE NOT COVERED FORMALLY UNDER THE TRADE ACT. AN
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AMNESTY DECLARED BY THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT-ON JUNE 2 CREATED

PROSPECTS FOR RELEASE OF INDIVIDUALS JAILED FOR POLITICAL

OFFENSES. SO FAR, THE ROMANIAN AUTHORITIES HAVE ADVISED US OF

THE RELEASE OF ELEVEN INDIVIDUALS ABOUT WHOM WE, U.S. HUMAN

RIGHTS GROUPS, AND MEMBERS OF CONGRESS HAVE EXPRESSED CONCERN.

THEY INCLUDE:

-- CORNEL MICH, ILIE DOCIU, LEVI NICULA, AND ELISEU RUSU,
EVANGELICAL ACTIVISTS DETAINED IN SEPTEMBER 1985.

-- VASILE PARASCHIV, ARRESTED FOR FREE TRADE UNION
o ACTIVITIES.

-- TIBERIU MARIAN, IMPRISONED FOR ATTEMPTING TO LEAVE THE
'COUNTRY ILLEGALLY.

-- STEFAN GAVRILA, ARRESTED FOR ATTEMPTING TO CONTACT A
DISSIDENT FIGURE.

-- DAVID TURNEA, DETAINED LAST YEAR FOR ANTI-COMMUNIST
PROPAGANDA.

THIS AMNESTY FOLLOWED THE RELEASE FROM PRISON OF DOREL

CATARAMA, A RELIGIOUS ACTIVIST WHOSE CASE HAD AROUSED GREAT

INTEREST IN THE UNITED STATES AND WHICH THE ADMINISTRATION AND

THE CONGRESS PURSUED EXHAUSTIVELY WITH THE ROMANIAN

GOVERNMENT. MR. CATARAMA AND HIS FAMILY HAVE APPLIED FOR

EMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES, AND WE ARE PRESSING HARD FOR

EARLY ISSUANCE OF THEIR PASSPORTS. IN ADDITION, WE HAVE URGED

THE ROMANIAN AUTHORITIES TO GRANT AMNESTY TO OTHER JAILED

INDIVIDUALS, INCLUDING IOAN RUTA, WHO IS SEEKING TO JOIN HIS

WIFE IN MINNESOTA.
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I WOULD ALSO NOTE THAT PROFESSORS RADU'ROSU AND SILVIU

TELEMAN, TWO DISTINGUISHED MATHEMATICIANS TO WHOM THE ROMANIAN

GOVERNMENT HAD DENIED EXIT PERMISSION, HAVE NOW RECEIVED

PASSPORTS TO ACCEPT FELLOWSHIPS AT U.S. UNIVERSITIES.

PROFESSOR ROSU WILL GO TO PRINCETON'S INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED

STUDIES, AND PROFESSOR TELEMAN WILL GO TO THE UNIVERSITY OF

INDIANA.

LET ME END MY TESTIMONY TODAY BY DISCUSSING ROMANIA IN A

FOREIGN POLICY SETTING. AN EAST BLOC COUNTRY, A MEMBER OF THE

WARSAW PACT, ROMANIA IS LOCATED DIRECTLY BETWEEN THE SOVIET

UNION AND NON-ALIGNED YUGOSLAVIA AND ASTRIDE POTENTIAL SOVIET

ROUTES TO GREECE AND TURKEY. ITS STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE IS

-RECOGNIZED BY OUR MILITARY AUTHORITIES. IT IS THE SECOND

LARGEST AND SECOND MOST POPULOUS COUNTRY IN AN INHERENTLY

UNSTABLE PART OF EUROPE. WHILE MANY HAVE QUESTIONED THE EXTENT

TO WHICH ROMANIA IS ABLE TO ACT IN A MANNER INDEPENDENT OF THE

POLICIES OF THE SOVIET UNION, IT HAS TAKEN STEPS WHICH ARE

DISTINCTIVE AND SIGNIFICANT:

-- THE RECOGNITION OF ISRAEL,
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-- LIMITED PARTICIPATION IN WARSAW. PACT ACTIVITIES,

-- OPPOSITION TO FULL INTEGRATION OF THE COMECON ECONOMIES.

THESE ELEMENTS OF ROMANIAN FOREIGN POLICY HAVE BEEN-PLACED

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE BEFORE. FOR THIS ANNUAL REVIEW, I WOULD

ADD AS EVIDENCE ROMANIA'S NOT INSIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF

POSTURE FROM THAT OF OTHER WARSAW PACT COUNTRIES, THE FACT THAT

THE ROMANIANS ONLY A FEW WEEKS AGO WERE THE ONLY WARSAW PACT

DELEGATION NOT TO WALK OUT OF A UN MEETING ADDRESSED BY A

POLISH SOLIDARITY ACTIVIST. FROM JUNE 13 UNTIL JUNE 16 OUR

SIXTH FLEET FLAGSHIP AND A FRIGATE VISITED THE ROMANIAN PORT OF

CONSTANTA. OUR FLEET COMMANDER, ADMIRAL KELSO, MET WITH SENIOR

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.

AND I THINK IT WORTHWHILE THAT WE TAKE A LOOK AT THE

PATTERN OF ROMANIA'S VOTING IN THE UN, WHICH DIFFERS FROM THAT

OF THE SOVIETS ON KEY ISSUES. ALONE IN THE WARSAW PACT,

ROMANIA HAS NOT VOTED WITH THE SOVIET UNION WITH RESPECT TO

ISRAELI CREDENTIALS, CAMBODIA, AND AFGHANISTAN.

THE CONCLUSION THAT ONE REACHES IN REVIEWING THIS RECORD IS

THE SAME TODAY AS IT WAS IN 1975s ROMANIA HAS ESTABLISHED AND

MAINTAINED A FOREIGN POLICY SUBSTANTIALLY INDEPENDENT OF THE
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-SOVIET UNION IN A NUMBER OF AREAS. WE BELIEVE THAT THIS

INDEPENDENCE STILL EXISTS AND DISTINGUISHES ROMANIA FROM ALL

'OTHER WARSAW PACT COUNTRIES.

TWO NEW TOPICS ADDED TO THE FOREIGN POLICY AGENDA SINCE MFN

STATUS FIRST WAS GRANTED TO ROMANIA ARE INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM

!.AND THE TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY. ON THE FIRST, I WILL BE CANDID

IN SAYING THAT WE DO NOT RULE OUT SOME ROMANIAN INVOLVEMENT

WITH TERRORISM. ALL OF THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO'US

INDICATES THAT ROMANIA IS NOT AMONG THOSE COUNTRIES WHICH MOST

ACTIVELY SUPPORT TERRORISM. AS FOR ROMANIA SERVING AS A MAJOR

"CONDUIT FOR SUPPLYING WESTERN TECHNOLOGY TO THE SOVIET UNION,

!WHILE WE CAN'T EXCLUDE ROMANIAN INVOLVEMENT IN TECHNOLOGY

',TRANSFER ALL OF THE INFORMATION'AVAILABLE TO US IS THAT IT IS

'NOT AN IMPORTANT CONDUIT.

THIS THEN, IS MY SUMMARY OF WHERE WE ARE WITH ROMANIA-ON

EMIGRATION, ON HUMAN RIGHTS, ON FOREIGN POLICY. MORE SIMPLY

PUT, IT IS A SUMMARY OF WHERE WE ARE WITH ROMANIA ON MATTERS

THAT AFFECT PEOPLE AND THEIR LIVES. LOOKING AT THE RECORD,

AMERICANS CAN FEEL DISAPPOINTED AND FRUSTRATED. WE CAN THROW

-UP OUR HANDS AND WALK AWAY. SOME SAY WE SHOULD. THE

ADMINISTRATION SAYS, WE SHOULD NOT. OUR CONCLUSION ISs
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-- OUR MFN RELATIONSHIP, WHICH MEETS THE TEST OF THE LAW

AND IS THE BASIS FOR EMIGRATION FROM ROMANIA, ASSISTS IN MAKING

PROGRESS ON HUMAN RIGHTS, INCLUDING RELIGIOUS RIGHTS. THE

ABSENCE OF SUCH A RELATIONSHIP WOULD IMPEDE REUNIFICATION OF

THOUSANDS OF DIVIDED FAMILIES, INCREASE RELIGIOUS REPRESSION,

AND DENY US THE OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES

OF THE PEOPLE WE WANT TO HELP.

--THE BALANCE BETWEEN INFLUENCE AND RESULTS IS CLOSE, BUT

THE DIFFERENCE IS MEASURED IN PEOPLE'S LIVES. IT IS A POSITIVE

DIFFERENCE.

--OUR NATIONAL INTEREST, WHICH ALSO COMES DOWN TO HELPING

PEOPLE, IS SERVED BY THE CONTINUATION OF ROMANIA'S

-MOST-FAVORED-NATION STATUS.

I KNOW THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE CASE. TO MANY OF THE

FACTS ASSEMBLED IN SUPPORT OF THEM, ONE MUST RESPOND, YES,

THAT'S TRUE. BUT SINGLY OR TOGETHER, THEY DO NOT, IN OUR VIEW,

MAKE A CONVINCING CASE TO THOSE IN ROMANIA WHO HAVE TO LIVE

WITH THE RESULTS OF OUR DECISION. IT IS THE LIVES OF THESE

PEOPLE THAT HAVE MATTERED MOST IN OUR CONSIDERATION.
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Mr. VARGO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to discuss

the economic aspects of MFN. I have a prepared statement for the
record and only three brief points to make. I would also like to
submit for the record a letter from Secretary Baldrige to the chair-
man of the House Ways and Means Committee supporting the ex-
tension of MFN to Romania.

My first point, Mr. Chairman, is that MFN is in our economic
interest as well as Romania's. MFN is reciprocal.

Under MFN, we have exported $3.5 billion of goods to Romania
since 1975. Most of that time, we have been in surplus. We went
into deficit only when Romania severely curtailed all of its pur-
chases in order to cut its foreign debt in half. Now that Romania is
easing up on its austerity program a little, our exports are rising
sharply.

United States exports to Romania are now running at an annual
rate of $400 million, more than double last year's rate. Our imports
from Romania are down, and our trade deficit has been cut by 30
percent. We estimate that 10,000 Americans find employment pro-
ducing goods that we export to Romania. Romania is as large a
market for American exporters as Austria, and is larger than mar-
kets such as Greece and Finland, markets that we would not casu-
ally throw away.

If we took MFN from Romania, the Romanians would recipro-
cate, shifting many of their purchases to other suppliers. We esti-
mate this would cost the United Stated about $200 million in lost
exports and about 5,000 U.S. jobs.

The second point, Mr. Chairman, is that taking MFN away from
Romania would impose a significant but not a critical economic
cost to Romania. Romania would not lose all of its exports to the
United States. At most, it would lose about $300 million. This is be-
cause many of their exports would face non-MFN duties that are
about the same or only marginally higher than MFN duties. Over
half of Romania's exports to us are petroleum products, where non-
MFN duties are only 10 cents a barrel to 50 cents a barrel higher
than MFN, amounts which could be easily absorbed by the Roma-
nians.

While that $300 million that Romania would lose is significant,
Mr. Chairman, it is only 5 percent of Romania's exports annually
to the West-only 5 percent.

The third point, Mr. Chairman, is that the economic effects of
temporary suspension of MFN would be the same as permanent
denial. Temporary suspension would not merely be a strong warn-
ing. It is very hard to build markets; and once marketing relation-
ships are cut, they cannot easily be restored 6 months or a year
later. United States importers could not wait around to see if Ro-
mania got MFN back. They would have no choice but to find alter-
native suppliers. If Romania were to get its MFN back 6 months
later, its markets would have been lost, and it would have to re- tV
build them from scratch.
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Similarly, export market relationships that took years for Ameri-
can companies to build in Romania would be destroyed. Six months
later, American companies could not just march back into Bucha-
rest and expect their Japanese and German competitors to give
them back the business. Many American companies, moreover,
would simply not be willing to start over again, having no confi-
dence they wouldn't have to go through the process again.

These are serious economic considerations, particularly the pros-
pect of losing 5,000 American jobs. American business and the
Commerce Department are extremely concerned over human rights
in Romania. We have always put this issue front and center with
the Romanians. Secretary Baldrige has always made this the
center of his discussions in the joint American-Romanian Economic
Commission, and we believe this has contributed to gradual im-
provement of human rights in Romania.

But the point is, Mr. Chairman, that before 5,000 Americans are
put out of work, we need to be very sure that taking MFN away is
going to improve human rights in Romania better and faster than
the program we are now following.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr.'Vargo.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Vargo and the letter

from Secretary Baldeigefollow.
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"'Mr. Chairman:

I'am pleased to appear before this Committee in support of the
' President's determination that continuation of the waiver
'applicable to Romania and Hungary will substantially promote
the objectives of Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act. This will
-.rmit extension of most-favored-nation-(MFN) tariff status to

,these countries for another year.

,Ihe United States views trade with the Eastern European
countries as part of our overall relationship with them, and
conductss that trade in the context of national security, human
,rights and other vital objectives.

in, these relations the United States takes account of diversity
In the region, especially of foreign policy independence or
internal liberalization shown by individual countries. In
rder to ensure that U.S. interests in Romania and Hungary are
furthered and gains achieved are preserved, we believe MFN
status should be renewed for both countries.

":omania and Hungary alone among the East European countries
iave agreed to steps which improve emigration, and have
received MFN treatment as a result. There is no question that
,FN has had the desired result of promoting increased
"migration.

"ranting MFN to Romania and Hungary has benefited other U.S.
nterepts as well. MFN has been the foundation of strong

commercial relationships with both countries. The granting of
FN was reciprocal, giving U.S. companies the ability to sell

these markets. Over 30 American companies have offices in
uicharest. Several dozen leading American companies are active
n the Hungarian market, pursuing trade and cooperation

opportunities under Hungary's Industrial modernization
'ogram. U.S. sales to Romania and Hungary this year are
unring at an annual rate of over $4S0 million. Leading export
,tems include food processing equipment, agricultural equipment,
ind chemicals, and nonstrategic computing equipment.
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MFN has contributed to integrating both Romania and Hungary
more fully into the world trading system, and has encouraged
---_jirqbservance of the rules of that system and of U.S. trade
regulat ons an policies, as well. MFN extension has helped
Romania maintain a greater degree of economic independence from
the Soviet Union. More than SO percent of Romania's trade is
with the West, while other East European countries conduct
roughly 65 percent of their trade with the Soviet Bloc.

ROMANIA

We are all extremely concerned about Romania's human rights and
t, emigration practices. The President's decision is a carefully

considered one, and is based on the belief that the extension
of MFN will result in further progress in areas of interest to
the United States. Termination of Romania's MFN would result
in a reversal of the gains which have been won in emigration,
trade and other areas.

Total emigration to the United States, Israel and the Federal
Republic of Germany since Romania obtained MFN in 1975 has been

C, over 1S0,000. Last year, 17,000 Romanians were able to
emigrate to these three countries, more than the combined total
from the U.S.S,R., Bulgaria, Hungary and Czechoslovakia --
countries with 13 times Romania's population.

There have been other gains from granting MHFN to Romania.
Romania agreed, for example, to reverse the 1983 education tax
on emigrants. Additionally, we have benefited from Romania's
willingness to challenge Soviet initiatives in Eastern Europe.
In the trade field, under MFN U.S. companies have sold over
$3.5 billion in goods since 1975.

Economically, the MFN relationship has been important to U.S.
firms and to American workers. Prior to Romania's current
economic crisis, U.S. exports reached a peak of $720 million
dollars annually, creating over 18,000 jobs for American
farmers and workers. This year, despite Romania's severe

.i financial and economic difficulties, our exports are running at
an annual rate of $400 million -- creating jobs for roughly
10,000 Americans.

The trade relationship has been a positive one for the United
States, despite the fact that we have been running a
substantial deficit with Romania for several years. The reason
for this is that our exports to Romania are what we might call
"additional" -- that is, if we didn't sell them to Romania,
they would not automatically be bought by someone else. They
would simply be lost.
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"iOur imports from Romania,, on the other hand, are not
!'additional". They are not unique. products which would be
unavailable elsewhere. They are principally oil products and
tsemi-manufactures which can* and would-be imported into the
1I nited States from other countries. In fact, other than the
si harp increase in imports of petroleum products, ourimports
from Romania have declined sharply since 1983. Of the $900

million current annual rate of U.S. imports from Romania so far
f:this year, $560.million are petroleum products -, products
i.which would simply be imported from other countries if Romania
Vldid not sell them to us.

Moreover, beginniIg in 1982, Romania has had to make debt
0*ayments of roughly"$1.6 billion per year. Last year and again
!this year, Romania is obli geted to repay over $200 million of
financial obligations to the U.S. Government and private
)lenders. Since 1981, Romania has cut its foreign debt in half,
d'to less than $6 billion today.

The cost to Romanians'. of the austerity program has been severe;
giving standards fell dramatically as food and energy supplies

declined. Romania's austerity program also cut heavily into
imports of capital goods, with a resultant decline in,
industrial performance. Recent development indicate that,
lomania is beginning to ease domestic austerity. Earlier this
-'onth, private bank creditors agreed to reschedule $880 million
'due in 1986 an4 1987. The affect of this-is, to stretch out
4fiepayment of debts rescheduled in earlier years and to put a
,larger share of current revenues back into the domestic
&conomy' For the .first,,year since 1980, Romania-in 1986 is
-increasing imports at-a faster rate than e~ports., This is the
2'.trategy which the International Monetarylund has encouraged
'and it will enhance Romanian industrial performance. Stronger
4.omanian export performance and domestic consumption will
:ollow. In addition, lower oil prices will benefit the
komanian economy in lower outlays for imports and short-term
windfalls in petrochemical sales. This will assist the
economic recovery. -

Ile are seeing signs that Romania is importing more from the
'"est, including from the United States.. Romania'reduced its
Aimports from the United States less than from other Western
countries; and the U.S. share of Romania s imports from.,he

J0ECD countries rose from 13t in 1982 to IS% in 1985. This
...larger share will benefit U.S. exporters as Romanian imports

increase.
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U.S. sales to Romania for the first five months of 1986 are
running at an annual rate of nearly $400 million. This is a
growth rate of 120 percent over the same period last year.
These figures reflect a strong recovery of U.S. sales of'
grains, agricultural chemicals, and spare parts for equipment
and machinery. Many of these items had been traditional
exports to Romania, but were not purchased because of Romania's
austerity program.

At the same time, the annual rate for U.S. imports from Romania
is about $900 million, down 5 percent from last year's level.
The net effect is that our deficit with Romania should fall by
30 percent in 1986. With the extension of MFN we expect to see
this trend toward a more balanced trade picture continue.

U.S. companies are making some significant individual sales
which will show up in future trade figures, such as power
turbines for Romania's nuclear energy program. That power
generation equipment is being sold against stiff European
competition, and according to company estimates, will generate
1000 American jobs and contribute to keeping open a facility
employing 6000 workers. Moreover, it is not only traditional
U.S. sales that are increasing; five month figures show that
U.S. companies are successfully marketing new products in
Romania, including office equipment, clothing, and scientific
measuring equipment.

All of these sales are in non-strategic goods. Although we
distinguish between Romania and the Soviet Union in our export
control country categories, licensing decisions for Romania are
made on a Case-by-case basis consistent with our national
security interests. We do not sell strategic products to
Romania, which is a member of the Warsaw Pact.

What would happen if MFN were temporarily suspended or revoked?

The first effect would be loss of U.S. leverage over Romanian
emigration and human rights practices. Since 1975, 1S4,000
people have emigrated. Without MFN such emigration would be
severely curtailed and possible vliminated. Suspension or
revocation would create a disincentive for the Romanians to
permit any increase in religious freedom or improvement in
other human rights areas. Thousands of people would suffer as
the emigration and human rights situations worsened.
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The second effect would be to curtail Romaniats ability to sell
broad range of its products in the United States since higher

"column II" non-MPN tariffs would be applied. We believe
Romania's exports to the United States would fall by about $300.......

million as Romania became uncompetitive in a range of
manufactured and seq i-manufactured goods whose tariffs would
increase sharply. This represents less than 5 percent of
Romania's hard-currency earnings, but which would be hard to
make up elsewhere in the short-term. Key losses would come in
sales of furniture, leather goods, bearings and household

roducts. Romania' would graduay 'replace these losses by
developing substitute markets over the long term. Romania
would be able to continue exporting perhaps $600 million of
goods to the United States, for which the MPN and non-MFN
tariffs are both duty-free or quite low. These include
roducts such as rubber, pork, ammonium nitrate, nitrogen

fertilizers, and some petroleum products.

The third effect would be to for'e hard decisionson U.S.
importers, who are locked into purchase contracts in' the short
'term. They would have to pay sharply higher non-MFN tariffs,
which would jump perhaps 4 times, on average, at an annual cost
'to U.S., importers of almost $100 million -- $50 million over a
,six month period. This would be a. tremendous financial burden
for U.S. importers to-bear -- many of whom are small
companies. As soon as they could, they would shift sources
from Romania and begin importing from other countries. Given
the composition of our imports from Romania, U.S. importers
could not find domestic suppliers for most of these products,
and would have to Import them from other countries.. Thus,
jhile total U.S. imports from the world woutd not a I, U.S,
firms would suffer.

?he fourth effect would be a sharp drop in U P. exports to
tomania. MFN Is reciprocal. We give it k. Romania, and they
"Aye it t6"us. If we took it away,Romani!>wold, immediately:
Ainy MFN to U.S. companies in retaliation and would divert its

purchases to other countries.- We believe we' would lose about
a our potential exports to Romania -- costing roughly 5,000V,S. jobs annually. Forthermore, US. exports to Roania. could

iot be diverted to other' purchasers. 'They would be lost,
ompletely, to the detriment of our trade balance.'

Temporary suspension is no different than' 1evocation. Both
actions would dismantle the framework of normal relations. The
Effect of a temporary suspension on Romanian emigration and
human rights practices' will be felt' immediately. Romanian

willingness to respond to U.S. human rights concernV 
would

end. .Once MFN is taken away, even as a temporary suspension,
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business relationships which took years to develop would be
destroyed. They cannot be restarted 'in a year or two as if
nothing had happened. U.S. importers will have found other
sources of supply, U.S. companies will have closed their doors
in Romania, Romanian buyers will have shifted to other
suppliers, and the lost trade would take years to slowly
rebuild. Moreover, American business would be unlikely to have
confidence that the whole process wouldn't occur again.

The U.S. business community strongly supports continuation of
Romania's MFN status. American companies desire to help
achieve U.S. trade and foreign policy objectives. U.S.
business representatives are concerned with the human rights
situation in Romania and have used their access tosenior
Romanian officials, including President Ceausescu, to raise
these concerns.

Since granting MFN in 1975, we have used the Joint
American-Romanian Economic Commission (JEC), chaired by the
Secretary of Commerce, as a forum to discuss Romania's
emigration and human rights practices. During the April 1986
Interim JEC Session, both Secretary Baldrige and Under
Secretary Smart stressed to Romanian Foreign Trade
Minister-State Secretary Rosu the linkage between 'the
maintenance of good bilateral trade relations and improvement
in Romaniats emgration and human rights performance. Commerce
officials continue to reiterate this point.

CONCLUSION

The United States has derived important gains by extending MPN
to Ro*ania. The Department of Commerce believes the extension
of MFN to Romania will promote the objectives of Section 402
(the Jackson-Vanik Amendment) with regard to emigration. The
Department of Commerce also shares the deepfelt desire to !
improve Romania'st human rights performance. We believe the
annual renewal process has played an important role in helping
to achieve this objective. We believe that the MFN
relationship is economically important to Romania, and that
Romanian officials have demonstrated they are willing to take
some steps to maintain MPN. How much more can be achieve, and
at what pace, is unknown. What is certain, however, is that7,-
denial of MFN would sever the economic incentive Romania has to
make changes that would improve the human rights situation
internally.,

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss these considerations
with you today.
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THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
Washington. D.C. EO230

JUL N6 1985
Honorable Dan Rostenkowski
Chairman, Committee on House

Ways and Means
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20S15

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I understand that a petition to discharge H. Res. 475 from the
Ways and Means Committee will come before the House on Tuesday,
July 29. 1 strongly urge you to oppose the petition and
support the President's decision to continue Romania's
most-favored-nation status (UFN).

Since 1975, we have used the Jackson-VVik Amendment of the
1974 Trade Act to improve Romania's emigration and human rights
practices. Over 154,000 people have emigrated from Romania
since then, and last year 17,000 people left, more than the
combined total from the poviet'Ulon, Bulgaria, Hungary, and
Ciechoslovakia -;'countries with 13 times Romania's population.

I share the concerns and impatience of many in Congress who
believe Romania can and should do more to improve its
emigration and human rights per ormance. As U.S. Chairman of
the Joint American-Romanian Bconomic Commission, I have
personally raised these concerns with President Ceausesgu and
other Romanian officials. lthlnk'we are more likely to
continue achieving progress in emigration and human rights
matters by continuing to work with the Romanians in this way,
rather than by suspending or terminating Romania's MHFN status
as proposed in H. Res 47S.

Sincerely,

Secretary of Commerce

cc: Sam Gibbons Wyche Fowler, Jr.
J.J. Pickle Frank J. Guarini
Charles B. Rangel Marty Russo
Fortney H. Stark Donald J. Pease
James R. Jones Robert T. Matsui
Andrew Jacobs, Jr. beryl Anthony, Jr.
Harold E, Ford Ronnie G. Flippo
Ed Jenkins Bryon L. Dorgan
Richard A. Gephardt Barbara B. lennelly
Thomas J. Downey Brian J. Donnelly
William J. Coyne
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Senator DANFORTH. I understand both of you to say that, as far
as you are concerned, the choice should be either continuing MFN
or terminating MFN, that the suspension is really not a middle
ground, that we should either face the termination question or
forget about it, but not try to do what Congress usually attempts to
do; and that is go 50-50 with a suspension. Is that right?

Secretary RIDGWAY. That certainly is my view, Mr. Chairman. If
I could expand on that a bit, as I understand the terms of the legis-
lation which addresses the proposed suspension, it would be that at
the end of a 6-month period, the President would make a recom-
mendation. I would expect from that that there would be required
a positive vote up here on the Hill. I find, in view of the description
of Romania, which I myself have associated with myself today, it is
nearly impossible to imagine the circumstances under which both
houses of Congress would vote for Romania.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that Jackson-Vanik works?
Secretary RIDGWAY. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman. It has become over

the years a significant tool in foreign policy, but it works best when
it is available to work with and not when it is not available to
work with.

Senator DANFORTH. So, your position is then that if we terminate
MFN status, we will lose whatever leverage we have?

Secretary RIDGWAY. That is my view. On the basis of my own ex-
perience and the ability of this country, its representatives-not
just the executive branch but in the legislative branch-to per-
suade interlocutors that we are talking to, that we should be met,
that we should be argued with, that we should have things done
that we request done, requires a relationship that has something in
it. If a relationship is empty, it doesn't work.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that over the past year that
the human r'hts conditions in Romania have improved?

Secretary RIDGWAY. I have known for the last 3 days, I guess
through this marvelous system that works in this city, that you or
perhaps one other Senator might ask me that question directly;
and I have struggled with the answer, and I would say that, in gen-
eral, the situation remains the same. I would like, in defense of my
own case, to give you a very positive picture. What I can say is that
with respect to individual cases, with respect to our ability to asso-
ciate ourselves with the Seventh Day Adventists, who are at this
moment barricaded in their church, bringing alongside of them the
presence and weight of the U.S. Government, we have enhanced in
the past year our ability to affect individual situations; but the
broad human rights picture in Romania proves resistant to change.

Senator DANFORTH. One synagogue has been bulldozed, and two
synagogues and a Jewish museum remain in Bucharest. Has the
administration or will the administration seek formal written as-
surances that they will be preserved?

Secretary RIDGWAY. We, on this one, need to work very closely
with the omanian chief rabbi, Rabbi Rosen, with whom we have
been in touch on this question.

Senator DANFORTH. Of course, he was given the assurance that
the other one would be left, wasn't he?

Secretary RIDoWAY. Yes, and we have already gone to the Gov-
ernment, along with the Israelis, to make sure that they under-
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-tand that we expect the assurances given to Rabbi Rosen to be
honored. Whether those will be significant or not, I think we need
;o look at it. We have, even as recently as yesterday, addressed our-
'elves to the Romanian Government to get specific word from them

to what their intentions are on the remaining three buildings.
I_ Senator DANFOUtm. What good are assurances, and what sort of
O!gnals do we send to Romania if, within a week or so after the
, ulldozmig of the synagogue, we proceed to set in motion the exten-
'ion of MFN?

Secretary RIDGWAY. The procedure for setting it in motion was

before. So, you could argue they waited until we had done it-
, Senator DAmFORTH. It just so happens that we are within the
nidst of MFN right now. When di that happen? Was it a week

Secretary RIDGWAY. The 21st, yes.
Senator DANFORTH. Yes. It was about 10 days ago that the syna-

_ogue was bulldozed. And so, 10 days later, here we are in the Fi-
"'once Committee proceeding with the sort of "business as usual"
-'pproach to MFN. I mean, how do we have any leverage in the

Wture? If we say, in effect, so you bulldozed the synagogue, don't
orry about it; we are going to continue to maintain MFN status

*cause somehow it is having a salutory effect.
t Secretary RIDGWAy. I don t think they could possibly be getti n
%at message. One of the witnesses before, Congressman Smith, I
believe, brought the votes from the House over here-the 216 to

' 90. These are risks that the Romanians are taking with us, with
4e situation; and if they wish to take those risks, then the price is
pparent. But I cannot come up. here and defend the Romana 'ov-
)irnment and won't. If it won't build its ownlrecord, all I can do is
describe the one that it has made. And if saying that Romanian as-

Surances are good, it is as difficult for me as it is for Rabbi Rosen,

apparently. I mean, we received many of the same message from
the m on. thesephardic synagogue as did members of the Congress.
"Senator DANFOQTH. It is hard for- you to try to put yourself in my

'shoes when standing on the floor of the Senate, when Senator
ible offers his bill as an amendment to somethmg, else.

4 Secretary RIDGWAY. Senator, one has to walk right straight down
the line. Jackson-Vanik is emigration. It is a provision addressed to
,he whole of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. It has .stood
)here for 11 years as the standard which we expect to be met with

expect to trading relationships with the United States. And we
ve said to all of those countries: This is the standard, Two have

, qualifiedd in the area of emigration: Hungary and Romania. If we
ae going to change the standard, then - think we need to look at

Ithe whole area. But if we are prepared to say, now, it wasn't emi-
ration, it was something else; it was a broader view and we now
a,, to go by that standard and Romania cannot meet it, then you

piso have to be prepared-for the people standing in line for emi-
,,gration-to say to each of them, sorry, it is all over.

4., We looked at that puzzle and that dilemma and decided that
Vackson-Vanik was emigration; the test had been met. People were

leaving, We had had, as an additionaloutcome of that, an opportu-
nity to put something into the relationship about which we could

>, 6S-139 0 - 87 - 3
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fight on these other issues. We haven't always won on the other
issues. That is the only defense.

Senator DANFORTH. Jackson-Vanik, on its face, deals with emi-
gration?

Secretary RIDGWAY. Yes.
Senator DANFOErH. But it certainly has evolved as a matter of

practice, at least as far as the annual reviews of Congress are con-
cerned. It certainly hasn't evolved into something more than emi-
gration.

Secretary RIDGWAY. It certainly is part of the atmosphere sur-
rounding it, yes- but as a matter of the policy and whatwas intend-
ed at the time, i think that it is very clear that it was, i the main,
Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union, if I am not mistaken;
and I think that as one begins to alter the legislative record, then
that core policy objective expressed by the Congress is placed at
risk.

Senator DANFORT, Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Madame Secretary, I didn't see in your statement a concern ex-

pressed for the repression of the Hungarian minority. What is your
opinion of the systematic repression of the ungarian minority in
Romania?

Secretary RiDGwAY. Senator,'I believe this is the first time we
have come up here without something on the Hungarian minority,
and it was not intended in any fashion to suggest a lessening of the
priority, but rather to use the brief amount of time in the prepared
statement to get-to what we uinderstood- was the broad range of_'
criticism up here.

We have associated ourselves with the concerns of the Hungari"
an minority. We have stayed in close touch with those Hungarian
American organizations which are concerned about the future of
the ethnic Hungarians in Romania. We have expressed our -on-
cerns to the Romanian Government, and we also know from*our
dialog with Hungary that it, too, has been 'working the issue with,
Romania I cannot report great progress on that.

I can say that 'the Romanian Government does not share our as-
sessment of what is happening there, but that doesn't stop us from
pressing the issue. -

Senator BRADLEY, What does the Hungarian Government say?
Secretary RIDGwAi. If I can describe it in broad terms, it would

simply be that it, too, is concerned about thatminority.
Senator BRADLE. But is it'doing anything?
Secretary RIDGWAY. Not actively.
Senator, BRAD .Y So, it remains for us to do something?
Secretary RIDGWAY Tb the extent that we can reach into the

community, yes..
Senator BwwRAE. What have you done specifically in the last

year, since we.considered this last, to address the problem of the
Hungarian minority: the continued .repression, the closing of the
churches, the closing of the high schools, the persecution of. the
priests and the poets? What have you done specifically? How many
contacts on this issue with, the Romanian Government?Secretary RIDoWAY. I would have to go back an4 count.:I cannot
say.
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Senator BRADLEY. Could you give us a ballpack figure?
Secretary RIDGWAY. No, I think it would be reckless of me to do

that because I simply do not know on how many occasions or in
what fora that discussion has taken place. I would be very happy to
try to get it up here by this for you, but I just simply don't want to
be reckless on something that I realize is important to you.

Senator BRADLEY. I would like to have a list of all contacts on
that issue and the Romanian Government's response to each of the
pints raised during those contacts. And you said you could provide
that information?

Secretary RmGWAY. I am sure I know the response. The Roma-
nian Government is of the view that it has not dealt in this fashion
with this minority.

Senator BRADLEY. What is their explanation for taking ethnic
Hupgarians out of one area and dispersing them to other parts of
the country?

Secretary RIDGWAY. I do not know their specific response on
that. The only one I am generally familiar with is on the question
of the doctors, where all doctors upon graduation are sent all
around the country. That is the kind of answer we generally get.

Senator BRADLEY. But you will be able to provide the committee
with that record?

Secretary RiDGWAY. Yes, to the extent that we have one, I will
send it up immediately.

Senator BRADLEY. With the Romanian Government's responses.
[Information not available at press time.]
Senator BRADLEY. Do you know who Arpad Visky is?
Secretary RiDGWAY. I do not know the name; I didn't know it

until I heard your testimony.
Senator BRADLEY. I see. Could you get any information on the

circumstances surrounding his death?
Secretary RIDGWAY. yes, we will get that, if it is available. We

will ask; we will pursue as we have with others that have been
brought to our attention;

[Information not available at press time.]
Senator BRADLEY. Letme say that I am sure the chairman is in

the same position as all of us. It is a fine line, as you say, and on
balance, I suppose that you have to think about reevaluating
whether the criteria for most-favored-nation status should be a
little broader. Something agreed to in 1974 might not have turned
out as we hoped or we might have broadened our expectation of
what it means. In terms of relationships with Eastern bloc coun-
tries, I would like to have your answers to whether you think a
broader interpretation is appropriate.

Secretary RiDoWAY. I will give you my personal view. I think it
is not. It becomes unworkable, and unless an offer of content to a
dialog is credible, both sides can make it work and deliver on the
implicit arrangement or explicit arrangement, then it doesn't work
and you get nothing. You have to be able to deliver on what you
are holding out as a promise of the elements of a differing relation-
ship provided a country takes into account things that are impor-
tant to us.
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But if it becomes so broad, so judgmental, so subject to a test
across a range of American societies, we would never able to de-
liver on it; and so we couldn't work with it.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Wallop?
Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I guess I find the

evidence that the people who desire most-favored-nation status
over there to be pretty slim. Again, we are going to have to try to
make and see if we can be persuaded. We' have been looking with
some interest at the Romanian Constitution-the guarantee of
work-and indeed it is against the law not to have work, yet those
who apply for emigration lose work. I have, had recent experience
with the State Department in trying to find some evidence-some
information, not evidence, about a case of some people who wish to
emigrate from Romania. There, I found the State Department more
the representative of the Romanian Government than the response
to my request.

The evidence of their independence from the Soviet Union, in my
judgment is cynical. I grant what you say, but I hope you would
grant me the information we received from the Romanian colonel
who defected about the extent to which the Soviet Union uses Ro-
mania's relationship with us-that favored relationship-to run
the whole of an enormous operation of Romanian intelligence
against us, doing the bidding of the KGB.

I mean, that is hardly what one would call independence. I think
the Soviet Union is quite prepared to have modest demonstrations
of independence in order to lull us into circumstances over which
we inevitably are seduced. I look at, the State Department's own
report on the status of human rights, and it doesn't sound to me
like it is very good. And then, I think the most cynical thing of all
is the mid-1985 falloff-in your statement-in Romanian passport
approvals which has been reversed. Would that have anything to
do with this hearing?

Secretary RDGwAY, Absolutely. It has been that way every year.
It has made the hearing a valuable tool for us in the conduct of the
relationship.

Senator WALLOP. Yes, but the problem is that as soon as this
status is affirmed, it falls off again.

Secretary RIDGWAY. Not entirely. The rates change, andthen it
comes back up. Absolutely.

Senator WALLOP. How can we sell that?
Secretary RIDOWAY. I don't think you have to sell it, but I am

pleased that we have seen 2,000 people get out under this arrange-
ment that has functioned in this fashion over all of these years.
And if this is how it has to be done, I would say those people prob-
ably are grateful for however it gets done;

Senator WALLOP. Well, I guess I don't see the evidence that you
are citing.

Secretary RWowAY. It is a tough one.
Senator WALLOP. One or two people, yes, but the rest of the evi-

dence you give is of a more repressive regime. This is a regime that
has only the most cynical regard for its relationship with us, and
our reasons for extending it are just dollars and a trading arrange-
ment that is better than Greece.
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Secretary RDGwAy. The Congress of the United States in 1974
decided that there ought to be an expression of a relationship be-
tween emigration and the relations-ip including- trade. It has
worked. ItIs linkage. Describe it as negative or positive-it is link-
age.-154,000 people have left Romania since the passa e of that
legislation. We have come down on the side of saying that we are
not prepared to say to the successors to those 154,000.

I really do not accept those arguments. I cannot and will not
make the case for Romanian society or governments or indeed go
far beyond the statement that Romanian policy is distinctive but
the judgment call is a judgment call on lives, ana that is how we
came out.

Senator WALLOP. I just find it very strange that this country and..
this Congress would consider granting this status, at the same time

I that it is considering establishing sanctions against South Africa.
Somehow or another, that balance is lost on me, where you would
see more agregious abuse of human rights and other things on one
side; then, here we are seeking to seduce it with a little economic
favor. And on the other side, we are seeking to stop it by a little
economic suppression. There just doesn't seem to be any bell that
rings in the realm of logic on that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Secretary Ridgway,

could you tell us a little bit about most-favored-nation treatment?
Have we ever withdrawn most-favored-nation treatment from a
country?

Secretary RJDGWAY. Yes, Poland.
Senator CHAiics. Poland? And when you withdraw it, does it do

-any- good?- What happens?. .It-seems-to. me--well, .Lam, intereoted
What kind of a leverage tool is most-favored-nation? Mr. Vargo?

Mr. VARGO. There is a limited amount of leverage, Senator. Ro-
mania would lose about 5 percent of its hard currency exports.
Now, that is something that they wouldn't just want to throw
away, but it gives relatively limited leverage. Actually, the lever-
age works better the other way around. What motivates Romania,
and gives Us the little bit of leverage that we have, is the prospect
that trade can grow. And earlier, the point was raised that we

can't just do business as usual. Well, we are not doing business as
usual. Whenever Romanian trade delegations come to the United

S. states and they want to talk of more joint ventures and doing more
business, we make it very plain to them that it is very impo rtant to
us that the religious freedom of Romania be improved; tht before
we look for an expansion in the relationship, we need to have our
objectives in Romania achieved more than they have been. And
over the years, there has been some little improvement, not any-
where near what we would like, but the leverage is small, It is dis-
cernible, but it is small.

Senator CHAFER. It has been my experience in viewing these
things, and you have had a lot more experience, that, as a matter
of principle in these matters, laying down ultimatums to other na-
tions, satisfies us and we thus adhere to our ideals to a greater
extent. But as far as getting the other nation to change its ways, I
can't recall these matters having much success. I think back on the

C .1 1
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Turkish arms embargo or a whole series of steps that we have
taken, and it had been my experience that these nations dig in
their heels and claim they are not going to be bullied.

Suppose we went ahead and dropped most-favored-nation status
for Romania. What would happen?

Mir. VARGO. Well, Senator, Romania would lose, we believe, about
one-third of its exports to us-about $300 million. It would turn
right around and-

Senator CHAFER. Now, that is to us; and we are what percentage
of their total experts?

Mr. VARGO. We are about 15 percent of their total exports, all
told-hard currency exports.

Senator CHAFER. So, they would lose what percentage of that
total, did you say?

Mr., VARGO. They would lose about one-third of that, but we
would lose also because they would immediately turn around-and
cease purchasing American products, virtually automatically. We
figure that we would lose about $200 million in exports to Romaia
and the 5,000 American jobs that are associated' with that.

Senator CHAFER. But if we are not putting this on a dollar basis
or jobs for Americans, but trying to improve the statue of religious
groups in Romania, the question is: What would happen. Secretary
Ridgway's view is that we would lose and not gain. Is that your po-
sition?

Mr. VARGO. I have been dealing with Romanian officials for a
few years now, and I share, the Ambassador's view that we would

2. lose the little leverage that we have and the circumstances in Ro-
mania would get considerably worse.

Senator CHAFER. What do you say to that, Ambassador Ridgway?
_Secretary RIDGWAY. Oh' .Iagree with that.I -think that there is a

fine balance in psychology of other countries and their willingness
to be influenced by us in directions in which they want to move in
return for something. There is the balance between engaging their
sense of dignity and intrusion and their desire to have the benefits
of the relationship. I think we have managed it very well, I think it
is not easy to manage. I think all of us have managed it very well

V! over the years to the advantage of people in those few cases where
we have had an effect. But I think if we pushed it too far, we would
lose the whole thing.

Senator CHAFER. Mr. Chairman, let me ask just one more ques-
tion, if I might. So, we withdrew the most-favored-nation status for
Poland. Why, and what wag the situation before, and what is the
situation since?

Secretary RIDGWAY. It was withdrawn under the imposition of
martial law, I believe, in December 1981. It has remained with-
drawn.

Senator CHAFER. Has that improved the situation, as far as the
goals we sought?

Secretary RIDGWAY. We seek the reconciliation of the Polish
people, the freeing of political prisoners, the dialog between the
church and the state conducted in such a fashion as to gain approV-
al of some of the church proposals, particularly in the field of agri-q% culture; and we believe if those things are achieved in the Polh

J setting, it would be possible for the United States to restore the
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flavor of its former relationship with Poland. We have not achieved
those things.

Senator CHAFES. Has there been any move to restore, the most-
favored-nation status to Poland?

Secretary RIDOWAY. I have just gotten a note. If I might go back,
Senator. I have had a note passed over from the staff member
behind me, and I think it is perhaps significant.

The MFN status was withdrawn from Poland in November 1982
'with the outlawing of Solidarity. Several sanctions had been im-

posedat the time of martial law. MFN sanctions had not been im-
posed. It was the only element of the reltonshp left, so i wa
what was withdrawn in order to respond to the outlawing of Soli-
darity in November 1982.

Senator CHAzE. Well, now, you have got me a little confused.
Has MFN status been -withdrawn?

Secretary RiDwAv. Yes; it has. I just wanted to give you the
right date-in 1982.

Senator CHAFE. Oh, on the basis of the outlawing of Solidarity?
Secretary RWGwAY. Yes, yes.
Senator CHAFE. My question is What has it achieved? Has it

furthered our goals? Is it a plus or is-,it a minus, or is it a zero, as
. far as achieving.our goals of wanting greater human rights within

Poland?
Sccretary-RiDGWAy. Every step of this sort becomes a combina-

tioil of goals. I would expect that our principal goal in this case,
which was to express our solidarity with Solidarity, was achieved.

Senator CHAFzE. Well, we expressed our solidarity, but did we
improve the situation for them ?

Secretary RIDGWAY. They remained outlawed, of course.
Senator ,CaAms. -Thank. you,
Senator DANFORTH. Senator }Heinz, know you nave a stateme.

Liyou have any questions for this panel?
Senator HEINZ. No questions, Mr. Chairman. With the permIs-

ion of Senator Wallop, I would just like to ask unanlomus consent
to put my entire statement in the record.

Senator DANFORTH. Without objection.
Senator" HEINZ. Just to briefly indicate that my statement deals

with the views not only of myself as a member of the Finance Com-
mittee and this subcommittee, but as a confessional member of

'the Commission on Security and Cooperation E Huro e, I just want
to note that there really needs to b significant an dramatic im-
provement in Romania, in particular. The Commission is not satis-

ied with the limited gestures made to date by Romanian authori-
ties and concrete progress in broad areas of concern which set out
in both the Pressler and in the Yatron resolution-both have
passed Congress-is still necessary.

We are talking about such things as finalizing arrangements
with its Baptist Hungarian reform and other citizens who seek

1, more bibles, and talking about acting more quickly to resolve long-

L standing family reunification and other humanitarian case which
:, enjoy broad support in the United States. A case in point is Napo-

leon Fodor. To release prisoners of conscience whose fate is of con-
. c Ernoles there would be Bela Pow en Buh

k, shazh, Erno Borbay, and that the Romanian Government must
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cease the demolition of religious buildings, particularly those with
strong historical and community value such as the Spanish syna-
gogue in Bucharest which was razed only last week, despite the
protests of Romanian and American Jewish communities.

Mr. President-I have been a floor manager of this debt ceiling
bill for too long-Mr. Chairman imd members of the committee, I
thank you for your forebearance.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Heinz, thank you very much.
Senator Pressler, who has been to Romania, is not a member of

this committee; he is a member of the Foreign Relations Commit-
tee, and he has dropped by and would like to make a comment.

STATEMENT OF HON. LARRY PRESSLER, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Senator Pwmm. Mr. Chairman, I shall be very brief. I am io
favor of extending most-favored-nation treatment to- Romania. My
conclusion from a July trip there, sponsored by the fellowship
group which organizes the National Prayer Breakfast, is that if we
force Romania closer to the Soviet Union, there would be less reli-
gious freedom. It is a very difficult situation.

I am certainly not here defending Romania, but I came to the
conclusion that it would be wisest to extend most favored nation
status for the time being.

In visiting that country, I had a chance to meet the, President,
and t had a chance tO visit with several religious leaders, mission-,
aries, and others. There is divided opinion. The Orthodox Church
there doesn't like competition; that might be as much of a problem
as the Government. I also spent a considerable amount of time get-
ting around with the ambassador to other- members. of the Govern-,
ment, including the chief rabbi who is. also a member of their par-liament. The ambassador had a luncheon With religious leaders; we
also met with dissidents.

There is an extremely difficult situation in Romania. As has
been pointed out by other witnesses, I am sure, Romania has done
things that are different from other Soviet bloc countries. I certain-
ly am not a defender of Romania. My observation was that Roma-
nia's level of human rights and civil rights and religious rights was
probably similar to the other three Eastern bloc countries I visited.
t is a close call for me, but I came to the conclusion that it would

be best to continue the mostfavored-nation status.
I have joined in a resolution calling for many changes-the re-

lease of prisoners, the end of destruction of buildings, and so forth.
Senator DANFORTH. Without objection.
Senator Pressler, thank you very much for your comments. Am-

bassador Ridgway and Mr. Secretary, thank you very much for
your testimonies.

Mr. VAROO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Next, we have a panel consisting of John

Crossley, director of EastWitch, and chairman of Christian Rescue
Effort or the Emancipation of Dissidents; Reverend Jeffrey Collins,
executive director of Christian Response International; Holly Burk-
halter, Washington Representative, Helsinki Watch; and Frank
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,Koszorus for the International Human Rights Law Group. Mr.
--Croseley, your name is first on the list. Would you proceed, please?

(The prepared written statement of Senator Pressler follows:]
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Senator ?resler'u Yeutimony for the Somate Finance
ComU*ti , Hearsng cordod on Romania's anF Satus

September 8, 1986

- offered brief remarks during the Finance Committee's
hearing in early August# but the following will constitute my
formal testimony before the Committee. I understand that it
wi llbe included in the Committee record.

Let me say initially, and unequivocally# that I am
strongly in favor of continuing MFN for Romania. Secondly, I
must state for the record that my recent visit to Romania
reinforced my belief in the utility of the MFN lever, and in
the importance of continuing MFN for Romania. My support for
maintaining MFN is based on four factors: the tangible
progress we have gained 'on emigration, the illogic of
suspension or termination, the overall geopolitical value of
a special bilateral relationship with one of the most
independent states in the Soviet Bloc, and the concrete
progress I have witnessed on human and religious rights.

1. Migrationt-Rare and Tangible Progress

During the past decades I have keenly followed the
positive impact of the Jackson-Vanik "freedom of emigration"
amendment, applicable to non-market economies. I am
convinced that it is one of the most useful tools we have yet
devised to encourage the promotion of emigration as an
alternative for dissidents -unable to live under Communist
rule. Jackson-Vanik has also has' the addition ut4)ly. ...

servib ~ equ &eiaarlj-app21ed-liever for improving human and
religious rights performance, even though it legally 'was
intended only to promote emigration.

Jackson-Vanik's greatest success is clearly the case of
Romania., Over the past decade, 155,253 people have been
allowed to emigrate from Romania, The total of legal
departures from Romania since 1975 has exceeded the combined
total of departures from the USSR, Bulgaria# Czechoslovakia,
and Hungary -- countries with 13 times the population.'

That is success on an incredible scale in bilateral
terms, in geopolitical terms, and certainly in terms of human
lives. Few, if any, of these departures would have occurred
had the threat of withholding MFN not been such a successful
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element of persuasion for a state perpetually on the brink of
economic disaster.

Yet, instead of searching for and perfecting similar,
devices that would expand our influence over Soviet bloc
states, devices that would improve the daily lives of
millions behind the Iron Curtain, legislation has been
proposed to cripple or eliminate that extremely effective
lever, Why?

2. The Illogic of Suspension or Termination

Proponents of legislation to suspend or terminate
Romania's MFN status want to do so because Romania's human
rights and religious rights performance is not perfect. Such
an approach is not only fraught with danger but also
virtually useless in dealing with the Soviet bloc. Equally
important, it fails to address the legislation "and issue in
question -- Jackson-Vanik and emigration. in so doing, it
hopelessly muddles the legislative and executive process.
severely jeopardizes the conduct of our bilateral relations
with Romania, acutely worries the East European states who
want, to expand links with the West and somewhat distance
themselves from Moscow, and calls into question every other
quid pro quo we have negotiated with the more responsive East
European states.

In effect, these legislators are saying to 'the
Romanians$ "in mid-stream, we're turning the tables on you.

but we're going to deny you MFN because you're not perfect on
religious and human rights. We don't care about the progress
you've made on emigration, we're changing the rules"

Such an attempt to circumvent Jackson-Vanik is not only
exceedingly short-sighted, but it defeats the very purpose
these legislators purport to desires an improvement in
conditions for Romanian nationals. Life in iRomania is no tea
party conditions are harsh, the economy is in a shambles,
and the government offers few guarantees for human freedoms.

However, that is precisely why the leverage offered by a
yearly renewal of MFN is crucial.. A hundred and sixty
thousand human beings. who could not abide conditions in

:-",-Romania now live in freedom in the West-.- Legal emigration on
such-scale is not an option anywhere else in the Soviet Bloc.
Make no mistake -- if Romania's MFN status is suspended or-
revoked, Romania will retaliate by restricting or eliminating
emigration.
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3. Romanias Tanagible Prouress in East-West Relations

The European Affairs Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations. of which I am the Chairman,
held a hearing on U.S.-i46anian bilateral .relations on
February 26, 1986. We felt 'that it wad crucial to
investigate this issue very early in the year because
Congressional action in 1985 had been unusual by November,
1985 there were 12 bills and resolutions already introduced#
many of which were intended to suspend or deny MFN. This
early and high level of interest was atypically in the past,
lobbying on Romania's MWN status began in the late spring,
just before the President's determination of the waiver.

We were convinced that 1986 would be an unusual, year for
this issue -- as it has been -- and we wanted tO encourage a
rigorous investigation of the importance of the U.S.-Romanian
bilateral relationship in its East-West context. In effect,
we attempted to take the high-road early, to ensure that this
years debate on American policy toward Romania would not be
reduced to one issue: MFN.

Our hearing focused on the broadest foreign policy
issues, rather than,, on. the-more- particular -concernso that must
necessarily be the province of other committees, such as the
Finance Committee and Ways and Means.

At the heart of our' discussion was the U.S. policy of
differentiation., "Differentiation" is a policy that has been
pursued under various names by -each administration since
Eisenower's. This strategy is a meanslbf encouraging Ea t_

- European- governments, to,- distartOO th ivff~oiTh~Sve
Unions to, improve their human, rights records, and to pursue,
-liberal economic reforms.

The United States has traditionally promoted such
developments in Eastern, Europe with a variety of tools.These tools include Increased high-level diplomatic contacts,'
the awarding of MFN status, Export-Umport , Bank credit-,
eligibility, and cultural and scientific agreements. among
others.

Our strategy o differentiation has borne good fruit'*
and promises to continue to reap important returns.- In many
ways, Romania is the test-piece of that policy, the grates
hope for a -model of greater differentiation in Easteo0l
Europe. That is why the threat this year to Romania's AFN
status is so dangerous to the development of our policies
toward Eastern Europe as a whole.

It is not an isolated case. Indeed, .. during my
conversations with officials in Hungary in July. I was
repeatedly told that they-didn't want to see Romania lose its
MY status with the U.oS. they alluded to the fact that it
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might make their own status as the only East European state
with MFN more difficult politically. Similarly# in',
Czechoslovakia, the oft-repeated request for FN took on an:
anxious note during my visit, for the Czechoslovaks appeared
worried that their petition for FN might be completely
foreclosed by its loss in Romania.

Where KFN status is so desired politically, where it is
so needed economically, and where its existence is virtually
a badge of acceptance in the family of nations, the U.S.
resulting influence Is great. We must use this influence to
broaden and deepen the objectives we strive for in Eastern
Europe. We certainly cannot throw it away. I To voluntarily

-*-bandon-theconcrete- leverage that we have --. leverage that
gives us an incredible capacity for doing good. -- would be
stupid. Instead, we must use to mutual advantage the
relationship that we have built with Romania# such that more
and more of Eastern Europe is capable of similar progress.

Given the constraints of time, I refer you to the
testimony of Assistant Secretary Ridgeway for a clear and
concise rendition of the utility of Romania's more
independent policies for American foreign policy.

4. The MF Process Promotes Progress on Religion and Human
Rights

I am the only Member of Congress to have visited Romania
over the last 18 months, and I think that I bring a unique

perse~tSvq o rqer~ deeomnts to the Senate,

As I mentioned in my opening statement, that visit
convinced me that there is much to lose and nothing to'gain
from suspending or terminating Romania's MFN status. These
'conclusions are based on five factors: the conversations'that
I and my staff 'zd with all of the senior members of
Romania's various religious, bodies, the overall status of
human and religious rights in Romania in contrast to the
other East and southeast European states#, the progress that
has been made as a result of America's active engagement
through the , yearly renewal of ' MFN, the results of
conversations withPresident Ceausescu and his officials, and
the concrete progress we have achieved on te release of
dissidents and on the printing of bibles,

-All of the senior -religious leaders in Romania told me
that the loss of Romania's KFN status would be detrimental to
the process of promoting greater freedom of worship in
Romania. Further, each one, when queried, stated
specifically that religious and human rights are promoted by
the annual Congressional hearing process. Specifically, we
were told that more progress has been made over the past 10
years -- through MIN -- than in any other time during the
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post-WWII period. X believe that these courageous and
influential men are in the best position to judge the utility
of F in promoting religious and human rights

His Beatitude Or. Justin Moisescu, Patriarch of the
Orthodox Church (now deceased)#

The Very Rev. Bishop ,Vicar Nifon 4. Ploiestianul, Secre-
tary for foreign Relations at the Patriarchate, the
Romanian Orthodox Church,

Rabbi Dr. Rosen, Chief Rabbi and President of the
Romanian Jewish Community#

The Rev. Dr. Ioachim Tunea, Secretary for Foreign Re-
lations, the Romanian Baptist Unionj

The Rev Mihal Husanu, President of the Romanian Baptist
Union

The Rev. Dr. Vasile Talpos, Secretary of the Baptist
Union,

Rt. Rev. Dr. Xoan Robu,'Bishop of Celle, Apoltolic Ad-
ministrator of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Bucharestr

Rev. Dr. Nicolas Gheorghita, Pastor, the Second Baptist
Church of Oradea.-

-Romania is certainly not-a haven of reli-ious and human
freedoms, nor is it the worst state in East and southeastern
Europe in terms of these indicators. Rather, it ranks
somewhere around the middle, with Its observance of religious
rights perhaps a .bit better .than its overall record on human

4 rights in general. (Of course, with, regard to emigration,
Romania's record is the best in the Soviet Bloc,)

I offer this comparison to ensure that we keep criticism
of Romania in perspective. It is 'a repressive state, and I
was certainly not pleased with what I saw there# however, it
is not unique in Eastern Europe. Unfortunately, many of the

r- haracterzitir'bf its repressive system are all too familiar
to those who know Soviet Bloc states, or other totalitarian
states. However, Romania cannot be uniquely vilified.' In
fact, as I mentioned above, the very fact that we have so
much leverage with Romania-offers us better prospects of-
-improving conditions in Romania. , Indeed, the American
strategy of differentiation gives the U.., a better chance of
promoting human and religious rights' by, keeping us actively
engaged in the process, with leverage on our side.
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For the vast majority of Romania's citizens, and I mean
for more than 95% of them, the ordinary exercise of religion

does not bring them into conflict with the government. They

can be baptised, confirmed, married, and buried in the church

without any sort of harassment. Ordinary church attendance
is not restricted# indeed, the churches are overflowing on a
regular basis across the country. There are difficulties in
terms of securing building permits for church expansion, in
securing, graduating, and licensing priests and ministers, in
operating outside of the 14 denominations officially
recognized by the state, but these difficulties don't touch
the lives of the vast majority of ordinary observers in
Romania.

Perhaps 100,000-200,000 individuals -- .008 percent of
the population -- belong to religious bodies that have faced

significant harassment. This is not to say, of course, that

this many have actually suffered difficulties in fact, the
percentage of those most specifically affected is far fewer,
perhaps several thousand. Those who do suffer almost always
belong to the "unrecognized" faiths. Attempts to gather for
worship by members of other than the 14 recognized faiths are
treated as "illegal ,assemblies, with the participants
sometimes arrested and fined. These tend to be Protestant
congregations or individual pastors of the Baptist,
Pentacostal, and Jehovah's Witness faiths. Paradoxically,
these non-recognized f iths continue to function regularly in

most cases. Other groups such as the Nazarenes, the Church
of Latter-Day Saints (Mormons), the Uniates, and the
Christian Scientists are unrecognized, but are small enough
to avoid much active harassment, although they are certainly
viewed by--officials as--suspect..

The growth of the "Neo-Protestant" religions -

especially the Pentacostals, the Evangelical Brethren, and
"unofficial* Baptists -- during the past 15 years has led to

continued friction with the government. However, I was
pleased to find that the MFN process has allowed us to
concretely assist these, groups. For example, while we were
in Romania we raised the issue of food and other parcels that

were not reaching the Nazarenes, and the fact that cash
transfers from the United States had not been received in,
Romania. I have now been -informed that parcels are being
passed through, and that money that was held up has now

reached the Nazarenes in Romania.

My staff and I had more than thirty conversations with
government officials, activists, and church- officials on
religious and human rights in Romania. We did- our best -to
impress upon the government the seriousness of the threat to
MFN, and the importance of improving-performance on religious
and human rights as well as on emigration. indeed , I'had an

extended conversation 'with President Ceausescu on these

issues. I raised many concerns, including the plight of the
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"unrecognized" Protestant churches, church demolitions,
arrests and harassment of ministers, priests, and
worshippers, the printing of bibles, among others. I' was
assured by President Ceausescu that progress would soon be
forthcoming on two issues of great interest to Romania's
harshest criticst the release from imprisonment of human and
religious rights activists, and the printing of Cornilescu
bibles.

I am most pleased to report that President Ceaucescu has
followed through on both of these promises, as well as
speeded up emigration approvals considerably. , The names and
numbers of prisoners released is part of the administration's
testimony, so I won't repeat it here. However, I should
indicate how gratified we were that so many important
activists were released, and that the death of Patriarch
Justin did not derail the extremely courageous and generous
commitment made by the Orthodox church to print some tens of
thousands of Protestant bibles over the next five years. As
the Romanian government has not allowed the printing of
Protestant bibles since 1928, I consider this success to be
excellent progress, and a vindication of the MFN process.

In sum, there is not perfect religious and humf eom
in Romania, nor should we expect to' see such a state in the
near future. However, after seious study of the matter, I,
still am not convinced that X should deny Romania's MFN
status on that basis. Indeed, I was greatly encouraged by
meeting the senior religious officials of Romania. They left
me with the strong feeling that they are united in working to
improve -the lot of all believers in Romania, and, that they
warmly welcome and'appreciate the efforts that the United
States has made. -... They, welcome the yearly- scrutiny" t1at- M N
affords, and the explicit threat of its loss.

The NFN review process does work, not just as a means of
keeping emigration as a real option to life under a
repressive Communist system, but also as a prod for improving
human and religious rights performance. We only need recall
President Ceausescu's proposed Educational Tax and President
Reagan's aggressive response that prompted its defeat, or his
other proposal to remove the elderly to the countryside that
died such a quick -death, This years' rousing MFN debate is
equally an indication of success. This will be the first
time since 1928 that Protestant bibles will be printed in
Romania. If that is not progress, I don't know what is.

I can't promise perfection in Romania in the future, but
I do believe that there is good cause for maintaining its MFN
status. We have made rare and tangible progress on
emigration progress that suspension or termination of KFN
would prevent from occurring, again. We retain substantial
leverage, leverage that helps thousands of individual
Romanians -each - year# leverage that offers hope for the
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future. Romania and ,MFN, is also part of a much larger
objective - -- the desire- by the West to encourage
.differentiation in Eastern Europe, differentiation that
Promotes human and, religious rights, greater distance from
7 the USSR, and greater, commercial and human contacts with the
Nest. We can most effectively pursue these goals through,
AFNo and like devices. Suspension and termination of MFN

-Would only impoverish our capacity for influence. Finally,
Rwe can and do promote religious and human rights. I am proud
of the small part that I have played in this endeavor this
year, and hope that you will vote with me to continue
tRomania's MFN status,

A
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STATEMENT OF JOHN W. CROSSLEY, DIRECTOR, EASTWATCH
INTERNATIONAL, AND CHAIRMAN, CHRISTIAN RESCUE EFFORT
FOR THE EMANCIPATION OF DISSIDENTS, ERWINNA, PA

Mr. CRossLEY. Thank you very much. My name is John Crossley.
I am the director of EastWatch International and the editor of Ref-
erence Point Reality, a human rights publication specializing in
Eastern Europe and religious rights. I am also tfhechairman of the
Christian Rescue Effort for the Emancipation of Dissidents.

It is within these capacities that I want to offer my testimony
today, a testimony that reflects personal involvement with the reli-
gious life of Romania for more than 10 years. I have visited Roma-
nia over 25 times in the past years and four times within the last
12 months. I have established a wide range of personal contacts in
Romania, and I am deeply appreciative for the opportunity to
speak here today.

Because of careful analysis in the past, I have been an open
critic of the extension of MFN status to Romania. However now,
with equal concern, I want to boldly state that the MFN process
has contributed to and continues to promote an environment in
which religious life in Romania has been enabled to expand.
Whereas I can appreciate the concerns of Members of Congress for
the quality of life in Romania, those individuals who suggest that
there has not been an improvement in Romania's religious situa-
tion are wrong, and they are dangerously close to making misguid-
ed decisions that will affect the lives of millions of people.

Because I am aware that many of the resolutions calling for sus.
pension or cancellation of MFN status to Romania are motivated
by concerns for religious liberty, I would like to draw to the atten-
tion of Congress certain facts that are necessary in order to have a
proper perpeetive

Firstly, Romania, like all Eastern European countries, has decid-
ed to control religions through the Government office of the De-
partment of Religion. This is the same as in Yugoslavia, Hungary,
East Germany, and Poland. This system is diametrically opposed to
our constitutional ideals; and yet, as indicated by the lack of con-
cern of the extension of MFN status to Hungary, let's say, it is riot
the system per se that raises our concerns.

The outcry about human rights in Romania is provided largely
by a very vocal segment of the emigre community and, as a direc.'
tor of a human rights group which is involved with all the major
groups worldwide, I know this to be the case.

These people are upset by the overall condition of their country,
and they are crying out in frustration for something to be better.
That something, perhaps more than anything else, is the better-
ment of the economic conditions of the country. A poor economy
causes a great deal of ideological stress on an avowed materialistic
regime, and the backlash manifests itself in many unwarranted di-
rections.

In Hungary, as recently as the late 1960's and before the Hun-
garian economy became a showpiece in Eastern Europe, I was per-
sonally witness to police beatings of churchgoers and the disruption
of meetings, events that no longer occur since the people are con-
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i;tent and the Government no longer needs to fear them as a coun-
terideology.

The broad problem in Romania is a social and an economic one
!and one that I would implore those Congressman who are genuine.
ly concerned about human rights in Romania to help alleviate

rough greater cooperation.
Second, and though limited and certainly cost justified, there

exists a certain responsiveness to Western ideals occurring in Ro-
mania. After the last congressional subcommittee meeting, I began
to pll individuals inside Romania about their feelings concerning
MFN. The results of this poll, I am sure, would shock many Mem-
bers of Congress who are dependent upon the reactions of people

,who now reside in the United States for their information.
I would like at this time to read to you the urgent appeal of one

,Traian Dorz,,who- has spent over 17 years , i i
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Crossley, what I would really appreciate

' your doing-because we have given everyone a time limitation-
and unfortunately, the history of these MFN hearings in the past

I is that everybody will tend to just go on and on.
Mr. CRossuY. Fine. I understand.
Senator DANFORTm. If you could just wind it up and submit that

letter for the record, and-then wind up your testimony.
Senator CHAmm Mr. Crossley, did you submit some testimony?
Mr. CRossLEy. Yes, I did.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Go ahead, Mr. Crossley, but if you could

wind it up, I would appreciate it.
Mr. CROSSLEY. All right. Basically, I would have to just excerpt

i: : something from his letter. This Traian Dorz is the leader of a
500,000 group denomination-500,000 people in Romania who meet
without official representation. There is no other place in Eastern
Europe where there is that type of fringe religious activity, and he

I- Quotes:
I, Traian Dorz, together with all the members of the Army of the Lord in Roma-

nia, declare that at the present time we enjoy the freedom of having our worship
meetings, prayer meetings, and weddings in public without any, persecution or inter-
ference from the authorities of our government or from the orthodox church which,

t on the contrary, supports us. For this reason at this time, we are all content. We
desire with all our hearts to make our appeal to the U.S. Senate and to-the Gbvern-
ment of the United States to continue to grant MFN status to Romania.

Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Crossley. Reverend Collins?

.[The prepared written statement of Mr. Crossley follows:]
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My name is John Crossley., I am the Director of Eastwatch
International and the Editor of Reference Point: Reality, a human
rights publication specializing in EasternoEurope and religious
rights. I am also the Chairman of C.R.E.E.D, the Christian Rescue
Effort for the Emancipation of Dissidents, whose offices are
located in Alexandria, Virginia. It is within these capacities
that I want to offer my testimony today, a testimony that reflects,
personal involvement with the religious life of Romania for more
than ten years. I have visited Romania over twenty-five times in
the past years and four times within the last twelve months. I
have established a wide range of personal contacts in Romania and
I as deeply appreciative for the opportunity to speak here today.
Because of careful analysis in the past, Ihave been an open
critic of the extension of tFN status to Romania, however, now
with equal concern I want to boldly state that the flFN process has
contributed to and continues to promote an environment in which
religious life in Romania has been enabled to expand. Whereas I
can appreciate the concern of members of Congress for tbe quality
of life in Romania, those individuals who suggest that there has
not been an improvement in Romania's religious situation are wrong
and are dangerously close to making misguided decisions that will'
effect the lives of millions of people. Because I amaware that
many of the resolutions calling for suspension or cancellation of
lFN status to Romania are motivated by concern for religious
liberty, I would like to draw to the attention of Congress certain
facts that are necessary in order to have a proper perspective.

Firstly, Romania, like all East European countries has,,,,
decided to control religion through the government office of the,
Department of Religion. This is the same as in Yugoslavia,
Hungary, East Germany and Poland. This system is diametrically
opposed to our constitutional ideals and yet as indicated by the
lack of concern over the extension of DFN status to Yugoslavia and
Hungary it is not this system per se that raises our concern. The
outcry about human rights- i Roinania. iA"4 proVided largely by a
vocal segment of the emigre' community and as a director of human
rights groups which are involved with ali of the major groups
worldwide, I know this to be the case. These people are upset by,
the overall condition of the country of their origin and they are
crying out in frustration 'fo#' something to be better. That
something more than anything else is a betterment of the economy.
A poor economy causes a great deal of ideological stress on an
avowed materialistic regime and the backlash manifests Itself in
many unwarranted directions. In Hungary, as recently as the late

BOX 2A 0 HEADQUARTERS ROAD * ERWINN*A; PA 18920
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t940's and before the Hungarian economy became a showPiec in
Eastern Europe, I was witness to police beatings of church goers'
and the disruption of meetings, events that no longer occur
because, the people are content and the government no longer needs
to fear -them as a counter ideology. The broad problem in Romania
is a social-economic one and one I would implore those Congressmen
who are concerned about human rights in Romania to help alleviate
through- greater cooperation.

Seo~lthough'lmUd~d etil -ift justftd,,tp
exists a certain responsiveness to Western ideals occuing in
Romania. After the last Congressional Subcommittee meeting, I
began to poll individuals inside Romania about their feelings
concerning WFN. The results of the poll, would, ; am sure, shock

Vv many members of Congress who are dependent upon the reactions of
people who now reside in the United States for their information.
I would like, at this time, to read to you the urgent appeal of

z one Traian Dorz who has spent over seventeen years in prison for
his feath and who is the leader of the Army of the Lord church; a

church of over 500,000 members. That is more than all the-other
neo-protostant groups combined. He' was delighted to have an,

Opportunity -to '"express his views as he feels the desires of the
Romanian people are being misrepresented. The Army of the Lorid

Y. has no official representation within the Department qf Cults and
that is n itself an example of genuine religious tolerance in
Romania as' such a degree of fringe religious activity exliost

,k*virtuaily nowhere else in Eastern Europe.

I quote, "I, Traian Dorz, together with all the members of
the Army of the Lord in Romania, declare that at the present time
we enjoy the freedom of having our worship meetings, prayer
meetings and weddings. in public ithout any persecution or
interference from the authorities of our government or from the
Orthodox Church, which on the contrary supports us. do for this
reason we Are all content.

Everyone should know that we love our country, and we pray
and work with perserverance for its welfare, being convinced that,
'In the peace And welfare of- the city in which -you live will you
have welfare." (Jr. 29:7)

With this heliefi we desire with all our hearts, along with
-'the entire Romanian nation, to ake our insistent appeal to the

BOX 2A 6 HEADQUARTERS ROAD- ERWINNA, PA 18920
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U.S. Senate and to the Government of the United States to give lFN

to Romania.

We have the conviction that this will contribute, not just to
all our welfare and happiness, but also to the promotion of a

climate of peace and harmony among all people. Our desire and our
plea is that the United States will give IEN to our country. We

pray to God for ail of you there who have to make a'decisian or
us here in Romania that you will make the right choice. We pray
that the Lord, will. give you wisdom to know-that, ths._,k*_the.ny.
way which brings peace, understanding and harmony among nations."

(Bius Romania, July 19b)

This is the desire of the vast majority of Romanians today.

It is an appeal to support an imperfect reality to be sure, but

nonetheless one which' the vast majority of believers in Romania

support. I know this to be fact. My experience is not limited to

a few visits to Romania or to hearsay. To continue IFN status to
Romania is our only responsible choice as far as human rights are
concerned and one I implore you to uphold. Do-not be swayed by

those who are not suffihiiently informed and who want to make
unrealistic changes with the waving of a wand or by those whd want
to make costless decisions for other human beings who in tho end

will have to pay a bitter price. Continue with NFN. It 'is an

effective working tol for human rights and is at this time our

only logical choice. Thank you very much.

.BOX 2A * HEADQUARTERS ROAD * ERWINNA, PA 18920
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STATEMENT OF REV. JEFFREY A. COLLINS, EXECUTIVE DIRFC-
TOR, CHRISTIAN RESPONSE INTERNATIONAL, WASHINGTON,
DC
Reverend COLINS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcom-

mittee, I appreciate very much the opportunity to be here. On
behalf of the board of directors of Christian Response Internation-
al, we thank you for this opportunit.

My concern I will mention here this morning. I Will submit wrt-
ten testimony, but my major concern is that, with the discussion so

" far this morning, it has mainly discussed the dramatic advances in
the area of emigration that have been accomplished through most

'-favored nation trade status.
Ambassador Ridgway mentioned 154,000 people have emigrated,

and I would like to suggest very strongly that the greater majority
of these people would not have wanted to emate from Romania
Iim the situation been better for them polite Mand r e y to ..that country. With our present situation and tyi MFN solely to
the issue of emigration, we are giving financial inducement to the
country to send its malcontents and those who are resisting the r.-
pression of that country to send them away from Romania.

Indeed, this is the case with Dorel Catarama, a Seventh Day Ad-
ventist who was just recently released in May on Ma 28 It is also
the case of Constantin Sfactu, whose family i visited in Rom.nia,
who was released on April 19 of this year after 1 year of imprison-
ment for distributing bibles.

They were released on the condition that they leave Romania;
and now that they are in the process of leaving Romania, they are
still being harassed by the Romanian Government. This is no solu-
tion to the problems confronting Christians inside the country.
Having been there three, times during the last 18 months on two
different occasions with members of the Bri' h Parliamen and
members of the United States Congress. We visited churches which
had been bulldozed on two occasions, just 30 days before we arrived
on the scene.

The Congressmen and members of the British Parliament stood
on the ruins of these churches and expressed solidarity-and wept,

f and prayed with these Christians, as we experienced their hurt.
This situation continues m Romania. We have heard testimony al-

Y- ready today, even from the U.S. Department of State, that the Se_
phardic Jewish temple was destroyed on July 21 without warig.-

I There is a Seventh Day Adventist Church which is threatened
similarly; and we are strongly encouraging U.S. Senators and U,S.
Congressmen to support the bills to suspend MFN for a period of 6
months or less in order to create an increased type of leverage.

This is not ending MFN; it is simply suspending MFN for a
noerd of 6 months or less, if the President feels that the situation

44 as proved. And we feel that this would be the appropriate Ie-
i, verse at this time. Every Christian that we have spoken with

inside Romania has also suggested that this would be the type of
legislation that would accomplish the most for religious freedom in

1the country. •-Senator AORTH. Thank you very much, Reverend Collins. Ms.

k7Burkhalter?
(T hne prepared written statement of Reverend Collins follows:]
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I August 1986

Mr. Chairman and Honorable Committee Members;
On behalf of the Christian Response International Board of

Directors, I want to thankyou for the privilege to appear here before
you today. After having organized several U.S. Congressional and
British Parliament fact-finding trips to Romania, it is with deep
concern for the Christians of Romania that we appear before you today.
We plead with you to support Romanian Christians in their struggle for
the most basic of human rights--that of religious freedom.

During the last 18 months I have stood with members of the U.S.
Congress and members of the British Parliament on the ruins Of bulldozed
Romanian churches, We have spoken on several occasions with the
families of Christian prisoners of conscience, men who were in prison
simply because they distributed Bibles and Christian literature. There
was ample evidence, presented to us that men and women had been beaten,
tortured and on occasion murdered, simply because of their faith in

-4040 _Cbrist,
While we are delighted that the Orthodox priest Father Gheorghe

'Calciu, the Baptist layleader Constantin Sfatcu, the Adventist Christian
'Dorel Catarama have been released from prison or house arrest, we are

they leave their beloved country, ....While we are happy that the Romanian
..........-government h&R'jt recently indicated that it will resolve more than-a

thousand emigration cases, we are concerned that many of these who have
requested to leave Romania would not have done so if the policies of
that government were no so terribly repressive. It must be pointed out
that none of these recent developments indicate any significant change
in the Romanian government's repressive internal policies towards its
Christian communities.

We site the following examples to demonstrate the severity of thepresent situation:

PART I: CHRISTIAN PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE:

1() Ilie Neamtu: Neamtu is a layleader with the Ploesti Brethren
urcr.-- e was ordered not to preach. On June 30, 1985, he

preached to his congregation:' he disappeared on July 1, 1985.
No one knew his whereabouts until late in January 1986. Neamtu
has been charged with "embezzlement" from his factory.
Christians in Ploesti say that the police have presented no

_eVidence to support the charges. Neamtu's next court appearance
is scheduled for March 5, 1986.

(2) Four Brethren leaders: in July, 1985, four layleaders from
te Open Brethren Church were arrested for "illegally
distributing" Bibles. On September 13 Nicula Levi, Cornel Mich
and Elisei Ruse were sentenced to "one year socialist labor at a
socialist labor institution without pay." Ilie Dociu was
sentenced to 10 months "socialist labor -without pay" for
"attempted illegal distribution" of Bibles.

(3) Two Baptist Youth Held: On May 4, 1986 (Orthodox Easter),
ive young BapT -sWen from different parts of Romania were
visiting the Bapfist Church in the city of Timisoara. Three of
the young men were on their way to the train station to return
home when they were apprehended by the Romanian secret police.
They were taken to tbe police station. The other two men were
also brought to the 'Police station where, according to reliable
sources in Timisoara, "Their heads were beaten against a table
until blood flowed from their noses, mouths and ears. This was
an attempt to make them sign a confession that they were planning
to illegally cross the border--to escape." Two of the young men,
Paul Gavriliuc apd GigA MocanU were hel4 for more than one month
in jail.

PART II: STATE DENOLITON OF CHURCHES' AND REFUSAL OF BUILDING PERMITS:

(4) Bistrita Bapti -, On -Novomber-4# -984#-Bietrita Baptist
Church Bistoia, Romania, was-demolished by the Romanian
government. On December,13- 1984,8 O, --Rep. Mark Slljander
(R/MI), Members of the British Parliament David Atkinson

2
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(Conservative) and Thomas Clarke (Labor) and CRI Executive
Director Rev. Jeffrey A. Collins led a religious service along
with other congressional and White House staffers and more than

300 Romanian Baptist believers., iThe American/British delegation

saw for themselves the ruins of Bistrita Baptist Church. The

religious service lasted three hours. The next day the CRI

delegation pleaded with Romanian officials in Bistrita and the

district city of Cluj to rebuild Bistrita Baptist Church. At

that time they assured the group that the rebuilding would begin

by April, 1985. In April, 1986 the congregation informed
Christian Response International that they have received only a
building permit to construct a house on the sight. Needless to
say, this is not a satisfactory solution to a congregation which

needs an auditorium with a seating capacity of 1,000.

(5) The Second Baptist Church of Oradea: Located in Oradea, this ii
M1 laige t-F7aB st chcW-in all Europe. The building which

seats 1,500 is being torn down in an "urban renewal" project.
The government refuses to give the congregation a new-buildingr.
that is suitable for the growing church. In July, 1985, U.S.
Reps. Frank Wolf (R/VA), Tony Hall (D/OH) and Chris Smith (RINJ)

held with the Mayor, and First Communist Party Secretary of.

Oradea. The officials agreed to help the congregation relocate,
butas of this date no significant progress has been made.
Information received just yest 4 y_.k4Jdicates that this

congregation is being offered a permit to build an auditorium
with a seating capacity of 1,500--suitable only for half the

present average attendance. The realistic need is for an
auditorium with a seating capacity of 2,500. Even this, within
two years, would be too small to accomodate this growing church.

(6) Giulesti Baptist Church: This Baptist church, located in
suburban B charest, was 5Q, percent demolished on June 4, 1985.
Just one month prior to 'the demolition of the church, the
congregation was visited by a CRI delegation including CR!/US
board president Kentucky State Senator Gene Huff and Rev. Jeffrey

Collins. Church leaders explained that they had attempted for
several years to get a proper building permit to enlarge their
facility, but their requests had fallen on deaf ears. Out of
frustration the church began building to facilitate the hundreds
who attended Sunday services. The government response was to
level most of the building and then to torture the architect and
deacon and order the pastor Rev. Buni Cocar out of town. On July
1, 1985, Rev. Jeff Collins along with U.S. Reps. Frank Wolf
(R/VA), Tony Hall (D/OH) and Chris Smith (R/NJ) spoke on the
ruins of Giulesti Baptist Church. A TV camera crew from the "700
Club" filmed the service

(7) Tiganesti Baptist Church: This Baptist Church is located on
Mhe outs oAlexandria southwest of Bucharest. The building
was totally destroyed in the 1977 earthquake. The congregation
has been unable to get a pertiit to rebuild, even though the
congregation is willing to supply building materials and labor to
do so. They presently meet in a tent (recently upgraded toa
rickety lean-to) in subfreezing temperatures.

(8) The Pentecostal Church of Medias: This congregation tried
several times to get a IuLI'ding permit. After many unsuccesqfol
attempts they began construction without the permit. They
managed to finish the f Qundation and the basement; then local
authorities forced them t6 stop Since they have met for worship
in the basement.

(9) The Paptist, C c of Gaulagis- Authorities refused-perl ssi o'
r this congregation to build. The elder of the church, loan

Popescu, built a house for his son in 1984. Then they decided to
allow the church to use the house for a meeting place. The
authorities confiscated the house in the fall of 1984. It was
transformed into a kindergarten.

(10) The Baptist Church of Resita: This congregation of 800 members
liii been ptitioningthe authOrities for 25 years for a permit to
enlarge their building. They squeeze into ar, auditorium with a
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seating capacity of 100. In 1983 the auditorium was extended to
include a small storage shed at the back of the building. The
police came with bulldozers and demolished the extension. For
many years the authorities said that the reason for not giving
them the permit tO build was the lack of a proper site for
relocation. When the church bought a new site, at the suggestion
of the city officials, a building permit was refused, stating
that it was "Just remembered" that particular section of town has
now been reserved for other purposes.

111) The Baptist Church of Hater: This is another significant case.
gain, the chuR-as more than 700 members; however, the
auditorium is designed to seat 601 For ten years Rev. Peter
Dugulescu has repeatedly requested permission at all levels to
build a new church. He impressed authorities with his
persistence and politeness. They encouraged Pastor Dugulescu and
made promises. Dugulescu began designing thenew building and
making plans for construction. Duguleecu has now been informed
that a, new, church will, never be built in Hateg.

(12) The Pentecostal Church of Timisoara: The congregation has 4,500
members. Their bulldin- oly s s 800. Thousandslitnba

services. For years the pretext the authorities gave for denying
them a building permit was that they did not have money in the,
bank for construction costs. The church collected the money and
deposited 2 million lei at the state bank. The church still has .
not received a permit to buildi neither can they get their money
back from the bank because it has gone into an account earmarked
for "building."

Other major church building concerns

(13) Baptist church of Crusovat ( Severin)
(14) Baptist Circh 'o BUcosnita aras everin)
1(15) ato-t urh oT Girdoaia (Mednti)
(16) Bptist Ch Obiraia-C10sani,,(ehedinti)
'(17) B-j-ti-, o- Filiasi
(18) Cfuc -o? Fratos Tit&

(20) Church 67 o- __

(21) church U Pades Closani
(22) Pentecostal uch- of Tir u Mures
(213) Ba tist Church of - n aoa
(124) ea~j Turail PentcotiI W
.(24) Churhurc

PAWT Ill: NON-RECOGNITION OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS:

(26) The Uniate Catholic Churchs Since the Communist Revolution this
MurrTChwhile stiI'l recognized by Rome, does not have legal

status in Romania. All priests and nuns have been forced
underground. Many have died while undergoing torture.

(27) The Church of the Nazarene: An evangelical denomination has not
Been given TgaT-status in Romania. The membership in Romania is
discriminated against in areas of education, housing and
employment.

PART IV: VIOLATION OF HELSINKI ACCORDS GUARANTEES OF BOMAN CONTACTS:

(28) CRI has learned.from re'liabie Romanian Sources that President
Ceausescu in December 1986 declared it would no longer be
possible for foreign Christians to develop close contact with
Romanian Christians. "Decree 408" restricts the rights of
Romanian citizens to contact foreigners and prevents foreigners
from speaking in Romanian churches without "proper authorization*
from the Department of Cults in Bucharest. CRI is 'told that-
becus Wof feared reaction in therWest, this decree wil!tezain,
unpublished but that leadership in various districts will give
notice to local churches and citizens groups as to how the law
will be applied in their area. The Penteqostal Church of Romania
has been nOtified that if they are fond to violate this law by
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having foreigners speaking without the proper authorization from

Bucharest, the entire denomination would be in danger of losing
its official recognition status. We have recently heard that

enforcement of "Decree 4080 has not been implemented, but there
is no assurance that this new law has been revolked.

.(29)' Father clarion ArgatuI An Orthodox monk now being held under

house arrest at the Monastery of Cernica. In !979 an attempt was
made by the Romanian secret police to poison Argatu. In 1981 the
secret police tried to kidnapp Argatu, but women at the 

scene

began shouting preempted the police from taking Argatu with 
them.

In 1985 Argatu was moved to Psychiatric Hospital #10 In
Bucharest. (Hospital #10 specializes in schizophrenia and aged
mental deseases.) This was to prevent Argatu from meeting with
Father Gheorghe Calciu who was being held under house arrest in
Bucharest. Argatu was released in january 1986 and has since
been held under house arrest at the Monastery of Cernica.

PART V: VIOLENCE AGAINST AND ATTBNPT8D ASSASSINATIONS OF CHRISTIAN

Several Christian leaders including the Catholic priest Father
Geza Palfy, Baptist, Pentecostal and Orthodox Christians have

died under mysterious circumstances during or shortly after

police interrogations. Deaths were caused by hanging, beating or

arrangeoaccident.

(30) Rev. Peter D Duguleseu is the pastor of Hateg Baptist
c n Octber 1985 Dugulescu and his wife were waiting at a

tra fic intersection in Hateg. When the traffic signal turned

green they proceeded. When in the middle bf'the intersection a
city bus without' passengers rammed full sWed into the driver's
side of the car. Dugulescu suffered a broken arm and his wife
was terribly bruised. No attempt has been made by city officials
to investigate. CRI has been informed, of attempts to cover up
the incident.

(31) Rev. Vasile Talos: .alos pastors the large Sf inte Trieme Baptist
uI i-OTc -ucharest. On March 8, 1986, Tales' car was hit by a
public truck. Tales received severe injuries to his head. No
attempt has been made by authorities in Bucharest to investigate
the incident. Local Baptists tell CRI that this was a deliberate
attempt to murder Talos, a well respected Baptist leader.

$MIGRATION CASES IN VIOLATION TO THE JACKSON-VANIX ANBNDEts

(32) Father Gavrila Stefan: An Orthodox priest who was defrocked in
-94by tHe Romanin Orthodox Church in cooperation with the
Ministry of Cults in Bucharest. He has been denied the right to

work for more than ten years. He lives with his wife and eight
children in abject poverty and misery. Stefan has been denied
the right to travel into Bucharest because of his attempts to
contact the American embassy there and the family of Father

Gheorghe Calciu. The American embassy indicates that Stefan has

been approved for immigration to thp United Statesi however,
Romanian authorities refuse to issue the necessary exit passport
that would make this possible.

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members, economic re elationon against 4.
nation is a serious matter. It is not a course of action which should
be taken quickly, but one which must be carefully considered. It is a
last resort. We believe, however, that the weight of, the afore
mentioned evidence begs for such action inrthe case of the Socialist
Republic of Romania. We,' therefore, call upon the members of the
Senate Finance Committee to endorse S., 1817 sponsored by senators Paul
Trible and Bill Armstrong (R/CO). S. 1817 is designed to simply suspend
Romani*As Most Favored Nation trade status for a period of six months or
less if the President feels that there has been significant progress in

the area of human rights and in particular religious freedom,. We

believe that S. 117 represents the best possible usq of economic
leverage in gaining the release of additional Christian prisoners of

5
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conscience, in negotiating the rebuilding of Romanian churches, and in
assuring an increase in the overall freedom of Romanian Christians in
general. On the other hand, to recommend still another year of U.S.
economic assistance to the Socialist Republic of Romania, is to assure,
through financial assistance, that the Romania government will carry out
one more year of state terrorism against its own population. I pity any
capitalist corporation or free government that would seek to profit at
the expense of human distress and misery. Such il-conceived behavior on
the part of the U.S Department of State and the international banking
and corporate community can in no way be excused.

Romania at this very moment not only continues to strictly control
every religious group within its borders, but, also actively seeks to
imprison, torture and on occasion murder Romanian Christian leaders.
Why should our government continue to prop up a regime that shows
absolutely no desire to moderate its repressive efforts to silence the
Church and no change of attitude in its'desire,- through, the use of
*intimidation, persecution and violence, to prevent the spread of
thi Christian Faith?

6

3

milli oil
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Dorel Coamrmn fladir Poresh

Through Prayer and Action...

THEY ARE FR EE!
The Romanian Baptist lay-

leader C,Seventh-d- y- dventft

Catara also of Romania,
a-the Orthodox Christian
"ladirniJorjbot the Soviet
Union have been released from
prison.

SOVIET PRISONER
FREED. Poresh has rgturnod
home to Leningrad, according
to reliable sources in the Soviet
Union. IHe As released on
February 20 and is said to be in
good health. The Supreme
Court of the Tarter ASSR ac-
quitted Poresh of additional
charges that had been tiled
against him by Soviet authorI-
ties In J984.

Poresh, 37, was arrested in
August 1979 and sentenced to
five years' deprivation of
freedom, which he served in

both prison and labor camnp.
In addition, he was given a
sentence of three year's inter-
nal exile. In July 1984 he was
rearrested while serving time in
ChistoPrison and on Oc-

isenrel.E to an addi-
tional three years to be served
in a labor camp.

Pxott.was a member of the
C Seminar, a discus-
don group for young Chris-
tians which met in Moscow
between 1974 and 1910. He
contributed to the Seminar'i
samlzdal journal OBSH.
CHINA (Community). He is
married and has two young
daughters,

ROMANIANS REUNIT-
ED WITH FAMILIES.
Romanian officials visited
Constantin Statcu in his prison
cell on April 19. He wts told

that his case had been retried Sfatcu was tahen to the rain
during the night. His sentence station and sent home to his
had been reduced from four- wife Estera and his son and
and-a-half years to only one daughter in the city ot Is.
year. Since he had already Sfatcu was arrested on April
been held for one year, he was, 19, 1985. He was found driving
therefore, free to go. Continued on page 2

330,000 MARTYRS
IN 1986

In his latest statistical table
on global mission, Southern
Baptist missions research anal-
yt David B. Barrett deter-
mines that 330,000 Christians
will die in 1986 because of their
personal commitment to Jesus
Christ.

MARTYRDOM ON THE
INCREASE. "The annual
numbers (of martyrs) involved
throughout the twentieth cen- -°
tury are far higher than any of
us had hitherto imagined," ex-
plains Barrett. "Martyrdom

.. .- onmwiud onpqe .
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his factory" and w-as sentenced

*.P&r. ISCRIf S OUT to 10 years in prison. (This was
done even though the Roma-
mian secret police kites thatECatans employer and

TiTow workers' had signed

Members of the British Par- floor. and after I began to see sons along with four local written declarations about his

lament David Artinwton and the blood fotirtng in a puddle Christians, were marched by honesty.) Christian Re'sponse

Dasid Alton tu(t-ieid over I went unconscious. and I Hindu police for four hours International (CRI) and Am-

copies of legal transcripts don't remember what else was through jesting crowds. Ac- nestyInternational feelthe real

documenting the torture of done to me." cording to the report supplied reason behind Catarama's

Nepalese Christians to the Another witness describes to CRI by Rev. Charles Men- sentence was his religious ac-

BfifitiiTiregnMinisryandto the arrest of a three-year-old dies, "All the way they were tivity with the Advemttst

the Foreign Ministry of Nepal. girl because "she was observe. jeered and mocked following church in Oituz. In 1983

The legal statements were ing Christianty." When ques- the announcement by, the Caarans'$ "sent' nce was in-

transcribed from the testi- toned by Attorney Eddie police thht they were 'Chris- creased, sithom due process

monies of fifteen witnesses Roush of Austin. Tesas, as to tian dogs'." of law, to fourteen-and-a-half

who addrcs-d the Christian what the witness meant by OUR CHRISTIAN RE- .Xears.

Respoots lnrnational (CRI) "observing Christianity," the SPONSL. Spend tim praying I,'AVER AND ACTION:
fact-finding delegation in one ssho was testifying re- for the Church in Ncpal. And A VICTORIOUS CONB-
Nepal in January.- sponded." ... because she %as WTie a letter to U.S. Secretary NATION. CRI joined with

. .OJ I • J-E. s Chr sns." rh of State George Shltz Ask other concerned Christian.
The tran'.iipts. descibe sis-idyitit gsrl was fotclblysepalttd Secretary Shultz to express orranizatiotis to protest the ar-

the brutal torture of Nepalese from her parents and kept in your concern regarding these rests of Sfatcu, Cotaransa, and

men and iomen who seek to the police station for si da).. tragic events to the leaders of Poresh. CR1 appeals for

Jesus Christ in this Hindu na- learned that as late as April 5, dress this request to: these Christian prisoners of

tion. One minister describes, 1986, more arrests and beat- conscience havegene out from

how 'iss, policemen took two wings have occurred. A Catholic The Honorable George P. CRI offices in Switzerland,

raw green bamboo sticks" and priest and two nuns were sp- Shuhz England, France, The Nether-

beat him. The minister said. prehended by Nepalese offi- Secretary of State lands, West Germany, Aus-

"The blood from my nose and cials on that date. Following US Lepartment eo''*ate tria Kenya, India, and South -

mouth started dripping to the severe beatings these three per. Washington, DC 20520 11 Korea. Thousands of people
have been involved in in-
tercesory prayer and letter-

fgyptan Christians Id ,riting. And our Sovereign
, C r t nGod has delivered into our

hnds this great vktoryl

Reports continue to reach All fotr belicsers are mefl- the United States. Write a let- Editor's Note: While we'

the CRI office regarding the bers of the Copic Evangelical ter at once tQ: greatly rejoice in the release

artist of four Eg)ptian Chris- Churcht the largest Proteoant His Ecellency F) Sa_.o from prison of both the above

tian swho left Islam for faith in denotnination in Eg'pt. Egypt Abdel Raouf El Reedy motioned Romanian Chris-

Christ. Eman Mustafa Ta%sflp. has a substantial Christian Emnbassy'of the Arab tians, it must be noted that the

a Christian w mawili1o con. minority of 8 million. most of Republic of Eg)pt releases were conditioned

vertet from Islam in 1978, was %%hpm belong to the Coptic 2310 Decatur Pl. NW upon their leaving Romania.

reported, arrested by- police in Orthodox Church. Washington'. DC 20008 U The* Romanian government's

Cairo on January 8. 1986. She repressive attitude towards

is currently being held in EGYPT IN VIOlATION religious grous within the

Qalyubia Prison together with OF INl:ERNATIONAL AC- The)'re Free-Frolt pMe I counItory has not changed Ma-

"her two Is'sters, Nagwa CORD. Egypt ratified the a car which contained more jot church buildings in Oradei

Mustafa Tafiq and Ibtisam International Covenant on than 600 Bibles and children's and other cities are facing

Mustafa Taswiq who were ar- Civil and Political Rights in books. The car, which belong- dcnsoliion-by the government

restedon January 25. 1982, Ankle 18 of this inter- ed to a Baptist minister, and and the distribution of Bibles

The Aimerican Coptic Atso- national agreement states: the religious literature were and Christian literature is pro- -

ciation reports that a fourth "Everyone shall have the right confiscated. Sfatcu was falsely hibited. Seminaries are under

convert to Christianity. Or. to freedom of thought, con- charged with the "attempted strict government control, and

Samir AbduLBari. the bus- science and religion. This right murder of a p6lice office ." it Is reported by reliable soure-

btnd ofibtisam ,Tswflq. was shall include freedom to have During trial proceedings the es that in DIcember, 1985.

also detained on January 25. or to adopt a religion or belief charge was dropped for lack of President Nicolae Ceausescu

However, Dr. Abdul Bari't of his choice, and freedom, evidence. but Sfatcu still got a handed do- c r 40'

present whereabouts is en- either individually or in com- stiff sentence. - which forbids foreigners to

known, unity with others and in Dorel Cataransa, 25. w-as speak in Romanian churches

Reliable reports indicate publk or private, to manifest freed from prison on May 28 without permission from the

that the four Christians have his religion or belief in wor- after serving only four years of Ministry of Cults. All of these

been charged with "despis$ng.. ahip, observance. practice and a fourteen-and-a-half year restrictions on religious groups

Islam."Emanj.lsstafa.T.W_ teaching." . . sentence. le has nri tilled areIndirect violation of the In-

is said t61W facing an addi- OUR CHRISTIAN RE- to his wife and son in the iown ternatiottal Covenant on Civil

tonal charge of "prosel)izing SPONSE: Express your con- of Oituz, Catarama was falsely and Political Rights which was

and di gg t yz1, Egypt's ambassador to charged with "stealing from ratified by Romanla, - 0
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STATEMENT OF HOLLY BURKHALTER, WASHINGTON
REPRESENTATIVE, HELSINKI WATCH, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. BURKHALTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement
and I would be grateful if you would include it in the record. It is
quite detailed on a number of human rights issues that have been
discussed by the other panelists.

The Helsinki Watch's concerns about Romania were heightened
last week when a member of our board and a member of the board
of the America's Watch, our companion organization, was thrown
out of Romania. He was there as a tourist, but he was hoping to
talk with Romanian citizens about the issues that are before you
today and was hustled out of the country along with his Romanian'
speaking traveling companion. It is a difficult issue, and that expe-
rience reminded us again of the country's inaccessibility to human
rights groups, which is a key concern of ours, as I have mentioned
in our testimony.....

I would like to say, though, that our views are mixed on the
MFN question, as you will see from our statement, which I am
afraid has a rather schizophrenic flavor to it. It reflects our feel-
ings that leverage will be lost altogether if MFN is lost, and I know
that is what is on your minds and on the minds of the State De-
partment as well.

Along those lines, if I could just speak to the legislation a little
, bit. It is not clear to me, after talking with numerous staff people

that the 6-month suspension leis lation would indeed be actually
an end to the MFN or whether it could be resumed without an act
of Congress. Secretary Ridgway indicated that she believed-her in-
terpretation of the legislation was that-it would require an act of
Congress, and I think she came to the conclusion-which would be
mine--that that wouldn't be possible in this climate.

Senator DANFORTH. Pardon? That it would not be?
Ms. BURKHALTER. That it wouldn't be possible. That once it was

revoked, we would not expect a majority in the House and Senate
to- give it back. However, some of the staff that were involved in
the drafting of the bill itself said, no, that is not what would be
required,. It would simply be a stay for several months and a re-
evaluation of the human rights record. I am rot a legislative draft
person; I am a human rights advocate, but if the legislation is con-
sidered-if I may be so presumptuous as to suggest that a technical
amendment or some clarification on that point-would be particu-
larly appropriate because we do favor a more seribus process and a
strong statement of Congressional concern so that the MFN process
won't be pro form a, so-that maximum leverage cbUld be achieved
through the process.

I leave it to your good staff to address that particular issue. I
think I will just stop right there; and if you have any questions, I
will be happy to respond to them.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much. Mr. Koszorus?
[The prepared written statement of Ms. Burkhalter follows:]

,,/
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Testimony of Holly Burkhalter

Before the Senate Obcommittee

on International Trade

August 1, 1986

My name is Holly Durkhalter, I an the Washington
Representative of the U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee. Our
organization monitors compliance with the human rights
provisions of the 1975 Helsinki Final Act.

Helsinki Watch has issued reports on Romania
since 1961 and has testified regularly at Congressional
HFK hearings on Romania since 1983o Until May of 1905
our recommendation did not varys despite gross and
continuing buman rights abuse in Romania, we urged that
Hitl be continued as the only means of leverage available
to the United States in trying to bring about human
rights improvement in Romania.

Last July, having watched the human rights
situation in Romania continue its decline into
unremitting misery for the majority of Romanian
citizens, ve changed our recommendation. in written
testimony submitted to the Finance Commmitte of the U.S
Senate on July 23, 19$5, we called on the U,8.

government to end Host Favored Nation status for
amania •

This year the situation is different, and we have
been forced to reconsider our position. Indignation at
Romania's human rights violations has been growing in
the United States and there are a number of bills on
Romania, sone calling for an end to HFK, now pending in
Congress. The repeal of Romania's Most Favored Hat ion
status no longer seems an unrealizable threat.
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Quite frankly, members of Helsinki Watch find themselves in a
quandaryvia via XFN and Romania. On the one hand, Romania
remains one of th most closed societies and egregious offenders
of human rights in Eastern Europe. Three factors unite in Romania
to make life unbearable 1) Communist totalitarian control as
repressive as any in Eastern Europe, 2) a "oult of personality*
surrounding President Ceaueoscu who demands not only loyalty from
his subjects but adulation and has surrounded himself with the
luxuries and privileges of royalty and 3) the insane imposition
of financial hardships on the Romanian people, aimed at reducing
Romania's huge international debt at the expense of the very
lives of its oitisens. Given this picture, one asks, why should
we continue to supprt the Ceausescu regime by granting it Host
Favored Nation status?

And yet, if we end INF once and for all, vhat good will
this bring us or the Romanian people? We will have lost an
annual forum for airing Romanian human rights abuses; we will
have lost whatever leverage the U.S. State Department can apply
in trying to bring about human rights Improvements in Romania;
we may drive Romania into still further reliance on the Soviet
Union and destroy its small gestures of independence within the
Warsaw Pact. Zn addition we will leave the beleaguered Romanian
people with the feeling that they have been abandoned by the
United States, one of their few sources of hope. It appears that
it will be next to impossible to restore KFN, once It has been
revoked,

These considerations have led the Helsinki Watch Committee
to reconsider its position of July 1985. Our Board now suggests aoompromie I unnin Romania's stato I-01 Modm f

s~xgJ JlsAb ao0 ova Ky a re-eVa uation. NFH woul -
reneAnAy if Romania wore to demonstrate in a six-month period
its commitment to internationally rocognised human rights. We ask
speocifLally that Romania (1) cease interrogating and harassing
Romanian citizens who have contacts with foreigners and repeal
legislation aimed at preventing such contact; (2k remove
restrictions on religious freedom, Including restrictions on
religious education and literature; (3) ease emigration rules and
cease the extra-legal persecution of prospective emigrantst (4)
remove restrictions on Hungarian schools and universities and
other measures aimed at suppressing the cultural identity of the
Hungarian minority in Romania; (5) eliminate discrimination
against elderly people with regard to medical treatment and other
public services# and 6) permit independent human rights fact-
finding missions, Including the Helsinki Watch Committee, to
visit Romania, in order to verify any steps taken to improve the
human rights situation there.

We also suggest that.the six-month suspension be followed
b a revie during which it Is determined whether or not MTN
should be renewed or whether the suspension should be extended
for another six-month period.

2
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In the past, threats to revoke the 36736 status of Romania
have resulted only In deception and manipulation on the part of
the Romanian government. The 3Nl7 hearings have become the forum
for such manipulation. Eager to see 3F continue, Romania
regularly makes small human rights gestures just before the 36611
tevw period- and then, after 3Nl has been renewed, lapses back
into its previous disregard for human rights and for any
assurances it may have made to the U.. government.

Given the severe economic problems facing Romania today,
Terhaps the temporary suspension of 36tM would jolt the government

nto action while giving it a chance to take x#Al measures to
retrieve not only its 3F6 status with the Uniteadtates, but its
own self-respeot and humanity.

A summary of some of the major human rights abuses in
Romania follows, dealing with the areas of freedom of expression,
freedom of movement, freedom of religion, political prisoners,
workers rights, minority rights and the invasion of privacy.

It mroodon gt SlllSiOn
Freedom of expression including freedom of speech and of

the press, does not exist In Romania. The Seuritate (secret
police) maintains such tight control over all torms of expression
that it Is virtually impossible to carry on any kind of
communication that nay be deemed hostile to the state.

There are no human rights monitoring groups in Roania.
Efforts to torn a Helsinki group in 1977 by writer Paul Cosa
ended in his expulsion from Romania and the arrest and
imprisonment of his associates. The government policy has been
to exile or imprison all citizens who attempt to gather and
disseminate information on human rights violations.

In an effort to prevent the publication of smnmsdat
periodicals, citizens are required to register thilrVYiowritors
with the authorities, and the use of duplicating machines is
greatly restricted. The effectiveness of these restrictions can
be measured by the fact that Romania Is one of the only East
European countries in which iaasa is almost nonexistent. In
tact, the only known n a p cation in Roania is the
Hungarian Press of TransyvanWia (HP).

-- the author of a lemix!at book Advarul (The Truth) which
was critical of the aeausesou regime, was arrested in June
1964. There Is no evidence indicating that he was tried or
sentenced, but there has been no intormation as to his
condition or his whereabouts since his arrest.
Art is used as an instrument of propaganda. Independent

cultural activities are considered to be dangerous to the state,
which encourages instead a mass culture designed to promote its
interests.

3
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Publication of books has been sharply reduced due to the
severe paper shortaoe in Pmnania. Because of currency
restriotions, tow translations of foreign vritings -- even from
Communist countries -- are available. books fre censored by an
office called the Council for Culture and education. Those that
are doomed critical of certain aspects of Romanian life never
reach the printing press., The york ot some of the beet known
Romanian writers, artists and musicians can be found only on the
black market, Imported from abroad.

IL Freed gt Kaumgnj
The Romanian government does not recognize the right of ite

oiLinens, guaranteed by the Helsinki Final Act, to leave and
return to their country freely. The only recogni ed ground for
emigration is femly reunification. Nevertheless# many thousands
of Romanians have applied to emigrate. Applicants Include not
only persons seeking family reunification, but also those seeking
religious, political, artistic and ethnic freedom. In 19$6,
17,312 Romanians emigrated to the U.S., West Germany end Israel.
Such requests tor emigration may be said to constitute the only
large-scale Independent activity carried on by Romanian oitisons
that the authorities have proved unable to halt.

There are many obstacles on the road to emigration. The
application process is long, complicated and arbitary.
Prospective emigrants are sometimes prevented from applying to
emigrate for months or years on procedural grounds constructed by
the state. or Important, prospective emigrants risk almost
certain reprisals: official harassment, public denunciation,
demotion, loss of employment, loss ot housing, lose of public
services and, often, arrest. Delays of two to three year* In
obtaining a pesport -- and sometimes substantially longer -- are
not uncommon. The following case is typical:

-- Gabriel Galatoeanu, his wife and their child have asked to
emigrate to the MS. sinoeo 1900. Atear sevoraL attempts,'
they finally received their passports. However# their
passports were confiscated In August leS. They yore thus In
an extremely precarious situation, without means ot survival.
Under these oirounetances, they began a hunger strike in
order to obtain their passports. The authorities have
threatened them with prison. no further information is
available.
It, as is often the as", a person Is tired from his/her job

after applying to emigrate, charges of Oparasiticel" or
anarchico conduct can be brought under decree 153/1970.
Conviction under this decree can result in imprisonment or
-sorrective labor without deprivation of liberty.5 This latter
penalty means that the person is assigned to a particular place
ot work, often far frem his or her home, with greatly reouoed
wages. permi ion from the local militia Is required it order to

4
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leave the assigned area.

In addition to the sanctions mentioned above, Incidents of
bribes and forced payments -- often in hard currency -- continue
to be reported. Applicants sust also sell all thqir property at
fixed, and substantially lover, government rates, and they are
not permitted to take any funds out of the country.

Those who try to leave the country Illegally are charged
under Artiole 45 ot the Criminal Code -- "fraudulent crossing of
the border* -- an often punishable by Imprisonment or
corrective labor for periods from six months to three years.

-- font HLrling, his wits Wnks and themr four children,
have sought permission to emigrate to Nest Germany since
19$1. &fe requesting to omgrate, Hirling was tired from
his Job. After receiving only refusals to his requests to
oigrato, he tried to cross the Yugoslav border illegally in
October 1953. Whirling was caught by the authorities, beaten
and sentenced to nine months imprisonment. He finished his
prison term, but has been unable to find employment.

The ability ot Romanian citizens to change their places of
residence within the country is also restricted. It is illegal
to save to another town or even to another district within the
sase city without approval ot the authorities. The power to
rant or deny residence permits is often used as a method to
areas atiists, and in particular religious activists.

SredoZ m IL MiL n
After Poland, church attendance In Romania is considered to

be the largest in astern Europe, and may well reflect
disaffection from Party ideology. The Ceausescu regime has
sought to capitalize on the high rate ot church attendance by
claiming that this proves there is religious freedom in Romania.
In fact, restrictions on religious practice in Romania are among
the most severe in Resten Europe.

Of the 60 denominations that existed in Romania before World
War U, only 14 are currently recognized by the government.
Romanian Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Calvinist,
Unitarian, Baptist, Pentecostal, seventh Day Adventist, Jewish
and Muslim groups are among the officially recognized sects.

The government agency that monitors religious activity -
and reports directly to the Central Committee -- is known as the
Department ot Cults. This Department works closely with the
Seocuritato. The Department of Cults not onl controls the
activities ot the reoogntsed religions t also effectively
controls church finances, to the point of paying the salaries of
the clergy.

Religious instruction is actively discouraged in Romania,

5
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and the role of priests and pastors is strictly defined. Only
the Department of Cults is authorized to print and distribute
ibles, and it does so In vastly inadequate numbers. The result

is that religious literature Is virtually inaccessible to
believers in Romania. Distribution of such literature by
unauthorisod individuals i punishable by severe prison terms.

The governments tight control over the distribution of
religious materials has led to a number of cases of "Bible
smuggling.o Those arrested for this offense are imprisoned for
violating the official restrictions.

The Romanian Orthodox Church has by far the largest
following In Romania, with approximately 16 million members or 70
percent of the population." It Is not subject to the sort of
persecution that the state Inflicts on other denominations. This
is due, In part, to Its traditional role throughout Romanian
history, but mainly to the acoomodations It has made to the
regime.

The membership In the Roman catholic church is comprised
largely ethnic Hungarians and Germans and numbers about
1,200,000. Though It is officially recognized, this church is
subjected to continual harassment.

Perhaps the largest minority church in Romania Is the
Reformed Church in Transylvania, composed primarily of ethnic
Hungarians and officially numbered at 700,000. Other estimates
indicate that the number Is closer to one million. Like the
Roman Catholics members of the Reformed Church face persecution.

-- father aasa Paltfi a Hungarian priest who worked in
Odorhei; In Transylvania, was allegedly murdered by the
eourity Police. Father Patfi gave a sermon at a midnight

mass on Christmas eve 1954 opposing the government's decision
to declare Christmas a working day. He reminded his
congregation that in Hungary, Christmas was an official
holiday. The following day, he was arrested and severely
beaten, particularly around his liver. He was taken to a
clinic In Tigru Mures, where he died two months later, in

*: late February. The autopsy was not made public, and the
death certificate stated that he died of liver cancer. Two
hundred and six priests gathered In protest at his funeral.

The Nvangelical Christian churches -- Baptists
Pentecostalists and Seventh Day Adventists - have on been
singled out among the recognized churches for espeoiaily harsh
treatment. Church buildings have been demolished for petty
infractions of the building codes. families have been evicted
for holding *illegal" or unauthorizedd" services. entire
congregations have been fined, and religious activists hove been
imprisoned.

-- Aurel Plorea, a 33-year old Pentecostal from Rupee,
has been attacked and beaten by unknovn assailants some four

6
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times in the past two years. He has been dismissed from his
job on accusations of being "mentally ill.* Floras used to
upend much of his tree time visiting other churches in
different parts of the country. After one visit in January
1984, he vas fined 1000 lei for 'attempting to attract
proselytes to join the Baptist religious sect.' He vas'
attacked later that same ay and received injuries that *ade
his unfit for york. The next attacks came on January 10,
1985, on July 10 and on October 14. His friends and
relatives are very concerned about his physical and
mental condition.

As difficult as circumstances are for the reocognised
churches in Romania, they are tar vorse for those vho belong to
the non-recognised denominations. Tvo major churches -- the
Catholic Church of the Dysantine Rite and the Army of the Lord --
are officially banned. Other banned groups include smaller sects
such as the Jehovah's Witnesses, Mormons, Christian Scientists
and the Romanian 'niate Church. The nonrcognised filths are not
allowed to hold services and are subject to severe penalties if
they do. Participants in such 'illegal' services are often
arrested or fined on charges of 'illegal assembly' or 'disturbing
the peace.'

The Romanian government's practice of demolishing church
buildings and historic monuments has been going on for son time.
Various reasons are given -- from the building of a nov civiccenter In daystars Bucharest to infractions of the building codes
-but the ultimate purpose seems olearl to stamp out evangelical

activism and to erase the religious past of Romania.

The spanish synogogue in Bucharest was demolished by
Romanian authorities on July 21-22, 196.

-- A Baptist church in Distrita was partially demolished by
the authorities in November 1964 and has not been repaired.

-- A Baptist church in blaj vas demolished in October 198 for
building code violations,

-- A baptist church in Gaujani was taken over in 1904 for use
s a nursery school, and the congregation has been unable t
find a building to replace the church or to obtain
c mpensation from the government.
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"IL olitical laionere

The number of political prisoners in Romania is not known.
Many are incarcerated for seeking to leave Romania illegally or
for protesting the denial of exit permissiont others are
Imprisoned because of their religious or human rights activities.
While Information is scarce, there Is reason to believe that
forcible confinement in psychiatric hospitals is frequently used
to punish people for the legitimate exercise of their rights.

Religious and political activists are frequently detained
and interrogated in Romania, although detention does not always
result In arrest. When people are summoned or taken to the local
security offices, they are often subjected to long periods of
interrogation under rigorous conditions, threatened with a
variety of penalties, and sometimes physically abused. In
addition, there are reports of extremely harsh prison conditions.
RoNanian law does not provide for habeas corpus or the rig2g to
counsel, and the concept of due process does not exist. Pdeone
detained for political offenses usually disappear suddenly, and
their families and friends have no means of discovering their
whereabouts. Zn this way, prisoners can be hold in Inoomunicado
detention for long periods during Investigation.

-- Ghoorghe Iil Ursu, a So-yer-old engineer and poet, died
In detention In November 1038S. Ureu had disappeared from his
place of work on September 21, and his family never learned
where he vas being hold.

UrSu had previously been subjected to a sevon-month
Investigation -- from January 1,05 until August 195 -- on
the basis on personal diaries that he had been keeping tor
the last 40 years. The diaries were confiscated by the
Security Police and his home vas searched In order to find
any concealed materials. Starting on January 3 he was
summoned to the security headquarters every night after work
and Interrogated about people mentioned nd remarks made In
his diaries. He was accused of conspiracy because his
diaries Included the namee of people Vho had emigrated and
who were mentioned ih his notes as friends, acquaintances or
simply interesting people.,

At the beginning of August, he attended what was
described as the final session. He was asked for a written
declaration expressing his apologies for the offenses he had
committed and expressing his gratitude to the people who had
investigated him. Wothing further happened until his
disappearance on September 21.

go specific charges were ever brought against Urou.' Nis
family was prevented from seeing his and from getting asy
information from the authorities on his case, * untl they
received a call explaining that he was very sick. Later that
day, the family was informed that he had died.

a
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The official explanation is that Ursu died after
complications due to surgery. However, reports indicate that
his body showed signs of having been badly beaten. It seems
likely that he died due to the beatings he received at the
hands of the Seoret Police.

-- Radu Filipescu, a ag-year-old electronics engineer, was
arrested in May 1983 for distributing leaflets that called
for peaceful demonstrations against the Ceausescu regime. in
September 19$3, he was sentenced to 10 years imprisonment for
'anti-state propaganda.' Filipesou is eing held in Aiud

prison and has reportedly received particularly harshtreatulent, *

The Judioiary Is subordinate to the Party and the
government. Trials may be legally held behind closed doors -- a
practice used ost often when a trial Is likely to attract undue
attention and the Ceausseu regime wishes to prevent foreign
observers and diplomats from attending.

Workers Rgt

The Ceausesou regime boasts of full employment, full housing
and contented workers. in reality, however, working conditions
are quite pitiable in Romania and, without free trade unions,
workers cannot press their demands.

The only independent trade union In Romania was 610KW, the
Free Trade Union of Workers in Romania, formed in 1979 by a group
of Intellectuals and workers. IL4HR eventually attracted some
2,000 supporters. The Romanian authorities rapidly suppressed
the tledgling labor movement.

The plight of Romanian workers is illustrated by a labor
law, known as the "Global Agreement," that was enacted In
September 19$3. This law has effectively eliminated fixed and
guarantee wages. Workers must now sign a contract which amounts
to a pledge of productivity. it a worker is deemed to have
reneged on his or her contract, the pledge itself is used as the
legal o for punishment. Workers' salaries are tied to the
enterprise's production, and salaries are decreased it the
production figures are not net. There were many reports In 1965
of workers receiving greatly reduced wages as a result of this
system, and of an Increase in 'moonlighting' In order to attain
minimum Income levels.

*The State Department reported that on June 5, 196, Radu
Filipescu had been released from prison on April 15, 1966.

Another government plan introduced in 1965 provided for 00
per cent salary outs it production quotas are not met in export-
related Industries.
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In addition, a five-year training period has been
instituted. During this time, a worker is considered an
'associate" (or 'second-class') employee with only limited
rights. Among other things, an associate worker receives only
half of his or her salary, while the other halt is deposited in a
state savings bank -- without interest. It the worker leaves the
enterprise before the end of the five-year period, he or she
loses the withheld money.

Agricultural workers rights are affected by a program
announced in January Ia4 which is designed to offset the
inefficiency of the sociahzed agricultural sector by squeesing
private agriculture. Private agriculture, consisting of private
plots of land that belong to members of agricultural cooperatives
and to private farmers, has long supplied the country with
significant quantities of food, accounting for a large proportion
of Romania's total national production. The new program requires
every private plot to produce strictly specified minimum quotas
of agricultural products. These quotas are replacing the
previous system ot compulsory delivery to the state. Failure to
comply with then will result either in the loss of ownership ot
the land, or in its tranefr to the socialized sector. in all
likelihood, this program will cause a drop in private production,
which, in turn, will increase the already serious tood shortage
that has existed in Romania for the last several years.

y. Minority ihtg
Zthnio minorities constitute 12 percent of Romania's 21

million people. The largest minority is Hungarian, officially
tabulated at 1.7 million people, but closer to 2.5 million,
according to eigre sources. In addition to Hungarians, Romania
has, a large number of ethnic Germans, bohemians, Gypsies and
numerous smaller groups.

The minority groups in Romania often say that they live
under a double burdent the burden of repression in a totalitarian
state, and the burden of discrimination stemming from Romanian
chauvinism and an official policy ot 'Romanianisation.'

The Hungarian minority, centered mainly in Transylvania,
claims that the Ceausescu regime is engaged in a deliberate
policy of *cultural genocide' Hungarian schools, churches,
traditions and even the Hungarian language are being
systeatically eliminated from Roenanin society. The forced
assinilation to which ethnic Hungarians are being subjected
increasingly takes the form of discriminatory and sometimes
brutal practices.

The L andn of June , 185, reported that a new,
disorimin o-rydeoree has been passed limiting the number of
Hungarian-speakin students at the University ot Cluj to 5 per
cent. Prior to this decre, Hungarian students made up 65 per-,
cent of the student body. The government also decreed that all
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geography and history teachers in all schools in Transylvania
must be Ronanian -- a provocative move given the conftliting
Romanian and Hungarian interpretations of the area's history.

-- Arpad Viokyo an actor with the Hungarian Theaters at
Karoovasarhely (Tigru Nures) and of apsissent~orgy (atintul
Gheorghs), was sentenced on August 7, 1993, to Lve years
Imprisonment for slandering Romania, the Romanian people and
the socialist system" and &dieseminating hostile propaganda.8
He was released 1n September 1964.

On :anuary 5# 1966, Vicky wa found dead by a polio*
officer, hanged in a forest outside Stintul Ghoorghe. Though
the official report claimed that he had committed suicide, the
oir umstanoes are extremely unclear. Visky had applied to
emigrate to Hungary in the fall of 1985 and, according to'
couroe close to him, he was not suicidal.
Publications sent from Hungary are often oonfisoated by the

Romanian authorities. It is virtually Impossible to subscribe to
nevpapers or periodicals from Hungary which are not on sale in
Romania. The Romanians have also placed restrictions on en ing
some ungarian-lanuage pubLations printed In Romania toHungary. This makes lt iftLult for people In Hungary to get
reliable Information about the Hugarian minority In Romania.

There have also been reports of harassment of foreigners who
visit Transylvania and meet with Hungarian intellectuals.

-- In October 1334, ISolt Stekores, a Vnited Nations
employee, visited Transylvania and net with several vell-
known Hungarian Intellectuals. After his visit, the Romanian
secret police interrogatd all the people with whom he had
net. It Is alleged that threats and violence were employed
during scm of these interrogations.

_ sekeres himself was detained in Tigru Mures by the
Romanian traffic police when he was on route to Cluj to meet
with ces, Isocs. it Is reported that he was falsely accused
of having been involved In a traffic accident, and was forced
to spend the night in the city. The next day he was
interrogated for seven hours concerning his contacts In
Transylvania and In Washington D.C. Stekeres claims that the
police threatened him during Interrogation.

11
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V1. ft Categories of enreion

Several recent governmental campaigns in Romania entail noy
and even deeper Infringements of citizens' rights to privacy by
the Socuriate which arbitrarily violate the privacy of the
family, hone and correspondence.

One such invasion of privacy relates to the severe
restrictions on private electrical consumption that have been in
force in Romania for several years and became even more extreme
during the winter ot 1984-85. The authorities arbitrarily enter
homes on the pretext of checking for excessive or illegal use of
electricity, also taking the opportunity to look for illegal
items, such aosreligious literature. Thus economic restrLatons
have been used to facilitate invasions of privacy.

Another new campaign is aimed at eliminating abortions. On
February 15, 1905, the Party declared the necessity of taking
o firm measures...to achieve a doubling of the natural increase in
the population in the shortest possible timem...ainly by raising
the birth rate. One of the measures Implemented to this end was
the establishment of a new governmental agency, the County
Demographic Command, to monitor the female population of child.
bearing age to ensure that they are having children. Under this
program monthly gynecological examinations are required to
prevent unauthorized abortions. Without certificates verifying
that these examinations have taken place, Romanian women can be
denied social and medical services, Moreover, couples without
children are taxed an addition 300 li per month.

the urban renewal program being waged with such furor by the
regime has produced a new category of victims -- elderly people.
A new program wes announced by Ceausesou in 1065 which empowers
the government to relocate elderly people out of the cities into
rural, Industrial complexes. There have also been many reports
of older people being victimized in other ways, such as denial of
medical attention and social benefits. opponents of the regime
claim that this persecution of the elderly proves that the regime
is engaged in a campaign to vipe out its older, lose productive
population.

12
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STATEMENT OF FRANK KOSZORUS, JR., ESQ, FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Koszoaus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Frank
Kozorus, and I am a pro bono attorney with the International
Human Rights Law Group. The law group is a nonprofit public in-
terest law center concerned with the promotion and protection of
international human rights.

Since 1979, the law group has monitored the abysmal human
rights situation in Romania, with particular concern for the inten-
sifted efforts aimed at extinguishing the cultural life of Romania's
large Hungarian minority. This year, the law group calls for the
suspension of MFN until Romania actually implements measures
to improve its human rights record. Although the law group af.
firms its past and present assessment of Romania's human rights
record, as set forth in our prepared statement, which I would ap-
preciate having included in the record, we are willing to consider
additional evidence and facts relating to our foregoing concerns.

In fact, to assess the human rights situation in Romania, and to
determine what effect that government's stated commitment to
international agreements has had on state law and policy, the law
group has requested permission to visit Romania several times over
the past 7 years. Despite an invitation-an informal invitation-by
members of the Romanian Embassy, the Romanian Government
has consistently denied us visas to travel to Romania on a fact-find-
ing mission. The Romanian officials have stated implicitly and ex-
plicitly that a human rights fact-finding mission amounts to inter-

iference in Romania's internal affairs.
Given developments in international law over the last 40 years,

the argument that human rights conditions in one country are not
the concern of the international community has no validity whatso-
ever.

In conclusion, in view of Romania's dismal human rights record
and complete intransigence in permitting American professionals
and nongovernmental human rights organizations to visit Roma.
nia, the law group urges that the Congress suspend MFN this year.
Moreover, the law group calls upon the Congress to pass a resolu-
tion requiring that before MFN is restored or continued, Romania
permit independent human rights organizations to travel to that
country to meet with government officials and private individuals
of their choosing to better understand Romania's commitment to
fundamental human rights.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFoRTH. I want to thank everyone on this panel for

sticking to your allotted time and for your very helpful testimony.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Kozorus follows:]
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SUMARY OF THE STATEMENT OF FRANK KOSZORUS, JR.
OF THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP

REGARDING MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS AND ROMANIA

The International Human Rights Law Group is a nonprofit,

protection of international human rights. The Law Group calls

for the suspension of MFW status for Romania because of that

government's gross and persistent human rights violations,

including its intensified policy of forcibly assimilating and

extinguishing the cultural life of Romania's approximately 2.5

million Hungarian minority.

In addition, despite the invitation to the Law Group in

1979, the Romanian government has consistently refused to

extend visas to members of a fact finding team on the grounds

that such missions amount to interference in Romania's internal

affairs. That position is indefensible under current

principles of international law and the Helsinki Final Act.

Legislation also conditions United States trade benefits on a

recipient's human rights record. Thus, until Romania permits

independent human rights organizations to travel to that

country to assess its human rights record, MFN should be

suspended.

0075w
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STATEMENT OF FRANK KOSZORUS, JR., OF THE INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP REGARDING -

MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS AND ROMANIA

Mr. Chairman, my name is Frank Koszorus, Jr. I am a pro

bono attorney with the International Human Rights Law Group

("Law Group"). The Law Group is a nonprofit, public interest

law center concerned with the promotion and protection of

international human rights. Since 1979, it has monitored the

dismal human rights situation in Romania, with particular

regard to the rights of the Hungarian minority. Referring to

obligations under the Helsinki Accords and the two

International Convenants on Civil and Political Rights and

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Law Group has raised

instances of gross and persistent human rights violations by

Romania before various fora. The Law Group also has testified

at Congressional hearings on the inadvisability of blanket

extensions of Most Favored Nations ("MEN") status to Romania in

view of that government's increasingly callous disregard for

even the most minimum standards of fundamental human rights and

because of that country's manipulation of the MFN process.

This year the Law Group calls for the suspension of MFN

until Romania actually implements measures to improve its human

rights record. Today, Romania's citizens are deprived of the

most fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Covenants and the

Heisinki Final Act, For instance, freedom of expression is

non-existent in Romania. Freedom of movement is not recognized

by the government and many obstacles face would-be emigrants
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who seek to be reunified with members of their family. The

assault on religious life continues as exemplified by the

recycling into toilet paper of approximately 20,000 Bibles

donated by the World Reformed Alliance to the Transylvanian

Magyar Reformed Church. Political killings continue unabated

as in the tragic cases of the Hungarian Catholic Priest Father

Geza Palfi, the prominent Transylvanian-Hungarian actor Arpad

Visky and the Romanian engineer and poet Gheorghe Ursu.

In addition to the repression faced by the population at

large, Romania has intensified its policy aimed at forcibly

assimilating and extinguishing the cultural life of that

country's approximately 2.5 million Hungarian minority -- one

of the largest minorities in Europe. Opponents'Of forced

Romanianization often are harassed, intimidated, arrested,'

savagely beaten and imprisoned. Individuals travelling from

the United States who meet with Romanian citizens of Hungarian

nationality have been detained and interrogated by Romanian

authorities. Th Law Group, along with other organizations,

such as Amnesty International, is particularly concerned about

the continued imprisonment of Bela Pall, Erno Borbely and

Laszlo Buzas. We urge the Congress to raise their cases and

seek their immediate release.

Although the Law Group affirms its past and present

assessment of Romania's human rights record, it has been and is

willing to consider additional evidence and facts relating to

the foregoing concerns. In fact, to assess the human rights

-2 -
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situation in Romania and to determine what effect that

government's stated commitment to international agreements has

had on State law and policy, the Law Group has requested

permission to visit Romania several times over the past seven
... ~erse. Despite-a~ntsm-yomr1 - lfe h V

Group in 1979, and despite the Romanian government's

representations that it is an open country, it has consistently

refused to issue visas to proposed members of a fact-finding

team. A detailed history of the Law Group's efforts in this

regard is contained below. In denying the visas, Romanian

officials have stated that a human rights fact-finding mission

amounts to interference in Romania's internal affairs. Given

developments in international law during the past 40 years, the

argiu'ent that human rights conditions in one country are not

the concern of the international community has no validity.

In fact, by signing the Helsinki Accords in 1975, Romania

undertook to "act in conformity with the purposes and

principles of the United Nations Charter and Universal

Declaration for Human Rights." As part of this undertaking,

Romania should be expected to permit independent human rights

monitoring groups to visit the country to assess the

situation. Finally, the Congress, by enacting general

legislation which conditions trade benefits on a country's

human rights record, should consider whether a foreign country

is willing to permit visits by independent human rights groups

before extending such benefits.

-3-
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In July 1979, the Law Group testified before the House

Subcommittee on Trade of the Committee-on-Ways-and Means and

the Subcommittee on International Trade of the Committee on

Finance regarding MF and Rotiania. The Law Group expressed

concern iei E-i' protnect'Tii-K- ian rig ts in oa"

particularly with :eqard to the social, political and cultural

rights of the Hungarian minority and the individual human

rights of outspoken members of that minority.

On September 28, 1979, Mr. Nicolae lordan, Cultural

Attache of the Romanian Embassy in Washington, D.C., visited

the Law Group. The purpose of this visit, Mr. lordan

explained, was to establish a dialogue and to provide the Law

Group with "accurate" information on Romania.

On November !, 1979, the Law Group's Executive Director,

Amy Young, and I net at our offices with Mr. Iordan and

Mr. Alexander Tanasescu, the Second Secretary of the Romanian

Embassy. During this second meeting, Mr. rordan stated that

the Law Group's information concerning Romania was, in his

words "stale." He then unequivocally invited the Law Group to

visit Romania in order to observe first-hand Romania's

compliance with human rights standards.

In the summer of 1980, the Law Group planned a visit to

Yugoslavia, among other things, to attend the meeting of the

International Law Association in Belgrade. This trip to

Yugoslavia provided an excellent opportunity to visit Romania

as well, and at the time the Law Group's plans for Yugoslavia

were settled, Ms. Young contacted the Romanian Embassy to

-4-
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discuss a trip to Romania in response to the earlier invitation

by Mr. tordan.

As a result. Ms. Young and I met with Mr. Boris Ranghet,

Counselor of the Romanian Embassy, on August 6, to discuss the

L-aOGroup-'s- receiving -an--inv itat-ion-- rom-the-overnment-of---..

Romania to visit. We proposed to hold meetings with various

legal, professional and other organizations and individuals in

Romania in order to learn first-hand the current human rights

situation in that country.

Mr. Ranghet, noting that Mr. lordan had already extended

to us an informal invitation, was most responsive and expressed

his belief that the Romanian government would be open to such

an invitation. Although time was short, Mr. Ranghet assured us

that an answer front 3ucharest would be forthcoming. He further

assured us that if no answer was received before Ms. Young's

date of departure for Yugoslavia (August 17), a message would

be transmitted to her through the Romanian Embassy in Belgrade.

The Romanian government did not respond before Ms. Young

left Washington or during the week she stayed in Belgrade.

From Yugoslavia, Ms. Young travelled to Geneva, Switzerland for

a ten day stay. On the last day of her stay in Geneva, she was

told by Mr. Ionescu, who was at the time an attache to,-the

Romanian Mission of the United Nations, that it was not

possible for the Law Group to receive an invitation to visit

Romania at that time.

Upon Ms. Young's return to Washington in September, she

spoke with Mr. Ranghet on the phone. During that conversation

'-5-
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Mr. Ranghet suggested that it would be best to schedule a visit

for the spring of 1981. Mr. Ranghet also agreed that it would

be possible for representatives of the Law Group to meet with

various groups and individuals and to schedule a mutually

acceptable itinerary (see Appendix A).

On March 6, 1391, Ms. Young met with the new Counselor at

the Embassy, Mr. Eugen Popa, and Mr. Neagu, the Third

Secretary, to discuss once again a visit to Romania in the

spring (see Appendix B). Again, the Law Group's efforts were

futile and the visas were denied.

The Law Group's most recent attempt to gain entry into

'Romania was last fal:. when the Law Group was invited to

address the UNESCO General Conference in Bulgaria. In October,

Ms. Young had several discussions with Mr. Mircea Raceanu, a

Counselor of the Remania Foreign Ministry who was visiting

Washington, D.C. Mr. Raceanu advised the Law Group not to come

at such a "difficult time" but to come in the spring instead.

At the Law Group's request, he put this suggestion in writing

(see Appendix C).

In April, with the assistance of the State Department,

the Law Group submitted a detailed itinerary and a request for

permission to visit Romania before MFN hearings in

June - August of this year (see Appendix D). Not having

received any response, on June 6, three representatives from

the Law Group (MS. Young, Nancy Rubin and I) submitted visa

applications. Since the Romanian Embassy was unable to advise

the Law Group about the pending visa applications, on June 13,

-6-
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Ms. Young spoke to Mr. Newell Pazdral of our embassy in

Bucharest who told her that the visas had been denied once

again. The official reason for the denial was that the Law

Group intended to conduct a human rights investigation which

Bucharest- cons-iders to-be,- an-interference-iir'Romani-a"sInt-rit----,*

affairs. Apparently, the Romanian Foreign Ministry objected to

a phrase Ms. Young had used in a hastily, hand-written cover

note submitted with the visa applications. The offensive

phrase stated that our purpose in visiting Romania was "to

determine improvements in the human rights situation.* The

translation of this phrase somehow was taken to mean to

control" or "prejudice" the situation.

On June 23, Mr. Thomas Lynch, the Country Officer for

Romania at the Deparient of State, arranged a meeting between

Mr. Ion"Goritza, Co'Lnselor of the Romanian Embassy, and

representatives of the Law Group. The purpose of the meeting

was to clarify the purported misunderstandings of the Foreign

Ministry and to finalize the scheduling of the trip for this

summer, originally proposed by Romanian officials seven years

ago.

Mr. Goritza inquired about the purposes of the trip and

expressed his concern over parts of the itinerary. The Law

Group, in turn, insisted that it be allowed to pursue areas of

interest common to all our fact-finding missions and that our

trip have a balanced agenda. The attached letter of June 24,

1986, to Mr. Goritza reflects our understanding (see

Appendix E).
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Nevertheless, in July the Law Group once again was told

that the Romanian Foreign Ministry was unable to facilitate the

Law Group's visit to Romania this summer (see Appendix H). In

order to give the Foreign Ministry ample time to process the

Romania in mid-Septerber or October.

In the meantime, several Members of Congress have called

and corresponded with the Romanian Ambassador to the United

States to seek his assistance in expediting the Law Group's

visit (see Appendix F and G). Not surprisingly given the past

seven years, the Law Group still is not permitted to travel to

Romania.

In view of Romania's dismal human rights record and

complete intransigence in permitting American professionals and

non-governmental human rights organizations to visit Romania,

the Law Group urges that the Congress suspend MFN this year.

Moreover, the Law Group calls upon the Congress to pass a

resolution requiring that before MFN is restored or continued,

Romania permit independent human rights organizations to travel

to that country to meet with government officials and private

individuals of their choosing to better understand Romania's

commitment to fundamental human rights.

0623m
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A2ndix A

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP
1700 K Street. N.W.. Suite 801, Washington. D.C. 20006 * "-5023

CRAIRMAN , September 17, 1980
'y~2

ADVISORY mOARD
Pro. Richard B. Bder

Doe Fbcbw
Thomn m. Frsck. Es4.

Prof. Rober K. Godman
Hum Han., Esq.
Mom Leo. Esq.

Prof. Ricad B. LUlich
Prof. Bert B. Lockuood. Jr.

Thoms H. Mac". Esq.
Prof. Bt Nfubon

Wim. D. Roges Esq.
Mark L. Schneider

Jobs K.F. Shack. Esq.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Amy YouwW-Anawaty. Esq.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Amy R. Novick

Kr. Boris Ranghet
Counselor
Rumanian Embassy
1607 23rd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Dear Mr. Ranghet,

Pursuant to our conversation yesterday, I wouldlike to reiterate my disappointment and dismay at thegovernment of Rumania's refusal to extend an invitationto the International Human Rights Lay Group for a visit
at this time. Although you personally, as well as Mr.Zaru in Belgrade and Mr. Ionescu in Geneva, were very
courteous and helpful, understandably, it was quiteInconvenient to wait for a response over a period of
four weeks.

As you will recall, the origin of this trip
traces back to an invitation extended to us by Mr.lordan, the first secretary of your embassy, on
several occasions in late 1979. Considering that
the government of Rumania in principle has no objec-tion to visits by human rights organizations - indeedRumania is to be complimented for its progressive
policy of establishing dialogues with those expressing
concern for human rights conditions in Rumania - I amhopeful that the International Human Rights Law Group
will have another opportunity to visit your country
in the near future.

As we discussed yesterday, the Law Group would
consider a trip to Rumania late next spring, perhaps
in April, although I am sure a mutually convenient
time could be arranged. With sufficient lead timefor both the Law Group and your government I am surewe will be able to prepare for a useful exchange be-
tween members of the Law Group, representatives of thegovernment of Rumania and citizens of Rumania, including
our colleagues in the legal profession.

I look forward to cooperating with you on plan-ning such a visit and thank you again for the assistance
you rendered on our behalf.

S i * cr ly ,

ilon Aatv1
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Appendix ,

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP

1700 K Street, N.W.. Suite 801, Washington, D.C. 20006 *659.

CHAIRMAN March 23, 1901

ADVISORY SOARD
Prot. Rchard S. da

Dana Pcdr
Tboms M. Frnc. Esq.

Prof. Robrt K. Goldman
Hurt Hssuum, Esq.
Monrm Leh. Esq.

Prot. Rkhard S. Lo"
'rof. Ber B. Lockwood. Jr.

Thomas H. MUch. Esq.
Prof. Iun Neuborne

WNm D. Rosen, Esq.
Mark L. Schneider

John H.F. Shbatck. Esq.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Amy Young-Anawaty. Esq.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Amy R. Novkk

Ewen pope
Counselor
Embassy of the Socialist Republic

of Romania
1607 23rd Street, UW..
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear Mr. Pop&,

I very much appreciated meeting with you and
Mr. Neagu on March 6, 1981 at the Rqanian Rebassy
to pursue the possibility of the International Human
Rights Law Group visiting Romania this spring. As
the enclosed letter indicates, this proposed visit
of the International Human RightA Law Group to
Romania has a rather long history which bears relating
here.

In July, 1979 the Lay Group testified before
the House Subcommittee on Trade and the Senate Subcom-
mittee on International Trade on the issue of Romania
receiving most-favored-nation trade status. The Law
Group expressed concern for the protection of huan
rights in Romania, particularly with regard to the
social and cultural rights of the Hungarian minority.

O September 28, 1979, Mr. Nicolae Iordan,
Cultural Attaohd of the Romanian Rbassy, paid a
visit to the Law Group. The purpose of this visit
Mr. Zordan explained was to establish a dialogue
and to provide the Law Group with further information
on Romania.

Again on November 1, 1979, Mr. lordan and
Mr. Alexandru Tgnisescu, the Second Secretary, had
a meeting at the Law Group with myself and my colleague,
Mr. Frank Koesorus. Mr. Roezorus is an attorney who
works with the Lay Group. During this second meeting
Mr. lordan stated that information the Law Group had
researched on Romania was, in his words 8stale." go.
then invited us to visit Rania in order to sm first
hand how human rights were being observed.

The International Human Rights Law Group is Sponored by The Procedural Aspects o Ierational Law institute.
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Page Two
March 23, 1981
a. Pope

In the summer of 1980, the Law Group planned a visit toYugoslavia in order to meet with Milovan Djilas and to attendthe meeting of the International Law Association in Belgrade.This trip to Yugoslavia provided an opportunity to visit
Romania as well and at the time our plans for Yugoslavia were
settled,. I.onmtaoted, th.oRenian-8basuy to discuss .thE*-8iiability of visiting Romania in response to the earlier invitationby r. Zordan. In a noting with Mr. Ranghet on August 6 Mr.Koszorus and I discussed the possibility of the InternationalHuman Rights Law Group receiving an invitation from the Govern-ment of Romania to visit Romania. No hoped to hold discussionswith various legal, professional and other organizations andindividuals in order to learn first hand what is the current
human rights situation in Romania.

Mr. Ranghet, noting that Mr. lordan had already extendedto us an informal invitation, was very responsive and expressedhis belief that the Pomanian government would be open to such ameeting. Although the time was short, Mr. Ranghet assured Nsthat an answer from Romania would be forthcoming. At any event,he assured me if no answer was received before my date of depar-ture for Yugoslavia, August 17, a message could be transmitted
to me through the Romanian Embassy in Belgrade.

As the enclosed correspondence indicates, the Romaniangovernment did not respond before I left Washington, while Iwas in Belgrade for a week or while I was in Geneva for 10 days.on the last day of my stay in Geneva, I was told by r. Ionescu,who was attached at that time to your mission, that it was notpossible for me to receive an invitation to visit Romania at
that time.

Upon my return, I spoke with Mr. Ranghet on the phone andwe agreed that it would be best to schedule a visit for springof 1981. we also agreed that with some advanced planning, itwould be possible for representatives of the Law Group to meetwith various groups and individuals and to schedule a mutuallyacceptable itinerary. Thus this narrative brings us to ourrecent discussion of March 6, 1981.

I appreciate your forwarding this information, together withinformation on the Law Group, to the appropriate authorities.I look forward to hearing from you concerning the possibility ofa Law Group visit to Romania to be arranged for sometime this
spring.

Sincerely yours,

Executive Director
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EMBASSY OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA
WASHINGTON. D, C. 20008

October 3o, 1985

Mrs. Any' Young NOV 2
Executive Director m
International Human
Rights Law Group

Dear Mrs. Young,

As I told you during our phone conversation
due to the fact that'at. present time people involved
in organizing your meetings in Bucharest are very busy,
we suggest that you should consider paying your visit
to Romania in 1986.

Sincere Tyours,

Lircea Rlceanu
Counsellor

Appendix C
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A~vndix D

(~\ INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP
733 Fifteenth St.. N.W.

Suite 1000
Washington. D.C. 20005

(202) 639"016
Cablerm: INTLAWGRP

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
David CarlinerCHAlt

Stuart LIMom
TRIEASURt

Charley EM. Kolb
SECRETARY

Mi114d W. Arnold
Sarrd t. Seser

Gor Butche
Hoddin Coter. III

Nasny FoIst
Robert K. Goldnman
Claudia Oromntn

(Rev.) j. Brn Hehir
Robert Hereein

Pedro Pablo Kucynaki
P.z. Neubom

Robe B. Owen
Nancy Rubin

Suven M. Sclneebamen
Mark L. Schneider

ADVISORY COUNCIL
Richard S. Sikder

Theo C. van BoWn
Roeut Cmn
Mania LEnas

Thomoua Franck
Hut I46Unrn
Monroe Uri

Richard S. Liich
Ben S. Lockwood. Jr.

Foh S, Nanoun
Louis Ponitti

Charles Ruy
EXIECUTIYI DIRECTOR

Amy Youns
ElECTION oasEvrt

PROJECT DIRECTOR
Larry Garber

UN REMESMITATIVES
New York

Richard N. Dean
Gra A. Hanesalan

April 16, 1986

Mr. Thomas Lynch
Country Officer
SURfEIl
Room 5219
Department of state
Washington DC 20520

Dear ;:.: 4"j0che

Attached you will find a copy of the Law Group's proposed
itinerary for the futanmia mission as we discussed. The purpose
of our trip, as I mentioned, is to assess the effet of Rumania'e
ratification of the two International Covenants and to evaluate
any changes in the human rights situation over the pest fey
years.

In particular, the taw Group is interested in the following
areas

due process
independence of the judiciary
the role of the bar association
freedom of expression
freedom of religion
labor rights
the rights of minorities
treatment of prisoners

The attached itinerary lists those people, places and
institutions we feel it necessary to visit to gain a full
understanding of the humar rights situation in Rumania. Of
course, we are sure th* Government of Rumania will respect our
freedom of movement and will allow us not only to visit these
places but to travel freely while in Rumania.

The Law Group plans to send a small delegation to Rumania
several weeks prior to hearings on Capitol Hill concerning
ost-Favored-Nation trading status for Rumania. Traditionally,

these hearings occur in July. Joining me will be the Law Group's
Vice Chairman, Robert ff. uapp, soard member Nancy Folger and
Advisory Council member Hurst Hannum, and Frank Kostoruso an
attorney associated with the Law Group. Short resumes of the
members of the delegation are attached.
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Last fall I provided Mr Ra ceanu with information about the
Law Group. Should it be useful to have additional information,
,we Would be pleased to furnish you or the Government of Rumania
with more reports or descriptions of the organization. Enclosed
please find the latest copy of our newsletter, The Docket.

I am very
cooperation in
Please contact

grateful to you for your kind assistance and
helping ussecure the necessary travel documents.
me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Amy Yown
Executive i}ector

Encl.
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Robert Kapp, Chair of the International Human Rights Law Group
Partner, Hogan & Hartsont
Former trial attorney with the Justice Department Tax Division;
Co-chair of the National Lawyers Comittee for Civil Rights Under
Law; spent one year sabbatical with the International Commission
of Jurists in Geneva.

Nancy Foler, Board Member of the International Human Rights Law
Group
Chairman of Special Projects, Children's Defense Fund;
Chairman of the Board, Black Students Fund;
Board member, Folger Theater, National Symphony, National Center
for Therapeutic Riding.

Hurst Hannum, Advisory Council Member of the International Human
Rights Law Group
Executive Director, Procedural Aspects of International Law
Institute; Former Staff Attorney, Institute of International Law
and Economic Development - legal adviser to .the Constitutional
Conventions of Guam and the U.S. Virgin IslandslBoard Member,
Amnesty International-U.S.A..

Frank Koszorus, Pro Bono Attorney with the International Human
Rights Law Group
Member, District of Columbia Bar Association;
Formerly Law Clerk to James B. Parsons, Chief Judge, District
Court, Northern District, Illinois; Member: A.B.A. - Antitrade
and International Law Sections, American Society of International
Law, Washington International Trade Association.
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PROPOSED ITINERARY

I. U.S. Government

Roger Kirk, Ambassador, U.S. Embassy, Bucharest
Frank Corry, Dep. Chief, U.S. Embassy, Bucharest

I. Rumanian Government

Xlie Vaduva, Foreign Minister
Deputy Ministers of:

Labor
Education
Health
interior
Justice
Foreign Affairs

Council for Culture and Education
Department of Religious Affairs/Cults
Procurator General or Deputy Procurator General/

Procurator's Office
One County Tourist Office (such as in Cluj, Brashov, Arges,

Constanza or Xasi)
County Demographic Command
People's Council
Paul Focsa, official architect of Bucharest or a deputy

mayor of Bucharest or an official from the Project
Bucharest

Judges at the local, county, Supreme and military court
levels

III. Locations to Visit

Jilava Prison
Dr. Petru Groza Hospital in Bihor
Dr. Marinescu No. 9 Hospital in Bucharest
Calea Rahovei in Bucharest
Mihai Voda Monastery Chapel
N.E. District of Giulesti in Bucharest
Tiganesti Monastery near Bucharest
St. Ilie Rahova and Olari, Schitul Maicilor
Cotroceni Cloister
Baptist Theological Seminary
Unlversty of Cluj/Babes-Bolyai University
Kriterion Publishing House
Home of an American Student
Courthouse in Bucharest , conduct of a trial
Area inhabited by Csangos (Moldavia)
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IV. Religious Figures

Chief Rabbi Moses Rosen
Father Ferenc Lestyan, Chief Catholic pastor in Tirgu Muro
Rev. Istvan Tokes, Sr. official of Hungarian Reformed Chu]
Rev. Laszlo Tokes
Rev. Mihae Husanu, President, Baptist Church in Cluj
Dr. Vasile Talpos, General Secretary, Baptist Chtrch in

Bucharest
Rev. Buni Cocar, Holy Trinity Church (Baptist), ucharest
Bishop Laslo Papp
Bishop Gyula Nagy
Dmitri Zanculovic of Timisoara members of Rumanian
Ludovic Osvath of Zalau Christian Committee fo:

the Defense of Freedom
& Conscience (ALRC)

ss
rch

r

V. Labor

Dr. Iona Cana, founder of Free Trade Union of Workers in
Rumania (SLOMR)

Titus Costache, director of Lupeni mine
Aurel Anghelus, Pres. of Union at Lupeni mine
Calin Spiride, as of 5/81 General Manager of RomControl Data
Janos Torok, Hungarian technician in Cluj factory

VI. Law

National Association of Lawyers (Association Juristila):

Ilie A. Ilie, President
Francisc Deac, Vice President
Negrescu, Vice President
Romuel, Vice President
Vlasceanu, Vice Provdent
Rosca, Secretary

VII. Dissidents/Art/Culture

Karoly Kiraly in Tirgu Mures
Ana Blondiana, poet
Augustin Buzura, novelist
Geza Szocs, poet and philosopher
Toth Karoly, organized Endre Ady Literary Circle
Mrs. Arpad Visky
Mircea Sandulescu, writer of Placebo
Writers Union, editor of Vatra literary magazine
Hungarian Press of Transylvania
Amfiteatru
Tribuna

A
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Appendix X

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP
733 Fifteenth St.. N.W.

Suite 00
Wahngon. D.C. 20005

(202) 639"016
Cabilyam: INTLAWORP

June 24, 1986

Mr. Ion Goritso
Counselor
Embassy of Socialist Republic of Romania
1607 23rd Street, Mn/
Washington, DC 20008

Dear Kr. Goritsat

We very much appreciated meeting with you yesterday and
having the opportunity to clarify the objectives and plane of the
Law Group vith respect to a trip to Romania.

As I had stated in the past and to Mr. Raceanu last October,
ye would like to undertake a documentation visit tO Romania. The
purpose of our trip is to discuss the following areas of interest
to our organization with the competent Romanian authorities and
vith people who have Information about these subjects, referred
to us by the authorities.

due process
independence of the judiciary
the role of the har association
freedom of expression
freedom of religion
labor rights
the rights of minorities
treatment of prisoners

We are sure that the Romanian authorities understand our
concern that any visit made to Romania must have a balanced
itinerary. This is an underlying premise for all such
documentation visits which the Law Group has undertaken to many
different countries. By a *balanced itinerary" we mean an
itinerary which includes meetinas with Romanian authorities and
also with individuals as facilitated by the United States Embassy
in Bucharest.

Again we are very appreciative of your efforts on our
behalf. We are hoping to travel to Romania during the last part
of July or early part of August. Ve look forward to hearing from
you and to working with you on this trip.

Sincerely yours,

Any Young

Executive Director

cc: Thomas Lynch

65-139 0 - 87 - 5
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AffiTA - . gma ft mums

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS AftV VGWA VAC I"- *"

U.S. HOUSE OF WOUseNATV-S
00= WASINGTON. OC 20511 A15endix F

DA1t ̂X "Wp SUBCOMtJI11E ON 1NAOI
- m * June 16, 1986

The Honorable Nicolae Gavrilescu
Ambassador
Embassy of the Socialist Republic of Romania
1607 23rd Street, K.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear Ambassador Gavrilescus

t am writing to follow up on our meeting of last week and onissues raised during the Subcommittee's June 10 hearings on NFN
for Romania.

As t indicated to you during our meeting, Congressionalconcern over Romania's treatment of certain religious and minoritygroups remains high. That concern is widely felt among Americangroups and organizations with an interest or involvement inRomanian affairs, including those who on balance support continuedHFN for Romania. While the Jackson-Vanik amendment dealsspecifically with freedom of emigration, that provision also hasas its purpose: 'to assure the continued dedication of the UnitedStates to fundamental human rights.* Inevitably, Romania'spractices relating to human rights and religious freedom affectthe climate in the United States in which a decision Is made onextension of PHN treatment to Romania. As a result, it is my hopethat you will convey these concerns to President Ceaucescu andother Romanian Government officials.

Enclosed with this letter is a list of individuals seeking toemigrate from Romania to join family members in the United States.Also included are names of two persons awaiting permission tomarry so that they then may emigrate to join their spouses in theUnited States. t ask that your government give these cases high
priority.
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The Honorable Nicolas Gavrilescu
June 16, 1986
Page 2

One more matter has come to my attention which I request your
assistance in resolving. -Representatives of the International
Human Rights Law Group have informed me of your embassy's
suggestion to them several years ago that they visit Romania to
improve their understanding of the country. Their attempts to
obtain visas for such a trip have been unsuccessful to date;
despite assistance by the U.S. Department of State. I hope that
you will lend your assistance in expediting a visit to Romania by
this group.

Thank you.

S inc 
reljbs"'.d

Sam N4. Gibbons

Chairman

NSG/JRSI

Enclosure
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The Honorable Nicolae Gavrfescu
Ambassador
Embassy of the SociaOlst RepubIC of Romania
1607 23rd Street, N.V.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Ambassador Gavrllescw

As the Co-chairman of the Congressional Human Rights Caucus, with a
membership of over 100 Members of Congress, I am writing to urge you to allow
representatives of the International Human Rights Law Group to visit your country.

The International Human Rights Law Group Is a respected nonovernmantal
human rights organization with a broad geographl focus of concern. Members of the
Law Group testify often before the Foreign Affairs Committee In ihe House of
Representatives and th organization has a reputation for fairness, thoroughness, and
Impartiality.

I understand that your embassy Initially encouraed the Law Group to visit
Romanla In 197, but have since then repeatedly turned down their applications for
visas. The Impression that is given by these refusals is that Romania Is cioed to visits
from American professionals, that there are human rights violations that need to be
concealed, and that human rights attorneys are not allowed to meet with government
officials or private Individuals In oropr to better understand the commitment of the
Romanian government to human rights. These Impressions damage the efforts
undertaken by your government In #heue critical months of congressional oversight of
Romanian MPN trade status to coWnce Members of Congress that the persistent reports
of human rights abuses should be balanced against our otherwise cordial relation The
strength of friendship between your country and the citizens and congressmen of the
United Sijtes rests an an open and candid relationship.

I tleleve that It Is Important that your country demonstrate a willingness to work
with respected organizations such as the International Human Rights Law Group, or at a
minimum, not place obstacles in their path. I urge you to see that members of the
International Human Rights Law Group be given visas to visit Romania this summer.

Sincerely,

:9
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INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP
733 Femb St.. N.W.

Wuaeos. D.C =0S

Campn INTLAWGRP
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July 16, 1966

Mr. D Den aftru
Dlhesy of the Socialist Republic

of lcas"a
1607 23rd Street, WV
VashLigtou, DC 20008

Dear Mr. Dltrut

We understand that the Romsaian Foreiga Ministry is unable
to faciltate the fnternational fmta Rights Law r oup' visit to

la during late July or early August as ve had proposed. We
are therefore proposing that the Law Group reschedule its visit
betwmo aid-Saptember and late October 1966.

lbs Lev Group is deeply disappointed that the Foreign
Ministry has once agaln delayed out visit to itmaula. Bowver,
pursuant to the suggestion of your goVerntst. we remain willing
to send a vsssLou to mnia in id-Septeaber or October. We
asm this will give the foreign Ministry ample ties to process
Our requst.

SLncerely yours,

Executive Director

At/.ar
cc3 Mr. *Toe Lynch

*1~
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Senator DAmroRTH. I want to make a couple of comments.
First, I want to assure you and everyone else that this commit-

tee's annual MFN review is not pro forma, and it is not something
that we take lightly. We spend a lot of time on it; I know I d0, and
I know that members of my staff and those on the Finance Com-
mittee staff spend a lot of time on the MFN question, including re-
viewing lists of individuals and specific instances of emigration
problems and repression.

So, I want to make that clear. It is absolutely not pro form. As I
said in my opening comments, I think that the extension of MFN
to Romania is in more doubt this year than it has been in the past.
I think that there really is a question as to where the votes would
be. It is very hard to make an argument for Romania. Senator
Pressler, I think, put it very well. He said that he believes that
MFN status should be continued, but he doesn't want to imiake the
argument for Romania

All of the emotional impact in arguing this matter on the floor of
the Senate is going to be in the hands of those who favor termina-
tion of MFN. With respect to the idea of a 6-month suspension, it
seems to me that that is an attempt to be neither fish nor fowl;
and I think that there is something to be said for clarity. And it
seems to me that the basic question is: Are we going to extend
MFN or not?

I think the history of attempting to interrupt and reestablish
trade relations has probably not been very good. It certainly has
been so with grain sales. So, my hope would be that we face the
issue squarely and make a decision.

I mean, maybe we will decide that, on moral grounds, we don't
want to trade with them. There is a growing tendency in the Con-
gress with respect to South Africa, with respect to Romania, to see
economic or trade sanctions as the best way to state America's
moral position. On the other hand, there are people who think that
sometimes you have to make a statement; but as a practical
matter, maybe it does more harm than good. I think that is what
we are going to have to wrestle with, but it seems to me that the
idea of a suspension is an attempt to straddle the fence on the
question and that it is probably not a good alternative.

Senator Chafee, do you have any questions?
Senator C"inz. Mr. Chairman, I completely agree with what

you have said. I think that removing the most-favored-nation
status isn't going to sway Romania one iota; and I speak not as an
expert on Romania. I have never been there. I haven't spent long
hours on it, but it is just that I am familiar with the way independ-
ent nations react. And in 6 months, they are not going to change,
in my judgment. They will consider this a form of bullying, if you
would, and they are not going to change their ways. They are not
going to cave in, from their point of view. And so, at the end of 6
months, nothing different will have happened there, except for the
United States proving to be a reliable trading partner, that will
have disappeared and we will have lost our markets there, if that
is a factor. So, I see this removal of the most-favored-nation status
solely on the basis of stating the ideals of America, not as achiev-
ing our goals to help those who are there.
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7* I don't think it is going to help them. In my judgment, by remov-
ing the most-favored-nation status or having a 6-month suspen-
sion, I tend to agree with Ambassador Ridgway that there is some
leverage there under the present system. Ms. Burkhalter and Mr.
Crossley also agreed with that. But by removing it, we will have
made a statement that these are the ideals of America. We don't
want to do business with you folks. We just won't want to deal with
you.

We don't like the way you treat your people and we would prefer
to do our trading and have our relationships with others. So, I
would be curious as to what you think of that, Reverend Collins?

Reverend CoLNs. There has been some indication, even here
this motring, that during MFN hearings annually, people prior to

C MFN hearings are-
Senator CHAm. I can't quite understand you.
Reverend Couris. There has been some indication already here

this morning tmt just before MFN hearings in the House and the
Senate each summer, a number of Christian prisoners are released.
There has been some indication also from our travel inside Roma-
nia that Romania is arresting Christians during the year just so
they can release them before FN hearings during the summer, to
make a case for themselves that they are getting to be more
human.

Now, if that is the casts, and I think an argument can be made
for that, then we are economically assisting a nation and encourag-
ing them economically to make these arrests so that they can re-
lease these people and look real good to the American media andthe American public during MFN time.

Senator CHwz. All right. Now, suppose we say we are going to
suspend MFN for 6 months. What do you think would happen?

Reverend Cous. I think it is going to give them 6 months of
very serious contemplation about their trade relationship and how
much it means to them. At present, it is my understanding that
Romania has $8.25 billion in loans from Western banks, They can
barely, if at all, make the interest payments on these loans. We
figure that they stand to lose almost billionn a year in hard cur-
rency trade with the West-hard currency which they very badly
need to pay these banks. I don't think Romania can afford to lose

r completely its most-favored-nation trade status, and we will be put-
t ting this country in the corner. They will have to make a decision

as to whether they are going to default on those loans or as to
whether or not they are going to continue to build up their eco-
nomic system through this most-favored-nation trade status and, at
the same time, give their own people, or treat their own people
with human respect and human dignity.

This is all that we are asking for.
E, Senator CHAm. All right. Mr. Koszorus, do you agree with that?

Mr. Koszoaus. I certainly do. I think that the relationship be-
tween :the United States and Romania, in particular, is a very lop-
sided relationship. I think the Romanians need our trade far more
than we need theirs. And I think that the United States has to ar-
ticulate" and implement a human rights policy with respect to Ro-
mania. We have consistently for the past several years-
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Senator CH nC. That is a point-of articulating our human
rights policy-but the question is-and I don't disagree with you at
all Qn that point, that removing the most-favored-nation is a state-
meot on behalf of the United States. The real question before us is:
Is it going to do any rood? Now, maybe we just want to make a
statement and we don t care if it does any good; but the message
from each of the witnesses here is concern for those religious
groups and those political groups inside Romania. So, the question
before us is: How do we help them? So, why don't you restrict your
remarks to that particular point?

Mr. Koszoaus. As I indicated, I believe that the Romanians are
dependent on our trade and the possibiity of losing that trade and
the benefits that flow from MFN, not to mention the continued
good or special relationship with the United States, may nudge'
them toward a more humane policy with respect to their citizens. I
don't know if that would be the result, but I would certainly hope
that would be the case and that is the reason for our testimony in
favor of suspending MFN at this point.

Senator CHAFE. All right. Ms. Burkhalter, do you want to say
anything else?

Ms. BUMHALTER. Just very briefly. Senator-Danforth is quite
right, that the bill before you is neither fish nor fowl and, of
course, deliberately so. In the opinion of the Helsinki Watch, it
would be bad to lose MFN all together; you have lost that leverage,
and we don't want to see it go.

On the other hand, the consideration of some form of suspension
would make the process seem to the Romanians even more serious.
Senator Danforth, I didn't mean to suggest for a second that you or
your people considered this a pro forma exercise. We certainly
don't; we know you don't. We are afraid the Romanians do. That
was the point there. And beefing up the process, making the Roma-
nians jump through a couple more hoops, or however you want to
look at it, is our hope to make the MFN not considered a fait ac-
compli every year when we go around on this. That is how I would
view the suspension argument; but you are quite right, Senator, it
is neither and it is quite blurry.

Senator CHAF. Let me just mention one more point, if I might,
and that is that it has been my experience--and I m open to chal-
lenge on this-that publicly chastising another nation and requir-,
ing it to jump through some hoops, as you say, has never been suc-
cessfOl. The nation will not respond in what we would consider a
rational way. To have your trade with the United States, Romania,
you must do a, b, and c; and it will help your hard currency situa-
tion. But nations don't respond that way, in my judgment. They
will endure the loss of harcurrency or the loss of wheat or what-
ever it is, rather than publicly respond to what the nation per-
ceives as a humiliation; and that is the problem that I think we
have to wrestle with.

And if you look at the history of demanding that this nation or
that nation do 'so-and-so before the United States will embrace
them, I think it has been uniformly a failure. And that is why I see
little value in removing MEN and expect it to do any good, particu-
larly with a deadline on It, as the 6 months provision is. Mr. Cross-
ley, do you have any thoughts on that?
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Mr. CRossizy. Actually, there is another fear from the human
rights perspective, and that is that the Romanian Government,
deeming this to be a gross interference in their internal affairs,
may just say, "Well, we don't want it any more; it is not worth it to
us. There have been indications of that; and we would lose the
entre that we have into their society to even discuss these situa-
tions.

I am also involved in Czechoslovakia and cases in Czechoslova-
kia. We almost have no platform from which to speak or from
which to even raise concerns. You know, we have the Helsinki
process and things; but there really is nothing with teeth, as our
trade relationship is limited. I do fear that a suspension of MFN
would cause the Romanian Government to say that that is just
equal to cancellation. People could be umderestimating the Roma-
nian ego in reaction to this bill and they will just divest themselves
of it all together.

Senator Cn"m. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DAN owT. Thank you. Let me thank the panel for very

excellent testimony and for your observance! of the time con-
straints.

Next, we have a panel consisting of Peter Handal, chairman of
the American Association of Exporters and Importers; Robert Rob-
ertson, vice president of Occidental International; Juliana Pilon,
senior policy. analyst at the Heritage Foundation; Michael Szaz,
secretary of international relations, American Hungarian Federa-
tion; and Rabbi Jacob Birnbaum, national coordinator, the Center
for Russian and East European Jewry. Mr. Handal, your name is
first on the list. Would you proceed?

STATEMENT OF PETER V. HANDAL, PRESIDENT, VICTOR B.
HANDAL & BRO.; AND CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. HANDAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Chafee. I

mn Peter Handal, president of my own importing company and
chairman of the American Association of Exporters and Importers
a national organization which represents over a thousand U.S.
firms involved in every facet of international trade,

Approximately 130 American companies, many of them AAEI
members, do business with Romania. Together they account for anannual bilateral trade volume of approximately $1.2 billion. U.S.
exports to Romania alone employ approximately 11,000 Americans
a year. Many of these jobs would be lost if MFN were suspended or
withdrawn, as would thousands more jobs in many importing com-
panies such as my own, which depend heavily on trade with Roma-
ma.

With regard to exports, withdrawal of MFN status would simply
dry them up for three reasons: first, GATT rules would permit Ro.
mania to withdraw MFN status from the United States if we can-
celed MFN status for Romania; second, the Romanian Government
follows a policy of buying goods from countries to which it sells,.
third, Romania has relied on exports to the United States to pro-
vide hard currency which it uses to repay debts to the U.S. Govern-
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ment and private Western banks, as well as to finance the import
of goods from the United States.

As for imports from Romania, they, too, would drop extremely
sharply if MFN status were ended. My own company provides a
good example of what would happen. Loss of MFN would affect us
in two ways. First, we would immediately incur a significant finan-
cial loss on merchandise already contracted for sale and at specific
price, but not yet delivered, Second, we would simply be unable to
continue importing goods from Romnia because the duty increase
would make it impossible to sell the products competitively in the
United States.

In my written testimony, I gave some specific numbers and ex-
amples of how this would work; and if yourwould be interested
later, I would be happy to go through some ofthe details of it. The
importance of MFN to firms involved in U.S. trade was one of the
reasons which prompted the President to recommend that MFN
status be continued for another year.

However, the President acknowledged continued concerns about
emigration and religious freedoms in Romaniaand we are, of
course, cognizant of these concerns as well. However, it is our opin-
ion that in the past MFN has been the critical link which has en-
abled the United States to press for improvements. MFN has also
helped Romania to maintain a relatively high level of independ-
ence from the Soviet influence.

These nontrade benefits of MFN would also vanish if it were
withdrawn. In conclusion, withdrawing MFN would simply be puni-
tive for Romania and for those Romanian citizens whose lives the
United States would hopeto. improve.. It would. be-.obviously puni-

. tive to thoousads of U.S. workers employed in the bilateral-
trade with Romania; and on behalf of the members of the AAMI, I
strongly urge the members of this committeV not to engage in such
punitive action but to continue MFN as the foundation of a valua-
ble trading opportunity for U,S. firms and their workers and for
this country's policy interests in Romania. Thank you; Mr. Chair-
man.,

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you. Mr. Robertson?
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Handal follows:]



TESTIMONY OF PETER V. HANDAL
ON ROMANIA'S MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE
AUGUST 1, 1986

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

Subcommittee. I am Peter V. Handal, President of Victor B.

Handal & Bro., Inct I am also Chairman of the American

Association of .Exporters and Importers (AAEI), and it is in that

capacity that I appear hqre today. AAEI is a national organiza-

tion which represents approximately 1,000 U.S. firms involved in

every facet of international trade. Our members are active in

importing and exporting a broad range of products including

chemicals, machinery, electronics, textiles and apparel, footwear,

foodstuff, automobiles, and wine. Association members are also

involved in the service industries which serve the trade community,

including customsbrokers, freight forwarders, banks, attorneys and

insurance carriers. Persons involved in nearly all of these areas

of international trade would be affected by the withdrawal or

suspension of most favored nation (MFN) status for Romania. In

fact, due to the large interest in trade with the People's Republic

of China, Romania and other Eastern European countries, AAEI is

forming a special group to monitor MFN status for such countries.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to comment on behalf of the

Association on this issue of great importance to our members.

Approximately 130 U.S. firms, many of them AAEI

members, do business with Romania. These firms are both large
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and small and represent a variety of industries including argri-

culture,,mining, textiles, foodstuffsrluggage, furniture, and

chemicals. Together they account for an annual bilateral trade

volume of approximately $1.2 billion. As I will explain further#

this volume of trade would decline sharply if MPN stait0s for

Romania were suspended or withdrawn, to the great detriment of

U.S. firms and their employees. ' U.S. exports to Romania alone

employ approximately 11,000 Americans a year, according . to ihe

Department of Commerce; at their peak before the onset of

Romania's current economic crisis, U.S. exports to the' nation

generated over 18,000 Jobs annually. Many of those jobs are in

such severely depressed industries as agriculture and mining.

These jobs would be lost, for the most part, if MFN were
suspended or withdrawn, as would thousands more jobs in the many

small-to-medium-sized importing firms, such as my own company,

which depend heavily on their trade with Romania.

It is important to note in this regard that although

the U.S. is presently in a deficit posture with regard to

Romania, our trade relationship with that nation has been

extremely beneficial for the U.S. economy. The reason 'for this,

as the Department of Commerce pointed out *n testimony earlier

this summer before the House Ways and Means Committee, is that

U.S. exports to Romania are exports which would simply not exist,

i.e., would not find other mai'kets, if the Romanian market were

not available. Our imports, on the other hand, are essential and

non-unique products, primarily petroleum products and semi-

manufactures, which would have to be imported from other

-2-
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countries, and possibly at higher prices, if they were unavail-

able from Romania. Significantly, U.S. imports of 'non-petroleum

products have fallen since 1983, while U.S. exports for the first

quarter of this year, $108 million, are more than double the

level of exports to Romania last year.

I would like now to explain why and how these important

trade benefits which MPH status brings to U.S. businesses and

employees would nearly vanish if MPH status for Romania were

discontinued. MPN is the foundation for both sides of our

bilateral trade relationship with Romania. That status, first

granted by the President in 1975, permits imports from Romania to

enter the United States at the lower "Column 1" duty rates,

whereas imports from non-market economies not granted MPH status

are subject to vastly higher "Column 2" rates. In some instances,

Column 1 and Column 2 rates vary as much as from 5% to 90%.

In return for the extension of MPH status by the United

States, Romania entered into a bilateral agreement with this

country pursuant to which it in effect extends MFN status to our

exports. As a result, U.S. exports to Romania enjoy preferential

duty treatment, providing an important competitive advantage.

Removing MPH status for Romania would literally pull

the-rug out from under this trade, both exports and imports.

With regard to exports, withdrawal of MPH status would simply dry

them up, for three reasons. First, Romania is a member of the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which it joined in

1971. GATT rules would permit Romania to withdraw MPH status

from the United States if we cancelled MPH status for Romania.
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Second, the Romanian Government follows a policy of buying goods

from countries to which it sells. As I will explain further,

imports from Romania would drop precipitously if MPN status were

discontinued. This would make it most difficult for Romania to'

continue its current level of imports from the United States,

pa rticularly since Romania has' been favoring imports from the

United States at the expense of trade'with other Eastern European

nations and the Soviet Union. Third, Romania is desperately

short of hard currency, and has relied on imports from theUnit6d

States to provide hard currency which it uses 'to repay debts to

the U.S. government and private western banks as well as to

finance the import of goods from the United States. Without this

hard currency infusion from its'exports to the United States,

Romania would simply be unable to continue paying for goods and

services imported from the U.S.

As for imports from Romania, they too would drop

extremely sharply if MPN status ended. The tariffs on goods

imported from Romania would Jump back to the substantially higher

Column 2 duty rates. In addition, the benefits ot duty-free

entry for some-goods under GSP would also end, since HPN is'a

necessary condition for GSP status. This enormous jump in duty

rates would, according to the Department of Commerce, injure the"

competitiveness of 90% of goods imported from Romania. Since a

great many of the firms importing goods from Romania are small

businesses which depend heavily on their trade with Romani, in-

particular, the effect would be disproportionately severe on

small firms and their employees.
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My own company provides a good example of what would

happen to such small importers if MFN for Romania were with-

drawn. We import from Romania various items of children's

clothing, including some imprinted with various popular cartoon

characters for which we are licensed. 'We do a substantial

business with Romania every year, and loss of MFN would affect us

immediately and heavily in two ways. First, we would immediately

incur a significant loss on merchandise already contracted for

sale at a specific price, but not yet delivered, If duty rates

increased from Column 1, to Column 2 levels before delivery, we

would have to absorb those increases. The duty increase would

completely wipe out our gross profits in most instances, thereby

turning these purchases into losses after royalties, sales

commissions, and overhead are considered. And in some instances

the increase is so substantial that we actually would have out-

of-pocket losses even before considering these other expenses.

Second, in the future we would simply be unable to

continue importing goods from Romania, because the duty increase

would make it impossible to sell the products competitively in

the United States. For example, duties on the sweaters we buy

would leap from Column 1 rates of 32.5% + 15 cents/pound to

Column 2 rates of 72%. The actual duty per item would more than

double from $10.62 to $22.32. Duties on the shirts we import

would increase from 21% under Column 1 to 45% under Column 2.

Duties on shorts would rise from Column 1 rates of 17.3% to 45%,

with the actual duty almost trebling from $1.17 to $3.04. At the
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very least, these import increases would necessitate reducing the

scale of our business and letting many employees go.

Numerous other small importers would face similar or

identical situations. In those few instances where it might be

feasible to continue importing goods from Romania even at Column

2 duty rates, American consumers would pay the price, literally,

in significantly higher prices for these goods.

The importance of MPN to firms involved in U.S. trade
was one of the reasons which prompted the President to recommend

that MPN status be continued for another year. In his report to

Congress transmitting this recommendation, the President acknowl-"

edged continued concerns about emigration and religious freedoms

in Romania, and we are of course cognisant of those concerns as
well. However, in the past MPN has been the critical link which

has enabled the United States to press for improvements in

emigration policies, levels of emigration, release of. prisoners'

of conscience, expanded religious liberties, and family reunifi-

cations. MPN has also helped Romania maintain a relatively high

level of independence from Soviet influence.

These non-trade benefits of MFN would also vanish if it
were withdrawn. In the end withdrawing MPN would simply be puni-

tive. Not only would It be punitive for Romania and for those

Romanian citizens whose lives the U.S. would hope to improve, it
would also obviously be punitive for the thousands of U.S.

workers employed in bilateral trade with Romania. On behalf of

the members of AAEI, I strongly urge this Committee not to engage

in such punitive action, but to continue MFN as the foundation of
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valuable trading opportunities for U.S. firms and :their workers

and for this country's policy interests in Romania.

Thank you# Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer

any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT ROBERTSON, VICE PRESIDENT, OCCI-
DENTAL INTERNATIONAL, INC., WASHINGTON, DC; ON BEHALF
OF THE AMERICAN BUSINESSES FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I know

you are very busy with other responsibilities, I have a statement
which I would like to submit for the record.

Senator DANrOmwRr. All written statements will automatically be
entered in the record. So, you can just summarize your testimony.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Thank you, sir. My name is Bob Robertson, and
the three of us at this end of the table are members of the Ameri-
can Businesses for International Trade. In addition to myself, to
my left is Mr. Harold Chapler, president of Cheromi, Inc., head-
quartered in New Jersey, a small to medium firm dealing with Ro-
mania; and to my far left is Pat O'Connor, principal partner in the
law firm of O'Connor-Hannon here in Washington, retained by
American Businesses for International Trade, to support President
Reagan in calling for extension of most-favored-nation status for
Romania.

I would like, at the outset, very briefly to say that the three of us
were in Romania through the period July 7 to 14, which is of
recent vintage; and during that stay, we met 25 different times
with government officials, ranging from the top down to leaders of
governmental districts within Bucharest, Sebu, and Oradea, a city
in the north of Transylvania near the Hungarian border. In addi-
tion to the governmental officials with whom we met, we did meet
with leaders of a number of the recognized religious organizations
in Romania, including the patriarch of the orthodox church, the
head of the reformed church, Dr. Knick, the head of the largest
Baptist congregation within Romania, and with Rabbi Rosen whose
name has come up any number of times this morning, and with the
archbishop of the Roman Catholic church, and others, including
metropolitans, priests, average citizens, and so forth.

I am impressed with a number of the statements that have been
made here that coincide with comments that are included in our
statement. We associate ourselves with Ambassador Ridgway's
comments and thq recent comments of Senator Chafee regarding
the reactions of sovereigns to the sort of punitive action that would
be proposed through Senator Trible's legislation or the other legis-
lation on the House side. It would be counterproductive; and, as
Ambassador Ridgway pointed out, it is very strongly my feeling
that we have to think about those souls who must live within Ro-
mania and whose lives, it is my conclusion, would not be bettered
by either a suspension, which is tantamount to a total destruction
of trade relations with Romania, or through a total abolition of
that most-favored-nation status.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Robertson. Dr. Pilon?
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Robertson follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT ROBERTSON
ON BEHALF OF

AMERICAN BUSINESSES FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

AUGUST 1, 19b6

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

Subcommittee. I am Bob Robertson, Vice President of Occidental

International and a member of the Executive Committee of American

Businesses for International Trade (ABIT). With me are Harold

Chapler, President of Cheromi, Inc., also a member of the ABIT

Executive Committee, and Patrick J. O'Connor of O'Connor & Hannan,

counsel to ABIT. ABIT is an ad hoc group of firms which do

business with Romania. We have joined together for the specific

purpose, which we consider most urgent, of pursuing continued MPN

status for Romania. Mr. Chapler, Mr. O'Connor and I have just

returned from a week-long fact-finding trip to Romania. We are

-pleased to have the opportunity to present our views to the

Subcommittee today.

As you know, MFN status has been granted to Romania

every year since 1975. MFN has been the basis for a growing

bilateral trade between the U.S. and Romania which reached a

level of $1.2 billion in 1984 and about $1.8 billion in 1985.

Over 230 firms are involved in this trade, including ABIT members

such as my own firm, Occidental, along with, for example, General

Electric, Dow Chemical Company, and medium-and smaller-sized

firms such as Kr. Chapler's company, Cheromi, Inc. These

companies, 30 of which have offices in Bucharest, are involved in
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both imports and exports in a variety of industries including

mining, agriculture, furniture, electronics, textiles, leather

goods, and apparel, and employ thousands of workers in states

across the nation.

It should be noted that *most-favored-nation* status,

despite its name, is not a privileged status, bt one enjoyed by

the vast majority of our trading partners, including nonmarket

economies such as Hungary and the People's Republic of China.

maintaining this nondiscriminatory status for Romania is

essential to the continuation of our bilateral trade. With

regard to imports, MFN permits imports from Romania to enter the

U.S. at the lower *Column 10 duty rate instead of the much higher

'Column 20 rates otherwise applicable to imports from non-market

economies. The enormous increase in duty rates applicable to

these imports which would occur if NFN status were withdrawn --

in some cases from 5 to 90% -- would make importing from Romania

essentially prohibitive for many of our members. ABIT estimates

that U.S. imports from Romania would fall by as much as $300

million if MPN were withdrawn. Within ABIT there are particularly

small firms which depen*S'mfor their existence on trade with

Romania. Denial of NFN would mean the end of their operations

altogether and the loss of jobs for their employees.

At the same time, withdrawal of MNP would seriously

curtail our export trade with Romania, which has totaled over

$3.5 billion since MFN recognization in 1975. That trade would

be cut in half if MPN were withdrawn, according to ABIT's
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estimate, which was confirmed in a meeting we recently held with

the Foreign Ministry of Romania on July 10. There are several

reasons for this. First, Romania grants MF14 status to the U.S.

in return for its continued MFN status here, and would no longer

be obliged to provide that benefit if the U.S. withdrew. As a

result, U.S. exports to Romania, just like Romanian imports to

this country, would be subject to substantially higher duties and

thus lose their competitiveness in the marketplace. Second,

Romania has a policy of purchasing goods from countries to which

it exports. Third, Romania relies on its exports 'to the United

States to obtain the hard currency it needs to finance purchases

of goods and services from here.

Among the U.S. industries which export to Romania in

substantial volumes and would be particularly hard hit if MFN

were withdrawn are agriculture and mining, which, as we all know,

are already plagued with overcapacity and unemployment:.

Moreover, removing the Romanian market for U.S. exports would not

be matched by improvement in the U.S. balance of trade with

Romania, because the exported goods would not find substitute

markets, while the imported goods, mostly essential items such as

petroleum, would have to be imported from elsewhere. For this

reason removing MFN from Romania would worsen our trade balance

overall by eliminating export markets while not affecting import

demand.

As a Vice President of Occidental, I am acutely aware

of what removing the Romanian market would do to the economy of a
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very depressed region of this country. A subsidiary of

Occidental, Island Creek Coal Company, has been involved since

1977 in a joint venture with Romania to develop a metallurgical

coal mine in Buchanan County, Virginia to provide coal to

Romania. Through an agency called Mineralimportexport, Romania

has invested over $60 million in the company's Garden Creek

Pocahantas Coal mine, which was developed expressly for sales to

Romania. In 1985, more than 600,000 tons of high-quality

metallurgical coal were shipped from the mine to Romania, and

this year we expect to deliver more than 5000000 tons of coal,

with an estimated delivered value of $25 million. Our agreement

with Romania calls for the mining and sale of more than 14

million tons of cleaned coal over a period running from 1980 to

201S.

This arrangement has created jobs for over 255 miners

and 55 supervisory and staff personnel at the mine, accounting

for a payroll of approximately $12 million in 1985. In addition,

it has generated hundreds more jobs in ports, railways, and other

mining-related businesses in the entire region running from

southwest Virginia to Norfolk and other coal ports around the

nation. For example, all of the mine's coal is shipped on the

Norfolk and Western Railway, providing over $16 million per year

in revenue to the line. The coal is shipped from coal piers at

Norfolk and at Morehead City, North Carolina, Charleston, South

Carolina, and New Orleans, Louisiana, generating jobs and revenue

for all of those cities. Without continued MPN status for
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Romania, all this economic stimulation and employment would be

lost. At the same time, agricultural firms Such as Cargill,

Dreyfuss, Continental Grain, and others which export over

$100 million of wheat, corn, soybeans, and cotton to Romania

every year would also suffer unemployment and loss of revenue as

the Romanian market contracted or disappeared altogether.

A point we want to emphasize most strongly is that a

six-month suspension, as called for in 8.1817, is absolutely

equivalent to a total withdrawal. For one thing, suspension

would affect hundreds of companies who have already contracted

for goods to be delivered in the future at set prices and would

have to bear the increased duties on these goods as soon as MFN

were withdrawn. More significantly, a suspension would greatly

damage the reputation of U.S. firms as reliable trading partners,

making our trading partners in Romania most reluctant to enter

into future relationships with American firms and very likely

affecting the government's willingness to continue extending MPN

to us. A case in point is the Soviet grain embargo during the

Afghanistan invasion, which resulted in continuing Soviet policy

thereafter to limit grain purchases from the U.S. to 304 or less

of the Soviet Union's needs, in order to avoid supply disruptions

again.

My company and the other members of ASIT are aware that

the issues involved in extending NFN status to Romania are not

exclusively economic ones. Our members, many of whom are like

Mr. Chapler, who has visited Romania over one hundred times
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during the past 20 years, appreciate the concerns expressed by

some private organizations and Members of Congress with regard to

emigration and religious freedoms. We are convinced# however,

that continuing MFN status for Romania provides the best

opportunity for the U.S. to influence further improvements in

these areas, and that the existence of MFN since 1975 has been

the source of improvements that have occurred since that time.

All religious leaders with whom we have talked, within and

without Romania, concur in this view. This was most strongly

stated by Dr. Joseph Ton, now a leader of the Romanian Missionary

Society, located in Illinois and formerly head of the largest

Baptist congregation in Romania. He said to me in a private

conversation, "It would be a disaster for my people it MFN were

withdrawn."

Recent history contains clear evidence of the benefits

of a strong trading relationship for emigration and religious

freedom. Romania has been responsive to the positive influence

the United States has been able to exert through the contact

bilateral trade makes possible. Emigration to the U.S. has

increased 10 times in the period 1974-1984, and Romania has

substantially improved its emigration policies in response to

U.S. requests. Por example, in 1983, following the possibility

that the President would deny MFN status, Romania agreed not to

implement a proposed education tax on prospective emigres. In

1985, Romania agreed with the U.S. not to curtail other freedoms

for prospective emigres, and has implemented this agreement since
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then. During the past year, Romania has released a number of

religious leaders and prisoners of conscience at the urging of

the United States, and in September of 1985 opened the country to

a nationwide Billy Graham crusade.

MFN has also enabled Romania to maintain the greatest

degree of independence from Soviet influence of all the Warsaw

Pact nations. Romania is the only Warsaw Pact country to conduct

more than 50% of its trade with the United States. Romania main-

tains diplomatic relations with Israel, despite Soviet refusal to

recognize Israel, and has permitted substantial emigration of

Jews to Israel and other Free World countries. In addition,

Romania refused to join the Soviet-sponsored boycott of the 19b4

Olympic Games.

These positive steps could not and would not have been

taken without the continued existence Qf MFN. During our trip to

Romania earlier this month, we traveled throughout the country

and spoke with all major religious leaders, Romanian officials,

and people we simply met on the street. All of us have returned

convinced from our own experience of the vital role MFN plays in

facilitating improvements in emigration and religious and human

rights treatment in that country. Mr. Chapler will speak briefly

when I have finished about his observations of Romania during his

dozens of visits.

In -concluding, I wish again to emphasize that we see no

reason to remove the important trade benefits which continued MFN

status for Romania brings to importers and exporters in the
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United States. Further, we strongly believe that, given the

proven effectiveness of MPN as an inducement for Romania to

improve conditions affecting emigration and religious freedoms,

any action to suspend or withdraw Romanian MPN status would serve

no interest of the U.S., political or economic. For these

reasons, ABIT urges Congress not to exercise its disapproval

authority over the President's recent recommendation to extend

MPN treatment and to reject pending independent legislation to

suspend or deny that status.

We thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to appear

today and would be happy to answer any questions.
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STATEMENT OF JULIANA PILON, PH.D., SENIOR POLICY
ANALYST, THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. PILON. I am Juliana Pilon, senior policy analyst at The Herit-
age Foundation, and an immigrant from Romania in 1962, proof
positive that emigration can take place, indeed, before and perhaps
after MFN. There will be other testimony here indicating that, for
example, the emigration of Jews to the United States-I am Jewish
myself-was rather greater before MFN than after.

It is a privilege to be here. I am testifying today in favor of sus-
pending MFN status for Romania. I would like to make a few
points that have not been made before.

In the first place, when you talk about numbers of emigrants
from Romania, not all of these people are necessarily what one
would consider bona fide emigrants. This point has been made by
former Ambassador Funderburk in previous testimony, but what is
important is the fact that many of those who do emigrate to Israel
andGermany reportedly have been sold by Bucharest, which
charges those countries thousands of dollars per person, in direct
violation of the provisions of the Jackson-Vanik amendment. This
is something that I think is terribly important and has to be inves-
figated further.

Romania's human rights record has been already denounced ad
nauseum here. I will not repeat the emigration problems, the har-
assment that Romanians feel, as Senator Wallop has indicated. Ro-
manians lose their jobs, housing, access to medical care, face public
denunciation, and even arrest after requesting permission to leave.
''We have already heard the stories of elderly and ill applicants

, who are denied permission to emigrate. Western diplomats confirm
that Romanian officials demand bribes of up to $3,200 in exchange
for emigration papers-again, in direct violation of the provisions
of the Jackson-Vanik amendment.

Freedom of religion has been discussed, and we have already
talked about recycling bibles into toilet paper. Repression of the

1-aged is a recent phenomenon. There are several independent re-
ports by relatives of Romanians in the United States that in the

1mpst year Romania has begun refusing to give medical treatment to
"those over age 75. A program announced by President Ceausescu in
September of 1985, meanwhile, forces pensioners to relocate from
cities to the country, which for many of them means intense suffer-
ing and even death because of harsh conditions. The reason for this
-'policy apparently is to reduce government expenses.

But I would like to emphasize rather the problems that are be-
,gming increasingly evident in the area of foreign policy, problems
tat the State Department has also alluded to. Yes, indeed, Roma-
nia does support terrorism, but let's look at the large picture. Ac-

'cording to the former U.S. Ambassador to Romania Funderburk,
many of the 20,000 Arab students in Romania are being trained as
terrorists outside of Bucharest. The implicit terrorist link was con-
firmed officially in 1983 when Romania signed a friendship treaty
with Libya. According to the surviving terrorists at the December
1985 Rome airport massacre, the terrorists on that same December
day who attacked the Vienna airport had received help from Bu-charest..
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Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Dr. Pilon. Mr. Hamos?
[The prepared written statement of Dr. Pilon follows:]
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ROMANIA BREAKS ITS BARGAIN WITH TIM U.S. FOR TRADE FAVORS

Each summer the U.S. reviews its decision to grant Romania "Most

Favored Nation* (M) trade status. This privilege has proved very

lucrative for Roxania, which last year sold the U.S. $928 million in

goods but bought only $203 million in American products in return.

Romania's NMF status is always under scrutiny because the

Jackson-Vanik Amendment of 1974 prohibits granting such status to

nations denying their citizens the right or opportunity to emigrate

and/or impose more than a nominal tax on citizens who wish to

emigrate. The President may waive the prohibition annually, subject

to congressional approval, if it appears that liberalized emigration

and human rights policies may result. Presidents and Congresses have

waived the ban on Romania since 1975. Romania's totalitarian regime,

however, consistently has broken its part of the bargain.

This year the time at last has come to declare Romania in

violation of the Jackson-Vanik conditions and to withdraw from that

country its NF privilege. Romania fails to allow thousands of its

citizens to emigrate and harasses who have applied to leave for the

West. Many of those who do emigrate to Israel and Germany reportedly

have been "sold" by Bucharestwhich charges those countries thousands

of dollars per person in direct violation of the provisions of the

Jackson-Vanik Amendment. Moreover, Romania's human rights record has
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deteriorated steadily in the past ton years. Ronald Reagan recognized

this on Juno 3, when he granted FNW status to Romania for another

year. He admitted the decision was taken with difficulty" and

stressed that he shares "the strong concerns manifested among the

public and in Congress, regarding the Romanian government's

restrictions of religious liberties," and its *numerous problems.. .in

the emigration area." Examples:

DEIGRATIO. OMfy thousands of people wish to leave Romaniaq

according to testimony by Nine Shea of the International League for

Human Rights on June 10, 1966, before the House Subcomittoe on Trade.,

Merely for requesting permission to leave, Romanians are harassed,

often lose their jobs, housing, access to medical care, face public

denunciation and even arrest. Many elderly and ill applicants, as

'well as small children wboxe parents are already abroad, are denied

permission to emigrate altogether. Western diplomats, moreover,

confirm that Romanian government officials demand bribes of up to

$3,200 in exchange for emigration papers.

FRZDON OF RELIGION. Distribution of religious literature *by

unauthorized individuals" is punishable by severe prison torms. The

Evangelical Christian churches have been treated especially harshly, -

according to the U.S. Helsinki Watch Committee. Several historic

Baptist churches have been demolished. So have several major Jewish

synagogues as part of a policy to obliterate Jewish culture. Some

20,000 Bibles sent by the World Reformed Alliance to Hungarian
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Reformed Chw.ch members were confiscated and recycled into toilet

paper at a paper mill in Brijla. Indeed, the 1.7 million strong

Hungarian minority has soon its cUltural institutions destroyed, its

poets# artist , and teachers repressed severely.

REPRESSION OF THE AGED. According to independent reports by

relatives of Romanians in the U.S., in the past year Romania has begun

refusing to give medical treatment to those over age 75. A program

announced by President Nicolae Ceausescu in September 1985, meanwhile,

forces pensioners to "relocates from cities to the country, which for

many of then means intense suffering and even death because of the

harsh conditions. The reason for these policies apparently is to

reduce government expenses.

TERRORISM. According to former U.S. Ambassador to Romania David

Funderburk, many of the 20,000 Arab students in Romania are being

trained as terrorists outside of Bucharest. The implicit terrorist

link was confirmed officially in 1983 when Romania signed a Friendship

Treaty with Libya. And according to the surviving terrorist at the

December 1985 Rome Airport massacre, the terrorists who that same

December day had attacked the Vienna Airport had received help from

Bucharest. Romania also wages a terrorist var against Romanian* living

abroad. General Ion Pacepa, former deputy director of the Romanian

secret service who defected in 1978, has revealed that the Romanian

government has a cosplet*, computerized data bank on Romanians in

exile, and uses beatings, kidnapping, and assassination to punish
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those vho criticize Romania's communist regime in the West.

Consistently, Romania demonstrates it is no friend of the U.S.

Bucharest works closely with Soviet intelligence agencies against

Western interests and Romania shares with Moscow defenso-related

technology obtained from the U.S. At the United Nations, moanwile,

Romania voted with the U.S. last year only 14.6 percent of the time, a

more dismal record than even Poland and just a shade better than

Soviet Union's 12.2 percent. To make matters worse, Romania

increasingly is believed to be involved in promoting narcotics

trafficking into the U.S.

One thing is clear, Romania's enjoyment of Most Favored Nation

trade privileges with the U.S. has not encouraged Bucharest to temper

its repressive policies at home or its anti-American activities

abroad. It thus is time for Washington to face the reality and deny

Romania its RYE free ride.

Juliana Geran Pilon, Ph.D.

Senior Policy Analyst
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STATEMENT OF LASZLO HAwOS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE FOR

HUMAN RIGHTS IN ROMANIA, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. HAmos. Mr. Chairman, my organization, the Committee forHuman Rights in Romania, has monitored the condition of humanrights and the rights of national minorities in that country since1976. I am pleased that this subcommittee is again holding a hear-

ing on most-favored-nation status for Romania. What you say anddo here today vis--vis the Romanian Government's brutalities isprobably not a very significant matter in terms of the overall
crowded Senate agenda, in terms of the big picture; but I want toemphasize in the strongest possible terms that the action you takeor fail to take on Romania does have an enormous impact on themasses of people who must live in daily fear of the Government of

----that country.
For the victims of Romanian Government terror, it makes every

difference in the world if they can live in the knowledge that an-other government, such as the United States Government, knows oftheir plight and is at least trying to take effective action on theirbehalf. It is in this regard., Mr. Chairman, that your words and deeds
today take on tremendous importance.

Because of the relative difference in size and economic and politi-cal power between the United States and Romania, what soundslike a whisper in this town comes across as a roar in EasternEurope. The interests and the concern you express here today areclosely scrutinized, not just by Romanian Government officials, butby the peoples, of that oppressed society whose every hope and aspi-
ration hangs in the balance.

But the reverse is equally true, Mr. Chairman. The U.S. Govern-ment's disregard of the Ceausescu regime's human rights abuses
comes across as a deafening silence in that region.

Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasize that it has been since thepanting of MFN 11 years ago that conditions have grown exceed-ingly worse for Romania s national minorities. A decade ago, Icould not say that Hungarian were being killed or maimed purelyon grounds of their ethic affiliation. Today, tragically, I can. Ro-m is the country where, in January of this year, secret policeagents en ineered the death by hanging, of a leading cultua per-
sonality, te Hungarian minority actor, A d Visky.This is the country where last fall all remaining minority lan-guage schools were forced to close down, where all minority radioand TV broadcasting was summarily eliminated, where leading mi-nority cultural personalities are systematicall harassed and in-timidated, and where the Government has instituted a wide rangeof administrative measures to denationalize and forcibly asimilatethe minorities. Minority citizens today are the focus of persecution
and an atmosphere of sheer physical terror to an unprecedented
extent.

The United States is a country which prides itself in respect forthe value of cultural diversity. I believe we must no longer allowourselves to be seen as legitimizng the repugnant asimilationist
policies of the Romanian Government.

Suspension or termination of Romania's MFN status would ac-complish exactly that purpose. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator DAvOmRTH. Thank you, Mr. Himos. Mr. Szaz?
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Himos follows:]
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STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, my name is LAsz16 Himos, and I am president of the Hungarian
Human Rights Foundation, a nationwide non-profit organization incorporated In New York
State. The Foundation is an outgrowth of the Committee for Human Rights in Rumania,
an organization which has, and continues to closely monitor the condition of human rights
and the rights of national minorities in that country since 1976.

I am pleased, that this Subcommittee is again holding a hearing on most favored
nation status for Rumania. After ten years of witnessing Rumanian government deception
and American acquiescence over the miserable fate of Rumania's minorities, I harbor no
illusions about the probable outcome of this proceeding. Nevertheless, the event in itself
provides at least a forum for publicizing the atrocious and worsening human rights
behavior of the Ceausescu regimes the campaign of terror against minority cultures, the
cases of torture and intimidation of leading Hungarian cultural figures, the beating to
death of priests, the mysterious hanging of a prominent Hungarian actor, the fact of
Hungarian Bibles turned Into toilet paper, and the many other tales of horror from that
dark corner of the world which is Rumania.

What is difficult to fathom, Mr. Chairman, is how the Members of Congress,
can remain Indifferent year after year to the cynical, manipulative nature of official
Rumanian behavior in responding to U.S. concerns over human rights. The most recent
illustration is classics a dramatic last minute announcement of the intention to resolve
1,000 emigration cases and release two or three religious activists.

.. er, I want to focus for ai6 mment on the question of credibility specifically,'
U.S. credibility as It is perceived by millions of oppressed peoples not only In Rumania,
but the other countries of Eastern Europe and elsewhere. What you say and do here today
vis & vis the Rumanian government's brutalities is probably not a very significant matter
in the big picture. Obviously, relative to the many Issues on the Senate agenda, the
subject of U.S. policy toward Rumania, or the whole of Eastern Europe for that matter,
necessarily occupies a low position.

But, I want to emphasize, in the strongest possible terms, that the action you
take, or fail to take on Rumania# does have an enormous impact on the mass of people
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who must live in daily fear of the government of that country. For those who must live in
everyday fear of government terror, it makes every difference in the world if they can
live in the knowledge that another government$ such as the U.S. government, knows of
their plight and is at least tryin to take effective action on their behalf.

It is in this regard, Mr. Chairman, that your words and deeds today take on
tremendous importance. Because of the relative difference in size and economic and
political power between the U.S. and Rumania, what sounds like a whisper in this town
comes across as a roar in Eastern Europe. The Interest and concern you express here,
today, are closely scrutinized not just by Rumanian government officials, but by the
peoples of that oppressed society whose every hope and aspiration hangs in the balance.

But the reverse is equally true, Mr. Chairman. The U.S. government's disregard
of the Ceausescu regime's human rights abuses comes across as a deafening silence In that
region. This Is a question to which I can testify from a great deal of personal experience.
In recent years, though not to Rumania, I have traveled often and extensively in Eastern
Europe. In addition, one aspect of my eleven years of working with the Committee for
Human Rights in Rumania is that I regularly meet and have extensive discussions with
people from Rumaniat visitors and Immigrants, Intellectuals and ordinary folk alike. The
single question I am asked most frequently, and with increasing desperation, concerns the
U.S. government's failure, after eleven years, to terminate Rumania's MFN status, "How
is It possible," I am asked, "that a government with a stated policy of concern for human
rights falls to take action where It could have a real Impact on the condition of human
rights?" "Are they so Ill informed?" "Or Is this some kind of cynical, great power
duplicity, played out at our expense?"

In all candor, Mr. Chairman, after so many years of frustration - the lack of a
single, even token let-up in the persecution of Rumania's national minorities - I and my
colleagues no longer have credible answers to these questions.

Another constituency, about which I can also testify from first-hand
experience, is the close to two million U.S. citizens of Hunarian origin; for whom the
continued survival of their brethren In Rumania Is a question of burning concern. How
fair Is it iO them to continue a policy, carried out in their name as well, of favoring a

-2-
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regime bent on wiping out the very culture they sidearly cherish?

To us, as U.S. citizens, the sad and repugnant feature of this story, Mr.
Chairman is that it appears to have been staged, once again with the active cooperation,
and quite possibly, at the instigation of our own State Department.

Otherwise, what business did Counselor Derwinski have in Bucharest to suddenly
travel there just three weeks prior to the deadline for recommending MFN renewal? Was
it not to warn his old buddy President Ceausescu that the heat Is on, time's up and he
better come through. A thousand or so emigration cases would do just fine, thank you,
especially if he could see his way clear and throw in a religious activist or two. Realy,
it's not the way we In the State Department prefer to do businesst but this time some
people In Congress have really stirred things up, and we have to find something to control
the damage. _

U,S. collusion with a scheming and sinister dictator, Mr. Chairman, bartering In
human flesh, a cheap deal here, a quick fix there - Is this what the policy of
disassociating ourselves from repressive regimes, and taking a firm stand on human rights,.
amounts to? Is this what was meant to be the fulfillment of the noble preamble to the
3ackson-Vanik Amendment: "To assure the continued dedication of the United States to
fundamental numan rights .. " ? I hardly believe so.

Mr. Chairman, there is an added feature to Rumania's manipulation of the MFN
renewal process which makes it particularly offensive to those of us concerned over the
fate of that country's national minorities. Quite simply, it is that this process, over a ten

- ye" periodicas |ileto produce even the token gestures - no matter how minimal or
contrived - which have been extracted in the areas of religious liberties and freedom to

emigrate.' Instead of instituting the slightest Improvement, in recent years the Ceausescu
regime has felt free to sharply Intensify the campaign to denationalize and forcibly'
assimilate the country's ethnic population. Yet, while clearly increasing the pressure -
erupting ever more frequently into outright physical terror and documented cases of
killings by the secret polie - theregime has also chosen the tactic of denying,
unequivocably and before ever- forum, that a minority problem even exists.

-3-
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Again, the sad and repugnant feature of this tactic is that it appears to have
worked effectively to silence even expressions of concern over the issue by the State
Department and this Administration. The selective disregard of this particular issue is
well illustrated by the very document which this Subcommittee is called upon to examlnes
the President's recommendation to continue trade waiver authority for another twelve
months. While devoting one of Its four pages to the question of religious freedoms and
another halt page to emigration, the document nowhere so much as mentions the drastic
measures taken against Rumania's national minorities - a matter which affects more
than three million inhabitants of that country.

Is it small wonder, given such silence and acquiescence on the part of our own
government, that the Ceausescu regime feels emboldened to carry out such brutalities as,
for example, the surreptitious hanging, this 3anuary, of the highly popular Hungarian actor
Arpid visky.

Thankfully, another myth propounded by the Rumanian government- its
supposedly independent foreign policy - has begun to wear thin, even in the eyes of a
once enthusiastic State Department. Clearly, Rumania's distinction in Eastern Europe
does not lie in its foreign policy. Its distinction lies in being the only country in the region
which has never undergone a process of de-Stalinization. It is a full-fledged Stalinist

dictatorship, with the added feature of a pervasive nepotism on the part of the ruling
dictator.

The central concern of my organization, as I have indicated, is the plight of
Rumania's oppressed national minorities, among them 2.5 million Hungarians (the largest
national minorityIn Europe), aout3 O Germ ,ans, a lzeable numbers of~ Serbso
Turks, Ukrainians, 3ews, Greeks and others. A comparison made by Representative
Charles Rangel several years ago, after he studied the situation of Hungarians in
Rumania, Is illuminating. The similarities between ethnic discrimination in Rumania and
Apartheid in South Africa are striking. Differences exist In exactly how the government
applies terror, but the system of invoking racial superiority to effect discrimination in
South Africa closely parallels the system of invoking ethnic superiority for the same
purpose in Rumania.
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As a Stalinist dictatorship, the Rumanian government exercises total control
over every facet of public and most aspects of Private life. Until recently, however, Mr.
Ceausescu seemed content to impose control over the minorities through methods short of
overt physical violence. But during the last 34 years even this has changed. Since the
late 1970's, as it became more and more apparent that the ultimate goal of the Ceausescu
regime is the total elimination of minority cultures, determined leaders of the Hungarian
minority began speaking out openly, both within the country and through the Western
media. The official response, instead of instituting the moderate suggestions and long
overdue reforms, was to impose still harsher measures and an ever-increasing physical
terror in the form of beatings, disappearances and murders by the police. The final
portions of my written statement describe several of these cases.

Mr. Chairman, I and members of my organization have Spent ten years now
Investigating these abuses, collecting the evidence and presenting it to the Congress and
State Department. While I have found sympathy in Congress, our State Department seems
too enamored of Mr. Ceausescu to concern itself with matters as trifling as the forced
denationalization of one sixth of all Hungarians in the world. indeed, the manner in which
the State Department has obstinately ignored the pleas of close to two million
Hungarian-Americans Is nothing less than contemptuous.

Mr. Ceausescu, in the meantime, has little tO be concerned about as regards our
stand on human rights. He has learned long ago that it simply Is not to be taken
seriously. The more brutal his policies, It seems, the less chance that we will react in any
meaningful fashion. Indeed, one conclusion I have drawn from ten years of human rights
work is that often our Congress and State Departmentare more likely to act in the case
q! a.r*Aj y mldhuman-rights violation than in the case o -a serious one. Everyone,
loves to write letters to secure a visa for a family visit. Or, when I was Initially denied a
visa to attend the Budapest Cultural Forum last October - an Insignificant diplomatic
foul-up -'it was the talk of the relevant bureaus of the State Department and the
Helsinki Commission for days. But I have yet to see one-tenth of that interest expended
on the case of Father G6za P&IfIp the Hungarian Catholic priest in Rumania who was
beaten to death because of a Christmas Eve sermon. It was a well documented outrage,
even according to our then-Ambassador to Rumania. Or how about the notorious case of
the 20,000 Hungarian Bibles recycled into toilet paper In Rumania, another set of facts
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which has ben thoroughly documented. The evidence was presented at a press

conference and a Senate hearing on Capitol Hill. The result? Uneasy silence. Why this

odd reaction? Very simple. These cases are so outrageous, so sacrilegious, so violative of

every norm of human decency that a simple insert into the Congressional Record would no

longer do the trick. Everyone realizes that to react would require that we do something

serious. Now, there is no thought more frightening than that: doing something s

about a human rights violation. Everyone knows that we are all for human rights, but

strictly on a cost-free, bargain basement basis. No pain, please. If someone talks to us

about 20,000 Bibles turned into toilet paper, we will listen, we will look stunned, we will

shift around uncomfortably in our seats - and then let's change the subject.

Mr. Chairman, let me emphasize that our policy of indulging this primitive and

brutal dictator serves no vital American interest and contributes nothing to a better

future for the peoples of Eastern Europe.' On the other hand, it undermines our credibility

and reveals the hypocritical nature of our own human rights pronouncements. One last

thought: The Ceausescu era is coming to an end. The tyrant is close to 70 years old and

reportedly gravely ill. Change will probably follow his passing - change probably for the

better, because It is hard to see what could be worse "for the inhabitants of Rumania. Why

is it, Mr. Chairman, that we must always be identified with the old, the oppressive, the

rotten, the corrupt? Why can't we break now ,ith this despicable tyrant and, when

change comes, be identified with that change?j Such an act would send a far more

powerful message of hope to the peoples of Eaitem Europe than all the contemptible

kowtowing to Mr. Ceausescu over the past ten years lumped into one.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Newest Off Icial Ant Minority Measures

The state of Rumania contains an I mense minority population consisting of 2.3

million Hungarians, 350,000 Germans and a table number of Ukranians, 3ews, Serbs,

Greeks, Turks and others. The Hungarians aloe comprise the largest national minority In

Europe. Most of these peoples live in Transylvanla which Is one of Europe's most

significant multi-ethnic regions. Were enlightened 20th Century standards applied,
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Transylvania could be a model for the coexistence of diverse nationalities In an
atmosphere of mutual tolerance and understanding. However, under the rule of Rumania's
dictator NIcolae Ceausescu, nothing could be further from the truth.

For the past three decades, this enormous minority population has been the
object of a carefully planned, systematic and aggressive campaign of forced assimilation
- a campaign which amounts to cultural genocide. ITh" outrage must be borne In addition
to the usual intolerance and terror which affects the life of every citizen of a.Communist
state, regardless of ethnic origin.

During the 19806, faced with popular discontent resulting from sharply
deteriorating economic conditionsp the Ceausescu regime has intensified the appeals to
chauvinistic sentiment. instead of instituting long overdue reforms, the government
actively propounds the myth of Rumanian cultural superiority, hoping in this way to
deflect criticism and salvage some measure of national cohesion. The precise details of'
this campaign have been presented by our organization in over 1,000 pages of printed-
testimony before various Congressional committees during the past ten years.

During the past twelve months, the relentless campaign by Rumanian
authorities to force the assimilation of the 2.5 million Hungarians of Transylvania has
noticeably intensified. Following the notorious model the Soviet Union created in
devouring the Baltic countries Rumania is pressing ahead with its campaign to destroy
the educational, cultural and minorJty-language institutions of the ethnic Hungarian
communities, It is undermining the little that remains of minority-language schooling,
theaters and churches, and eliminating opportunities in publishing, radio, television and

.. other areas of cultural expression; It is driving the ethnic intelligentsia and leadersinto..--
effective internal exile it Is engaging in unlawful population transfers, and Is resorting to
harassment of individuals and even to bloody violence.

Police-State Cruelty
The case of the prominent Transylvanian-Hungarian actor krpd yisky typifies

how state secret police ("Securitate") agents deal with dissidents. On several occasions,
Visky had dared to comment in public on the arbitrary conduct of Rumanian state security
personnel, as well as the general terror prevailing in Rumania. On 3anuary 3, 1986,'
Visky's body was found in i forest outside the town of Sfintul Gheorghe

-7-
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(Spsiszentgylrgy), where he had been hanged. The circumstances of his death are highly

suspicious.- According to sources In Sfintul Gheorghe, "*Arpfd Visky's body was found by

the local police in a rarely-traveled, remote region of the forest, and, still more'dubious,

in the opinion of the medical examiner it was found minutes after the onset of death"

(Hungarian Press of Transylvania (hereinafter "HPTO) Release No. 4/1986). Earlier (as

reported by our organization in Congressional testimony in 1983, 1984 and 1983)9 Visky

had been tried by a military tribunal in a dosed trial and sentenced to five years In prison

on false charges of spreading "hostile propaganda." International protest freed him after

eighteen months In prison, and before his death he spoke of plans to emigrate to Hungary

(ibid.). Official efforts to explain Visky's death as a suicide have been rejected by all who

knew the actor. A friend of his has released the transcript of his telephone conversation

with Visky on the eve of the actor's death. "Those jerks," said Visky, referring to the

secret police, "they're all over me. I can't even buy a pack of cigarettes without them.

They pick fights with me . Those guys even said my days are numbered. Is this what

we've come to?. . . They're there to provoke us... And If you react, they'll 'liquidate'

you In an instant.. ." (HPT Release No. 11/1986)

Surely, a Congress and an Administration which purport to hold Rumania's

human rights behavior as a major condition for extension of Most Favored Nation status

should take vigorous steps to investigate this tragedy. How many more acts of barbaric

killing, how many more secret police murders like that of the Hungarian Catholic priest

Father G za Pidfi in early 1984, are necessary to produce genuine concern, backed by a

willingness to impose sanctions, by our government? Simple human decency, if not the

enormous economic and political leverage the U.S. government bears over the tin-pot

dictator Nlcolae Ceausescu would warrant a firm response. At the very least, our

government should support and facilitate the demand made by scores of world-renowned

.writerswho, upon hearingoi this tragedy during the'reicn Itertioina t ;P5 10-- Congress

held in New York, quickly siged a Declaration, which, while deploring the death of Arpad

Visky and another helpless victim (the Rumpnian engineer and poet gheorhe Ursu), calls

upon the Rumanian authorities to allow an impartial, on-site inquiry into the causes of

each death by an internationally recognized human rights group." For our government to

do anything less, for It to remain disinterested and unmoved while continuing to blithely

reward Rumania with trade and political favors, would amount to a mockery of the moral

and democratic principles upon which our country was built.

-
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The Imperative to act is all the more pressing, since the above-reported cases
are not isolated incidents, but part of a pattern of increasingly brazen and vicious
behavior by Rumanian authorities. Father 3Unos CslIIk, 29, Is one of a number of Roman
Catholic priests who have been terrorized recently. Between March and May 1985, he was
interrogated repeatedly by Securitate agents In Oradea (Nagyvirad) and pressured to work
as a police informer. When he refused to collaborate, he was "beaten with dubs" so
severely that he was rendered "unable to use his hands for several weeks" ("Ethnic
Hungarian Catholic Maltreated In Rumania," &Usciated Pres& Vienna, August 28, 1985;
"Rumanian Police Beat Priest, C.tholic Agency Says," Reuter Vienna, August 28, 1985;
"Hungarian Priest in Rumania Mistreated," deuthe Zeltun Munich, August 30,
1985). After his case was reported in the West, other priests were rounded up in Oradea
and ordered to write letters to Radio Free Europe and the Vatican, denying the facts in
Rev. Csillk's case. When one of the ministers refused, "he was told that he would have his
head smashed into pieces on the heating radiator If he continued to resist" (HPT Release
No. 76/1985). The repression did not stop there. Father Csilk was suspended from his
ministry after reports about his mistreatment reached the West, and was reassigned to an
area where he would be isolated from his former church district. His punishment was
meant to serve as an example for any of his colleagues with nonconformist Ideas. (HPT
Release No. 82/1985)

On 3uly 28, 1985t GyLrgy Bark6, another Hungarian actor from Stintul
Gheorghe, was beaten so badly by police that he suffered broken handsp several broken
bones and a severe concussion, and lay for a wqek in a coma in a hospital (HPT Release
No. 57/19895). Before letting him see a doctor, Bark6 was forced to sign a false statement
that "his injuries were the result of an accident and that he was grateful to the police for
carrying him Immediately to the hospital." Officials later cited the statement In,
rejecting requests for an investigation. (HPT Release No. 60/1985)

Since 1984, harassment of Hungarian actors in Sflntul Gheorghe has steadily
increased. The latest victim is the son of the director of the "Hungarian" Theater In that
town. Shndor Dali. Jr. was stopped on a street by two policemen, made to kneel down and
then beaten at length with rubber truncheons. After falling to the ground, the policemen
let their dog loose to attack him. (HPT Release No. 41/1986)

-9*
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Bla Pll. a Hungarian mathematics teacher unjustly imprisoned since April

1953, has reportedly been driven insane while confined to the psychiatric ward of the

political prison In 3ilava, near Bucharest (KPT Release No. 73/1985). According to its

annual report for 195 (p. 281)s "Amnesty International received allegations that Bf1a

Pill was convicted because he had written a letter to Rumanian radio and television

asking for more programs in Hungarian, and because in early 1983 he had attended the

funeral of Gyula Uly6s, a famous Hungarian poet who had protested just before his death

at the plight of the Hungarian minority In Rumania." The organization also reported that

it "sought further information about the charges against B6la Pillu - apparently without

success. Similarly, Amnesty International Icontinued to ask for details of the charges.

against two other ethnic Hiungarians: L 6= Buzs, an economist, and Erng Borb6ly, a

high school teacher, who were reportedly arrested in November 1982 (see Amnesty

international Report 1980" (ibid.).

861aP'ill has languished in prison, without valid cause, for 38 months now,

I.hszl6 Buz~s and Ern6 Borb6ly for more than three and one-half years. Along with others,

our organization has raised their cases at every conceivable forum, including six

Congressional hearings during the past three years, the U.S.-Rumanian Hjman R rights

Roundtable in Washington (February 27-29, 198), the Ottawa Human, Rights Experts'

Meeting (May-3une, 198), the Budapest Cultural Forum (October-November, 1985), the

Bern Human Contacts Experts' Meeting (April-Play, 196) and in countless other

communications and discussions with State Department personnel, And the result of all

this effort? Not so much as the courtesy of even a single reply by our "most favored"

friends, the Rumanian regime. Clearly, the time has come for Congress to exert real

pressure for answers.

.ven ordinary people do not escape beatings and robbery at the hands of the

secret police. in one particularly vicious incident last year, Zoltin O1, who legitimately

had bought a kilogram of coffee in a dollar store on a money order from his U.S. relatives,

was beaten to death over his purchase. The police claimed to suspect - without ever

presenting any proof - that the coffee "may become the object of black marketeers. ......

Eyewitnesses reported severe facial injuries to the victim, wlio was 55 years old. (HPX..

Release No. 71/1955)

-10-
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According to corroborated reports, Rumania's secret police (the "Securltate")
do not refrain even from openly looting the population, in the Moldavian town of Bacau
(6"6), for example, local police beat up Cshng6-Hungarlan women and confiscated their

money and other belongings. There have even been cases of authorities mugging foreign
visitors. (HPT Release No. 71/1983)

Highway robbery systematically perpetrated by authorities has been common
against Csing6-1tungarians, who live In Moldavia, isolated from their ethnic brethren.
Such activity has recently spread to the core area of Transylvania, especially around Cluj
(Kolozsv&r), where workers and students mustered to participate in the fall harvests have
been stopped for identification checks and then stripped of all provisions. (HPT Release
No. S3/193")

Intimidation of Minority Intellectuals
In response to Increased harassment of minorities by the authorities, a

"citizens' defense" movement in Cluj (Kolozsvir) distributed several hundred letters
containing information about human, civil and constitutional rights and the legal means of
protest. The movement's leaders, 36zsef Felm6ri Mikl6s Kuhn and stvn , were
rounded up last 3uly and Interrogated and beaten for more than a week, "only as a

warning" (HPT Release No. 30/1933; "Repression in Transylvania Worsens following
Leafleteering" Die Presse, Vienna, July 19, 1985; "Members of Hungarian Minority
Reported Detained in Rumania," Azence France Presse Vienna, 3uly 18, 1913).

Physical maltreatment is supplemented by other forms of harassment,
particularly against intellectuals and their families. The relatives of Mrs. Istvin Csibl
have been held accountable by Ditrau (Ditr6) police for the posthumous publication of her
autobiograpy in budapest 'lst year. The book, which is an apolitical testament to ethnic
Hungarian folk art and the predicament of Transylvanian peasantry, is regularly
confiscated by Rumanian border guards. (HPT Release No. 56/1986)

Iitoe1933, searches tokplace at the homes of Andris Visky, a Satu Mare
(Szatmtrn(nl) engineer, poet G~za Sz6c, professor 9va Cs. G1mesi and Zoltin Wribel
- all three residents of Cluj (Kolozsvir). Manuscripts and letters were confiscated.
These steps were apparently taken to prevent these people from sending memoranda to
the Budapest Cultural Forum held last fall.

-1l-
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(-Politc Searches in Ruman&, Agnc France Presse, Vienna, Oct. 9, 1985; "Rumanian
Secret Police Initiate Campaign of Intimidation n Transylvania before Opening Session of
Budapest Cultural Forum, Agence France Presse Budapest, Oct. I I1 985; HPT Release

No. 781198 .)

Despite the harassment, Sz&s was able to send a letter to the Budapest
conference (later quoted in a Wall Street journal editorial, "Post-Summit Sentiments,"
dated November 27, 198). On 3anuary l of this year, numerous intellectuals, Including

d Sz6cs and music teacher Marius Tabacu. were again- Interrogated in Cluj, in sessions
lasting eight hours, this time to prevent the sanding of a memorandum to the International
PEN Congress in New York (HPT Release No. 3/1986). The Securitate subsequently
Informed Sacs that politically and personally he was finished in Rumania and that "In the
interest of his own safety he had best leave the country." (HPT Release No. 9/1986;
"Reports Say Sx cs May Be AlloweA to West," Age Fra,.ce Presse, Vienna, February 20,
1986). At the same time, Szajcs, one of the most outstanding Transylvanian-Hungarian

literary figures, has been prevented from leaving until he "reimburses" the state for the

costs of his infant child's t.ucation through adulthood.

The increased civculation of Hungarian dissident material in Transylvania and
the Banat in western Rumania has caused officials to begin enforcing a 1983 law requiring
the registration of typewriters ("Rumania Puts Lock on Dissident Typewriters," The
TI London, February #, 1986). A particularly bizarre display of official paranoia was
the search held at the home of 2 a renowned Transylvanian-Hungarian
*sociographer and writer, for a book published before the second World War (HPT Release
No.$7/1985). House searches are used not so much to seek 'evidence but to intimidate
a.-W humiliate. In early March In Tlrgu Mures (Marosv'sirhely), Dr. Pit D6cz*la professor

of medicine, and Dr. 36zsef Spillma' a medical historian - both of them ethnic,,

H ugarian scientists with international reputations - were subjected to intensive house

searches. While nothing incriminating was found, by this act the authorities clearly
V!,giaedtheir Intention to push the !fes~s Into earjy go,#Mla io

order to begin the process of terminating Hungarian-language instruction at the Institute

,of Medicine and Pharmacology in Tirgu Mures (Marosvisarhely). The government gave
fhrther evidence of this intention by ordering the elimination at the school, at
considerable expense, of all visual aids bearing notations in Hungarian (HPT Release No.

ii-12-
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12/1986; "Poverty Grows and Repression of Hungarian Minority Worsens in Rumania,"
Frankfurter Alliemeine ZeltunL April 26, 1986).

Disaffection with the regime has spread deep and wide in Rumania. lstvin
Hosszd, a Hungarian miner who took part in the 1977 mineworkers strike in the Jlu Valley,
is one of those who no longer found it possible to continue accepting the systematic
violation of his basic human rights. In a statement addressed to the U.S. Congress, Hosszui
boldly protested the manifestations of state terror in Rumania and requested permission
for himself, his wife and their three children to emigrate to the United States. HosszO's
statement contained a revealing look at the Rumanian government's brutal methods for
intimidating strikers and subverting their demands: Reforms promised by high-ranking
government spokesmen, and accepted by miners as the condition for calling off their
*tike in 1977, were later conveniently "forgotten." At the same time, two of the strike
leaders (named by Hosszd) were murdered, and thousands of miners (including tiosszd)
were forcibly resettled to remote areas. In his protest memorandum, Hosszd detailed
additional grievances, including the corruption of trade unions for the political aims of the
Rumanian Communist Party, and the pervasive intrusion of the political police Into the
everyday lives of Rumanian citizens. He concludes by calling upon the U.S. to openly
express its concern for the defenseless national minorities. (HPT Release Nos. 14/1986
and 21/1986)

The fate of lstvfn Hosszd following the issuance of his protest memorandum is
typical ,'f the Rumanian authorities' reaction to legitimate criticism. Until his
emigration this 3uly, HossL was placed under house arrest, subjected to daily
interrogations and told that charges would be brought against him - wholly fabricated -
that he had tried to set fire to a hotel in the town of Szovata.

Coerced Population Transfers
The population of Cluj (Kolozs) County includes 350,000 Hungarians, but is

allotted only 22 Hungarian doctors (HP? Release No. 93/l/9 ). Yet, the noted
Transylvanian-Hungarlan poit Skndi Ki" was summoned by the district attorney-,"*
because he had submitted a petition against assigning Hungarian university graduates to
work in remote regions of the country, far from their roots, when there is a shortage of
such professionals in Hungarian-inhabited areas of Transylvania (HPT Release No.
77/1995). On December 20, 1983, Khny"di reportedly suffered a heart attack (HPT
Release No. 103/193).
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in cases where Hungarian university graduates refuse distant employment
assignments, they find themselves not only harassed but unable to find work doing even
menial labor (HPT Release No. 72/1985). Meanwhile, new Rumanian settlements are
being established in solidly Hungarian populated regions under various pretenses. In July
1985, for instance, the first Transylvanian youth work camp was opened in the County of
Bihor (Bihar). Construction of permanent residences began almost immediately for the
approximately 19300 ethnic Rumanian youth who had been resettled there from regions
outside Transylvania. (HPT Release No. 63/1985)

Religious Persecution
Minority churches long the guardians of cultural tradition, are a special

government target, as illustrated by the now-infamous incident of 20,000 Bibles intended
for Transylvania's Protestant Hungarian minority, which were instead distributed to them
in the form of toilet paper (as reported in The Wall Street 3ourna, June 14, 19895 Time
June 17, 19851 and other major newspapers throughout the world). An ongoing, more
underhanded tactic by the authorities is to systematically confiscate church documents,
among them pre-1920 birth registers, removing irreplaceable evidence of minority
population history. The government decree ordering the confiscations was protested by
the late Dr. Istvin 3uh sz, professor of theology* as "offending the right of the Hungarians
of Transylvania and of the Reformed Church to a past, even though the right to past is
an integral part of human rights in general" (HPT Release No. 341985).

The number of Hungarian ministers is being reduced, and church bodies such as
the synod are used, through the cooperation of state-appointed church officials, as
implements of pressure against minorities (HPT Release No. 31/1983). "The hierarchy of
the Transylvanian Hungarian Reformed Church is conitraned to take retaliatory measures
against those ministers who do not conform to government policies" (Antoine de Gerando,
"Minorities in Rumania A 'Worsening Situation," Reforme, Paris, May 4, 1983). To effect
the curbs, aulhorities have cut the number of Hungarian Protestant ministers being
trained. The theological seminary had six freshmen in 1991, In contrast to 40-50 in earlier
years, even though there are currently at least 100 ministerial vacancies in the Hungarian
Reformed Church Wishes alone. (HPT Release No. 73/1985)
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Bucharest has effectively manipulated organizations of the Hungarian
Reformed Church in Transylvania by promoting the government's own trusted men. For
example, Diel Nagy who in the 1970s "Proved himself" by willingly replacing a dissident
minister who had been dismissed, was elected as dean at Odorhelu Seculesc
(Sz6kelyudvarhely) with the aid of 20 forged ballots. Although appeals in the Spring of
1985 led to the invalidation of the election, Nagy nevertheless continues to function as
dean. (HPT Release Nos. 51 /1985 and 96/1985)

Those who cannot be coopted are demoted. The Rev. L~szl6 T~k6s, for
Instance, wrote a letter protesting certain discriminatory actions against his church and
was dismissed from his ministry. Bishop Gyula Nagy threatened to hand him over to the
police if he did not stay away from the Kolozsvir Theological Seminary. Official-
retaliation for the protest by the assistant clergyman at Dej (D~s) also included
restrictions on sermons, the banning Of a theological studentreunion, and disciplinary
excesses. L~szl6 T6k6s has been out of work for more than two years, despite strong
support for him by the members of his church. Recent promises for reassignment to
Timisoara (Temesvir) in Transylvania are contradicted by the assignment of T6k6s's wife,
a teachers to a remote region of Rumania. (HPT Release Nos. 59/198, and 20/1986)

The Rev. Istvin T6ks. Lfszl6's father and a former professor of theology,
deputy bishop of the Cluj (Kolozs) County bishopric and editor-in-chief of its official
publication, was forced into early retirement by Bishop Gyula Nagy (who, Incidentally, is
ten years older than Rev. Tk6s. In an April 4t 1986 letter, the elder T8k6s summarized
his son's and his own cases and the autocratic rule characterized by the above-mentioned
examples that is seriously threatening the very life of the Hungarian Reformed Church.
(HPT Release No. 20/1986)

The Rumanian government, in an unnecessarily vengeful act, prevented the
Hungarian Catholic Bishop Antal 3akab, who ecciesiasticaly represents a million
Hungarians, from participating in the Second Special Synod In the VatIcan (Hol T I Release I

No. 42/1985). The action was part of an ongoing campaign to eliminate the Catholic:
diocese of Alba lulla (Gyulafeh6rvr) and join it to the Bucharest diocese. As a result, the
I 50,000-scrong Hungarian Cs3ng6 community would lose an Important source of support.
(HPT Rel-ase No. 38/ 985)
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A more recent incident occurred on Pentacost, May 19, 1986, when police
surrounded the Roman Catholic church in Bacau (Bik6). All Hungarlan-language mass and
hymn books where confiscated from the Csdng6 worshipers. The priest, after protesting
the incident, was beaten by the police. (HPT Release No. 34/1986)

'The Cshng6s are a particularly resilient and spirited Hungarian ethnic
community. They and people traveling to their Isolatedregion are continually harassed,
and their region in Moldavia has been sealed off by the police (HPT Release Nos. 67/i 98,
and 83/1985). rhe Csing6s are depicted in government propaganda - in what would be a
comical effort, were it not for its Machiavellian intent - as Oeing Rumanians'despite the
fact that their language is Hungarian and they consider themselves Hungarians (HPT
Release N:58/ 1985)

War on the Hungarian Language
Rumanian officials believe that If the use of Hungarian were stopped, the

minority-rights problem would fade into history. Thus, Rumanian Is promoted at the
expense of minority languages Hungarlan-language radio, for instance, In 1981 aired
6-1/2 hours a day, but in 1985 just 1/4 hour. Hungarian-language television in 1981 was on
the air 2.7 burs; in 198, zero (HPT Release No. 62/1 985). Punishment 6f six months'
forced labor Is prescribed for watching television broadcasts from neighboring Hungary or
for distributing written transcripts of such broadcasts. "Chauvinistic attitude" and
"promotion of chauvinism" are commonly the charges. (HPT Release No. 64/198)

Measures in the second half of 1985 were issued to prohibit the use of
Hungarian, German -or Serbian in open forums, such as public gatherings, regardless of
whether Rumanians are present. Teachers of any age In Hungarian primary schools must
enroll in Rumanian language courses. (HPT Release No. 68/1985)

In their war on Hungarian culture, authorities in Cluj (Kolozsvir) have
attempted to intimidate th& Hungarian theater's actors by charging them with
nationalism, simply because they performed in Hungarian. In Spring 1985, not one
Hungarian play was performed at the Hungara n Theater in Cluj (Kolozsvir). (HPT
Release No. 65/19895) This summer, officials announcedlti nh i/ season a
Rumanian section will be added to the Hungarian Theater In Sfintul GhiNrghe
(Sepsiszentgyirgy) (HPT Release No. 41/1986). - /
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The campaign extends to publications and publishers as well. in its most recent
measure, the government abolished the Hungarian cultural periodical Mdvei6d§s (HPT
Release Nos. 81/1985 and 101/195). As with a similar German-language cultural
publication, M vel6dhs's articles now appear as supplements to the Rumanian-language
publication Cintarea Romaniel ("We Praise Rumania") ("Nation and Culture:
Rumanianized," Die Welt, Munich, February 27, 1986). In another move, the Rumanian
publishing house Facla in Timisoara (Temesvir) has been closed to Hungarian works (HPT
Reiease No. 91/1995).

Restrictions on Human Contacts
The Rumanian government is not stopping at the border In its battle against

Hungarians. According to well-founded sources, during the first seven months of 198 -
more than 3,000 citizens of Hungary were refused permission by Rumanian authorities to
visit-relatives In-Transylvania ("Visiting Hungarlans'Refused Entry," AenceFrance.
Presse- Vienna, August 1, 198; Robert Stamm, "increasing Pressure on Minorities in
Rumnanias Travel Impeded for Hungarians" Neue Zircher Zeitun, Zurich, August 19,
1985).

Increased delays and systematic harassment of Hungarians seeking to cross the
border into Rumania have prompted even the official Hungarian press to respond
("Hungary Publicly Airs Complaints about Rumania," Router Vienna, July 26, 1985; Carl
Gustaf Str$hm, "Hungary Deplores Border Restrictions," Die Welt, Munich, July 1985).
Nevertheless, an Internal directive, effective January 1, 1986, prohibits all individual
tourist travel between Hungary and Rumania and is presently being Implemented by
Rumanian border guards. Under the new regulation, only organized bus tours are
permitted and only on a strictly reciprocal basis (Rumanian authorities allow only as many
Hungarians into the country as the number, authorized by them, to travel to Hungary).
(HPT Release No. 90/1983)

The Transylvanian-Hungarian playwright Andrhs t~. an Intellectual held in the
highest esteem by Hungarians throughout the world, was prevented from going to Hungary
to attend the premier of his newest play scheduled for last- December 20. Under an
obscure copyright regulations Bucharest tried to persuade Budapest to cancel, but only
managed to delay, the opening night performance. ("Freedom of Art In Rumania," Die
Press Vienna, December 18, 1985; HPT Release Nos. 84/1985 and 98/195)
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in 1974, Oecree/Law 225 imposed a total bar, which continues to the present
day, on the accomodation of all foreign visitors, except immediate relatives, in private
homes. Decree/Law 408 issued in January 1986, however, prohibits even the holding of
conversations with foreign visitors in private homes. instead, meetings must be held at
locations designated by State Security officials, permission must be requested in advance,
and a detailed report of the conversation must be submitted to the authorities. (HPT
Release No. 10/1986) Those foreign visitors not easily deterred must take their chances,
it seems, with Interior Ministry agents who provoke incidents by molesting women and
damaging private autos, and who, according to one account from Tirgu Mures
(MarosvfsfrheIy), used a car to chase and run down a tourist (HPT Release No. 66/1985).

Western visitors are increasingly put out to mistreatment by Rumanian
authorities, as demonstrated by the case of a visiting Canadian citizen, Gibor Boros, last
summ&." For the simple act of taking photogiaphs of pli leavIng a" -'gaiiarn church
service, Mr. Boros "was beaten and detained for a day by Rumanian miltia.. a militia
member choked him, threw his arm against a wall, and searched him for no apparent
reason." After confiscating his passport, driver's license and other Identification, police
questioned him for several hours, and he was only allowed to leave the next day. (Daniel
Kucharsky, "Teacher Says Militia Beat Him during Holiday in Transylvania," The Gazette,
Montreal, August 21, 1985)

SChools as the Main Target
Most pernicious in Bucharest's assimilation campaign are the measures against

minority-language schooling In the Hungarian regions ("Repression of Hungarians in
Rlumania," Neue ZUrcher Zeitung, Zurich, September 10, 195). Even at the
predominantly Hungarian University of Cluj (Kolozsvhr) and at the Institute of Medical
Science and Pharmacology in Tirgu Mures (Marosvasarhely), minority-language admission
tests were recently eliminated and they are now administered in Rumanian only. After
200 protest petitions were presented, the old requirement was replaced with a new one of
"political reliability." As a result, those who exhibit "nationalism" by requesting the J
admission test in Hungarian are ousted at the "pre-selection" stage. (HPT Release No.
49/1983)

-Is-
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Two years ago the Ceausescu regime openly proclaimed its intention to
eliminate Hungarian-lanSuage Instruction. Last year In Kovtuzna and Hargita Counties,
which are 83% to 90% Hungarian-inhabited, all remaining Hungarian schools were closed.

The method being applied there, and used with dismaying success elsewhere, is to
Introduce more and more Rumanian classes each year until Hungarian is entirely squeezed
out. According to a reliable account, entire classes of Rumanian children have been
transferred to the above-mentioned areas from Neamt County, outside Transylvania.
(HPT Release No. 69/I 935)

Minority educational opportunities are obstructed at every corner. Authorities,
for example, cut Hungarian day school enrollment In Satu Mare (Szatmir) and Instead
Increased numbers in the inferior evening classes. The Hungarian-language
mathematics/physics class was transferred to a Rumanian high school without

explanation,. Officials at the local level as well as In l charest.1gnw)ed or dlsmpied the
parents' protests with threats of retaliation. (HPT Release Nos. 32/1985 and 69/1931) In
Oradea (Nagyvirad), only four Hungarian classes were authorized (a decrease from six the

previous year) at High School No. 3 for the 198386 school year. In a typically
underhanded ploy, city education officials had encouraged Hungarian students to change
their enrollment from High School No. 3 to High School No. I - where, however, the
three "planned" Hungarian classes were subsequently canceled. (HPT Release No. 33/1985)

In 198 a complete phaseout of the Hungarian segment of bilingual education
was ordered In Maramures (Mramaros) County. The deputy superintendent of schools
declared a "death sentence" on Hungarian Instruction and ominously warned that protests

;-,would only serve to make a pedagogical matter Into a matter for the police. Sihor (Bihar)
County went so far as to order that even In Hungarlan-language classes the study hour,
meetings of the Communist youth organization and J1 other extracurricular activities
must take place In Rumanian only. (HPT Release Nos. 35/198 and 79/1985)

According to a central dlrective, major subjects such as politics ethics and
civics must be taught in Rumanian even In Hungarlan-language classrooms. Posters in
schools can be worded only In Rumanian, and pictures can depict only Rumanian historical
personalities. Teachers' lesson plans and reports must be written in Rumanian. (HPT
Release No. 102/198)
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Another government tactic Is to not employ Hungarian teachers In Hungarian
areas, even if Hungarian is their primary field, but Instead to send then to teach their
secondary field in remote regions of the country (HPT Release No. 102/1985). At the
same time, Rumanian teachers are brought in to fil th6'vacancies in Hungarian areas.
Young Rumanian teachers themselves are often surprised by such Assignments (HPT
Release No. 70/1953). For example, in the predominantly Hungarian Covasna (Kovszna)
County, 102 new Rumanian and seven new Hungarian teachers were appointed; in
Harghita (Hargita) County the ratio was I 15 to 8, and in Odorheiu Secuiesc
(Szikelyudvrhely), 25 to 2 (HPT Release No. 102/19835).

Increasingly, Hungarian-speaking pupils are assigned to Rumanian-language
classes, while Rumanian-speaking teachers take over Hungarian classes. In Odorheiu
Seculesc (Sz6kelyudvarhely), where classrooms are filled by Hungarian students, Rumanian
teachers teach all subjects except Hungarian. In Hargita County, in the purely Hungarian
village of Oltrau (Ditr6) a new 11 th grade class held in Hungarian was permitted only
after a parallel Rumanian-language class was formed. The latter is filled mostly by
Hungarian students, plus the one or two children df Rumanian functionaries assigned to
the village. (ibid.)

Over the past two years, the last three purely Hungarian high schools in Clj
(Kolozsvfr) were transformed, one by one, Into mixed-language schools. BegInning at the
elementary level, Hungarian children must study Rumanian history without receiving any
information'regarding Hungarian culture and civilization, which have existed in
Transylvania for a thousand years. (HPT Release No. 8/1983)

At the University of Cluj (Kolozsvir), the traditional practice in teacher
education of pairing modem languages'such as English and French with Hungarian was
ended Applicants for such studies were automatically assigned to study
Hungarian/Rumanian. The aim is to settle sach graduates in RuManian areas, and-at the
same time to deprive the Hungarian minority of its Intellectuals. (HPT Release No.

Programs for Hungarians are often simply terminated. Lost Falil, for example,
Hungarian classes at the Cluj (Kolozsvhr) Hungarian Music Academy were eliminated at!
the lower level. The classes had been the only comptotely, Hungarian music classes In th,
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country, and their elimination signals the end, within three years, of Hungarian music
instruction at the Academy. (HPT Release No. 84/|985) Slmiarly, at the Groza Lyceum,
the Hungarian textile industry class was simply discontinued (HPT Release No. 102/1985).

.,According to recent reports# this trend is expected to continue with the enactment and
implementation of a new law on education which will limit any teaching in the minority
languages to the elementary school level. In higher grades language and literature in
minority tongues will be allowed only by special permission of the Ministry of Education.
As the first step toward implementation of the new law, Hungarian secondary school
textbooks reportedly have already been removed from print. (HPT Release No. 7/1986)

The anti-Hungarian drive is also noticeable at leadership levels. The number of
Hungarian education administrators is being reduced, both in public schools and adult
education, and Is replaced by Rumanian ones. For example, in the 80%
Hungarian-populated Hargita County nearly al education leaders were replaced by
Rumanians. In the 95% Hungarian-populated Odorhelu Secuiesc (SzkeIyudvarhely), the
knowledgeable and enthusiastic Gyula Sz6p was replaced as head of the town's cultural
center by a Rumanian national. For the Hungarian minority, even numerouss clausus" Is of
the past, and "numerus nullus" Is the grim reality (HPT Release No. 102/1985).

Conclusion
Though seemingly random, the various acts described above (and many more

which could be cited) are linked together by a common element: the single-minded,
driving purpose of the Ceausescu regime to expunge Rumania of the culture, history,
traditions and religious life of national minorities. Though %dctinmized for decades by
discriminatory government policies, minority citizens today are the focus of persecution,
and an atmosphere of sheer physical terror, to an unprecedented extent - and the regime
shows no signs of even acknowledging, much less letting up the pressure. The United
States is a country which prides Itself in respect for the value of cultural diversity. We
must no longer allow ourselves to be seen as legitimizing the repugnant, assimllationist
policies of the Rumanlan government. Suspension or termination of Rumania's most
favored nation status would accomplish exactly that purpose.
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STATEMENT OF Z. MICHAEL SZAZ, PH.D., SECRETARY OF INTER-
NATIONAL RELATIONS, AMERICAN HUNGARIAN FEDERATION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. SzAz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will not read my state-

ment. I will ask to have it read into the record. I represent the
'American Hungarian Federation, and I have been to almost every
,,ihe aring since 1976 on MFN. I also visited Romania in 1976 at the
,"invitation of Ambassador Harry Barnes, and of the Romanian For-
eign Ministry, and again in 1978 at the invitation of the Romanian
Foreign Ministry. So, I am not just talking about things I have

-read; I have been on the same trip as Mr. Robertson, and we have
struggled, as all organizations have struggled, with the problem ofwhether suspension or elimination of MFN would be a plus or a
minus because this is a very serious question.

Two years ago we had come about to the conclusion that, despite
the arguments for retaining the MFN, it represents still a minus.
Let me give you just a couple of arguments.

Mr. Chafee asked the question: Would it help those people in Ro-
'mania? I think nothing. The situation of the national minorities is
worse than in 1976, and if Ambassador Ridgway says that 154,000
people left Romania since the MFN, over 100,000 of these people
are ethnic Germans who are being bought by the Government of

,the Federal Republic of Germany by large loans and large invest-
iments in the Romanian economy. They would have gotten out
whether there was any American MFN or not. The second question
4s: What do we accomplish by continuing this benefit? I don't think

,the situation would change much, for the better or for the worse. It
,would basically remain as it is.

But what has been done in the case of Poland? What are we
doimg in the case of sanctions against South Africa? We are making
a statement. On July 16, 1985, in the New York Times, Henry"amm quoted a Romanian official, that they can afford the loss of

Ane $200 or $300 that it would mean to them, but to them, the
MFN is important as a symbol of political approval by the United
States of Romania's policies.

And I don't think we should grant this to them. Thank you.
Senator DAomRTH. Thank you. Rabbi Birnbaum?
(The prepared written statement of Dr. Szaz follows:]
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Mr. Chairman! Thank you for providing me with the opportunity of testify-

Ing against the extension of the most favored nation status of the Social-

ist Republic of Romania, although the status will be automatically ex-

tend-the coming Sunday for FY 1987.

The annual Heating on the Romanian HFN accomplish at least one pur-

pose, it ,raises Congressional and Senatorial awareness of the atrocious

human rights problems in Ceausescu'.s Romania and enable our diplomats,

if they so desire, to seek some form of relief.

The recent outcry of the Neoprotestant denominations against the human

rights abuses against their faithful in Romania had at least a small im-

pact. Some of the pastors were released after kangaroo court convictions

in the past, and perhaps a few more churches will be saved from bulldozing.

The eternal complaint of the State Department about increased emigration,

is also listened to to some extent by the Romanian government. Yet the

increased number of exit passports granted last year was used to embarrass

the United States by providing those Rom'anian citizens with exit pass-

ports who ha*no relatives or sponsors in the United States while withhold-

ing exit passports in hundreds of family reunification cases.

After eleven years of NFN, the whole process has become a well-drilled

minuet, with the Romanian government committing atrocious human rights

abuses, and then using a small relief of remedying the abuses as the evidence

for its good will so that the MFN status may be renewed. It is really

strange that the United States Senate and House hagone along with the

charade for over a decade.

Yet. thesituation of/the 2.5 million Hungarians, 330,000 Germans and

other national minorities is not remedied at all. There is no more higher

'education in the Hungarian language, half of the arrested and those whose

houses were searched between September 1, 1984 and August 31, 1985 were

citizens of national minority origin, according to reports smuggled out

/I
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from Romania to us, and opportunities for Hungarian culture are further

curtailed. One case in point was the merger of the only Hungarian cul-

tural monthly,,publtcation H vel8dis (Cultural Education) with its Rom-

antan counterpart, which now carries a 6 page Hungarian appendix at its

end. Those who do not become informers of the secret police are trans-

ferred into parts outside of Transylvania. 56 Hungarian professionals at

Miercurea Ciuc (Csikszereda) were requested to become informers and are

now being transferred, as they refused to become tools of the %ecret police.

Atrocities against members of the Hungarian ethnic groups multiply.

Arpd Vtsky, releasedfter 18 months under international pressure in the fall

of 1984 ha been found hanged by the secret police in a remote forest

near Sfintu Gheorghe in January 1986 ten minutes after his suicide. Obvious-

ly he was murdered by the police which covered up the murder as suicide.

Professor Bela Pall, according to reports from last winter was driven in-

sane by drug treatments in a psychiatric ward . His crime: having attended

with a legal passport the funeral of the world-renowned Hungarian writer,
Cyul Ill~a i Budpest, I

Gyula Illyes In Budapest. Masra. Erno Borbely and Laszlo Buzas are still

in the Jilava prison for unknown military court charges four years after

their conviction. Disappearances are still occurring and now the last of

the editor of the Ellenponto' (Counterpoints) the often beaten and harrassed

writer-poet Cez, Szocs from CluJ-Napoca (Kolozsvtr) is leaving Romania

for forced exile to West Germany on August 22, 1986.

In the meantime, the regime is opening the floodgates to national'hat-

red in a province where understanding and not conflict should be sought

between two nationalities who remember mostly only the negative about each

other. The military rota-liations and some local atrocities by the Hungar-

ians in 1940 is embellished into a real horror story and published as

"documents."
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President Ceausescu is looking for a scapegoat since the 1982 collapse

of its economy and for the draconic regulations that had followed depriv-

ing the population from most of its food and energy needs. He is also

trying to divide the intellectual and professional opposition where Romani.OwS

and Hungarians equally denounce the human rights abuses of the Comu~znist

government. And if a Romanian intellectual, like Theodore Dorian sides

with Hungarian complaints hkx is arrested, convicted-and then released

under international pressure into forced exile.

/'These are all events and accurences during the past twelve months, although

they repeat the former abuses in the fields of education, culture and indiv-

idual rights and stirring of national hatred in Transylvania.

A footnote should he added. According to the Helsinki Watch Report

on Romania, in the future the Hungarian-speaking students at' the only uni-

versity which is supposed to be a merged Romantan-Hungarian university, will

be restricted to five per cent. In 1985 they still comprised more than

25 per cent of the student body. Hind yov they would not be taught in

Hungarian but in Romanian, but they are still not to he admitted.

Kr.-Chairman! It is too late for this year, but inhe 4ext twelve

months I hope that this Subcommittee will put pressure on the State Depart-

ment to discuss forcefully the abuses against the national minorities

and will take appropi4te action if no relief is forthcoming from the

Ceausescu regimeasbout the human, cultural and national self-determination

rights of the 2.5 million Hungarians of Transylvania.
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STATEMENT OF RABBI JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
THE CENTER FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY, NEW
YORK, NY
Rabbi BIRNBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The year 1986

marks 40 years since I began to be involved in East European mat-
ters. During 1946 I commenced work with the survivoravof Nazi
concentration camps and Soviet labor camps. I have been author-
ized to speak here for three national Jewish organizations: my
own-we have constituents throughout the country-and 1 have
three offices; second, the East European Commission of Rabbinical
Assembly, the largest of its kind in America, representing over 1
million Jews; third, the Union of Councils of Soviet Jews, which
has 39 or 40 affiliates throughout the country.

I can give 12 instances of times when massive congressional pres-
sures have forced the Romanians to cave in, to make concessions.
They are listed in my written testimony, and I am prepared to dis-
cuss them after my remarks are completed. The key seems to-me to
be in all year-round monitoring, as the late Senator Henry Jackson
said in his last statement before this committee.

In this respect, I would like to draw the attention of the commit-
Iee again to 2 letters from 11 Senators to this committee, Senators
who are members of the Finance Committee, members of the For-
eign Relations Committee and of the Helsinki Commission, in
which they suggested that a team of representatives from these
three committees be appointed to meet with Romanian officials
every 2 months and to discuss all the difficult matters with them,
so as to give the Romanians a full sense that they are being moni-
tored all year round by the Congress.

Finally, let me say that we have to raise the question as to what
is going to happen after Ceausescu. In the few seconds makingg
to me, I have to raise the question of what might happen to the
Jewish community which has suffered so very much in this centu-
ry. Romania, of course, is well known as an antisemetic country,
and I think we can speculate that the Russians may tighten their
hold, there may be chaos, dangeroua to the Jews.

I would plead that we make much greater efforts to try to get
the rest of the Romanian Jewish community evacuated from that
country in the next few years, and I believe it can be done.

Senator DANrORm. Thank you very much.
[The prepared written statement of Rabbi Birnbaum follows:]
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SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL COORDINATOR, CENTER FOR
RUSSIAN AND EST EUROPEAN JEWRY, BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SUBCOMMITTEE CF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, 1986

DurLng the fLrst sLx months of 1986, onLy 483 RomanLn
Jews reached IsraeL, compared wLth 1026 for the same period in 1984.
MtLLe the RomanLen authorLtLes were struggLLng to obtain Most-Favored-
NatLon status, they permLtted the exLt of more then 4000 Jews a year.
Once they had Lt, the annuaL rate soon dropped to a thousand. Men
Bucharest needed to pLacate ashLngton after.the education tax episode,
the rate reached aLmost 2000 Ln 1984. Though 1991 RomanLan Jews were
eLiLibLe to Leave Ln 1985, only 1331 actuoLy dLd so.

It is cLear that despite Lntense state hostLLLty to
emLratLon, some 2000 Jews are courageous enough .to have regLstered to
Leave an year. We have LLttLe doubt that annual JewLsh emLgratton couLd
easLLy be raLsed to 4-5000, as before MFN. Our Statement Lists numerous
Lnstarces showing carefuLLy caLcuLated up end down manLpuLatLon of aLL
emLgration rates, Ln accordance wLth Bucharest's convenLence.

Another factor underLLnes the Lmportance of acceLeratLng
the process of evacuating RomenLn Jewry. With the LLkeLLhood of an
aLting, aging Ceauescu losing effectLve power Ln the not too distant
future, the basLcaLLy Lnsecure JewLsh posLtLon Ln a demonstrabLy anti-
semLtLc sooLety shouLd arouse our concern,

The key Lies in CongressLonaL actLon, especaLLy on the
part of the trade committees Our Statement Lists 12 instances LLtustrating
the RomenLan concessions to fLrm Washington actLon, shLch mostLy origLnates
Ln Congress. Without persLstence aLL year, CongressLonaL monitorLng,
vLsLts to Bucharest by poLLticaL offLcLaLs and JewLsh dLgnLtarLes do
not make much sense.

We urge the estabLLshment of a CongressLonaL monLtorLng
unLt as recentLy suggested Ln a Letter to thLs Committee by Sq"Wtors
Armstrong, D'Amato, Durenberger, Grasstey, Humphrey, McLure, NLkLes,
Pressier, Symms, TribbLe and WaLLop.

FULL STATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM

ThLs is the tweLfth year that the ComeLttese s consLderLng
the PresLdent's recommendatLon to extend the waLver of the "freedom of
emigration" provLsLon (SectLon 402) of the 1974 Trade Act to RomanL
and others.

Romanian Jewish Emigration Calculatedly Mnipulsted According to
Bucharest's Convenience, Not Jewish Neede:

Before dLscussLng the Lmportmnce of CongressLonaL
Leverage, Let us brLefLy revLew current JewLsh emLgratLon from RomanLa.
During the fLrst sLx months of 1986, onLy 483 Jews reached IsraeL,
compare u wLth 1026 for the same perLod Ln 1984. With onLy 78 new approvaLs
in JLr4, the outLook for the rest of the year is hardLy promLsLng,
unLess thL CommLtte and the Congress, together wLth the AdmLnLstration,
sends the rLght *LgnaLs to Bucharest.

65-139 0 - 87 - 7
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DespLte the numerous RomanLan assurances to US ActnLnLstratton
and CongresonaL reprsentatLves and to US Jewteh Leaders during the
past 15 years, the JewLsh emtgratLon sLtuatLon rematne uncortaLn and
dtsturbLng. In the years Just before RomanLa receLved MFN tradLng
status, the annual Jewtsh outflow was 3-4000. Once Bucharest obtaLned
MFN however, the rates halved to some 2000 Ln 1975/6, and then haLf sasn
to approxtmateLy 1000 Ln the sucoeeding years.

WLth Bucharest's need to prove Lts tmage after the oducatLon
tax epteode, emLgratton suddenLy soared to aLmost 2000 Ln 1984. By 1985,
wLth the pressure off, the figure tumbled to 1332, though 1991 Jews
survived the bureaucratic maze to remain eLLgLbLe to emfLgrate. We shaLL
presentLy itvs other Lnstances LndLoatLng how oaLouLatedty Bucharest
menLpuates emtgratLon rates up and down.

Jewth aigration D)ecline Not Due to Aging of Romanian jeswry

We have the curLous situatLon of a steady rLse tn generaL
RomanLan emigratLon to the US and West Germany during the past decade,
whLLe that to IsraeL has faLLen. The RomnLan expLanatton, too often
accepted Ln WashLngton, La that RomanLan Jews do not wish to Leave on
account of theLr age. We know otherwise. DespLte Lntenss state hostLitty
to emLgratLon, as many as 1991 RomanLan Jews had approvaL to Leave durtng
1985, aLthough onLy 1332 were abLe to do so. We know that there are many
more Jews n Rpman La than the 25,000 recorded by the offices of the JewLish
communLty. (Not Lon ago, a hLgh RomanLan offLoaL Ln New York oasuaLLy
mentLoned 40,000.) L have oaLcuLated that approxLmtetLy haLf of the
RomanLan Jews arrtvLng Ln IsraeL Ln recent years had not regstered
themseLves with the JewLsh community offLoes. RomenLan Jewry Loa source
of doLLars to Bucharest because of the support of the LnternatLonaL
Jewish reLLef organLzattons.

On the other hand, Lt Li most important to Bucharest to
pLease Washtngton and Bonn because of MPN bonefLts and substanttaL oredLt
and Lnvostiont guarantees.

Zmediate Annual Jewish Emigration Potential to 20001 RIsing to 6000

The 1991 oLLgLbLe to Leave Ln 1985, deepLte aLL the
dLffLoutttes, La a subetantLaL number, and sugests a much Larger
potentLaL, quLckLy acceLerating to the rates of the earLy 1970s.

Evocuate 2oaae1sah Jews ssJBore Ceaeescu ese

There La another factor poLnttng to the need to accLerate
the process of emtgratLon. An aLL Lng, aging Ceausescu Le approachtng
hLs seventh decade. No one can fore tLL what wLLL happen after he
effocttveLy Loses power, but we shouLd be concerned about the effects on a
Jowish onmmnLty wLthtn a demonstrabLy antL-semLto sootety durLng a post-
Ceausescu chaos. We shouLd aLso cons der that the SovLets may greatLy
strengthen theLr hoLd on Bucharest. We ShouLd therefore be making sorLous
efforts to evacuate the buLk of RomamLan Jews Ln the next few years.

12 Romanian Reeponees to American Pfirmnsa

We have often feLt that noLther the AchLnLstratLon nor
ress makes fuLL use of the Leverage Lnherent Ln the Jaokson-VaLk

endment. If they dLd so, we wouLd not be faced so frequentLy with the
annual MFN dLomma for RomanLa. Hera are a dozen instence where Bucharest
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feLt obLiged to go beyond the usual faoLL. assurances and takeus serLousLyl

1. In the earLy 1970a, Bucharest saw israel as a useful.
channel to WashLnSton vLa AmerLoan Jewry, and the annual rate of JewLsh
emigratLon was 3-4000. In 1975, RabbL isras MLL.er, at the LnitLat
hesrLngs of thLs Commttee, compLaLned that 10,000, not 4000, had been
promLsed for 1974, Once MFN was in pLace, the annuaL rate quLckLy
tumbLed to about 1000.

2. GeneraL RomanLn ml ratLon to the US remaLned moderate
untiL 1980, when Lt aLmost doubted from 1552 to 2686 as a result of our
massLve CongresiLonsL campaLn of 1979.

3. In JuLy 1979, RomanLan ambaseador Bogdan created a ILversLon
b ."oo Lt " 1"head* of "reement" a "memorandum of understand 'ngwr, lsome ttitertomn JEW9. Though the Ronmontans never eLglned thLe document,
much was made of Lt Ln WashLngton, and our campaign tomtLts momentum.

LUrfortunateLy, the appeasing mode of AmerLoan JewLsh
LeadershLp resuLted Ln a new Low of arrLvaLs ln Israel Ln 1979 only 988.
Mr. A. Moses' trip to Bucharest Ln 1980 dLd not heipj only 1043 arrived Ln
Israet that year, and only 977 Ln 1961. By contrast, the signlfLcance of
Conressional. pressures had become apparent to Bucharest Ln 1979, and the
do9l.Lng of the 1979 figures of general. Romntan mLiration to the US
Ln 1980 resulted.

4. The RomeaLan fLow to West Germany rose from almost 8000
Ln 1979 to aLmost 13,000 Ln 1980.

5. 1982 saw our most concentrated campaLgn ever Ln WashLnSton.
I estabLLhed an ad hoc Commttee for Human RLights Ln RomanLa, whLch
brought toether the eml.rationl.sts, evangeLical actLvLts, and the
TransyLvan an HunarLan groups. Our CongressLonal. campaLlgn impressed the
IhLte House, and the President Lesued hLe strongest statement to date Ln
June 1982. I arranged intensive meetLngs wLth staff members of both
Senate and House trade commiLttees, who pressed the RomanLens for written
assurances on mmLgratLon procedures. For the fLrst time, they reaLtzed
they couLd not get by wLth the usuaL verbal assurances. Thus, Romantan
ambassador MaiLtze promLed to "consLstentLy Lmprove emLgration
procedures.. to eLLmLnate bureaucratio delays or obstacles". He
further promLsed "to reduce the ttme perLod for prooessng emigration
appLLoatlons" and that ppLioants wLL "not be sub ected to dLscrLminatLon".
ThLs dLd result Ln some improvement, though emlgratiLon dLffouLtLes
oontLnued to abound.

6. A few weeks Later, Ceausesou angriLy instLtuted an onerous
educatLon tax. The reactLon Ln ashington was such that despite a few
cases, Lt was never properLy LmpLemented, and foLlowLng res dent Reagan's"
threat Ln March 1983, Lt was suspended. Secretary of State Shultz
commented that he aquLred new respect for the Jackson-VanLk Amendment.

7. After the educatLon tax epLsode, Bucharest sought to pLacate
WashLngton by a dranmato tncrease of general Romanin migratLon to the
United States to 3499 Ln 1983 and 4545 Ln 1984.

8. The RomnLn Jewtsh rate aiso rose to almost 2000 Ln
1984 for the same reason.

9. The gonera Romanien mlgration to West Germany rose to
aLmost 15,000 in 1984.
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FLrm aotton by thLs CommLteess former ohairmen Abraham
RLb[ooff Led to Lmportant amnestLes Ln 1978 and 1980 for former prLsoners,
resuttLng n their eLigLbLLLty to emLgrate.--

10. The 1978 amnesty for sILx such famLLes waiting 10 years.

11. The 1980 amnesty for 18 such famLLes weLting 20 years.

12. The 1983 amnesty for 4 such feamLLes welting 30 years.

When a trade comLttee chaLrman shows that he means
bueness, resuLts foLLow quickly. For years, Senator Ribiooff had quLetly
accepted RomanLan assurances, even Ln 1979, when one of the six persons
anqpikqeA thj year before had been released. 1980 was hLs Last year as
ohaLrmn.""Re was angry, and dispatched a blunt Letter on June 18, 1980
to the RomnLan ambassador contaiLnnl the nuwes of 18 famLLLes oomprLisLng
the most difficuLt cases suppLied by me. The ambassador's first and very
positLve response was on June 30th end the second on JuLy 14th, confLrming
the amnesty for the 18 Ln detaiL. On JuLy 2 lst RLbLooff held hLs hearings.

ThLs exampLe llMustrates the Lmportance of the Late
Senator Henry Jackson's contention Ln his last statement before this
CommLttee of the cruciaL importance of the trade oommLttees' consistent
year-round monLtoring of RomanLn human right. performance. A chaLrman's
meetLng wLth the RomnLn ambassador a coupLe of days before the hearings
Just before recess has dLminLhed importance in terme of Leverage wLth
Bucharest.

II Senators Call for Congreseional Monitoring Unit

To Lmprove the sLtuation, 11 Senators wrote Senator
Danforth, suggestLng that a smaLL team of representatLVes of the Trade
CommLttees, Forein ReLatLons CommItteeo, and the HeLLnki CommLssLon
should meet bLmonmthLy wLth the Romanlan officiLa.s and report.bask to you
and the other chairmen." The fLrst Letter was wrttten by Senator WLlti am
Armstrong on September 18, 1988, and the second by Senators D'Amato,
Durenhlerer, Grassley, Humphrey, MoLure, NLokies, PresiLer, Symms,
TrLbbLe and WaLLop.

A/ter Csausescu# Whatt

RomanLan Jews suffered enormously during WorLd War II.
They should no Longer be exposed to the LneourLteLs of an anti-semitL
socLety whLoh may dLssoLve into chaos when the hold of an aLLLng, eLderLy
ruLer bgLns to weaken in the not-to-dLetant future. WLLL the uosLens
take over? We Ln the free worLd must try harder to accLerate the
evauatLon of Romanian Jews Ln the ooming years. PoLte vLLto wLth
Ceauseecu by poLLtLoaL reprjlentotLves and Jewish dLintarLe. wLL not
achieve #nythLng unLess baoRThy persistent aLL year-round monitorLng
by Congress.
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Senator DANFORTH. I want to thank everyone for being so good
about keeping their time schedule. Senator Chafee?

Senator CHAFES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask
Rabbi Birnbaum a question. If I understand your point, Rabbi Birn-
baum, it is that we should keep a monitoring group that is actively
monitoring-from Congress-what the Romanians are doing in this
entire human rights area. And that makes a lot of sense to me, but
my specific question, and the question before us toda is: Should
we suspend or deny the MFN treatment to Romania? And what do
you say on that specific point?

Rabbi BIRNBAUM. Well, let me put it this way. I feel that if we
would have a representative monitoring committee in place and
not just the Helsinki Commission that is sitting on Romania's
back-although I have great respect for the Helsinki Commission,
they don't have that much clout with Romania.

But the Finance Committee and the Foreign Relations Commit-
tee--but _particularly the Finance Committee-has major clout
with the Romanians.

Senator CHAFES. I agree with you, but---
Rabbi BIRNBAUM. I know whatyou mean.
Senator CHAFER. But what is before us is: What do we do about

this MFN status now?
Rabbi BIRNBAUM. What I am trying to say is this: In the past the

Romanians have mostly not taken us seriously. At certain times,
they have taken us seriously. Very often, we have had excellent re-
sults, and I have listed them. At this point, we have to give them
some kind of a signal that we mean business. Now, if that means
that we have to suspend MFN for 8 or 6 months then we will have
to do it; but if you can think of another way o? signaling to them
that we mean business, then by all means-

Senator CHAFES. I agree with you, and I think your idea of this
monitoring group makes sense. It should be composed of Senators
and even members of the Finance Committee, who should pay close
attention. But the question right now before us is: An amendment
comes from the floor. "I amend this bill to suspend most-favored-
nation treatment to Romania for 6 months." How do you vote?

Rabbi BIRNBAUM. Well, I would say this. Unless we find another
signal, what else can we do? If you can find me another signal,
then I am prepared to forego supporting that.

Senator CHAFES. But you have suggested a signal, that is, to try
this monitoring grou de

Rabbi BIRNBAUM. It would have to be done with a very consider-
able fanfare for the Romanians to accept this in light of the past
experience, to accept this as a proper signal, because the problem is
that they haven't taken us seriously.

Senator CHAFES. Mr. Handal, what is the effect of this annual
business of the renewal of the MFN treatment as regards our
trade? I would suspect it would be hard to make long-term plans on
behalf of either the Romanian exporters or Romanian importers
looking toward the United States as a reliable supplier of equip-
ment , B, or C. What is your answer to that?

Mr. HANDAL. I think you are absolutely right. I think, in the
past-and this perhaps corroborates what the Rabbi was just
saying-it was not taken quite as seriously as a threat that MFN
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would be lifted as it is currently; and the chairman made that
point earlier. As a result, in the past, it has not been considered a
major factor in the normal day-to-day trade.

This year, however, it is being taken very seriously on their side
and on our side, and it has been very disruptive in trade.

Senator CiuAm. Very what?
Mr. HANDAL. Very disruptive in trade. For example, merchandise

that might otherwi 'o by boat would now be going by air in order
to avoid the poesibility of having these huge increases in duty.
Things like that are happening, and long term plans are very diffi-
cult. My own company signed, a while back, a protocol with the Ro-
manians for 8 years of purchases. If this bill were to be adopted, or
if MFN were removed, we would be in serious trouble. We couldn't
honor that agreement.

Senator CHAin. Mr. Hamos, you stated that the U.S. failure to
act on the MFN is a deafening silence to those who are concerned.
All right. Suppose we took the step and denied most-favored-nation
treatment-bang-then what happens? Is that a loud statement,
and what is the follow up?

Mr. HAMos. I think it certainly is. I think that in the dialog on
this question of the possible impact of suspension of MFN, a very
important precedent is being omitted. Nobody yet has mentioned it.
Ambassador Ridgway was asked to commetit on any other in-
stances where MFN was denied or suspended. Well, I think it was
a bit disingenuous not to mention the fact that in March 1988, on
Romania, the President announced his intention to suspend MFN.
He ook this action because of an emigration tax that was intro-
duced in Romania in November 1982; and indeed, the Romanian
Government, prior to the annual renewal timeframe for MFN in
the summer, withdrew the applicability of that emigration tax. It
worked.

Senator CHAFER. All right. Now, next week an amendment is
brought on the floor to suspend most-favored-nation treatment for
Romania. It passes; you would vote for it if you were sitting in the
U.S. Senate.

Mr. HAMOs. I certainly would.
Senator CHAME. All right. Now, that is done. That sends a loud

and clear statement but what happens next?
Mr. HAMos. We eieve that the Romanian government would

have every intention and desire, and would become very active in
trying to regain, reestablish that trading status. There is every evi-
dence to indicate that it would do so. There is a specific precedent
that it did so, and we are very--

Senator CHAPE. What is the precedent?
Mr. HAMOs. The case that I mentioned earlier.
Senator CHAME. Yes, but that was a precedent to keep it while it

was in effect. It seems to me that there is a great difference be-
tween a nation-well,you know the statements I have made previ-
ously. It is one thing for a nation to make efforts when something
is In effect without seeming to be "cow-towzng," if you would, to
another nation. There is some saving of face there that, yes, we
were going to make these changes anyway; but once it is lost the
question is whether they would come to us and say: Now, we have
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straightened and cleaned up our treatment of all minorities and
emigration policies, the press and so forth-please let us back in.

Mr. HAMOs. Senator, with all due respect, I think the situation is
very similiar between what is prop today and what was done
inMarch 1983. With all due respect, that was a public announce-
ment -of suspension of MFN, and there is nothing more that is
bemg considered today. This is not a final act that would perma.
neatly revoke that status, and I am sure it could be drafted-pr-
haps it isn't presently in that form-but It could be draft& to
allow for reaffirmation of that status.

And let me add that we are not trying to change the system of
government there. The conditions for renewal'are very realistic,
short-lerm improvements that would be good faith gestures on the
Romanian Government's part of an intention to improve the situa-
tion, say, of minorities or of emigration or any number of the other
issues that have come up.

Senator CHArn. Thank you. Did you have a statement, Mr.
Handal?

Mr. HANDAL. Thank you, Senator, I just want to make two
points.

Senator CHAME. Brief.
Mr. HANDAL. Yes; one, in this case, the threat of suspension is

* probably far more effective than the actual suspension itself. And
second, your comment about this making a loud statement- I think
it would, but my points about the cost in terms of trade and jobs, at
least shows the cost of that statement.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Mr. Szaz, you had a response? Briefly,
please.

Dr. SzAz. You brought up the question of what happened to
Poland when the MFN was withdrawn. What happened, and this
would probably happen in the case of Romania, too, was first an
anti-American campaign and denouncing America for doing it. But
the Poles are back now for years, that we should restore the MFN,
to this end they announced the amnesty of 1988, and we still have
not restored it. I think in a few years Romania would be back after
some reforms, too, to get the MeN back.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you all very much. I appreciate it.
Thank you Mr Chairman.

Senator bANFOiRT. Mr. O'Connor has sent me a note, asking me
if I would recognize Mr. Chapler for a few minutes.

I am very reluctant to do that, Just because it is so difficult to
contain this particular hearing. My past experience is that every-body wants to test*f and to go on for great? lengths of time. But I

Sam told that Mr. Clapler has come down here from New Jersey I

i don't know what representations were made to you, sir, but ifit
has been represented to you that you would have a chance to
speak, I will recw ize you for 2 minutes; but I do so with reluc-
tance. And I do ask you to please keep yourself within the 2-minute
time limit that Mr. O'Connor promised.

Mr. CHAPULE. I will try. (Laughter.]
Senator DANFoRTH. You will not only try; you will succeed.
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STATEMENT OF HAROLD CHAPLER, PRESIDENT, CHEROMI, INC.,
NEW JERSEY; ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN BUSINESSES FOR
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Mr. CHAPLER. My name is Harold Chapler, an importer of furni-

ture from Romania. I would first like to say that this is the first
time in my life I have testified before a Senate subcommittee, and I
am very honored.

I have been doing business with Romania for over 20 years and
have made over 100 visits there during that time. I would like to
give you just a few of the observations I have made during those
many trips to Romania. I

First of all, never during this time have I been inhibited in my
freedom to travel throughout the country and to speak to anyone I
chose. I have routinely visited factories where articles of import
are made, as well as churches of several denominations. I am a
practicing Jew, and have worshipped many times freely and with.
out any restriction in the synagogues all over Romania. The many
sermons I have heard in these synagogues are absolutely no differ-
ent than the sermons that are preached in synagogues in the
United States.

In fact I have an example with me from a Jewish newspaper
published in Romania in both Romanian and Hebrew. I have had
no trouble even obtaining kosher food during my travel since it is
available in many parts of the country. I will skip part of it and
stay within the 2-minute limit.

Senator DANFORTH. The whole statement will be put in the
record.

Mr. CHAPLZR. OK. The managing director of a large wood facto-
ry-not a member-told me that he Is a practicing Roman Catho-
lic, not a member of the dominant Roman orthodox church, a fact
which to me illustrates that persons who regularly practice their
religion, even if it is not Romanian orthodox, are not inhibited in
obtaining positions of rank and responsibility in Romania.

As you travel through the smaller towns outside of Bucharest,
you might be reminded of traveling through Italy or Spain. Each of
these villages, no matter how small, has at least one lI church
well kept and obviously, from looking at the grounds and king to
priests and ministers, in v frequent use. The fact that there is a
relatively high level of religious and cultural freedom in Romania;
certainly in comparison to other nonmarket economies, has a great
deal to do with the continuing cultural and economic ties with the
United States, made possible by MFN. Thank you for the opportu-
nity to speak.

Senator DAmNORTH. Thank you, and thank you to everyone on
the panel. That concludes the hearing.

[Whereupon, at 11:49 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:] I i
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STATEMENT OF HAROLD CHAPLER
ON BEHALF OF

AMERICAN BUSINESSES FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

AUGUST 1, 1986

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

Subcommittee. I am Harold Chaplet President of Cheromi, Inc.,

a New Jersey-based importer of furniture. As Mr. Robertson

mentioned, I have been doing business with Romania for over 20

years, and have made over 100 visits there during that time. I

would like to give you just a few of the observations I have made

during those many trips to Romania.

First of all, never during this time have I been

inhibited in my freedom to travel throughout the country and

speak to anyone I choose. I have routinely visited factories

where the articles I import are made, as well as churches of

several denominations. I am a practicing Jew, and have

worshipped many, many times freely and without any restriction in

the synagogues all over Romania. The many sermons I've heard in

the synagogues are absolutely no different than the sermons that

are preached in the synagogues of the United States. In factq I

have an example with me from a Jewish newspaper published in

Romania in both Romaniar and Hebrew. I have had no trouble even

obtaining kosher food during my travels, since it is available in

many parts of the country.

I have also talked many times, through my own inter-

preters, to Romanians from numerous denominations, including
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Baptists. I have been told time and time again in what I believe

to be freely undertaken conversations that there are no problems

with regard to religious liberties as long as church members

continue to abide by the laws of the country, for example,

participating in the military draft and sending children to the

public schools, just as we require in this country. In fact, the

managing director of a large wood factory recently told me that

he is a practicing Roman Catholic, not a member of the dominant

Romanian Orthodox Church -- a fact which to me illustrates that

persons who regularly practice their religion, even if it is not

Romanian Orthodox, are not inhibited in attaining positions of

rank and responsibility in Romania.

As far as civil liberties and living conditions are

concerned, people do grumble about their living conditions. At

the same time, however, they understand the need for sacrifice

during a period of economic hardship and austerity for the

country and are looking forward positively to improved condi-

tions. As it is, the vast majority of homes have T.V.s and

radios, and indeed T.V. antennas are visible throughout the

country. People all over the country listen openly to Radio free

Surope. During this most recent visit, I also noticed many new

automobiles on the roads and in the towns (although there are

times in the year when there is not enough.gas to drive), and an

enormous amount of construction in Bucharest.

The country is in transition from an agrarian society

to a fully industrialized one, but the transition has not

affected the importance of religion to Romania or the very active

-2-
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role that churches play in the lives of the towns. In fact, as

you travel through the smaller towns outside of Bucharest, you

might be reminded of traveling through Italy or Spain. Each of

these villages, no matter how small, has at least one large

church, well kept and obviously, from looking at the grounds and

talking to priests and ministers, in very frequent use. Indeed,

there is much more activity on a weekly basis going on at a

typical church in Romania than found in many churches in the

United States.

As Mr. Robertson has said, the fact that there is a

relatively high level of religious and cultural, reedom in

Romania, certainly in comparison to other non-market economies,

has a great deal to do with the continuing cultural and economic

ties with the United States which are made possible by KFN. No

one denies that Romania is far from perfect, but the examples of

repression and economic hardship which concern all of us would

inevitably increase if KFN were withdrawn, and the sad tales of

individuals separated from families in the West would certainly

multiply. Unlike other Third World citizens, the man in the

street in Romania has tremendous liking for the United States.

It is these people who, in the end, will suffer most if KPN is

withdrawn. for that reason, I believe profoundly that maintain-

ing our economic and cultural ties with Romania through NIN is

just as beneficial to the level of freedom and comfort in that

country as it is to American trade. I could not be more emphatic

in urging you to continue it.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear here today. I

will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

- 3-
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DON NICKLES &At9daW4h4.h0o..,.", Unfttel tSates $mate"-
WASHINGTON. 0.C. 206 10 I#MWA

SMALL PAWN(3

July 24, 1985

His excellency Nicolse Ceausescu
President
The Socialist Ympublic of Pnia
Bucharest

Or Mr. President

We, the undersigned ambers of the United States Smute, are gravely
concerned about continuing reports reaching us regarding the severely
repressive mesures being taken byour govermnt agaLint religious believers,
migration applicants, and ethnic cities.

Whtl we are pleased to hear of an agree nt between our two nations which
should alleviate hardshilp for nw migration aplcats (the loss of
woyment, housing, and medical treatment), we are concerned that the process
of family reunification remain oatresaly difficult or lepossible.

legardLng Fmanian Jewish migration, half tony Jews (543) reached
Israel daring the first half of 1985 oops ad to the s period last year
(1,026). During 1984 almost 2,000 Raamnian Jews arrived in Israeli in the
years before waanis received Most Favored Nation trade status the annual rate
wee almost 4,000.

Maliable infornation reaching Congress has confimed the destruction of at
least three churches. the Pentecostal Church of Clapla Turxii, the Baptist
Church of Bistrits, and the Giuleti Baptist Church of Bucharest. In addition,
religious leaders such as Costantin Sfatou of Ksi are being arrested and
ovicted for long prison tesm for distributing Bibles and other religious.
literature. It has even been reported that a h nt of 20,000 Bibles sent to
the usgrian minority urches tV Wetern church orgenisations have been
recyed for use as toilet pmper.

Many churches are kept waiting for years without building pernite
including: The Second Baptist Church of Orades, lateg Baptist Church, IMsita
Baptist Church, the Pentecostal Church of Medis, Tirgu-*rs Pentecostal
Church, the Baptist Church of ?laisoara, the Baptist Church of Marghita and
the Tiganesti Baptist Church of Aleandria.

311'W *09111lw0U18 so"I~ ItI. 0114"
*.@g. So 14040 IISI.1*It # I6" IIS1.lalf
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Page Two

Among minorities, the Hungarians continue to be singled out for deprivation
of their cultural heritage. Recently all television broadcasting in Hungarian
was stopped, more Hungarian schools closed, and spokesmen of that minority
harassed, imprisoned and beaten.

These facts, along with many other Concerns, raise the question of whether
our WN trade status with Romania is really mutually beneficial. It is
becoming inoreasily difficult to Justify this special relationship with a
nation that is thought by more and more Americans to have little regard ftbr
human rights.

Your help In addressing these concerns is very important to us. We believe
that progress in humn rights is possible when two nations work together for
the common good.

Sinc.r

U.S. Senator U.S. Senator

I

/ -//

2

"ZIA
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ZA AfMSTRONO

ialt ,tatez .;efattte
AIIGOH C2~10 ___ ____. ..

September 5, 1985

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Johnz

I would like to follow up on a letter sent to you by several members of the
Subcommittee regarding year-round monitoring of Romania's human rights record
as it relates to the granting of Most Favored Nation status.

Clearly, Romania Is making little progress toward the practice of human
rights upon which its H4M trade status is based. Rather than simply holding
hearings Ae a year, more systematic monitoring by the West may provide a
greater incentive for oomplianoe by the Romanian government.

I hope you will consider the idea of a team of members from the Trade
Subcommittee, the Foreign Affairs Committee, and the Helsinki Commission to
monitor Romanitts progress on human rights und.

(iKnerely,

il Armstrong

WLA :wl
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99fta CONGRESS
IST SESSION S. 1817

To suspend temporarily most-favored-nation treatment to Romania.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
NoVzMuBB 1 (legislative day, OcToBxR 28), 1985

Mr. TsIBLs (for himself and Mr. ANMSTRONO) introduced the following bill;
which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To suspend temporarily most-favored-nation treatment to

Romania.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Houe of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled

3 That the Congress-

4 (1) notes that the Department of State, in the

5 publication "Country Reports on Human Rights Prac-

6 tices for 1984", found that "In the area of human

i7 rights, major discrepancies persist between Romania's

8 Constitution, laws, public pronouncements and interna-

9 tional commitments on the one hand, and the civil

10 liberties and human rights actually allowed by the

11 regime on the other";
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2

1 (2) is aware of numerous accounts from various

- .---nhuman- rights-oanizatonsr e-Department-oftate,

8 and congressional delegations of incidents of people

4 being arbitrarily harassed, interrogated, and arrested

5 by Romanian authorities for the exercise of civil

6 liberties;

7 (3) finds that official Romanian harassment has

8 not only been extended to the arrest of persons for car-

9 rying Bibles and other religious materials, but even

10 carried to the point of destroying churches and recy-

11 cling Bibles for the production of toilet paper; and

12 (4) further funds that the United States trade defi-

18 cit with Romania (which in 1985 reached a ratio of 4.7

14 to 1) is a result of our extension of nondiscriminatory

15 treatment (most-favored-nation treatment) to that coun-

16 try and can be construed as an endorsement of that

17 nation's abusive internal practices.

18 Scc. 2. (a) Nondiscriminatory treatment (most-favored-

19 nation treatment) may not be extended to the products of

20 Romania during the six-month period that begins on the first

21 day of the second month occurring after the month in which

22 this bill is enacted.

23 (b) Before-the close of the six-month period referred to

24 in subsection (a), the President shall-

S li1 5
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3

1 (1) assess the status of civil liberties and human

3 (2) recommend to Congress whether the suspen-

4 sion of nondiscriminatory treatment to Romania under

5 the preceding section should be extended and, if so, for

6 what period.

0

S I1I? 5
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1ST SESSION

To suspend temporarily most-favored-nation treatment to Romania.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OCTOBER 22, 1985.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey (for himself, Mr. HALL Of Ohio, and Mr. WOLF) intro-

duced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Ways and
Means

DECEMBER 8, 1985
Additional sponsors: Mr. BROYHILL, Mr. COELHO, Mr. ALEXANDER, Mr. LAOO-

MARSINO, Ms. KAPTUR, Mr. SILJANDER, Mr. APPLEGATE, Mr. COUNTER,
Mr. SAXTON, Mr. LEATH of Texas, Mr. SKELTON, Mr. KINDNss, Mrs.
BENTLEY, Mr. WILSON, Mr. WORTLEY, Mr. MCGRATH, Mr. LIPINSKI, Mr.
DENNY SMITH, Mr. MORRISON of Connecticut, Mr. WEDER, Mr. BARTON Of
Texas, Mr. DORNAN Of California, Mr. EMERSON, Mr. RANOEL, Mr. ED-

r WARDS of Oklahoiha, Mr. ATKINS, Mr. SWINDALL, Mr. BONIOR of Michi-
gan, Mr. HUNTER, Mr. HENRY, Mr. COUOHLIN, Mr. MONSON, Mr. RUDD,
Mr. BLILEY, Mr. EVANS of Illinos, Mr. VENTrO, Mr. HUBBARD, Mr.
BURTON of Indiana, Mr. BOUCHER, Mr. GRAY of Illinois, Mr. EDWARDS of
California, Mr. HILER, Mr. DANIEL, Mr. NEAL, Mr. PORTER, Mr. CODEY,
and Mr. SUNIA

A BILL
To suspend temporarily most-favored-nation treatment to

Romania.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the Congress-
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2

1 (1) notes that the Department of State, in the

2 publication Countru epRONJgt&rc

3 tices for 1984, found that "In the area of human

4 rights, major discrepancies persist between Romania's

5 Constitution, laws, public pronouncements and interna-

6 tional commitments on the one hand, and the civil lib-

7 erties and human rights actually allowed by the regime

8 on the other";

9 (2) is aware of numerous accounts from various

10 human rights organizations, the Department of State,

11 and Congressional delegations of incidents of people

12 being arbitrarily harassed, interrogated, and arrested

13 by Romanian authorities for the exercise of civil

14 liberties;

15 (3) finds that official Romanian harassment has

16 not only been extended to the arrest of persons for car-

17 rying Bibles and other religious materials, but even

18 carried to the point of destroying churches and recy-

19 cling Bibles for the production of toilet paper; and

20 (4) further finds that the United States trade defi-

21 cit with Romania (which in 1985 has already reached

22 a ratio of 4.7 to 1) is a result of our extension of non-

23 discriminatory treatment (most-favored-nation treat-

24 ment) tq that country and can be construed as an en-

25 dorsement of that nation's abusive internal practices.

a a" SC
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1 SEC. 2. (a) Nondiscriminatory treatment (most-favored-

- -2.. nation treatment) ,-may- not -be- extended- to--the-products-of ---- -

3 Romania during the 6-month period that begins on first day

4 of the second month'occurring after the month in which this

5 is enacted.

6 (b) Before the close of the 6-month period, referred to in

7 subsection (a), the President shall-

8 (1) assess the status of civil liberties and human

9 rights in Romania; and

10 (2) recommend to Congress whether the suspen-

11 sion of nondiscriminatory treatment to Romania under

12 the preceding section should be extended and, if so, for

13 what period within one year.

0
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SUSPENSION OF ROMANIA'S MFN STATUS

Original coalnsors: Tony Hall and Frank Wolf

Alexander, Bill
Applegate, Douglas
Armey, Richard
Atkins, Chester
Badham, Robert
Barton, Joe
Bateman, Herbert
Bentley, Helen
Bilirakis, Michael
Bliley, Thomas
Bonior, David
Boucher, Frederick
Broyhill, James
Bryant. John
Burton, Dan
Coats, Dan
Cobey, William
Coelho, Tony
Coughliln, Lawrence
Courter. Jim
Craig, Larry
Daniel, Dan
Daschle, Thomas
Daub, Hal
DeWine, Michalel
Dornan, Robert
Dowdy, Wayne
Dwyer, Bernard
Eckert, Fred
Edgar, Bob
Edwards, Don
Edwards, Hickey
Emerson, Bill
Evans, Lane
Fields, Jack
Gallo, Dean
Garcia, Robert
Gingrich, Newt
Gray, Kenneth
Henry,. Paul

Hiler, John
Hubbard, Carroll
Hunter, Duncan
Kaptur, Marcy
Kindness, Thomas
Kolbe, Jim
Lagomarsino, Robert
Leath, Marvin
Lehman, William
Lipinski, William
Lowry, Mike
McCain, John
McEwen, Bob
McGrath, Raymond
Mikulski, Barbara
Molinari, Guy
Monson, David
Morrison, Bruce
Neal, Stephen
Packard, Ron
Parris, Stan
Pickle, J. J.
Porter, John Edward
Rangel, Charles
Rinaldo, Matthew
Robinson, Tommy
Rudd, Eldon
Saxton, Jim
Schuette, Bill
Siljander, Hark
Skelton, Ike
Smith, Denny
Smith, Neal
Stallings, Richard
Sundquist, Don
Sunia, Fofo I.F.
Swindall, Patrick
Synar, Mike
Vento, Bruce
Vucanovich, Barbara
Weber, Vin
Wilson, Charles
Wirth, Timothy
Wortley, George
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HOUSE OF ACPRIESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, D C, 20515

Pr.A9^K P WcLr

April t3, 1986

Dear Mr. Roserithal:

I appreciated your taking the ti,e last week to
visit with me and express your concerns about the
pending surpenLlon of ;ost Favored Nation trade
agreement with Romania.

As you may know# the House Says and Means
Subcommittee on Trade yesterday announced its
intentions to hold hearings in June on bills seeking
the permanent and temporary suspension of MFN for
Romania. This is a new development and underscores
my comments last week that there is a growing
sentiment within the Congress that because of its
blatant disregard of human rights, Romania no longer
deserves the economic support and trade preference
that mFry allows. I believe decisive action on
Romania's NFN status may very well be taken before
the end of the summer and that next year's MFN
renewal may now be in jeopardy.

Although I am pleased with your interest in
presenting our specific concerns to the Romanian
governments, I must be frank in telling you that I ant
not optimistic about the success of such an effort.
It is only because the situation is so grim, and
every other avenue for genuine human rights
improvements appears to have been exhausted, that I
provide this lengthy--but by no means exhaustive--
list of situations in Romania which need redress.
Attention to the trends arid repression represented in
this list could s(t:,. 4 signal fo the U.S. Congress
and the vo.ld c. T-fr.an's genuire Coir.tment to
)umna rights aro 'Lc dignity of its citizens. Our
human rigLts concerns are centered in three basic
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Mr. Milton F. Rosenthal
April 23, 1986
Page 2

areas: 1) the Romanian government's persecution,
---- har-asment-and-genereil-treatment-of-Chrts

religious organizations and churches; 2) Romania's
persecution of minorities; and 3) the government's
harassment of Romenians seeking to leave the country.

As per your request, I am submitting wlth his
letter a liht of the types of abuses in Romania 'of
which we are aware underscoring America's growing
concern and support for suspending MFN.

Again, thank you for your interest in this

matter and I wish you every success.

rely,

k R. Wolf
Member of Congress

Mr. Milton F. Rosenthal
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
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Colirl of Htc Vnittb 10tatc
V0tiot of 1pratntatiW%
WlJ fntot,. 0.0. 20515

May 1 3 96

The residentt
The iEhite House
lashington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

Ile are writing to urge that you suspend this year's
anticipated renewal of Most Pavored Nation trade status for
Portania for a least six months. We urge this action because of
our deep concern about human rights abuses in communist Romania.

Ile have attached a listing which details human rights
violations, repression of religious freedoms, persecution and
inpriaonment of Christians, harassment of national minorities and
unresolved emigration problems in Romania. Unfortunately, this
information only begins to tell of the extent of the repressive

K domestic policies being perpetuated in Romania under President
Ceausescu. All of the incidents and situations listed on the
attached have arisen within the last. year.

Ve have also enclosed a copy' of an article by Ion Pacepa,
-: the highest ranking intelligence defector, who outlines the

nature of Ceausescu's policies, his relationship to the Soviet
Union, his country's involvement in terrorist activities and
epi-onage against the United States and other western nations.
The human rights abuses and the policies of this communist country
are further underscored by the current trade deficit the U.S. has
with Romania (1:4.79).

Mr. President, we believe it is imperative that the United
States stand firmly or, the principles that have made this nation
strong and successful -- commitment to freedom, human dignity, an6
basic hui,an rights. Is it right to hold those beliefs. as a
nation, v,h.le we not only tolerate repression and denial of human
rights for others, but also support that with our economicassistance?.

We urge you to suspend HPN to Romania for six months to send
a clear and powerfu] message to the Romanian government that the
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The Piesldent
May It 1986
Page Two

United States will not provide economic support to a nation which.......... do noL-.respect., the.-bas4-c-,human-.r~ghts,-£lt~-ol ..... ...

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Frank R. Wol To~ P a1l Christopher H. Smith

I
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The Center for Russian and East European Jewry
240 Cabdnl Blvd., New York, N.Y. 10033

Tels. (212) 928.7451, 795-6867, 799-8"2
July 17, 1986

GOVIENING IOAD

\ VlcoCa mn
/ Paul W. Freims"

ItAUCA.,IV Sh..
Rabbl Avwabaw Wm ls

Paul W. Freedman
Secrtres
Marlin Koeni.
David Nussbaum

Natioal O11d'lN~Op

,acob Srnbagm
NA6ir 1 .oordiCloiClenn 641chter

HONORARY SPONSORS
NO4 Harman adil.
Ho Abraham Ream.
Rabb Saul erman
1aol Bernstein

Theodore malMon H° - '°lihn 91illsm

Pro( it. lroukAmohem oaldetslkySMomis Cadlebach

ho. H rt uaACareo,

tabbi 'Harle
Rabb Immanuel lacobovits
Senator places Is**1
Ho iwart Kson

Fabian Kolheu
Or Samuel KKranShtrlety Ko,'.a

Rabbi Aeron Lcl4e#seuln
Rabbi Norman tamns
Ho. loa lil.ay
Irwien Lols y
Hon Robert MoSenlsuHO.. Paul O'OWyer
Cinul. Pra1neHo&. Roolamla Roimnthe#~aBayard RuS|SO
Rabbi Herschl Sighacbe,
H s 4imea Schese,
rr, Soymou S1010
O. 1110.1 Soemr
Ile WI..uI
Rabbi iselWoll or"e

Sen. J, Danforth Chmn.
Int'l Trade Subcommittee
Washington DC

Dear Sen. Danforth#

Please note the three enclosed Jewish organizational
statements regarding the inadequacy of Romanian Jewish
emigration this year. I am authorised to speak on their
behalf at the July 28th hearings. 4

I should add that I have been in frequent touch with
Mooris Abram, Chairman of the Conference of Presidents
of Major Jewish Organizations on this matter and he has
communicated his concerns in writing to the Romanian
Ambadeador.

Your early intervention with the Romanian authorities
would be deeply appreciated.

Very Sincerely

Jacob Birnbaum.
National l Director
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The Center for Russian and East European jewry
240 Cabrini Blvd., New York, N.Y. 10033

Tels. (212) 928.74S1, 7954867, 799.8902

Statement on Romanian Jewish Emigration
in regard to Senate Trade Subcommittee Hearings,7.28.86

During the first 6 months
reached Israel, compared
in 1984. There is no sign
of 1986.

of 1986 only 483 Romanian Jews
with 1,026 for the same period
as yet of better for the rest

GOVERNING IOARDChaiman

Rabb, Steven Riskin
VicechibmeA
Paul W Freedman
Moaey s$¢apiar
Rabbc (Lhalot Shm
Rabb Arhsam Welts
Treasure
Paul W Freedman
Secttrit
Martin Koen.
Oavid Nussbaum

NatoI Orector
lacob 0 tilbaum
lal'oalCoo'dtatuo
ClAm Rhir

HONORARV SPONSORS
Ho Nerman Saddlio
Hon6 Ababam Bestre
Rabb. Saul Selman
la(k -stri.,
Hon Mawcr Bag.A
T lhedce RkOl
Is, lonAthn Smhcam
Pro# uda 0

Shlomo CrlebaclHan Hu~h Ca,4e,AeHold ,ant

Prot It.caCca cc ib,,g
Rabb, |uls Haclow
Rabb, Immanuael lacubocis
Sacator facob aolyt
Ho ldwsadK och
Rabbi cCbeIX K$p toil
Faboan Koike
Or Samuel Kiiman
Sh,,lev Korman
Rabb, Ahacot Lichtestlein
Rabb. No-man Lamm
Hart lohm Lnislaylcc co Lucia
)t, Iionr MoRaergiontcao
HIa Paul O'OcVe,
0ens1 Prager
Hon Btniamic Rosenthale Bayard Rusie,

Rabbc Hcirbol Schachle,
Han lames Schiauer
Prof Seymour S16el
Or Hdilel Seidman
Huo Slaes Solari
Rabbi Isael Wohlillermla
Pa MicaoIlWylsib e~d

In 1985, though a total of 1,991 Jews were approved to
leave, only 1,332 actually did so.
Despite numerous Romanian assurances to U.S. Administration
and Congressional representatives and to 1.S. Jewish leaders
during the past 15 years, the Jewish emigration situation
situation has remained uncertain and disturbing.
In the years just before Romania received MFN trading sta-

.tus, the annual outflow was 3/4000. Once they had it, the
rate halved to some 2,000 (1975/6) arid then halved again
to approximately 1,000 in the succeeding yuars.
It is significat of the calculated manner in which the
Romanian authorities manipulate emigration that in 1984,
the rate rose to almost 2,000 - an attempt to placate us
after the unpleasant experience of the Education Pax.
It is our conte-ition that the annual rates could easily
be accelerated to the levels prevailing during the early
1970s.
Here is an additional factor. With the possibility of the
loss of effective power by an aging President Ceausescu in
the not distant future,the evacuation of as many Jews as
possiblp acquires a new urre.cy.
We would greatly appreciate your early intervention with
the Rominian authorities for the purpose of accelerating
this process. O ~ ~~ ~ 6

:(Jacob Birnbaum, Nat'l Director
cc Sec. of State G. \hultz/ Senators Packwood, TugarBos-

chwitz, Prible, Armstrong ,Bradley, D'Amato, Grassley,
Heinz, Moynihan, / .
Messrs Morris Abram,Kenneth Bialkin,Malcolm Hoenlein,

ChairmanImmediatu past Chairmai,Zxec.Director, Conference
of Presidents of American Jewish Organizations.

July 16, 1986
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UNION OF COUNCILS FOR SOVIET JEWS
1411 K STREET. NW * SlATE 402 - WASHIIGTON. DC 20005 * (202)393-4117

July 14. 1986

His Excellency Nlkolai Gavrllescu
Embassy of Romania
1607 23rd Street, N.V.
Washington, DC 20008

Dear Ambassador Gavrilescu.

I have recently learned that the statistics showing emigration of Romanian
Jews to Israel are lower this year than in the sme period of time
In 1984 and 1985.

I was surprised at these statistics because of the assurances previously
given to the U.S. government by your government.

This raises the question as to whether Romania is now In compliance
with the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.

I am hopeful that by the time the U.S. Senate holds hearings to review
this situation, the emigration rates will rise substantially.

Sincerely,

Morey Schapira
National President

MS:ps
CC: Senator Paul S. Trible

Senator Claiborne Pell
Senator Bob Packwood
Senator John Danforth
Senator Richard Lugar
Senator Alan Cranston
Representative Sam Gibbons
Representative Dante Fascell
Representative Steny Hoyer
Vice Admiral John Poindexter, Nat'l Security Council
Hon. George Shultz

bcc: UCSJ Executive Committee
Paula Dobriansky, Nat'l. Security Council
Jacob Birnbaum
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SELWAN~RVICE CtIITERI IOLETOON* VA* 2264511AM

4-044L648S92002 07111/66 ICS IP'4TZZ CSP NYAB
I 2129287B51 MGM TONT NEW YORK NY 07|t1 ossP EST

ITIS IS A C(0-It114A1IIn" CO-Y OF T14F rLLnoING MESSAGE$

2129287b51 MGM$ 70"T hE% YORK Ify 78 Al7|| 0559P EST
ZIP
AtHRASSADOW GAVkILESCU
1607 23 ST NORTHwEST
WASHINGTON DC 20008
ON BEHALF Of THE LARGEST RABBINICAL GROUP IN AMERICA WE PROTEST THE
POLICY THAT RESULTED IN THE ARRIVAL OF ONLY 483 ROMANIAN JEWS IN
ISRAEL AS OF JUNE 30 1986o COMPARED WITH 1,026 BY JUNE 30 1984s

BEFORE RONANIA RECEIVED MFNo ANNUAL JEWISH IMMIGRATION WAS 4#000. WE
~-SEE NO VALIA REQSUN WHY THE SAME LEVEL SHOULD NOT BE REACHED AGAIN.

RABBI ALAN MYERO"ITZ CHAIHAN EAST rUROPEAN COMMISSION RABBINICAL
ASSEMBLY

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM MESSAGE. SEE REVERSE BIDE FOR WESTERN UNIOW TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS

2.

.j
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Hr. Go-re Balica
5909 North Kenore
Chicago, Illinois 60660
July 5, 1986

Trade Subowmttee on Nost-Favored-Nation Status for Hungary, Atmunia,
China, and Afganistan
Betty Scott Roan, Ccmittee on Finance
Roon SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

To Whom It May Concerns
My nam is Qorghe Balica and I reside in Chicago. I came to this country in
Decanter, 1983. I worked at the Institute of Research Projects in the city of
Arad, as an engineer, up to the tiff I left Rlcmnia. I never had to suffer in any
may for the fact that I was a member of the Baptist Church. I was a child in
1938-1940 when oy father, President of the Baptist Church in the city where I
was born ( The church had been closed by authorities at that tim. ) organized a
water beptisn, for which he was arrested. Today the Baptists of Rimunia enjoy their
liberty.

My father-in-law, Zbircee Kilentie, from Arad (102 Hoagean Street), who just
arrived from Romrnia to visit us, said that nobody suffers because of his religion
and that everybody enjoys his liberty. I am enclosing a few pictures of the
baptism at Curtici City, where 24 people were baptized (see page 2) and at
Otelol Rosu, where 28 people were baptized (see page 8). These haptism took
place on Jm. tO, 1934. On-June 23,1985, another 40 people were baptized at
the city of Bocsa (see page 9) and on June 2, 1985, 50 people wre baptized
at the Speranta Church in Arad County (see page 20), as at many, many other
churches throughout Ramnia. I have attached a copy of the Uf'Te Il uninator,
a monthly publication of the Roaunian Baptist Association of the United States
of Auerica, Canada, and Australia.. This publication contains the afornentioned
pictures fron the issues of May, 1985 and August/Septeaber, 1985.

Ther is a strong bond between the Baptist comunities of Pmnia and the U.S.A.
and other countries. In 1984, a delegation of Baptist leaders from Roamnia
participated in the Congress of the Pmanian Baptist Association of Chicago, and
a delegation 6f Rmanian Baptists from the United States participated in an
assesrbly of the Baptists of P ,ana. In July, 1985, a Rananian Baptist delegation
participated in the Congres Mondiale du Baptisme in California.

Poania is considered a Patence Island in a Slovanic Sea. That is, Ibnenia is the
only country where a Latin language is spoken and it surrounded by countries where
only Slavic languages are spoken. In 1968, Rsamnia was the only Eastern Block
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country which criticized the invasion of the Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia.
Rowania did not break diplomatic relations with Israel and even today maintains
quite friendly relations with Israel. Jewish people who want to ismigrate to

Israel are allowed to do so. In 1984, Romvana was the only country front the
Eastern Block to snd a delegation to the Olynpic Gums in California.

About the Hungarian minority in Rmaanias Hungarians somtlms have more rights
than the Romanian majority, with no discrimination between the rights of the
Romanians and the Hungarians. The Hungarians have their churches and theaters
financed by the State of Rwania as well as their newspapers and magazines in

their maternal language. These include art, science, and culture. However,
a small group of Hungarians living abroad have complained and agitated for a long
period of time. In fact, they filed a complaint at the International Court of
Justice in Haag that they be compensated for their loss of land which the

Romanian government distributed to the peasantry. This had been done regardless
of the ethnic background of the recipient. This same type of agitation happens

theses days in the U.S.A. by som Hungarians. It is this group of Hungarians
in the U.S.A. that claims that the Hungarian ethnic group in Transylvania is
deprived of its cultural heritage. THIS IS NOT TRUE.

In conclu ion, I recnnend approval of the Presidential Reconendations
I believe that by extending the Most-Favored-Nation clause to Rcmania, the
United States would benifit both tradewise and politically and the Romanian

people can hope for greater independence.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Rerge fully,

Qheorgle Balica
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA

DONALOW KCOUGH ADDCRSS AMPtY 10

PIC5404(T A O DRAWCR 7134

June 24, 1986 ATLNTAO.3030I
404 ofa-2126

The Honorable
John C. Danforth

Chairman, Subcommittee on
International Trade

Committee on Finance
United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you are considering the extension of the President's
waiver authority under Section 402 of the 1974 Trade
Act, I would like to express my support for continuing
the Most Favored Nation Tariff Treatment for the
People's Republic of China. I would further recommend
that the President's waiver authority with respect to
China be extended on a multi-year basis, rather than
annual renewal. This would create a climate more
consistent with the expanding economic relations
between our two countries.

The Coca-Cola Company has been selling Coca-Cola dnd
our other soft drinks to China since 1979. There are
bottling plants for these beverages in Beijing,
Guangzhou, Xiamen and Zhuhai, with negotiations going
on at present to establish additional plants. The
U.S.-China Trade Agreement provides a necessary struc-
ture for the kind of expansion of trade with China that
will benefit not only my Company but the economic and
political interests of the U.S. as well. As China
moves forward with its internal modernization and
economic development, continuation of a trade agreement
that enables U.S. companies to participate fully will
only benefit the U.S. economy.

In 1985, the United States had a trade deficit of
approximately $148 billion. This figure shows how
important it is for the U.S. to emphasize international
trade as a national economic priority. We need to try
even harder to achieve a positive trade balance whereby
we would also be creating more jobs for Americans.
Denial of fair tariff practices at this time would only
have an adverse impact on the climate in which inter-
national trade can grow.

65-139 0 - 87 - 8



Page 2
The Honorable John C. Danforth
June 24, 1986

It is my strong belief that the continuation of fairtrade practices would be in our country's own bestinterests and a positive factor in overall U.S.-China
relations.

I appreciate your continuing efforts to monitor thesetrade agreements to ensure that our country's best
interests are served.

Sincerely#

DRK/dm
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA

OONAL A. KCOUOH ATAT GA . 030
P CSoNT June 24, 1986 ATLATAOG.30

CNIIV OPZ A?1NO OfFICgN 404"SOO-1iCl

The Honorable
John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on
International Trade

Committee on Finance
United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you are considering the extension of the President's
waiver authority under Section 402 of the 1974 Trade
Act, I would like to express my strong support for
continuing the Most Favored Nation Tariff Treatment for
Romania and Hungary.

The Coca-Cola Company sells Coca-Cola in both Hungary
and Romania and recognizes the importance of this
business to its overall operations. We value highly
our business relationships and believe it is necessary
to preserve the framework for this mutually beneficial
trade which benefits not only my Company but the
economic and political interests of the United States
as well.

In 1985, the United States had a trade deficit of
approximately $148 billion. This figure shows how
important it is for the U.S. to emphasize international
trade as a national economic priority. We need to try
even harder to achieve a positive trade balance whereby
we would also be creating more jobs for Americans.
Denial of fair tariff practices at this time would have
an adverse impact on the climate in which international
trade can grow.

It is my strong belief that continuing fair trade
practices with our bilateral trading partners will
further benefit our trade with these countries.

I appreciate your continuing efforts to monitor these
trade agreements to ensure that our country's best
interests are served.

Sincerely,

DRX/dm
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ROBERT R.ATHAN 1301 Psnnnl AV N.W.• . oAs Waskton, D.C. 20004

Telephone: 202-393-2T00Telx: 248482, C4b: NATECON
TWX: 710-822-1996

July 25, 1986

Written Statement of John C. Beyer,
Consultant to the Cb4QlwIc Corporationp Regarding

the Continuation of the PriWidentEi al Authority To
Waive the Freedom of Emigration Provisions of

The Trade Act of 1974
Presented to the Senate Committee on Finance,

Subcommittee on International Trade

My name is John C. Beyer. I am the President of Robert
R. Nathan Associates, a firm of consulting economists. My
firm has represented the Chilewich Corporation in Washington

for over 20 years. In the past I have testified on behalf
of the Chilewich Corporation in support of Most-Favored-
Nation status for Romania, and I am pleased to have the
opportunity to testify on this subject again. The United
States and Roman4A are important trading partners and
Romania's Most-Favored-Nation trade status is a significant
factor in this relationship. I support the extension of
Most-Favored-Nation trade status to Romania based on the
economic benefits of free trade resulting for both coun-
tries.

The Chilewich Corporation is a large international
trading company. An important division of their business is
exporting cattle hides, the raw material for leather. In
1985, Romania was the fifth largest importer of U.S. cattle
hides, after South Korea, Taiwan, Japan and Mexico. The
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U.S. increased its exports of cattle hides to Romania from

1,031,941 hides in 1984 to 1,168,400 in 1985. These figures

represent 4.1 percent and 4.7 percent of American cattle
hide exports in 1984 and 1985, respectively.1

Cattle hide exports to Romania constitute a significant

contribution to the U.S. cattle and beef industries by
providing a market for a by-product generated in excess of

domestic demand. This generates revenues for continued
growth and prosperity in these industries, helps to decrease

the U.S. foreign trade deficit and, together with other
agricultural commodity exports to Romania, provides a badly

needed export market for the depressed U.S. farm economy.

In addition to cattle hides, U.S. exports to Romania
include coal, soybeans, corn, aircraft engines, cigarettes,

and electrical physical analysis equipment. In 1985 coal,

cittlehides, corn, and soybeans accounted for 61.6 percent

of U.S. exports to Romania. 2  Total American exports to

Romania in 1985 were valued at $208.2 million. While this

represented a 16.3 percent decrease from 1984, U.S. trade
with Romania shows dramatic signs of picking up this year.

U.S. exports to Romania in first quarter 1986 were $107.9

million, a 105.9 percent increase from first quarter 1985.3

1. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
U.S. Exports: SchedulVPE Commodity by Country, FT410,

tDecember 1984 and December 1985.
2. United States International Trade Commission, 45th

Quarterly Report to Congress and Trade Policy Committee onTrade between the United States and "onmarket Economics
duig 95, PUblIcation Number 1827, March 198.
3.-T. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,

Highlights of U.S. Zxport and Import Trade, FT990, December
1985 and March 1986.
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Romania is an important Eastern bloc trading partner
for the United States. Since 1975, when Romania was first
accorded Most-Favorite-Nation status, until 1984, Romania
received 25.0 percent of U.S. exports to Eastern Europe;
the 1985 figure is 26.3 percent. Poland is the only East
European bloc communist country to import more American
goods than Romania.4

The United States has traditionally imported more goods
from Romania than from any other Communist state. Imports
from Romania decreased slightly from $892.5 million in 1984
to $881.7 million in 1985. First quarter 1986 U.S. imports

from Romania were $225.9 million, a marginal increase 'from
$221.6 million in first quarter 1985.5 Major imports
include petroleum, leather goods, clothing, steel products,
chemicals, and furniture.

6

A significant portion of Romania's trade with the
industrialized countries is with the United States. In
1983, 13.6 percent of Romania's trade with industrialized
countries was with the United States, increasing to 18.7
percent in 1984. Among the industrialized countries, the
United States ranks third in trade with Romania in 1984
after West Germany and Italy, despite the geographical
proximity to Romania of other European states.

7

4. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Highlights of U.S. Export and Import Trade, various issues.

5. Figures given are customs values,, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Hjuhlights of U.S. ExMPt
and Imrt Trade, FT990, December 195 and March 1986.

6. United States International Trade Commission, 45th
Quarterly Report to the Conaress and the Trade Polfc70

ttee on Trade Beween te g . and Me 4o arket
Economies DuripS 1985, Publication 1827, March 1986.

7. international Monetary Fund, Direction of Trade
Statistics, May 1986.
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Romania's economy continued to expand in 1985, although
it did not meet all of its own economic performance goals
that it established for itself for the year. According to
Romanian government figures for 1985, national income grew
by 5.9 percent and industrial production by 4.9 percent.
The country also maintained a trade surplus and further

I lowered its foreign debt. The reduction in world'oil prices
* has benefited the Romanian economy. The Romanian government
places a high priority on modernizing the country's economy
net investment constitutes 27 percent of national income,
the highest level in Eastern Europe. These factors are
positive indicators that substantial trade between the U.S.
and Romania will continue.8

Romania's prominence in the overall United
States-Eastern European trading market was spurred by the

t signing of the United States-Romania Trade Agreement in
1975, which accorded Most-Favored-Nation tariff status to

. Romania and facilitated commercial exchanges. Although
there have been a series of other economic agreements and
protocols with Romania over the past decade, Most-Favored-
Nation status has been a pivotal factor in United States-
Romanian trade.

Romania represents a significant market for U.S. goods.
It is an important channel for East-West relations that
should be kept opened. The continuation of U.S. and

8. United States International Trade Commission, 45th
, Quarterly Report to the Congress and the Trade Pol =1-"

Committee on Trade between the United States and Nonmarket
SEconomics during 1985, Publication Number 1827, March 1986.
The Economist Intelligence Unit, Quarterly Economic Review
of Romania, Bulgariao Albaria, No. 11986.

4.
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Romanian trade is dependent upon Most-Favored-Nation status
being granted to Romania. The renewal of the President's
authority to grant Most-Favored-Nation status to Romania
will ensure that this trade will continue to thrive to the
benefit of both countries. The Chilewich Corporation,
cattle farmers and other U.S. exporters, will all gain by
preserving Romania'a Most-Favored-Nation status.

The economic factors cited above support the extension
of international trade with Romania. Most-Favored-Nation
status is the foundation for this trade. On behalf of. the
Chilewich Corporation, I strongly recommend the extension of
Most-Favored-Nation status for Romania .
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August 1, 1986

STATEMENT IN FAVOR OF SUSPENDING MFN TO ROMA1I4A
BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
BY THE COMMITTEE FOR DANUBIAN RESEARCH

The Congress-is considering whether to extend
most-favored-nation ("MFN") status to Romania for another
ear. Given Romania's dismal human rights record and the
nsignificance of its so-called independent foreign policy, no

United States self-interest justifies continuation of MFN this
year, absent significant concessions by Romania.

APPLICATION OF THE POLICY OF DIFFERENTIATION
MANDATES SUSPENDING MFN TO ROMANIA

United States policy of differentiation toward
East-Central Europe was concisely articulated by Vice President
Bush in a speech he gave in Vienna on September 21, 1983. The
Vice President described that policy as follows:

Our policy is one of differentiation that is, we look
to what degree countries pursue autonomous foreign
policies, independent of Moscow's direction; and to
what deqre they foster domestic liberalization --
oit c _, conomically and In ther respect for

h~anrights. The United States will engage in
closer political, economic and cultural relations
with those countries . . . which assert greater
openness or independence...

We will not.., reward closed societies and
belligerent foreign policies countries... w c
continue to flagrantly violate the most fundamental
human rights; and countries.., which act as proxies
to the Soviets in the training, funding and arming of
terrorists, and which supply advisors and military
and technical assistance to armed movements seeking to
destabilize governments in the developing world.
(Emphasis added.)

Thus, differentiation is based on two (not
necessarily mutually exclusive) criteria -- autonomous foreign
policy and domestic liberalization. These two criteria express
our-perceived self-interest, not to mention the interests of
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the people of East-Central Europe. Applying these two
criteria, it is clear that Romania should not receive further
benefits under the Trade Act of 1974.

ROMANIA'S DISMAL HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY
MANDATES SUSPENDING MFN T ROMANIA

Turning to the first criterion, it is beyond dispute
that the socialist states in East-Central Europe do not form a
monolithic bloc -- Romania is among the most repressive and
Stalinistic states in that region. As noted by Helsinki Watch
on May 17, 1985, "Romania is generally considered to be one of
the most egregious human rights offenders in Eastern Europe.
Nor has the situation improved over the past few years. A
severely deteriorating economy, a corrupt bureaucracy, an
omnipresent secret police network, and the 'cult of
personality' surrounding the Ceausescu family have resulted in
increasing misery for Romanian citizens."

In addition to the repression faced by the population
at large, including the often insurmountable obstacles erected
by the government to family unification, Romania's two to three
million Hungarians are subjected to intensified policies aimed
at forcibly assimilating and extinguishing the cultural life of
the members of that minority. The systematic policy'aimed at
homogenizing Romania have been more than well documented and
include: the elimination of Hungarian language educational
institutions; the dissolution of compact Hungarian communities;
the suppression of Hungarian and other minority languages;
curtailment of human contacts and cultural' exchanges with
Hungarians (and Westerners) outside of Romania; harassment of
churches and religious groups and confiscations of their
archives to eradicate all traces of Hungarian presence and
history in Transylvania; falsification of census figures and
history to the point of promoting a national hatred toward
Romanian citizens of Hungarian nationality; and the
concomittant persecution of individuals who exhibit the
slightest resistence to Romania's systematic and relentless
program of forced assimilation.

A most tragic example of Romahia's gross and
persistent human rights abuses include the case of Arpad Visky
who was found dead on January 5, 1986, A Declaration by
Participants of the PEN Congress held in New York in January
protested his death as follows:

Arvad Visky -- a foremost actor and cultural
figure of Rumania's 2.5 million strong Hungarian
minority -- on January 5, 1986, was found dead by
hanging in a forest outside the Transylvanian town of

-2-
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Sfintul Gheorghe (in Hungarian: Sepsiszentgyorgy).
Following a lengthy imprisonment on political
charges, he had been granted amnesty on September 7,
1984, but was banned from appearing on any stage in
Rumania. Constrained to work as an unskilled
laborer, Visky applied to emigrate to Hungary.
During the weeks prior to his death, Visky complained
of official efforts to hinder his emigration, telling
his relatives and friends: "I know too much. What
they fear is that once I'm out, I'll tell about the
torture, the harassment and intimidation, the
humiliation..." According to relatives of the
deceased, and the medical report of his death,
Visky's body was found by a policeman, minutes after
the onset of death. Friends and relatives said the
tragedy was totally unexpected, and the circumstances
highly suspect.

Other cases of deplorable practices include the
continued imprisonment of Erno Borbely and Laszlo Buzas because
of their suspected role in smuggling copies of anti-Hungarian
fliers printed with the acquiescense of the government out of
Romania. Both have been sentenced to six years imprisonment
for "treason." The Romanian authorities reportedly severely
tortured Laszlo Buzas by ripping out his fingernails.

Another of the many examples of persecution is that
of Bela Pall who is thought to be held in a psychiatric ward of
a prison hospital after his legal visit to Hungary in or about
April, 1983. He has been committed to psychiatric institutions
on several occasions in the past after openly criticizing the
elimination of Hungarian educational opportunities in Romania.

An instance of shocking profanity involved 20,000
Bibles donated by the World Reformed Alliance to the
Transylvanian Magyar Reformed Church which never reached their
destination because they were diverted to Braila for recycling
into toilet paper. The recycling process, however, left
clearly legible Biblical words in the Hungarian language in the
tissue. The Wall Street Journal, June 14, 1985.

The Romanian authorities have become so brazen that
they even harass and intimidate foreign tourists who visit
Hungarians in Romania. For instance, Zsolt Szekeres, a United
States resident, recently visited Transylvania and met with a
number of Hungarian intellectuals. Subsequently, he was
detained by the police who deprived him of his passport and
falsely accused him of having been involved in an accident.
After being forced to spend the night in Tirgu Mures, Szekeres
was interrogated for over seven hours concerning his contacts
in Romania and Washington, D.C. During this interrogation, the
police threatened him with physical violence.

-3-
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Whether it is Romania's treatment of minorities,
religious groups, intellectuals or would be emigrants, the
stark reality is that instead of improving, the state of human
rights in Romania has deteriorated during the period it has
enjoyed the benefits of MFN. Applying the first criterion
articulated by Vice President Bush, it is clear that
modification of our policy toward Romania is overdue.

THE INSIGNIFICANCE OF ROMANIA'S SO-CALLED
INDEPENDENT FOREIGN POLICY MANDATES

SUSPENDING MFN TO ROMANIA

The second criterion -- independent foreign policy
often is cited as justification for extending MFN to Romania.
Although Romania may have on occasion pursued policies which
tweaked the Soviet Union, it remains "landlocked" by "fraternal
socialist states" and is acutely aware of the limits of its
"independence." To the extent Romania enjoyed some leeway
vis-a-vis Moscow, it was due to its geographical location, the
internal repression of human rights and insistence on orthodoxy
which preclude liberalizing trends that could threaten the
existing social order and spill over to "infect" its neighbors,
and by virtue of its ability to export oil. As Romania has
become more dependent on Soviet energy supplies, its limited
"independence" has become even more circumscribed. For
instance, although in 1968 Ceausescu was absent from the Warsaw
Pact summvit meetings preceding the Soviet led military
intervention in Czechoslovakia, during the December, 1980
Warsaw Pact meeting in Moscow, he "bitterly attacked the
establishment of new independent [labor) unions in Poland," and
harshly criticized the Polish government's handling of the
labor union crisis. "Romania and Yugoslavia: Two Views of
Communism," The Washington Post, January 13, 1981.

In addition, Romania's actual policies have not
clashed with significant Soviet objectives. Its "independence"
has been overvalued in the West and shrewdly exploited by
Ceausescu. Even the mass media is beginning to realize the
illusory nature of Romania's "independent" foreign policy. As
noted by The Economist on September 1, 1984:

Rumanians know the geopolitical realities. As an
exporter of oil in the years after 1945, Rumania
could afford to have real arguments with Moscow.
Now, with Soviet oil and gas needed to fulfill even
its modest growth plans, its claims to an
"independent" foreign policy looks more and more like
an attempt to dazzle the west -- and distract the
people at home. (Emphasis added.)

- 4 -
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,- More importantly, Romania's policies often are
.contrary to Western and United States interests. For example,
Romania actively supports Marxists and other radical groups
throughout the world. Ironically, in 1984 the Soviet Union
voted on more.occasions with the United States in the United
Nations (13.2%) than did Romania (10.1%). Romania even resorts
"to assassination, eg., the attempt on Paul Goma in Paris and
the assassination of Emil Georgescu in Munich.

Thus, given Romania's closed and brutally repressive
society as well as its over-emphasized but insignificant
"independent" foreign policy, it should not be granted MFN,
absent steps demonstrating respect for minimal standards of
human rights. The MFN leverage will become nonexistent (and
our policy of differentiation will be discredited) if we fail
to exercise it when circumstances, such as those existing in
Romania, call for its application. It is not only naive to
assume that continued trade benefits without anything more will
somehow enhance human rights in Romania and our national
selfinterest, it is also contrary to the facts. As noted
above, Romania's human rights record has grown worse despite
MFN. When the United States finally exercised its MFN leverage
in 1982 by threatening to withhold trade concessions unless
Romania abolished its,"emigration'tax," Romania responded by
rescinding that abominable decree.

Over the years., we have signaled our displeasure with
Romania's dismal human rights record to no avail. For
instance, the annual MFN hearings before the Senate's
Subcommittee on International Trade of the Committee on Finance
and the House of Representatives' Subcommittee on Trade of the
Committee on Ways and Means, have been characterized by somber
pronouncements that Romania's unacceptable and worsening human
rights record would have to improve. That scenario has been.
repeated every year with the Romanian government fully
realizing that our expressions of displeasure were hollow.
Romania brazenly continued to be unresponsive to our
expressions of concern (except in connection with the
emigration tax when we threatened to actually suspend MFN) and
persistently and egregiously violated standards of human
rights. In light of Romania's record, it is time to exercise
the MFN leverage and modify policies that presumably are still
in place because of bureaucratic inertia.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, reaffirmation and application of our

policy of differentiation mandates that MFN at least be
suspended until Romania takes concrete measures to improve its
human rights record.

0428m
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Mr. Chairman:

The extension of Rumania's most favored nation status for another year has

never encountered so much opposition as this year. It seems that the never ceasing

and Increasing violations of human rights by the Rumanian government, which Is

..... main-characteristcof that reglme, permeated.therninds+ o a~larger segment .....

of the American public than ever before. Over the years It became more and more

obvious that the Trade Act of 1974 narrowed down the Intended effect of the law

to the benefit of a relatively small section of the population of Rumania, to those

wanting to emigrate, but "largely neglected the plight of those who do not even

think of leaving the ancestral land", which Is the overwhelming majority. (The

quotation Is from the editorial of the December 1973 issue of the Carpathian

Observer, the periodical publication of the Committee of Transylvania). The

editorial further suggests that the legislators "should lend an ear to both groups,

/the emigrants and non-emigrants/ and act on their behalf dividing their attention

and care more equitably".

In, the last few years, but particularly since 1985, sentiments grew against

Rumania In the U.S.A./ the euphoria at the Olympic games faded out fast and could

not stand up for Rumania's benefit In view of the repressive domestic policy of that

country/.

Persecution of the unrecognized religious denominations, (and also of those

recognized) by the Rumianian $overnment, became too much to bear for the

I-
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coreligionist of the United States. The newest radical measures in the process of

denationalization of the national minorities alarmed human rights organizations

and rallied many U.S. legislators, representatives and senators, to condemn

Rumanian repressive treatment of minorities in several resolution demanding

suspension of the favorable tariff rates. Patriotic organizations joined In the

demands and pointed out that American-Rumanian trade resulted a huge deficit for

our country, in the amount of about 80% Rumania's import to the U.S. as against

20% American export to Rumania.

The question Is in order:, why our administration Insists'to a good relation

with the country which is not only communist governed, but also the most

repressive country among all the satellites countries, and why does it not react on

Rumanian human rights violations energetically which would be commensurate with

the prestige and power of the United States.

We are often reminded that the power of the United States to enforce his

legitimate wishes in a foreign country is limited. Therefore we should not expect

too much. We, however, believe that the limitations of this power also depend on

the firmness of our intervention.

We do not advocate the cessation of our present relation with Rumania if this

good relation in the interest of our country. But many examples show that national

interest is seen differently by different people, or political parties, and we are not

the one who understands the real reasons of having, and even bettering this

relation, as Secretary of State Schultz expressed his wish to President Ceausescu

last December in Bucharest.

We do not attribute too much significance to the attitude of President

Ceausescu criticizing not only the United State but also the Soviet Union. As long

as he does not hurt genuine Soviet interest, the Kremlin let him speak what ever he

-2-



wants. And here is no indication that Rumania's so called Independent foreign

policy does harm the interests of the Soviet Union. On the contrary, It seems that

Rumania acts with the full approval of Moscow and misleads American government

circles. There are reports on the Rumanian role of passing Western technology to

the Soviet Union In which Rumania is acting as a transfer station.

But our knowledge about American foreign policy toward the Soviet block is

limited. We can only guess and draw conclusions from news such as the visit of the

American Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff In Bucharest In March 1983. (Our

source, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeltung stated that "it happens very seldom

tns. th western, militaryisit a country In the Eastern

Bloc.") Presidents Nixon and Ford amicable visits to Rumania clearly indicated an

extraordinary U.S. interest in Rumania which was considered as a break through

into the Soviet Block seen that time as a monolithic, united entity approachable

through the Kremlin only. Whether the Rumanian connection yielded the benefits

which was expected from It, it remains a question for us.

Our experience of many years with Rumanian dealing with foreign policy

affairs convinced us about the duplicity of the Rumanlan communist diplomacy. It

has simple but solid rules:

I/ Not to admit any shortcomings or blames for Rumanian domestic policies

but vehemently deny them,

2/ If the facts are so clear that denial is Impossible, invent a credible

sounding motivation which is suitable to render the unacceptable facts

understandable and acceptable, and assert It firmly.

3/ Promise change if there is no other way out but do not fulfill your

promise,

4/ Find the right answer always for propaganda purposes making believe that

-3-
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Rumania is a progressive, "perfect" country, the guardian of human rights

and the people's interests,

5/ Declare readiness for cooperation with the U.S.A. and other western
countries even if you do not want to cooperate, and if you actually will

not cooperate,

6/ Concerning the national minority policies of Rumania the number one'
rules is: to deny that any problem exists. On the contrary, siply declare
that the national minorities/ Hungarians, Germans, Jews, Gypsies,
etc./have never had so good as under the Ceausescu regime. If you need
proof for your points, use suitable statisticaI data which mislead the
uninformed listener. /One does not have to be cynical to know that
statistical data can be used to prove and disprove the facts if taken

differently out of context./
As the name of our organization clearly indicates we are concerned with

Transylvania and in it with the population which, as the largest national minority,

bears the brunt of the suppressive Rumanian minority policies.
Our concern is wholly justified because the Ceausescu regime seems to have

decided to liquidate the 2.3 million strong Hungarian community of Rumania
concentrated in the formerly Hungarian province of Transylvania. Some of the
latest measures of this decision are:

1/ The complete elimination of -Hungarian highschools and the Hungarian
section of the only Transylvanian university in Kolozsvar /In Rumanian
Cluj-Napoca/. This university was created by the forcible merger of the
Hungarian and Rumanian universities in 1938 with the Rumanian pledge
that the two sections of the new institution will be completely equal
branches. The pledge was not kept. Today, only the Hungarian language

-4-
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and literature is taught in the Hungarian section. But what is even more

outrageous, the graduates of the Hungarian language section are put to

work, in completely Rumanian inhabited province of Moldavia and

Hungarian schools in Transylvania have about 200 vacancies in teachers.

2/ The complete elimination of the Hungarian language from official use in

spite of constitutional assurances to the contrary. Lack of any degree of

bilingualism.

3/ Discontinuation of individual tourist traffic between Hungary and

Rumania; only organized groups may go to Hungary or are accepted from

H ungsory in Rumania. Oneof the ost elementary hmqn rights to travel

is violated by the new restrictions.

4/ Discontinuation of television and radio broadcasts In the languages of

minorities, Hungarian, German.

3/ Beating up, imprisoning and even murdering Hungarians by the police

force is in the increases

Rev. Geza Pafl, Roman Catholic priest arrested, tortured and beaten up

so that he died from the Injuries suffered. His "crime" was thai in his

Christmas sermon, Rev. Palf I complained about making Christmas day a

regular working day in Rumania. /1984/

Arpad Vsky, actor harassed and Imprisoned, when released he was barred

by Rumanian authorities to play in Hungarian theaters. Recently his

hanged dead body was found by the police- a few minutes after he died

according to medical opinion. Suspected is he was murdered by the

police. /1986/

Zoltan Olah, a resident of Kolozsvar/Cluj/ was beaten to death by the

Rumanian police for a kilogram/about two pounds/coffee at the police
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headquarters. /1983/.

Rev. 3anos Cselils a Hungarian Roman" Catholic priest of

Nagyvarad/Oradea/ both hands were broken by Rumanian police at a

hearing so severely that a month afterward he still was Under medical

care. The police pressed him, under threat, to give informati<h about the

Catholic hierarchy and his parish members. As. he was not willing to

denounce members of his congregation, the police started to beat him.

,Oela Pal, a mathematic teacher, has suffered a complete mental collapse

in prison, as a result of his unusually severe treatment there. Following

his return from Hungary In March 1983, where he attended the poet Gyula

Illyes' funeral, he was harassed, frequently interrogated by the police,

then arrested and In a secret trial he was sentenced tO 6 years in prison.

These cases are but a sampling of atrocities committed by the Rumanian

police, . Many other Hungarian people, among them writers, poets, ministers,

priests, local, spiritual leaders were submitted to house searches, harassments and

.police brutality. Mentioning their cases would be too much to thls report.

Transylvanlan Hungarians Lhave many more grievances but we listed only a

few of them In our report.

A person not familiar with the spirit prevailing In the Carpathian Basin and

surroundings may ask what"is the reason for the mistreatment of Hungarians and

other minorities in Rumania.

Of course, we do not know the answer as we have no chance to discuss this

problem with the Rumanian dictator, Mr. Ceausescu or some other high ranking

officials of his regime. The foreign policy maker officials of our government could

do that If they wanted to. But we have some Ideas about It as our Interpretation

and we believe In It.

-6-
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The number one reason according to our thinking is good old, old fashioned

and in many countries already outmoded nationalism. Mr. Ceausescu is as we see

him an ultranationalist dictator who wants to make Rumania a great country and

the Rumanians a great nation, much greater than these are now. For this reason he

also wants to transform his multinational country into a "unitary" /one

nation/country where every inhabitants are ethnic Rumanian. Who are in the way

of his grandiose project of pure Rumanian Rumania? Of course, the Hungarians,

Germans and other minorities of Rumania. But Hungarians of Transylvania,

Slovakia and Yugoslavia are the same Hungarians who populate Hungary, they are

one nation having the same language, culture, history and aspirations. It is no

wonder that these Hungarians who lived together in the same Hungarian kingdom

for more than one thousand years, want to remain Hungarian no matter where they

live In the former territory of Hungary in that last 63 years since the Trianon

peace treaty which drew the new state borders over their head. Any other nations

would want to preserve their identify the same way as Hungarians want to.

Whether Mr. Ceausescu realizes the wishes of the Hungarian community or

not, it does not matter too much, because he still wants to pursue his nationalistic

ideas of a unitary state. As a communist dictatorship the Rumanian government,

having all the power of the state in one hand, the hand of the dictator and the

Party, is in the position to carry out forcibly practically all his ideas. An because

no other Ideas, organizing or activity may be carried out without the approval of

the central government, there is no way how the Hungarian community could

defend itself from the forcible denationalization process, except with passive

resistance. But that does not solve the lack of Hungarian schooling,, the

Rumanianization of solid Hungarian districts, the communication with neighboring

Hungary,

-7-
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It is evident that the Transylvanian Hungarians need outside help in their
struggle for their'human and national right,. In the last many years Transylvania
and human rights oriented organizations successfully made the. Department of
State and large number of U.S. legislators acquainted with the minority problems
of Rumania. Our thanks and appreciation goes out to those members of Congress
who initiated and became signatory of numerous resolutions on behalf of the
Transyivanian Hungarians, including the recent Senate Resolution 372 which tells
the Rumanian government that it should consider taking actions in the light of
congressional concern and the Berne Human Contacts xpe t Meeting of Helsinki

signatory states.
"1/4/ Improve relations with ethnic minorities, including those of Hungarian,
German, Gypsy, and Jewish descent, among others, particularly' with regard
to the safeguarding of cultural rights. Issues of concern include continued
access to education;in national languages, the retention of national libraries
and museums, and university and secondary education in minority culture

language, and history."

A special thanks is due for those three U.S. representatives who wrote
President Reagan May I urging him to suspend the Most Favored Nation trade
status because of the human rights abuses in Rumania.

On the part of the Department of State we appreciate Ambassador
Schiftetes/now Assistant Secretary of State for Hum an Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs/ statement Included in his plenary speech at the Ottawa'human rights
conferences 4'We strongly believe in the protection of the. cultural rights of the
Hungarian minority in Rumania.. That will have to be 'an essential element of any
bilateral human rights discussions." I strongly hope that the same feeling about the
Hungarian minority prevails in the political wing of the State Department and will

-'8-
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be expressed on the highest level of the Department In the not too distant future.

We are convinced that high level intervention Is the missing link In our struggle for

protecting Hungarians from "cultural genocide" in Rumania.

In private talks in Ottawa, Mr. Schifter attempted to convince the Rumanian

representatives that "fundamental social and societal problems exist within

Rumania In the area of minority rights". He stressed that "the basic issues are

societal and cultural but not territorial."

Here we insert another possible cause of suppression of Hungarians In

Rumania. It appears to us that the Rumanian government and people are still not

sure of their possession of Transylvania, They may feel so because the over one

th"9ousand year while Transylvania was an organic and original part of Hungary

might seem overwhelming against the mere 66 years of Rumanian rule. They may

be afraid that Transylvanian Hungarians wish to leave under Hungarian rule In

Transylvania. Even though there is no wish expressed by Transylvanian Hungarians,

and for that matter, there Is no known activity within the emigration for the

revision of the Trianon /1919/ and the Paris /1947/ peace treaties, Rumanian

-authorities often accuse Hungarians In Transylvania of working for revision.

Typically to Rumanian attitude those accused usually requested only the revival of

Hungarian schools, or Hungarian classes which requests have nothing to do with

revision.

On account of the accelerated and drastic curtailments of Hungarian

schooling, other human rights abuses by the Rumanian communist government, and

'the large trade deficit we oppose extension of the Most Favored National trade

status for Rumania for one year, subject of recovering It to Rumania upon

fulfillment of certain conditions to be monitored and verified by a U.S. delegation.

Among conditions we list:

-9-
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a/ Religious freedom for the non-recognized denominations as well as the 14
recognized denominations many of which are still harassed and strictly
controlled by Rumanian central and local authorities.

b/ Discontinuation of suppression of minority cultures, foremost that the
largest Hungarian minority. Concrete steps should include:

- reestablishing the Hungarian University in Kolozsvar/Cluj-Napoca/,
- restarting Hungarian high schools converted lately to Rumanian

schools.

- discontinue the practice of placing Hungarian university graduates into
pure Rumanian districts Instead of Hungarian districts, particularly
Sgraduates'trom Hungarian language and literature, which Is not taught

in Rumanian districts.,

- raise the number of admissions to the Protestant Theology to a level

which covers vacancies.

As far as we know, President Reagan in his transcript to the Congress raised
the possibility of suspending MFN for Rumania on religious base. For benefiting
the suppressed minorities we urge the Department of State that suspension of MFN
be based on human rights abuses of minorities, too, and this should be'disclosed to
the Rumanian government.,

We are afraid that official silence about minorities could be interpreted by'
the Rumanian government as a green light to go on with the process of

denationalization.

-10 -
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Holstein Association B
TG*On: OW-254.4551

8M2-257-4461Cable. Holem
TWX 710 363 1871

July 14j 1986

International Ttade Subcommittee
U. S. Senate Committee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirkson Senate Office Building
Wahington, DC 20510

Gentlemen:

It is my privilege on behalf of the 50,000 members of Holstein-Friesian
Association of America to recommend and urge the continuation of Most-
Favored-Nations (HIM) trading status for the Socialist Republic of
Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the People's Republic of
China. This recommendation is consistent with that made on behalf of the
Association since each nation was granted such status in 1975. 1970 and
1950 respectively.

Having had market development relationships with each of these countries
end given assistance to others marketing U. S. agricultural comodities
and products in these countries, the Association is in a position to
recognize the importance of M status to these countries as well as the
economic and political benefits accruing to our country.

We urge the favorable consideration of the Committee to this
recommendation which we are confident is supported by many other similarly
involved organization and individuals.

Sincerely,

H. Ruler
Chairman Emeritus
rhr/Io
ccs Betty Scott-Boom

Committee on Finance
Room SD-219 Dirksen Senw.te Office Building
Washington, DC 20310

HOsemn-Fresian Aswation of Amenca
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ZahariaCRAINIO C
47-52,44th -
SUNNYSIDE vNY 11104
Phon04 (71)937-3325

Mrs SCOTTBOOM

I SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
3 .S.SEATE
WASHINGTON D.C. 20510

or Ms SOTTBOOMK

I, the undersigned, Zaharia,CRAINIeIUC,o4 New York City,-U.S.CITIZEN,participant to *THE TWENTY SEOD ROMAIIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR:FORCEDSEPARATED FAMILIES REUNION IN The U.S.A. end forTfl RESTORATION OFHUMAN RIGHTS and of FREEDOM OF RELIGION in COMMUNIST ROANIA"organisein Washington DO, on U.S.CAPITOL~'ste-s, on the side of 2H3 WHITEHOUSE and in fron of COMMUNIST ROKANIA s EMBASSYY by Dimitrie G.APOSTOLIUof Now York, -President of "THE AMERICAN-R0ANIM NATIONAL COMMITTEE FORHUMAN RIGHTS"-
1.- Please to approve that my written testimony to be printed In CONGRE-SSIONAL RECORD of U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTER-NATIONAL TRADE" OF JULY 2P,1986, concerning "THE 263; FAVORED NATION'sCLAUS( ("M.F.Nr) STATES TO COMMUNIST ROMAXIA, and-2.- TO BE SUSTAINED ON U.S SENATE FLOOR AT THE ABOVE MENTIONED HEARING BYDimitri. G.APOSTOLIU Ph.D, of N.Y.- President of "THE AMERIOAN-RONANIANNATIONAL COMMITTEE *OR HUM RIGHTS"- organiser, partilJa-t and s.)okesemen
of HUNGER STRIKERS.-
- DOWN TERRORISM!
- DOWN COMMUNISM!
- LONG LIVE TO FREEDOM!- GOD BLESS AMERICAo

Reepqctfuly YOURS.

Zaharia, CRAINIC IUC,
U.S.CITIZEN

4



Soltan#BODO0/0 MO~ARESCU Fam ily

25-12,Stnway St#3D
ASTORIA NY 11103Phons(78) 932-19o7

POLITICAL ASLUM APPLICANT

Mrs SCOTT BOOK
U. s9 A COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
J-- 01U. 8:SENATEj OFFICE BUILDINGu, s. $ZKATS
WASHINGTON D.C.20510

CCCCMMeIN~IRCCWMCM CC IWmmNUWmN#

I Dear Mrs SCOTT BOOK,

I, the undersigned Zoltan,BODO of New York City, -POLITICAL ASYLUM
APPLICANT and partioipant to "THiE TNTY SECOND ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKE
FOR FORCED SEPARATED FAMILIES REUNION IN The U.S.A., and for:THE RESTO-r
RATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS and of FREDOM OF RELIGION in COMMUNIST ROMANIA"
organised by Dimitrie G.APOSTOLIU PhD. of Now York CitvProsident oft
"THE ANERICAN-ROMANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS".
1.- Please to approve that my written statement to be printed in CONGRSSIO-
NAT. RECORD OF U.S.SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCESUBCOMNITEE ON INTERNATIONAL
TRADE of THE ORAL HEARING of JULY 28,1986,CONCERNING"THE MOST FAVORED NATI-
O ' s CLAUSE STATUS("M.F.N") TO COMMUNIST ROMAIA,-and-
2.- TO BE SUSTAINED ON U.S. SUIATEs FlOOR AT THE ABOVE MENTIONED ORAL
HEARING BY Dimitrie.4, APOSTOLIU of N.Y,-President of "THE AMERICAN-ROMANIAN
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS*-organiser,,pprtioi iant and s,'oker-man of
HUNGER STRIKERS.-
- DOWN TERRORISM!
- DOWN COMUNISM
- LONG LIVE TO FRREtof Y
- GOD BLESS AMERICA! Res, eotful. YOURS,
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IMaiden NOmesCIORA I
98-51,65th Ave # 53
REGO-PARK NY 11.347 #I Phone(718580-343

Mrs. SCOTT BOOK.
U..S.SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

I 3O5TJ0 SENATE OFFICE BUILDINGU. S. SIATE

WASHINGTON D.C. 20510

DEAR Kra. SCOTT BOOM.

It the undersigned, Ilona MANDI -of New York city, U.S. CITIZEN,
&rtiolPant to "THE TWENTY SECOND ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR* FORCED SEPARA.D FAMILIES REUNION IN The U.SA. and forTHE RESTORATION OF hUMAN RIGHTSand of FREEDOM OF RELIGION in COMMUNIST aONANIA"organissd in WASHINGTON D.C.on U.S. CAPITOL's steps, on the side walk of THE WH HOUSE and in frout ofCOMMUNIST ROMANIA's IKBASSY,by Dimitrie G.APOSTOLIU Ph.bD of New York City,President of "THE AMERICAN-ROMANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS"-.l.- Please to approve that my written statement to be renteded in CONGRESSIO-NAL RECORD OF U.S.SSNATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCESUBCOMMITE ON INTER4TIONALTRADE of JULY 28,10P!6 concerning' "THE MOST FAVORED NATION'. CLAUSE STATUS'("M.F.N") to COMMUNIST ROMANIA,- and-

2.- TO BE SUSTAINED ON U.S. SENATE FLOOR AT E ABOVE MENTIONED ORAL HEARINGbys .o G. APOSTOLIU Ph.D of Now York Oity,-Preosdet of " THE AMRIOAN-ROMANA NATIONAL CONMI4EE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS"-orwaniser. participant" andspokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS!
DOWN TERRORISM!

- DOWN -COMMUNISM!
- LONG LIVE TO FREEDOM!
- GOD BLESS AMERICA!

Rseectfuly YOURS,

U.S.CITIZEN
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joatorinaJIONESCU3 0-08,73rd St

JACKSON HEIGHTS

Phone(71P)424-1'87 l

Tot

Mrs. SCOTT BOOM
U.S.SNATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE I
315 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
U, S. SENATE
WASHINGTON D.C. 20510

Mrs SOTT BOOM

I, the undersigned, Ecaterina,IONESCU of New York city, a PERMANENT
RESIDENT of The USA,- partici-)ant to "THE TWENTY SECOND ROILANIAN HUNGER
STRIKE FORt FORCED SEPARATED FAMILIES REUNION IN THE USA and SoriTHE
RESTORATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS and of FREEDOM OF RELIGION in COMMUNIST
ROMANIA" organised in Washington DO, on US CAPITOL's stej e, on the side
walk of THE WHITE HOUSE, and in front of COMMUNIST ROMANIA's EMBASSY,-
1.- PLease to approve that my written testimony to be printed in THE
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of THE ORAL HEARING OF JULY 28,1.6 of US SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE* SUBCOMMITTEE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE, concerning

"THE MOST FAVORED NATION's CLAUSE STATUS("MFN")TO COMMUNIST ROMANIA-and-
2.- TO BE SUSTAINED ON US. SENATE's FLOOR AT, THE ABOVE MENTIONED ORAL
HEARING BY Dimitrie G. APOSTOLIUPh.D, ;-President of "THE AMERICAN-ROMA-
NIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS-orgeaniser,popticipant and
spokesman of HUNGER STRIKERS.-
- DOWN TERRORISM!
- DOWN COMMUNISM!
- LONG LIVE TO FREEDOM!
- GOD BLESS AMERICA!

Respeotful.V YOURS

Ecaterina, IONESCU

PERMANENT RESIDENT of The USA
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BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

WRITTEN STATEMENT
OF

RUTH NOBLE GROOM
ON

MOST-FAVORED-NATION STATUS FOR ROMANIA

AUGUST 14, 1986

As President of Noble Trading Company, Inc., and Vice
Chairman of American Businesses for International Trade (ABIT), I am
pleased to submit my views to the Subcommittee on the impact of
Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) status for Romania, particularly on small
businesses in the United States.

At the outset, it should be emphasized that revocation of
MFN would be disasterous for my company and for many of the
approximately one hundred other small businesses trading with
Romania. If MFN were not in effect, my company would engage in no
trade whatsoever with Romania, and I think the result would be the
same for many other small companies. Furthermore, I believe that
revocation of MFN status would substantially negate the progress the
U.S. Government has made thus far in its relations with Romania
regarding international economic policy, foreign policy, and human
rights and religious matters.

U.S. Small Businesses
Trading with Romania

Noble Trading Company, Inc. is a District of Columbia
corporation, with its headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia. The
company was founded in 1977 primarily to engage in importing from
the People's Republic of China. Since then our business has
expanded to include substantial barter and countertrade operations
in Eastern Europe. For the past three years we have been trading
U.S. cotton and coal to Romania in exchange for wood, paper, and
metal products. This business amounted to about $8 million over the
past year.

Besides Noble Trading Company, there are approximately one
hundred other small U.S. companies trading with Romania. Most of
these are importers of Romanian products such as luggage, furniture,
foodstuffs, clothing and textiles, and chemicals. For many of these
companies, trade with Romania is their Orimary, if not sole,
business.' As explained below, if the United States does not
maintain trade relations with Romania on an MFN basis, many of these
companies could be forced out of business.
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2.

Effect of MFN Status on
International Trade

Pursuant to section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974, Pub.
Law 93-618, the President extended MFN status to Romania in 1975.
That status has continued in effect each year, enabling imports
from Romania to enter the United States at the lower "Column 10
duty rates. Imports from non-market economies are ordinarily
subject to the much higher *Column 2' duty rates.1/ certain
imports from Romania enter the United States duty-free under the
Generalized System of Preferences. As a result of the restoration
of MPN status to Romania by the United States, total trade between
the two countries has tripled, from about $450 million in 1976 to
$1.2 billion in 1984.2/

1. effect on Imports

If MFH status were to be revoked, the tariffs on imported
Romanian goods would snap back to the sharply-higher Column 2
rates. Furthermore, Romania would lose its GSP status, since the
President,may not designate Communist countries as *beneficiary
developing countries' eligible for GSP status unless they have MPN
status. 19 U.S.C. 2462.

1/ The imports of countries with MFN status are dutiable at
Column 1 rates, which, reflect substantial tariff concessio0s
negotiated within the framework of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), instead of the Column 2 rates, set
by law in 1930 which are generally significantly higher.
Thus, except when Column I and Column 2 rates are the same or
items are admitted duty-free, MFN status confers economic
advantages.

2/ MFN Status for Hungary, Romania Chinal and Afghanistan:
Bearing Before the Subcomm. on Inter. Trade, Comm. on
Finance, 99Eh Cong., Ist sess. 229 (statement or Dep. AsSt.
,U.3 Trade Rep. Ralph R. Johnson, July 23, 1985).
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3.

The adverse impact on small businesses importing from
Romania would be enormous. According to the Department of

jrCommerce, the competitiveness of ninety percent of the goods
,,Romania now sells in the United States would be adversely affected
by the termination of Romania's MFN status.!/ Furthermore, the
impact would be disproportionately harsh for-small businesses,,V since many of them depend heavily on trade with Romania for their
-livelihood.

As I have said before, Noble Trading Company's import
business with Romania would essentially be wiped out. For
example, all of the paper and wood products that Noble Trading

iiCompany imports from Romania are currently duty-free, either under
GSP or under the Column 1 rates. If MFN status were not in
effect, these products would be subject to tariffs ranging from
30-40% ad valorem and, consequently, they would be uncompetitive
in the U.S. market. The same result would obtain for a numberr of
other small businesses. This situation would be bad enough in
itself: what makes it worse, however, is that while many small
U.S. importers would be driven out of business, U.S. producers of!like products would not benefit. The Commerce Department's

research indicates that Romanian products by and large do not
"compete with U.S. goods; Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Italy and
,West Geripiny would gain the bulk of Romania's lost U.S.
markets._/ I personally can't understand the wisdom of harming
U.S. small businesses to benefit foreign suppliers such as those

,described above.

2. Effect on U.S. Exports

Revocation of MPN status would also have .a disruptive
effect on U.S. exports to Romania. Although.U.S. exports make

L3/ Continuation of the President's Authority To Waive the Trade
c Freedom of EmIgration Provisions: Hearing Before the
Subcomm. on Inter. Trade, Comm. on Finance, 98th Cong., lst
Sess. 39 (Statement of Dep. Asit. Sec. of Commerce for Europe
Franklin J. Varg6- Jul.' 29, 1983). This statement was,
repeated by Mr. Vargo in substance at the 1984 hearing. See
f n. 4%infra.

4/ Ibid. at p. 39. See also, Continuing Presidential authority

the Subcomm. on Inter .Trade, Com. on Finnce, 98th Cong.,
2na Meas. 319. (Statement o Dep". Ast. sec. of Commerce for
Europe Franklin J. Vargo, Aug. 8, 1984).

I Qr
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up only about 20% of the bilateral trade, these exports mainly
consist, significantly, of machinery, transportation equipment,
mineral fuels, e.g, coal, and agricultural products, such as
soybeans and corn./ This trade could dry up and cause serious
up injury to farmers, miners and blue-collar workers who have
already been hard-hit the past few years. There are three simple
reasons for this. First, U.S. exports to Romania receive MPN
treatment, since Romania is a member of the GATT, having joined in
1971. Under GATT rules, Romania would be entitled to withdraw MFN
status from the United States if we withdrew MFN status from
Romania.

Second, it is the policy of the Government og Romania to
purchase goods from the countries, to which it sells.E/ I fact,
Romania has been favoring imports from the United States,l/ at
the expense of mutual trade with other Eastern European countries
and the Soviet Union../ It seems to me that it would be
difficult, if not impossible, for the Government of Romania to
continue this policy if the United States were to revoke its MFN
status.

Third, Romania has used the earnings from its exports to the
United States to expand its imports from the United State*.,/

5/ 45th quarterly Report to the Congress and the Trade Policy
Committee on Trade Between the United states and the'
Nonmarket Economy Countries During 1985 (UBITC pub. 1827,

N I- Mar. 1986 at PP. 73, 97).

6/ Vargo testimony before the Finance Committee in 1985 at
p. 241. See fn. 2 for cite.

7/ Idem.

8/ Eastern European Economies: Slow Growth in the 1980's:
ZVolume 2, Forel gn Trace and International Finance. Selected

Papers Submitted to the JointEconomic Comm., 99th Cong.i 2nd
5Sees. (Poznanski Paper at p. 63).

.9/ Vargo testimony in 1985 at p. 241.
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Also, Romania has used these hard currency earnings to repay
financial obligations to the U.S. Government and private western
banks and commercial suppliers.10/ Without export earnings on
sales to the United States, Romania simply would have no hard
dollars to pay for U.$. goods and services.

3. Effect on Barter and Countertrade Activities

Romaniahas recently increased its countertrade
requirements for Western suppliers.in order to acquire capital
goods for plant modernization without foreign exchange/ Th:
reason for this is that Romania has a shortage of hard currency,
having used what was available to pay off its foreign debt. This
was accomplished by implementing domestic austerity measures and
by taking direct action to limit non-essential imports.

Although countertrade requirements usually increase as
j hard currency supplies decrease, revocation of MFN for Romania
would not benefit U.S. companies, such as Noble Trading Company,
that are involved in countertrade with Romania. Normally, the

,,:only articles that are made available to satisfy countertrade
requirements are those that are difficult to export. If Romanian
goods were subject to the Column 2 duty rates, the goods offered.
'for countertrade would not be difficult to sell they would be
impossible to sell. Consequently, U.S. exports to Romania would
suffer proportionately.,

4. Suspension of MFN Status

At the August I hearing, Representative Hall urged the
Subcommittee to approve S. 1817, which is identical to the bill he

",introduced in the House, H.R. 3599, to suspend MPN status for six
months. The apparent rationale behind the legislation is to put

10/ Idem.

1l/ 45th quarterly Report at p. 73. For a description of
" Romania's countertrade policies, see USITC Pub. 1766,

Assessment of the Effects of Barter and Countertrade on U.S.
Industries, Oct. 1985 at p. 127.

~iA•
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6.

Romania "on probation and give it incentive to improve its
performance with respect to religious freedom and human
rights.-l

Although this argument may be seductively appealing at
first glance, on closer inspection it is very flawed, and just as
damaging to business relationships as revocation of MPN. If
Romania were to lose MPN status, customers of U.S. businesses
would be forced to turn to other suppliers, and would not
automatically return once MPN were restored, if ever. As Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Commerce Vargo testify , "temporary
suspension is no different than revocation.'0_f The United
States needs to enhance its reputation as a reliable trading
partner, not degrade it.

Conclusion and Recommendations

I do not think it is appropriate for me to expand on the
international economic policy, foreign policy and human rights
reasons to maintain MPN status for Romania. These have been
addressed in great detail by Administration and private sector
witnesses in current and past testimony. However, I will observe
that I believe the United States can accomplish its goals in these
areas by keeping the doors open to trade and dialogue rather than
closing the doors and breaking off relations.

For these reasons, I urge the Subcommittee to support
continued MPN status for Romania. Revocation of MPN would be bad
policy, with destructive results for U.S. small business.

12/ Written Statement of Rep. Tony P. Hall, Aug. 1, 1986.

13/ Written Statement of Dep. Asst'. Sec. of Commerce for Europe,
Franklin J. Vargo, Aug. 1, 1986.
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AuguSt 14, 1986

Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Dirkson Senate Office Building, Room 219
Washington, 0. C. 20510

Re: 4*.101I- Suspending Host-Favored-
Nation Treatment to Romania

Gentlemen

It has come to our attention that the Committee on
Finance is considering legislation that would suspend Romania's
entitlement to most-favored-nation treatment. On behalf of
Norfolk Southern Corporation, I write to urge that you not
report such legislation favorably.

Norfolk and Western Railway Company, a subsidiary of
Norfolk Southern Corporation, annually handles between 25 and
30 million tons of Appalachian coal for export, most over Pier
6, part of its Lamberts Point facility at Norfolk, Virginia.

Romania has been a long-time trading partner and has
invested millions of dollars in partnership'with American firms
to develop high-quality United States metallurgical coal
reserves. In 1986, Romania purchased approximately one million
tons of coal from mines served by Norfolk and Western. Of that
total, about 700,000 tons originated in Buchanan County,
Virginia, an area already suffering from severe unemployment.

Admittedly, ending or suspending Romania's
most-lavored-nation status would not prohibit its continuing to
take coal from United States sources such as the Appalachian
Region. However, by increasing the duty on coal, the effect of
the bill would be to make its delivered price to Romania higher
than is now the case and would force that country to consider

k, purchasing from other suppliers such as Colombia, Poland,
Australia and South Africa -- with consequent loss of revenues
to the Appalachian and national economies and loss of mining
and railroad jobs.

Oporsng Subsidiaries: Norfolk and Western Railway Company Southern Railway Company
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Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Page 2
August 14, 1986

Moreover, suspension of Romania's most-favored-nation
status will likely have very limited impacts,. if any, on Itsinternal practices. And, even if the suspension is of limitedduration, it has the potential to do immediate harm incurrently depressed-areas of our country. Indeed, if itinduces Romania to purchase its coal requirements from other
nations, there is no guarantee at all that United Statessuppliers will be able to recapture the lost business when andit Romania's trading status is restored.

We believe the proposed legislation is not in thisnation's best interest and respectfully request the members ofthe Committee on Finance to reject it.

r yours,
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Statement of Norman Heller
President

PepsiCo Wines & Spirits International

August 1, 1986
Most Favored Nation Status for Hungary,
People's Republic of China and Romania

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

It is an honor to be here before you this morning, and I thank
you for this opportunity.

My name is Norman Heller, and I am President of PepsiCo Wines &
Spirits International. I am here today on behalf of PepsiCo,
Incorporated, and two of its divisions, Pepsi-Cola International,
which is responsible for our international soft drink operations
and PepsiCo Wines & Spirits International, which is involved in
the trading and marketing of wines and spirits worldwide.

In that capacity, I can state that PepsiCo expresses its strong
support for the Administration's decision to continue in effect
the waiver authority under Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act to
the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungari Ahneopies'
Republic Ond the People's Republic of China.

PepsiCo is engaged in the sale of consumer products on a
worldwide basis. In Eastern Europe, Pepsi-Cola and our other
soft drinks constitute our major products for sale. Pepsi-Cola
was introduced in Romania in 1965, twenty-one years ago. Today,
the Romanians bottle Pepsi-Cola in three plants and distribute it
widely throughout their country. Approximately five million
24-bottle cases or one hundred twenty million bottles of
Pepsi-coa will be sold in Romania this year. We opened the
Hungarian market in 1968. Today there are seven plants which
will provide nearly-thirteen million cases of Pepsi for
consumption by Hungarians in 1986. The People's Republic of
China is a new market for PepsiCo, opened just five years ago.
But there already are two Pepsi plants which will produce more
than four million cases this year, and we expect to see

. substantial. growth in the soft drink and food service sectors,
over time.,

We, at PepsiCo, strongly believe that bt'ilding bridges of trade
is an important step in developing international understanding
and peaceful relations throughout the world. Such business
relationships are a vital means of sustaining open lines of
communcation and improving cultural, political and personal
understanding. We also believe that maintaining Most Favored
Nation status is crucial to the continuing economic stability and
the future economic growth of these business relationships.
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I would like to focus for a few moments on Romania -- our
oldest trading partner in Eastern Europe. Since 1965, our
business with Romania has continued to grow. The basis for our
business operations in Romania is a licensing arrangement.
Both PepsiCo and the Romanian government view this arrangement
as a shared investment working toward mutual profit and
stability.

Romanian wines were introduced in the United States in Octobdr
1976, under the trademark Prehiiat. This has proven to be a
success in that the U.S. consumer has been provided with wines
of outstanding quality at good value. The result on outside
is that PepsiCo earns profits on the sale of both products.

Prior to the granting of Most Favored Nation status to Romania
in 1975, there was only one plant in Romania producing
Pepsi-Cola. Since 1975, two additional plants have opened and
our business has more than doubled. In addition, since Romania
received Most Favored Nation treatment, PepsiCo has developed a
profitable business supplying high quality Romanian wines to
U.S. importers.

I can state as an international executive and as a U.S. citizen
that in my company's dealings with the various ministries and
trade enterprises of Romania, we have been impressed with their
good will, sincerity, and cooperation in our joint commercial
relationships, both in the areas of their purchases of
Pepsi-Cola from us and their sale of wine in the United States.

For all these reasons, PepsiCo strongly supports the extension
of Most Favored Nation status for Romania, Hungary and the , ..
People's Republic of China. We believe the Administration's
recent decision makes solid sense from an economic standpoint,
and from a public policy standpoint as well. We very much hope
that this action will receive strong Congressional support.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to appear here
-today. I would be pleased to answer any questions the
Committee may have.
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Mr. Chairman, I am Milton F. Rosenthal, retired Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Corporation. Since
1975, 1 have served as the U.S. Chairman of the Romanian-U.S. Economic
Council. It is in this latter capacity that I am appearing today.

The Council was an early proponent of normalizing trade relations with
Romania and gave its support to the negotiations that resulted in the 1975
signing of the Agreement of Trade Relations between the United States and
Romania. The Agreement, together with its provision on
most-favored-nation (WNF) tariff treatment, has been a critical element in the
bilateral relationship for the last eleven years.

I am pleased to be able to appear here today in support of the
President'sdecision to extend for an additional twelve months MFN status to
Romania. I would like to focus my remarks on the positive imat the Trade
Agreement And its MN provision have had on U.S. interests inomania,

In the commercial field, the Trade Agreement has proVided\U.S. companies
with important protections in such areas as property rights, business
representations and capital rdpatriation. Such protections have provided our
companies with the necessary leverage to resolve certain commercial problems
that have confronted them.

The Trade Agreement, and in particular MPN, has provided the framework
for a stable growth in trade between our two countries. In the late 1970s,
U.S. companies won sizable contracts to provide the Romanians with capital
equipment, manufactured goods and agricultural commodities. While Romania's
financial difficulties have resulted in a significant decline in that
country's imports from the West in recent years, we expect this situation to
change as Romania's economy improves.

Because of the strong business relationships established in the 1970s,
U.S. companies are well positioned to benefit from Romanian import
requirements during the remainder of this decade, both with regard to spare
parts and additional equipment needs. Indeed, U.S. exports for the first
quarter of this year were double that of the same period in 1985. Romania's
economic plans appear to provide significant export possibilities in such
areas -as energy equipment and technology, scientific measuring and automation
equipment, certain consumer items, oil and gas exploration and recovery
equipment, and agricultural chemicals.

Beyond the commercial sphere, WFN has been an effective tool for the
United States in its dealings with the Romanians in the political field. In
return in part for MHN, the Romanian Government has permitted significant
numbers of its citizens to emigrate to the United States, the Federal Republic
of Germany and Israel. Such permissions have been granted despite the fact
that these emigrants have often come from the well educated ranks of society,
citizens whose skills are needed in the country's industrial and scientific
sectors.

Certainly more needs to be done In the humanitarian field, as the
President pointed out in his report to Congress. 1FN can provide an effective
tool in this regard. However, it is extremely important that this tool be
used carefully and in a focused manner.



As an example, two years ago the Romanian Government promulgated an
educational tax on those wishing to emigrate. The impact of this tax would
have been a drastic decline-in emigration levels.- Following a series of-
diplomatic initiatives between our two countries and a discussion at the
highest level in which I personally participated at Romanian invitation, the
Romanian Government concluded that the tax would be detrimental to the

,V bilateral relationship and its ability to sell in the U.S. market and,
therefore, decided that the tax would not be implemented.

to More recently, we have seen the resolution of several humanitarian cases
.,to which the Administration and certain Members of Congress had attached great
importance. State Department Counselor Derwinski and U.S. Ambassador Kirk
Z deserve thanks and congratulations for their dilltgence in this regard. Once

-more I took advantage of Romanian invitation to discuss these matters in'
person. The cases were ultimately resolved as a result of the effective use

t !of the WN leverage.

While our Council deals primarily with issues relating to the bilateral
trade relationships between the United States and Romania, our American -
members are very much interested in the protection of human rights in all the
foreign countries in which we do business. When we travel to these countries,
,e take with us our democratic ideals and human values. We have no sympathy
With and do not condone violations of such values.

f, We believe that the very presence of American business representatives
in countries which do not share our respect for the value of the individual,

-provides the citizens of such countries with excellent proof of the advantages
-of our form of society and government. Consequently, rather than discouraging
U.S. business from operating in such countries, we believe our government
should view U.S. business overseas as an Important source of people to people

\ contacts.

It has been proposed by some Members of Congress that Romania's
Vnondiscriminatory tariff status be suspended or terminated. As a businessman
;with more than 40 years of experience in international trade, I can tell you
;that there would be little difference between suspension and termination.
,Business relationships and patterns of doing business in international trade
,cannot be turned on and off. Once a major interruption occurs, it tends tobecome more or less permanent. In my opinion, therefore, any proposal to

i suspend Romania MPN status should be evaluated on the same basis as a proposal
.Kto terminate that status.

S uc'i an occurance would be bound to encourage a reversal in Romania's
Policy of directing a majority of its world trade to Western countries,

including the United States. With this reversal would come a significant
decline In our ability to influence events in Romania, in particular in the

field 6f' human rights. If we are pragmatic, we must ask ourselves what would
then be likely to occur in the lives of those who hope to obtain permission to
emigrate and those who seek improvement in their religious freedoms.
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It is obvious that the critics of Romanian behavior in the area of human

rights believe sincerely that they are acting in the best interest of the
Romanian people when advocating suspension or termination of Romania's NFN
status. Experience proves, however, that such action would inevitably result
in material damage to the very people they are trying to protect.

On behalf of the Economic Council, I greatly appreciate the opportunity
to espouse these views. We are grateful to you, Hr. Chairman, and the members
of this Subcommittee for your attention. We respectively urge you to support
the President in his decision to renew tFN for an additional twelve month
period. Thank you.
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SUMMARY OF

STATEMENT ON THE MOST-FAVORED-NATION TARIFF STATUS

FOR ROMANIA

I am Milton Rosenthal, retired Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
l Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Corporation. Since 1975, I have served as

the U.S. Chairman of the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council. It is in this latter
capacity that I am appearing today in support of the renewal of
most-favored-nation (MFN) tariff treatment for Romania.

MF N has provided the framework for a stable growth in trade between the
United States and Romania. Because of the strong business relationships
established in the 1970s, U.S. companies are well positioned to benefit from
Romanian'import'requirements during the remainder of this decade.

Beyond the commercial sphere, MFN has been an effective tool for the
United-States in its dealings with the Romanians in the political field. In
return in part for MFN, the Romanian Government has permitted significant
numbers of its citizens to emigrate to the United States, the Federal Republic
of Germany and Israel.

It has been proposed by some Members of Congress that Romania's
nondiscriminatory tariff status be suspended or terminated. As a businessman
with more than 40 years of experience in international trade, I can tell you
that there would be little difference between suspension and termination.
Business relationships and patterns of doing business in international trade
cannot be turned on and off.

We believe that the very presence of American business representatives
in countries which do not share our respect for the value of the individual,

. provides the citizens of such countries with excellent proof of the advantages
of our form of society and government. Consequently, rather than discouragingU.S. business from operating in such countries, we believe our government
should view U.S. business overseas as an important source of people to people
contacts.
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